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CREATIVITY: PSYCHOLOGICAL AND EVOLUTIONARY
PERSPECTIVES

ABSTRACT

The most commonly cited explanation for the evolutionary emergenceof creative
ability is sexual selection. This suggests that the ability to produce creative
products arose to advertise the qualities of the artist and thereby attract sexual
partners. Thus the higher the quality of the product the greater the number of
mates the artist will attract. The first study considered the definition of creativity
by a general population and developed a measure of self-perceived creative
ability. From the 344 participants it was found that creativity was predominantly
considered to encompass Arts based activities. It was also considered by over
80% of the participants that creative products communicated something
about the
creative individual.

The second study investigated whether artworks act as

fitness indicators by accurately conveying the qualities of the artists. Six male
artists each made an artwork and completed a personality inventory and an
intelligence test. Fifty-one females rated the artists on creativity, intelligence and
personality traits. Whilst intelligence was the only variable that was found to be
significantly accurately assessed,qualitative analysis suggested that the raters
were able to assesslevels of personality traits but not to make subtle distinctions
between these levels.

Furthermore, these ratings were used in mate choice

decisions when choosing which artist they would most like to go
out on a date
with.

The final study was an online questionnaire asking artists about their

artistic behaviours and attitudes, their and their partner's personality and their

reproductive success. Results demonstrated that more professional male artists
gained greater numbers of sexual partners and used a more short-term mating

strategy. Moreover,both male and femaleprofessionalartistshad significantly
greaterpotential fertility than less professionalartists. Theseresults strongly
supportthe sexualselectiontheory for the emergenceof creativity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Creativity is one of the most defining and quintessential abilities of human
beings. Increasing our knowledge of creativity therefore allows us to understand
ourselves better. An exploration into evolutionary origins is fundamental to this
understanding and may help to explain the functions and motivations behind our
engagementin such behaviours.

This thesis considers the use of sexual selection theory to explain the emergence
of creativity, and more specifically art, in humans since this appears to be the
most commonly cited explanation for its evolution.
concerned with

Sexual selection is

attracting and gaining sexual partners (mates), and the

conception and survival of offspring with the ultimate aim of increasing one's
reproductive successthrough the passing of one's genes into future generations.
With respect to creativity, it is the
creative product that is predicted to attract
mates by acting as an indicator of the artist's qualities, and thereby fitness, with
the emphasis on short-term sexual liaisons. Thus the main questions for this
thesis are:

"

Do creativeproductsact asfitnessindicators?

"

Do highly creativeindividualshavegreaterreproductivesuccessthan less
creativeindividuals?

"

Are theresexdifferencesin thereproductivesuccessof artists?

Currently very few studies have been conducted in an attempt to support or
refute the sexual selection hypothesisof creativity. Answering the questions

I

above will provide an insight into the evolution of creative behaviours based on
empirical evidence rather than intuition and theory. This provides an exciting

opportunityto gain newknowledgein arapidly expandingfield of psychology.

To addressthese issues the thesis consistsof three separatebut inter-related
studies.Initially, two literaturereviewsarepresented.In the first, the questionof
how creativity is defined in the psychologicalliteraturewill be explored. Since
the approachesto this questionarecommonlydivided into onesthat examinethe
environment,the creative product, the personand the creativeprocesseachof
theseareasis consideredseparatelyin an attemptto find somecommon ground
within the literature.

The second literature review examines the evolutionary literature and its
approach to explaining creativity.

An in-depth review of sexual selection theory

is then presented and predictions for any creative behaviour that has arisen
through sexual selection are considered. However, before these can be tested a
particular creative behaviour needs to be chosen on which this model can be

tested. With this in mind andin an attemptto operationalizethe term "creative"
the first study used an online questionnaireand asked a general population
sample about their definitions of creativity. This consideredcreativity from
environment, product, person, and processperspectivesas the psychological
literature would suggest. Furthermore, although research often focuses on
eminentcreativity there is often an implicit assumptionthat creativeability lies
on a continuum. This suggeststhe needfor a measurethat reflects a continuum

2

perspectiveand so an attemptwill be madeto constructsuch a scalein the first
study

The second study asked the question "do artworks act as fitness indicators?"
This is explored, as it is one of the fundamental principles that would need to be
supported if sexual selection is to apply to visual art. An examination of this has
not previously been undertaken and so an original experiment was designed to
identify whether participants were able to accurately assessthe characteristics of
an artist purely through a consideration of his/her art and, if so, how this
information might be used in mate choice decisions.

To tackle the remaining aims of this thesis a third study on artists' reproductive
successand personalities was conducted. However, before this could be carried
out a literature review on the influence of personality on sexual behaviour and
mate preferences was required. This literature review provided an understanding
of the evolutionary functions of personality traits and how personality may affect
reproductive success. From this analysis followed the third and final study: an
online questionnaire investigating whether more professional artists had greater
mating success,numbers of biological children (achieved fertility), frequency of
sexual intercourse (potential fertility) and whether or not sexual dimorphism was
found (i. e. these relationships held for male but not female artists).
consideredthe interactions between personality and reproductive success.

3

It also

Finally, the conclusion considers the results of the studies presented in this thesis
in relation to the sexual selection hypothesis of visual art and to the psychology
of creativity more generally. To finish, it discussesfuture researchopportunities.

4

CHAPTER 2.
WHAT IS CREATIVITY?
Feist (2001) believes that there exists a consensuson the core definition of
creativity. That is that creativity involves bringing something into being that is
novel and adaptive (Feist, 2001). However, a review of the literature on

creativity quickly revealsthat, although many creativity researcherswould not
disagreethat theseare importantelements,there is no definitive consensus
to the
question what is creativity? In fact, by 1988,60 different definitions were
identified in the academicliterature (Spiel, 1998). This, in part, reflects the
complexityof the concept.

2.1. EVERYDAY

Within

AND EMINENT

CREATIVITY

creativity research there is a distinction between "everyday"

"eminent" creativity.

and

The predominant difference between the two is that

eminent creativity, unlike everyday creativity, is socially recognised as creative
(Richards & Kinney, 1990). This distinction implies that
eminent creativity
involves a product that can be assessedas creative by others
whereas everyday
creativity may or may not involve the making of a product.

It is disputedas to whethereverydayand eminentcreativity are on a continuum
or are separateentities (Lubart, 2000-2001). The continuumhypothesissuggests
that the factorsthat contributeto creativity, such aspersonality traits, are found
within all humansbut that they are presentin greater quantities in eminently

5

creative people. However, those that support the separateentities theory believe
that there are factors that are fundamentally different for eminently creative
individuals that are not found in others.

Boden (1998) makes a distinction between psychological (P-creativity) and
historical (H-creativity) creativity. P-creativity, which possesseselementsof
everydaycreativity,occurswhensomeonecomesup with an ideathat they could
not have had before but is known to others. This is frequently observedin
children when, for example, they learn how to use a shape-sorter. However, it

can alsooccur in creativeadultswho discover,for example,a new law in physics
only to find that someone else has already discovered this law previously. Thus
true H-creativity is a valuable idea that no one else has ever had before (Boden,
1998). This is therefore more likely to become an eminently creative idea if it is
socially recognised and valued. However, to say that, for example, Darwin was
H-creative and Wallace was only P-creative, although both formulated theories
of evolution at about the same time, seems counter intuitive.

Surely the

difference is more in the opportunities and persuasiveness the person
of
whose
ideas are first socially recognised rather than the creative abilities
of the
individuals.

Runco(2004)believesthat everyonehascreativepotentialbut that not everyone
demonstratescreativeperformance. Thus whilst creativepotential is necessary
for creativeperformancethe latter also requiresmotivation and ego-strengthas
well as other attributesto be realised(Runco, 2004). This would suggestthat
creative ability lies on a continuum with at one end those with relatively low

6

creative potential and no evidence of creative performance and at the other end
those with high creative potential that is not only realised into creative

performancebut that performanceis socially recognisedascreative.

Furthermore,evidencethat creativeability is presentin everyonecomesfrom the
use and validation of the Lifetime Creativity Scales (LCS) (Richards et al.,
1988). These scales measurecreativity without the need for the creative
activities to be socially recognisedand thus assumethat everyonepossessesa
certain amount of creativity. Richardset al (1988) found that the scaleswere
normally distributed in each of three independentsamplesthus indicating a
continuumof creativity within the generalpopulation.

Ward et al (1999: 189) suggest that "... the capacity for creative thought is the
rule rather than the exception in human cognitive functioning".

In fact, all

humans, throughout evolution, have needed to both provide and evaluate novel
and adaptive responsesto everyday situations. Thus, our survival as a species
testifies to our everyday creativity.

Although the majority of researchis basedon eminentcreativity this, asRunco
(2004)suggests,is often becauseeminentcreatorsprovide unambiguouscasesof
creativebehaviourand ability and are therebyeasierto study objectively. Thus
the paucity of researchon everydaycreativity doesnot meanthat this conceptis
not valid or arguesagainsttherebeing a continuumof creativity. Therefore,this
thesis will consider creativity to be present in different degrees within all
humans.

7

2.2. ARTISTIC AND SCIENTIFIC

CREATIVITY

Differencesbetweenscientific and artistic creativity are often accountedfor by
either the different demandsof the two domainsor the personalityattributesof
the individuals working within the area (the latter is discussedlater in this
chapter). However,whetherindividualswith specific characteristicsare attracted
to different domainsor the domainsenhancecertaintraits is yet to be determined.

Gardner (1993) states that it is easierto remain highly creative in the arts than the
sciences. Unfortunately, he does not qualify this statement. However, Feist
(1999) may provide an explanation when suggesting that science has a greater
spectrum of creativity from the mundane to the extremely creative breakthrough
whereas the arts tend to focus on a narrower section of the creative spectrum
since to be an artist one has to start with a certain degree of creativity. Simonton
(1999) further supports this by
suggesting that scientists are more constrained in
the use of their imagination by the concepts and techniques present in science.
Artists on the other hand are required to allow their imagination
more freedom.
However, artists are also to some extent constrained by
previous schools of
thought since to produce an original piece of art they need to be aware of what
has occurred before and to develop the ideas further or attempt to
create
something completely new.

Within this chapterthe term creativeindividual will be used to incorporateboth
scientistsand artist unlessit is specifiedotherwise.
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2.3. IMPLICIT

THEORIES OF CREATIVITY

Whereas explicit theories of creativity are those that have been constructed from
data on individuals tested with psychological measures, implicit theories are
based on people's own lay ideas of a concept (Sternberg, 1985). Studies of
implicit theories of creativity have found differences and similarities between
domains as to the perceptions of creativity (Gluck et al., 2002, Spiel & Von
Korff, 1998, Sternberg, 1985). In a study by Sternberg (1985) implicit theories of
creativity were found to show considerable overlap between specialists in the
fields of art, business, philosophy and physics as well as those of laypeople.
However, there were also some interesting differences. For example, art
professors emphasised imagination, originality and risk-taking whereas physics
professors underlined the importance of inventiveness, the ability to find order in
chaos and the creative aspectsof problem solving.

A further study conductedby Spiel & Von Korfu' (1998) attemptedto identify
implicit theories of creativity by profession (politicians, scientists,artists and
schoolteachers),as well as genderand country. Overall there was much more
agreementbetween males and females and between the two countries than
betweenprofessions,althoughthe countrieswere Germanyand Austria whereit
would be surprisingto note significantly different interpretations. In particular,
the degreeof ego involvement expressedin their definitions of creativity varied
the most betweenartists and scientists. Spiel & Von Korff (1998) interpret this
as due to the different ways that scientistsand artists expressthemselves,with
artists using their inner lives within their work to a far greater extent than
scientists.
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Differences can also be found in different areas of a domain depending on the
constraints imposed. Gluck et al (2002) found that "free" artists judged intrinsic
motivation to be of less importance and artistic personality of more importance
than "constrained" artists who assigned little importance to originality and
emphasised problem solving and the value that creative work has for others or

for society in general. Thus, Gluck et al (2002) concludethat an individual's
creative style may be an important factor in their choice of work within the
artistic domain. This does however assumethat these artists entered their
professions with an understanding of such constraints. In fact it could also be
hypothesised that individuals are more idealistic when entering a profession but
those that remain are either better suited to it or adapt their cognitive style to suit
the demands of the work.

While Chan & Chan (1999) found
almost no sex differences in agreement on
whether an adjective was creative or uncreative they did find some cultural
differences with Chinese teachers
suggesting traits associated with intellectual
functioning as being creative that were not identified by US teachers in
past
studies (Chan & Chan, 1999). Interestingly, differences have also been found
between Indian and US teachers and parents although this time it
was the US
sample who valued intellectual creative traits, as well as attitudinal creative
characteristics, more highly than their Indian counterparts (Runco & Johnson,
2002).
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Runco & Bahleda (1986) considered implicit theories of artistic, scientific and
by artists and
everyday creativity and found that these theories generated
theories from the psychology
undergraduates were very similar to explicit
literature. However, Romo & Alfonso (2003) found that the implicit theories
did not coincide with the theories
regarding artists that were held by students
have innate
artists held about themselves. For example, the theory that artists
linked to
talent was absolutely rejected by the artists and the theory of creativity
from the artists even though
psychological disorder had only very weak support
both these theories were supportedby the students (Romo & Alfonso, 2003).

Interestingly, in Gluck et al's (2002) study the control group of psychology
student appeared to hold a more romantic view of creativity, associating it with
positive feelings evoked by the creative act, a view not held by the artists
themselves. They also highlighted the importance of the creative personality as
defined by artistic talent, unconventionality and readiness to take risks. If this
could be generalised to the wider population then it would suggest that creativity
is viewed as a desirable ability and therefore artists are considered attractive
through a stereotyped image rather than an actual assessment of their
characteristics. Furthermore, parents and teachers from India and the United
States rated the majority of adjectives that they believed to indicate creativity in
2002).
children as being desirable (Runco & Johnson,

Thus, it appears that people have implicit beliefs about highly creative
individuals as well as everyday creativity. However, the accuracy of these
theoriesis debatable.Nevertheless,whenthe implicit theoriesdo not reflect the
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empirical findings it is often to the highly creative individuals advantage in the
sensethat they appearto be more positive than the research suggests.

2.4. APPROACHES TO CREATIVITY
Creativity is often divided into four approaches,which have strongly influenced
researchand the methodsof measurementwithin the area. These approaches
focuson; the environmentin which the creationtakesplace,the final product, the
personwho is creative,and the creativeprocessthat occurs. Each one of these
will be consideredseparately.The majority of the researchthat will be discussed
focuseson eminentratherthan everydaycreativity. However,this doesnot mean
that many of thesefactorsdo not have an effect on everydaycreativity.

2.4.1. THE ENVIRONMENT
2.4.1.1. Culture and Society
A culture defines what is and is
not creative and it can promote or inhibit the
expression of creativity (Lubart & Sternberg, 1998, Ludwig, 1992). In fact there
is some evidence that a society that rewards creativity is more likely to bring it
about (Ochse, 1990). However, certain products that severely challenge the
cultural norm may initially be rejected and it is not until the culture has been
prepared by less extreme forms of the product that it can accept the initial
product. If this is the case then this suggests that a creative product needs to
differ from its current field in only a small way to be claimed as creative in the
current historical period.
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The importance that a culture places on a particular domain influences the
amount of resources that are accessible. Certain creative endeavours are not

feasiblewithout accessto capital,such asconstructinga cathedraland making a
film (Csikszentmihalyi, 1998).

Also, a domain's perceived value within a

culture, the ease with which an individual can access the domain, and the
rewards available when working within the domain all contribute to attracting
gifted people into the particular areaof creativity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). This
can produce an initial snowballing effect where the greater the number of
individuals attracted to a domain the greater the creative innovations and the
more attractive the area becomes to other gifted creators.

Culture not only influences the
creative product but also who can take on the role
of creator. For example, in the !Kung San, from Southern Africa, creativity in
healing ceremonies is
restricted to males, whereas creativity in bead weaving is a
female pursuit, and storytelling
and musical performance are activities for both
sexes (Lubart, 1999). This gender division can also be argued to have existed, if
it does not still exist, in western
society. Here the roles may not be explicitly
stated but women are a minority in lists of eminently creative individuals both in
the arts and sciences (Gardner, 1993, Simonton, 1999). Another division within
the creative role is whether the creative act is a group or individual endeavour.
In Bali this is observed in music where groups of musicians are able to express
their creativity but individuals are expected to produce stereotyped performances
(Lubart, 1999).
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Cultures can also define the functions of creative activities. In some societies,
both modem and past, creative acts can be used for magical or religious purposes
in an attempt to control spiritual or unknown forces (Ludwig, 1992). Another

function is to instil fear into an enemyor to act as a display of strengthor unity
(Ludwig, 1992). Other creative activities, such as story telling, can serve to pass

on traditionsor knowledge.

The majority of the literature in psychology on creativity has a strong underlying
Western bias.

Furthermore, the tests used in creativity research are in fact

generally measuring a Western defined concept of creativity and are therefore
not applicable to non-Western cultures' interpretations of creativity (Niu &
Sternberg, 2002). Even what would be considered the most fundamental aspects
of a creative product, such as novelty, in Western society may not be valued in
creative products in other societies. For example, among the Katanga Chokwe of
Africa, creative products are
not esteemedfor their originality (Ludwig, 1992).

Another factor important to a Western concept of creativity is the relationship to
an observable product (Lubart, 1999, Lubart & Sternberg, 1998). The product is
considered to be creative only if judged so by certain members of the culture,
although who has the authority to conduct the judging is disputed. From an
Eastern perspective the product is less fundamental for creativity and the
emphasis is focused instead on the personal processes within the mind of the
creator (Lubart, 1999; Lubart & Sternberg, 1998). Thus, there appears to be a
considerable divide between the Western and Eastern definitions of creativity.
Nevertheless, despite this divide there is a consensusamongst Western theorists
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that creativity is a universal phenomenon (Brown,

1991, Darwin,

1901,

Dissanayake, 1988, Dissanayake, 1992, Mithen, 1996, Power, 1999, Ward et al.,
1995). It would be interesting to see whether creativity is considered universal
from an Eastern interpretation.

Thus, it can be seen that culture and society play a fundamental role in defining
creativity.

However, it is important to remember that cultures evolve and so

definitions of creativity in a particular culture change over time and as different
cultures interact with one another. Therefore, from a cultural perspective a static
definition of creativity is perhaps inappropriate.

2.4.1.2.Other Social Influenceson Creativity
There is a large literature
on the effect of other social influences on creativity
including the home, school, and work environments and access to role models.
Whilst the effects of culture will be applicable to an evolutionary model of
creativity, since there is evidence of different cultures being present when
creative behaviours such as art appear to have arisen, these other social aspects
will be less relevant since these are modern day constructions that would not
have applied when creative behaviours first arose. Nevertheless, since the
following studies use modem day populations to test evolutionary models these
other social aspects will presumably play a role in their creative ability and
behaviour. However, it should be noted that the research
carried out to identify
and explore these other social factors is primarily
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concerned with eminent

creators and so may not be relevant to everyday creativity or even lesser known
professional creators.

Furthermore,these social influencesare inextricably tied up with the cultural
factorsdiscussedabove. Thus,while todayin Westernsociety suchaspectsasan
intellectually stimulating home environment may play a role in the creative
expression of the individual this may actually be a reflection of the ability to
accessresources. In previous times the status of one's family may have had the
same role. Thus, many of these social aspectsare just expressions of the present
day culture which may have been expressed through different channels in the
past. Moreover, the influence that these social factors have on creative ability is
likely to be small
and may have more to do with increasing an artist's status,
through for example good connections, than actual ability. Thus, social factors
are not sufficient for creativity and may not even be necessary. Therefore, they
will not be examined in further detail.

2.4.1.3.Summary
As can be seen, cultural factors
exert many varied influences on the creative
individual.

However, the environment is only part of the larger picture that

determines a person's creative ability and expression and hence interacts closely
with the product, person and process.

2.4.2.THE PRODUCT
As has already beendiscussed,from a Westernperspectivethe creativeproduct
is centralto the definition of creativity. However,currentdefinitions specific to
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the product itself are often diffuse and over inclusive. The most commonly used
definition is that the product is both novel and appropriate (Amabile, 1983,
Brown, 1989, Csikszentmihalyi, 1998, Lubart, 1994, Lubart & Sternberg, 1998,
Runco, 1999, Simonton, 1999, Ward et al., 1995). With this definition other
factors are sometimes incorporated such as aesthetically pleasing (Runco, 1999),
produces surprise or breaks with tradition (Amabile, 1983; Brown, 1989), is
complex (Brown, 1989), and is of high quality (Lubart & Sternberg, 1998).
Furthermore, a product's creativity is subjective and can evolve through time.

The problemthen becomesat what point doesa product becomecreativesinceit
appearsthat almost anything that is viewed by someoneas novel, appropriate,
aestheticallypleasingandvariousother criteria canbe labelledcreative. If this is
the casethen the term creativebecomesmeaningless.

2.4.2.1. Constituents

of a Creative Product

Richards et al (1988)
point out that what constitutes a creative outcome varies
markedly from accomplishments by eminently creative people to the term
applying to the general population. If social recognition is a necessary condition
for defining a product as creative then this immediately discounts the majority of
everyday creativity. It also excludes products that are not recognised or known
by others because the creator does not present them either effectively or at all to
the outside world.

Nevertheless, Runco (1999) believes that work can be

creative even if it is not implemented,recognisedor accepted. He statesthat
socialjudgementdoesnot predict creativity but only impact,which is not always
indicativeof a productbeing creative.
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A further issue as to what constitutes a creative product is how tangible the
product needs to be. In other words, can a good idea be a creative product or

doesit needto have a physical existencesuch as a painting? The decisionsfor
such a question are probably strongly influenced by cultural definitions of
creativity.

There does however appear to be some agreement as to certain aspects of
products, including their ability to stimulate, their originality,
complexity, that influence creative potential.

and their

Ward et al (1995; 1999) have

found that even ideas that appearto one domain to be completely new have often
been found to have built on ideas and concepts from other domains. This then
highlights the need for originality to distinguish the product from previous
works.

2.4.2.2. Judges of Creative Products
There are a variety of
groups that could evaluate a product including the creators,
experts within the field, peers, work colleagues, teachers, family and friends, and
the general public. However the two groups that are most commonly considered
in the literature on creativity are the creators and experts.

Some feel that

successful creators are well equipped cognitively to provide an objective view of
their own work (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). However, empirical evidence has
found creators to be very poor judges of which of their products or ideas would
be well received (Runco, 1999; Simonton, 1999). Moreover, it has been found
that judges of creative products may be poor creators themselves and so an
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ability to recognise a product as creative may be a separate ability to being able
to produce something (Runco, 1999).

Csikszentmihalyi(1998; 1999)suggeststhat it is "the field" that determinesthe
creativity of a product. He defines the field as a group of individuals who
practicein a givendomain andhavethe powerto changeit. Whilst certainfields
will consistpredominantlyof expertsothersthat evaluatemass-marketproducts
will include not only expertsbut also the generalpublic. Furthermore,if there
areonly a few individuals in the field then eachperson'sopinion will hold much
more weight than where thousandsof individuals are involved in which casea
is required,oftenby a small sub-groupof experts.
consensus

There are however a number of criticisms of the reliability of the judgements
made by others. Eachjudge will come from a different backgroundand will
have different values, training, past experiencesand aestheticpreferencesthat
they will apply when assessinga product (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999, Hocevar,
1981, Lubart, 1994).

Hocevar (1981) criticises researchers for their

inconsistencyin relation to providing definitions of creativity for judges. This
then makes it difficult to compareresearchresults and therefore gain a better
understandingof what causesa product to be judged as creative. Furthermore,
the decision as to a product's creative impact can vary over time.

These

inconsistenciesmake it problematicfor creative individuals to receive accurate
and generalisedfeedbackas to what is creative (Simonton, 1999). Therefore,
whilst a socialevaluationof the productis importantwithin a Westerncontext,it
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is unable to provide consistent feedback to aid the individual in producing further
creative work.

2.4.2.3. Variations in the Quantity and Quality of Creative Products

It hasbeendemonstratedthat in generalproductiveoutput is relatedto the ageof
the creativeindividual. On averagepeakproductivity is found at aroundthe age
of forty (Lubart & Sternberg,1998;Ochse,1990). Nevertheless,the exactageof
greatestoutput varies between domains so that fields such as lyric poetry and
pure mathematics demonstrate an earlier peak around late 20s and early 30s
whereas other fields, such as novel writing and philosophy, show a later peak of
late 40s to 50s (Simonton, 1988).

The productive output curve then slowly

declines until
productivity is half of is peak rate (Lubart & Sternberg, 1998,
Simonton, 1988). However, there
are many examples of creators who are highly
productive in old age, such as Michelangelo and Fontenelle. One suggestion
why in general productivity declines with age is that motivation and energy
levels may decline as the person becomes older
although this can be
compensated for by experience which presumably reduces the amount of energy
required since the creator has found the easier paths to pursue and has contacts
that make acknowledgement of work more probable (Ochse, 1990). Another
aspect that can reduce output is physical or mental decline. However, Simonton
(1988) argues against the explanation of poor physical health by
citing Darwin
and Beethoven as creators who suffered ill health but continued to produce.
Simonton (1999) suggeststhat those people who have their
work recognised and
accepted by their field early on will find it easier to have other work accepted
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and so will peak sooner than those who are older before their work is first
acknowledged.

However, the period the creator has spent within their chosen career appears to
be a more important indicator as to when a creative individual will produce a
major work (Simonton, 1997). Thus, although it varies to some extent with
domain, it appears that it takes approximately ten years before a major work is
produced (Simonton, 1999). This is a reflection on the time it takes to build up
the necessaryknowledge within a field to produce something truly innovative.

There is also a relationship between the quantity and quality of creative products
over an individual's lifespan. Simonton (1999: 163) calls this the equal-odds rule
and states, "... the probability of conceiving a truly successful product is a
constant function of the total number of works".

Thus, the greater the

individual's productivity the
more likely they are to produce a high quality
product. Furthermore, those that have the highest productivity have been found
to be responsible for the majority of the contributions in the field (Simonton,
1988). Thus, Simonton (1997) claims that total number of contributions is the
best predictor of eminence, although there are of course individual differences.
Richards et al (1988) in their study of lifetime creativity found support for the
equal-odds rule

as identified

by

the creative individuals

themselves.

Interestingly this work considered everyday creativity rather than
eminent
creativity thus suggesting parallels between the two.
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2.4.2.4. Summary
The product, from a Western perspective, is fundamental to creativity. In fact, it
has been suggestedthat without the creative product a person cannot be thought
of as a creative individual regardless of their cognitive abilities (Simonton,
1999). However, defining a product as creative is a difficult task due to the

subjectivityof the assessment.Factorssuch aswho are to judge the product, the
culture within which the product is made, and the level of creativity required
contributeto the problem of definition. What does appearto emergefrom the
literatureis the fluid natureof creativity when appliedto the product.

2.4.3. THE PERSON
There are a number
of factors that contribute to the individual's ability to be
creative.

These include personality traits and cognitive abilities such as

intelligence, motivation
and divergent thinking.

These factors have possibly

been the most thoroughly investigated,
at least since Guilford placed particular
emphasison the study of the creative individual (Guilford, 1950).

2.4.3.1. Personality Traits
Since the Five Factor Model (FFM) of personality is one of the most commonly

usedpersonalityinventoriesthen only this model of personalitywill be discussed
within this section.

2.4.3.1.1.Opennessand Creativity
The most consistently found and statistically significant positive
relationship
betweenthe five factors of personality and creativity is to be found between
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openness to experience and creativity (Costa et al., 1984, Dollinger & Clancy,
1993, Dollinger et al., 2004, Feist, 1998, Furnham, 1999, Furnham & ChamorroPremuzic, 2004, McCrae, 1987, McCrae & Costa, 1997, Nowakowska et al.,
2005, Walker et al., 1995). In fact McCrae & Costa (1997) present artists as the
archetypal example of individuals high in openness. However, there is evidence
that opennessto experience is also associated with scientific creativity (Costa et
al., 1984, Feist, 1998). Opennessmay be so important to creative achievement
because such individuals are highly motivated to seek out new experiences, they
require variety and are tolerant of ambiguity and dissonance (McCrae & Costa,
1997) all of which will promote originality of thought and understanding of
many different fields which can be brought together to produce something new
within an area of interest.

Furthermore, openness is consistently related to

measuresof divergent thinking, which is necessaryfor creative thought (McCrae,
1987).

McCrae (1987) proposes that being able to think divergently may

encouragesuch people to gain a wider variety of experiences and interests, which
would increase their degree of openness.

Furnham & Chamorro-Premuzic (2004) found that opennessto experience had a
significant

relationship with art interests, as measured by the person's

background in the arts including their formal qualifications in art, (r = 0.40,
p<0.01), arts activities (r = 0.48, p<0.01) and art knowledge, as defined by the
number of art styles the participants knew (r = 0.47, p<0.01). When art interests,
art activities, and art knowledge were factor analysed a single factor emerged
that was labelled art experience. Multiple regression analysis demonstrated that
opennessto experience was the most powerful and only significant predictor of
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art experience from the five factors of personality. However, the ability to make
judgements on the quality of the design of the art, as measured by The Maitland
Graves Design Judgement Test, was not significantly correlated with openness.
This lack of a significant relationship may be due to people high in openness

possessinga higher toleranceto ambiguityand the desirefor novelty. SinceThe
Maitland Graves Design Judgement Test asks participants to state their
preference rather than to identify the "better" design then being open may mean
that such people are attracted to the design that is considered of poorer quality
due to its less "polished" appearance which stimulates their desire for the
unusual.

Dollinger & Clancy (1993)
asked participants to provide 12 photographs that
described how they saw themselves. These photo essays
were then scored on a
number of criteria including

content of the photo and richness of the

autophotographic booklets, which considered the degree of creativity, aesthetics,
abstractness,and evidence of self-reflective themes. As was predicted, for both
men and women those participants high in openness created the richer
autophotographic essays. These results provide empirical evidence that those
high on opennessproduce more creative products. Such a direct relationship has
not often been demonstrated in people who are not defined as highly creative.

Furnham (1999) found that there was a difference in the relationship between
participants' opennessscores and their self-estimatesof creativity and actual
creativity scores. What emergedwas that opennesswas correlatedwith three
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different self-estimates of creativity but not with actual creativity
of the
participant (Furnham, 1999). Further research is required to interpret this result.
However it may be that participants believe that their level of interest in creative
activities is equivalent to their actual creative ability, whereas to be considered
creative also involves many other factors such as motivation, practice and often
physical dexterity.

Thus, some individuals not interested in creative activities

may, when placed in a context where they are required to be creative, be able to
be so whereas others who are very interested in creative activities may actually
not possessthe other attributes necessaryfor creative production.

However, a
study by King et al (1996) demonstrated using multiple regression
analysis that opennesswas the only significant predictor for creative ability and
creative accomplishments out of all the personality traits of the five factor model.
Moreover further analysis indicated that openness mediated the relationship
between creative ability and accomplishments so that even high
creative ability
resulted in relatively few creative accomplishments unless openness was high
(King et al., 1996). This demonstratesnot only that creative ability and
openness
are not the same thing, despite being closely related, but also it highlights the
fundamental requirement of openness for recognition as a creator,
at least in
Western society, due to the creative product's centrality in
a definition of
creativity.
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2.4.3.1.2. Extraversion and Creativity

There appearsto be conflicting results for the relationshipbetweenextraversion
and introversion with creativity.

Some authors have found a significant

relationshipbetweenthesevariables(Dollinger & Clancy, 1993,Dollinger et al.,
2004, Feist, 1998,Furnham& Chamorro-Premuzic,2004, Gotz & Gotz, 1973)
whereas others have not (Furnham, 1999, McCrae, 1987, Nowakowska et al.,
2005, Walker et al., 1995). This may in part be due to the differing measuresof
creativity used or creative fields considered. Furthermore, different measuresof
extraversion may place different emphasis on its different facets, with some, such
as desire for variety, overlapping with openness(McCrae & Costa, 1987), which
may affect extraversion's relationship with creativity.

Also, the samples used

may also influence the findings. Feist (1998) highlights this when he points out
that many of the studies that demonstrated null or negative associations between
personality traits and creativity were conducted on general population samples
rather than highly creative groups. Therefore, he suggeststhat certain personality
traits in the Five Factor Model may be more strongly associated with eminent
creativity than everyday creativity.

Feist (1998) found that scientists were more introverted than non-scientists.

Interestingly,when consideringthe creativeversusthe less creative scientistshe
found that the creative scientists were more extraverted than less creative
scientistsbut only on the confidencedimension. Therelationshipbetweenartists
versusnon-artistsand extraversionwas small althoughthe artists were slightly
more confident/dominantthan non-artists. Feist (1998) concludesthat creative
individuals are more introvertedthan controls. However, althoughthe
effect is
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larger between more and less creative scientists when comparing creative
samples with non-creative samples the effect is only really found in the scientists
versus non-scientists and is small. It may therefore be that creative individuals
do not differ greatly in extraversion compared to controls. However, during the
creative process it has been proposed that it is necessary to be both introverted
and extraverted at different stages (Feist, 1998). Thus, extraversion is thought to
be necessary when the creator needs to promote his product to the outside world
and to convince them of its creativity whereas introversion is hypothesised to be
beneficial as it allows the creative individual to work through the development
phase without interruption. It may also allow the creator to develop their own
ideas and confidence in their beliefs without any hindrance from social influence
(Feist, 1998). Therefore, when creative individuals rate themselves, or are rated,
on extraversion they may not clearly come across as either extraverted or
introverted since they may score themselves, or be scored, in the middle of the
scale on the extraversion dimensions due to their ability to fluctuate on this
personality trait.

Another possibility is that they may score on both of the

extreme ends of the extraversion/introversion scale depending on the questions
asked and so an overall extraversion score would be somewhat in the middle of
the range.

Dollinger et al (2004) found that using an undergraduatepopulation as its
sample,extraversiondemonstrateda relationshipbetween creativeinterestsbut
not the degreeof creative productivity so someonehigh in extraversionmay
engagein certain creative activities but it does not bear any relation to how
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creative their performance will be. However, the result may be a product of the
sample as suggestedby Feist (1998) above.

Furthermore, King et al (1996) found that extraversion was significantly
positively correlated with creative ability but not with creative accomplishments
which should equate closely with the creative product making measures in
Dollinger et al's (2004) study. However, extraversion was not found to be a
significant predictor of creative ability (King et al., 1996). Thus, whilst there is
some relationship between creative ability and extraversion, extraversion does
not appear to have an influence on actual production of creative products.
Nevertheless, Dollinger & Clancy (1993) found, when asking participants to
create autophotographic essaysthat described themselves, that the richness of the
compositions was significantly

negatively correlated with extraversion for

women although only weakly. Thus, more introverted women createdricher, and
hence more creative, autophotographic essays.

Contary to Dollinger et al's (2004) findings, Furnham & Chamorro-Premuzic
(2004) found no relationship between art interests or art activities
and
extraversion.
Dollinger

However, their questionnaires were much more limited than

et al's (2004) and so may not be an effective

comparison.

Nevertheless, Furnham & Chamorro-Premuzic (2004) did find
a significant
positive relationship between extraversion and art judgement.
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Thus the relationshipbetweenextraversionand creativity is unclear. The heavy
reliance on correlational studies to understand this relationship as well as biases
within samples and the possible fluctuating relationship of extraversion within

the creative processmay all contribute to the difficulty in understandingthe
relationship.

2.4.3.1.3. Conscientiousness and Creativity
Walker et al (1995) found when they compared autobiographical accounts of
creative achievers (visual artists and literary figures) and eminent but noncreative achievers (for example army generals and social activists) that creative
subjects were significantly lower on conscientiousness than the non-creative
group. There is however problems with the distinctions between the two groups
as their creative ability was established purely on their profession so that other
aspects of their lives were not considered. Furthermore, it is a considerable
assumption that social activists, etc are not creative. Nevertheless, other studies
have also found a relationship between creativity and low conscientiousness
scores (Furnham & Chamorro-Premuzic, 2004; Nowakowska et al, 2005).

Feist (1998) in his meta-analysis also found evidence for this relationship.

However, there were differencesbetween the creative fields. Scientists as
comparedwith non-scientistswere higher on conscientiousness.However, the
creativescientistsversus their less creative counterpartswere found to be less
conscientious. Moreover, artists comparedto non-artistswere found to be less
conscientious.Thus he concludesthat creativeindividuals are lessconscientious
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(Feist, 1998). Interestingly, the studies where this relationship is not found are
where the participants have been from undergraduate or general populations
(Dollinger

et al, 2004; McCrae,

1987).

Thus

suggesting that low

conscientiousnessis a necessarycomponent of the highly creative personality but
does not apparently influence everyday creativity.

The negative relationship between conscientiousnessand creativity may be
becausebeing conscientiouscan restrict one's ability to think beyond the rules
which would make it more difficult to be original in creativework. It may also
be due to the possible negative relationship between conscientiousnessand
generalintelligence(Moutafi et al., 2004). If it is necessaryto have a relatively
high level of intelligence to be creative then such individuals would be more
likely to scorelower on conscientiousness.

Interestingly, King et al (1996) found that when creative ability was high or
moderate then there was a negative relationship between conscientiousness and
the creative accomplishments index. This supports the above results regarding a
negative relationship between conscientiousness and creativity
creative individuals.

for highly

However, when creative ability was low the relationship

between conscientiousnessand creative accomplishments was positive (King et
al, 1996). This suggeststhat those who wish to make creative products but are
not high in creative ability may achieve this by hard work and perseverance.
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2.4.3.1.4. Neuroticism and Creativity

According to some researchthere is no relationship betweenneuroticism and
creativity (King et al, 1996) whilst others have found a positive correlation

betweenthe two (Feist, 1998, Gotz & Gotz, 1973, Nowakowskaet al., 2005,
Walker et al., 1995). Gotz & Gotz (1973) and Walker et al (1995) found that
more creativeindividuals scoredsignificantlyhigher on neuroticismthan the less
creative group. Walker et al (1995) further divided neuroticism into depressive
style, impulsivity and anxiety. When these subdivisions were made it was found
that creative individuals from the Arts scored significantly higher than the
eminent but non-creative individuals on depressive style and impulsivity but not
anxiety.

No sex differences were found.

They suggest that the increase in

depressive style for
creative individuals is due to environmental factors, such as
loss of a parent in
childhood, that are commonly found in the autobiographies of
creative individuals. However, this then poses the question of why they are not
also more anxious. Furthermore, they make the association between increased
impulsivity and hypomania.

Such behaviour may help to increase divergent

thinking during the early stages of the creative process although actual mental
illness is detrimental to creative ability due to the impairment of
cognitive
processes. In fact, Walker et al (1995) propose that the increased depression and
impulsivity

may complement each other by preventing either one from

overtaking the individual.

However, in Feist's (1998) meta-analysis there appearsto be difference in
a
the

level of neuroticismbetweenscientistsandartists.Whilst the differencebetween
scientistsand non-scientistsand creativescientistsand less creativescientistsin
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levels of neuroticism were small if not negligible, there was found to be a more
substantial, although still small, difference in levels of neuroticism between

artists and non-artists.Artists were found to be higher in neuroticismthan nonartists. It may be that the constituentsof neuroticism or associatedcognitive
abilities in someway aid artistic creativity or that The Arts attractmore neurotic
individualsor allow individualsto expressthat sideof their personality.

2.4.3.1.5. Agreeableness and Creativity
Finally, evidence for a correlation between agreeablenessand creativity appears
to be varied.

Walker et al (1995) found that their creative subjects were

significantly more agreeablethan their eminent non-creative subjects. However,
their non-creative subjects were in professions where agreeablenessmay not be
beneficial particularly when difficult decisions are to be taken. Therefore, this
result may be a product of the sample. Whilst Dollinger & Clancy (1993) did not
find that agreeablenesscorrelated with the richness, and therefore creativity, of
the undergraduate participants' autophotographic essays it did influence the
content. Thus, those scoring higher in agreeablenesswere significantly more
likely to include images of larger numbers of other people.

Feist (1998) did not find a strong relationship between creativity and
agreeableness
as defined by the Five Factor Model. Nevertheless,there was a
betweenartists and non-artistswhere the artists
small effect of agreeableness
were found to be less agreeable.Moreover, King et al (1996) found that those
lower in agreeableness
scoredsignificantly higher on creative accomplishments
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but that agreeablenesswas not independently a significant predictor of creative
accomplishments.

Nevertheless,other studieshave found no relationship between agreeableness
and divergentthinking (McCrae,1987),art interestsand artjudgement(Furnham
& Chamorro-Premuzic,2004), or creative behaviour and creative production
(Dollinger et al, 2004).

Thus, the relationship between creativity and

is unclear.
agreeableness

2.4.3.1.6.Summary of Personality Traits and Creativity
To conclude the section on personality and creativity, it appears that to some
extent there can be said to be a creative personality, as defined by the Five Factor
Model, that is high in
openness, both introverted and extraverted, low in
conscientiousness and higher in neuroticism.

Nevertheless, since there are

conflicting results depending on the sample, type of creativity being measured,
and the measure of personality used, further research is required to clarify the
personality characteristics of creative individuals.

One aspectthat has not beenaddressedusing the Five Factor Model is whether
there are personality differencesbetween male and female creators. Ochse
(1990) states that both sexes are similar in personality traits with creative
individuals of both sexesbeing more introverted,aloof and self-sufficient than
less creativeindividuals. However,Eysenck(1994)claims that male artistswere
more introverted and neurotic than female artists when comparedto controls.
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This difference of opinion may be due to differences in samples. Ochse makes
claims for creators in general whereas Eysenck focuses on artists. If personality

differences do exist between males and females then the cause may be
socioculturalas opposedto genetic. Women may needto be more extroverted
andlesssensitiveto achievethe samestatusasmen within their creativedomain.

Whilst the above researchoften appearsto assumethat particular personality
traits may draw an individual towards a creative career, Ludwig (1992) states
that such personality traits may be products of the society that expects, allows
and rewards artists for such behaviours and therefore personality traits do not
influence creativity but develop once the person enters a creative domain. His
evidence for this theory comes from a review of the history of art where there
appear to be fluctuations of personality types associated with artistic lifestyles in
Europe.

Nevertheless, there is believed to be a hereditable component to

personality traits (Danget al., 1996, McCrae et al., 2000), which argues against
Ludwig's (1992) proposition although it is possible that a creative environment
allows behaviours associated with the personality traits to be expressed to a
greater extent. However, this raises a further point that the majority of the
research on personality and creativity is conducted on Western participants and
so may not be generalisable to other cultures.

Personalitytraits in themselvesdo not produce creativity. However,
without a
certain degreeof at least some of thesetraits it is unlikely that a person will
becomehighly creative. Simonton(1999) suggeststhat there are
such a large
numberof personalitytraits commonto many creativeindividuals that if a person
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lacks some others may compensate for these. In fact, the degree to which
someone possessessuch traits may influence the creative domain that they enter.
Therefore, personality traits can be said to be necessary but not sufficient for
creative achievement (Amabile, 1983; Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).

2.4.3.2.Intefligence
General intelligence (g) is a general factor found in a wide variety of intelligence
tests (Spearman, 1904) and explain

most

differences

in

individual's

performances on such tests. Furthermore, g is a valid concept that allows one to
predict how well people will perform in most areas of real life (Daniel, 1997,
Jensen, 1998). Moreover, it has been found that individual differences in general
intelligence have approximately
a normal distribution, it is stable over the life
span and that there is a near-zero sex difference (Carroll, 1997, Gottfredson,
1997, Jensen, 1998).

2.4.3.2.1. Intelligence and Creativity
It has been identified that a certain level of intelligence is a necessary but not
sufficient component for creative achievement (Eysenck, 1994). Furthermore, it
has been proposed that there is a minimum of intelligence required for creative
behaviour (approximately an IQ of 120) which is known as the "threshold
effect". However, beyond this threshold the effect of IQ on creativity appearsto
diminish (Lubart, 1994, Ochse, 1990, Plucker & Renzulli, 1999, Sternberg &
O'Hara, 1999). Statistically this means that there should be higher
correlations
between intelligence and creativity below an IQ of 120 and lower
correlations
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above the 120 threshold (Preckel et al., 2006). Since an IQ of 120 is quite high
the threshold effect implies that creative individuals usually have high IQs but it
does not suggest that all people with high IQs are particularly creative. In fact,
there has been some suggestion that people with very high IQs may actually
demonstrate reduced levels of creativity because they are rewarded for their
analytical skills and so do not invest in developing their creative potential
(Sternberg & O'Hara, 1999).

Nevertheless, there are problems with the threshold effect and recent researchis
beginning to dispute the earlier findings supporting it.

One of the main

difficulties comes from
empirical studies that argue against Spearman's Law of
Diminishing Returns. This is the more general rule that the threshold effect rests
on, and it states that at higher IQ ability levels other cognitive abilities are not as
closely correlated as they are at lower IQ ability levels (Deary et al., 1996,
Preckel et al., 2006). Although Deary et al's (1996) study has been used as
evidence to support the Law of Diminishing Returns it does not support it for
clerical speed and accuracy, mechanical reasoning, spelling and language usage
where there is little variance between the two ability groups. Differences in
subsets for support of the Law of Diminishing Returns has also been found by
Jensen (2003). Furthermore, a study using a large representative sample of
Danish men found no support for the Law of Diminishing Returns (Hartmann &
Teasdale, 2004).
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When the Law of Diminishing Returns was specifically applied to creativity
recent research has questioned the threshold hypothesis. Preckel et al (2006)

found that the correlationsbetween creativity and intelligence did not differ
significantlybetweenthe high andlow ability groups. This result was supported
by a meta-analysis(Kim, 2005). Thus neither study supportedthe threshold
hypothesis. Moreover, this meta-analysis found a negligible relationship
betweencreativity and IQ. Interestingly,Kim (2005) also consideredpossible
moderatorvariablesthat could explain the conflicting resultsfor the relationship
between intelligence and creativity and found that age and different creativity
tests significantly contributedto the variancein the magnitudeof the correlation
coefficients. Thus it appearsthat the thresholdhypothesismay no longer be a
tenableexplanationfor the relationshipbetweenintelligenceand creativity.

In fact, despite various studies on the relationship between creativity and
intelligence, the exact nature of the relationship continues to remain unclear
with
the possibility that they are in some way related, are the sameconcept or have no
relation with each other (Sternberg & O'Hara, 1999). Amabile (1983) and
Eysenck (1993; 1994) appear to support the view that intelligence is a subset of
creativity. However, there are other components involved in achieving creativity
that would not be defined by traditional intelligence tests. Therefore, from this
perspective intelligence is a necessary but not sufficient condition for creativity
(Amabile, 1983, Eysenck, 1993, Eysenck, 1994).
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Gardner (1993) proposes that there are seven types of intelligences and that
creators differ in the kinds of intelligences that they exhibit.

He goes on to

propose that creative individuals differ from one another not only in their
dominant intelligence but also in the breadth and combination of intelligences.
In fact, they are also found to be weak in certain areas, which support the
observation that the majority of creative individuals are creative in only one or
two areas and may appear decidedly uncreative in others. Examples include
Freud who was strong in linguistic and personal intelligences but weak in spatial
and musical, and Picasso who was strong in spatial, personal and bodily but
weak in scholastic (Gardner, 1993).

However, Gardner's intelligences are

clearly closely related to creativity and so his definition of intelligence will
demonstrate a
close relationship with creativity.

Thus, it appears that a

consensus on the definition of intelligence, and creativity, are required before a
clear relationship between intelligence and creativity can be determined. Since
intelligence and creativity tests
provide their own, often implicit, definitions of
intelligence and creativity respectively then this makes it difficult to clearly
define the relationship between the two.

Furthermore,opennessto experiencehasbeenconsistentlyfound by a numberof
studies(Ackerman & Heggestad,1997, Austin et al., 2002, Bates & Shieles,
2003, Holland et al., 1995, Moutafi et al., 2003) to be the most strongly and
significantly correlateddomain of the NEO-PI with intelligence. In particular,
opennessis generally consideredto be correlatedwith crystallized intelligence
(Gc) (reasoningthat involves a culturally specific component(Searle,2003))
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with the belief that thosewho are high in opennessare more motivatedto pursue
intellectual activities (Bates & Shieles, 2003).

Since this trait is closely

associatedwith creativity it suggestsat least that there is some relationship
betweenintelligenceandcreativity.

Thus, the abovediscussionsuggeststhat creativity and intelligence are related
but are also distinct conceptsin their own right. However,the exact nature of
their relationshipis yet to be discovered.

2.4.3.3. Motivation
Motivation is an important
component of creativity. In fact, Ochse (1990) goes
as far as to say that motivation is the major determinant of creative achievement.
Motivation not only enables the
creative person to persevere during difficult
times but it can also promote increased learning of domain relevant skills even
before any attempt at developing a creative product is made (Amabile, 1983;
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). There are however two types of motivation, intrinsic
and extrinsic.

Intrinsic motivationis "... the motivationto engagein an activity primarily for its
own sake,becausethe individual perceivesthe activity as interesting,involving,
satisfying,or personallychallenging;it is markedby a focuson the challengeand
the enjoyment of the work itself' (Collins & Amabile, 1999:299). Intrinsic
motivation is considered crucial to creative achievementsince it enhances
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creativity.

There is a growing body of empirical evidence to support this

statement including longitudinal studies that found that adults that were doing
what they loved were more creative in their pursuits.
intrinsically

motivated then creativity itself will

In fact if a person is

generate further intrinsic

motivation to do the creative activities thus producing a positive feedback loop
(Sternberg & Lubart, 1999).

Extrinsic motivation canbe definedas "... themotivation to engagein an activity
primarily in order to meetsomegoalexternalto the work itself, suchasattaining
an expectedreward, winning a competition or meetingsome requirement;it is
marked by a focus on external reward, external recognition, and external
direction of one's
work" (Collins & Amabile, 1999:299-300). Traditionally
extrinsicmotivationhasbeenconsideredto havea detrimentaleffect by reducing
creativity and there is some empirical evidence to support this viewpoint.
Researchon the effect of evaluation on children's creativity found that the
evaluationinhibited their creativity althoughthe inhibitory effect was observed
to be stronger in the older children (Runco & Sakamoto,1999). This age
difference could be explained by the older children being more aware of the
requirementto conform to social expectations. Other work has shown that the
offer of a reward after completion of a creative task actually narrowed the
subjects' ability to perceive alternative solutions and thus producedresponses
that were judged to be less creative (Amabile, 1983). However, Runco &
Sakmoto(1999) criticise theseexperimentsfor their relianceon judges to define
the level of creativity of a product. Suchjudgementsare opento the biasesand
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personal interpretations of the judges although a panel of judges from various
backgrounds may reduce this problem.

There are a number of suggestionsas to why extrinsic motivators reduce creative
performance.

Amabile (1983) proposes that if externally motivated the

individual will pay attention to the aspectsof the task that are required to achieve
the goal to the neglect of other, possibly more creative, aspects. Another
possibility is that people who value external motivators are less likely to continue
in a creative activity when the time needed to produce something may be slow
and there are the insecurities of lack of financial support and the possibility of
failure (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). However, the apparent dichotomy between
intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation is not as simple as initially believed. There is
now evidence that extrinsic motivation can enhance creativity in certain
situations, with particular individuals or with certain extrinsic motivators (Collins
& Amabile, 1999, Gluck
et al., 2002, Lubart, 1994). For example, those of low
ability appear to respond positively to reward, an extrinsic motivator, whereas for
high ability subjects the opposite appears to hold (Runco & Sakamoto, 1999).
Moreover, if the extrinsic motivator is perceived as a reward it may increase
mood levels and thereby increase creativity.

Furthermore, if the extrinsic

motivator takes the form of constructive feedback or evaluation then this may
also increase creativity (Collins & Amabile, 1999).

These types of extrinsic

motivators may actually have the advantage of reducing anxiety and therefore
increasing attention to the task.

In fact, Amabile (1983) and Lubart (1994)

identify the most important function of motivation as being the
way it directs
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attention to a task. Those that focus an individual on to the primary aim of
achieving the original goal will improve creativity rather than focusing the
person's attention on to external goals that may narrow the range of creative
expression.

Collins & Amabile (1999) propose that intrinsic and extrinsic motivators are
required to differing degreesthroughout the creative process. Therefore, early on
in the creative process when originality and divergent thinking are required
intrinsic motivators will encouragewider thinking patterns. However, later on in
the process, particularly when it is slow and difficult, extrinsic motivators may
provide the creator with the persistenceto continue.

Thus, it can be seenthat the relationshipbetweenmotivation and creativity is
more complex than originally thought.

However, what is clear is the

considerableimportanceof motivationfor creativeachievement.

2.4.3.4. Divergent Thinking
One of the most widely used approachesin the West to studying creativity is the
assessmentof the cognitive skill divergent thinking. This involves the generation
of as many options as possible for a problem or idea (Lubart, 1994). Thus, it is
inferred that a person who is able to produce a larger number
of responses is
more creative than someone who suggestsa fewer number of options. However,
when tested for divergent thinking it is not only the quantity of responsesthat are
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measuredbut also the quality since a large number of similar responseswould be
less creative than a few responsesthat were distinct from each other. Thus, the

componentsof divergentthinking are consideredto be fluency (total numberof
relevant responses),flexibility (number of different categories of relevant
responses),originality (the statistical rarity of the response),and elaboration
(amountof detail in the response)(Csikszentmihalyi,1999;Sternberg& Lubart,
1999). From the descriptionof the componentsit can be seenthat divergent
thinking is closelytied up with cultural views of creativity sincewhat is regarded
asrelevant and statisticallyrare will vary betweencultures. Furthermore,such
definitions will alsovary betweenjudges of the responses,making it difficult to
generaliseresultsacrosssamples.

Divergent thinking has been found to be
strongly correlated with openness to
experience, as measured by the NEO-PI, across self-reports, peer ratings and
spouseratings (McCrae, 1987). This held for a range of divergent thinking tests
and these significant positive correlations were found for each of the facets of
openness (McCrae, 1987).

However, there were no consistent relationships

between the divergent thinking tests and any of the other personality traits
of the
Five Factor Model (McCrae, 1987).

The relationship betweendivergent thinking and opennessmay be due to

open

individuals being imaginative, curious, preferring variety and having broad
interests(McCrae & Costa, 1987) and thus allowing individuals to
generatea
largenumberof ideas. Indeedit hasbeenfound that divergent thinking
actually
exertedits greatesteffect early in the creativeprocessat the ideagenerationstage
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but does not have a direct effect on the later stages of idea implementation and
actual performance (Vincent et al., 2002). This supports the belief that divergent
thinking is only part of creative thinking and so a person who has high divergent
thinking scores will not necessarily produce anything considered to be creative
(Hocevar, 1981, Ochse, 1990, Plucker & Renzulli, 1999).

It has been assumed that divergent thinking is comparable to creative ability.
However, divergent thinking without evaluation of the ideas produced will result
in many bizarre rather than creative responses. Furthermore, problems with the
validity of divergent thinking tests may arise because of their attempts to
measure general creative ability. In fact, the issue of whether divergent thinking
tests measure actual creativity is one criticism among many that has been made
about the tests. Runco & Sakamoto (1999) propose that such tests should be

consideredas useful estimatesof creative thinking potential rather than actual
measuresof true creativity. Moreover, it appearsthat divergent thinking is a
multidimensional trait since it has been found using a variety of statistical
methodsthat different divergentthinking tests appearto measurefairly distinct
aspectsof divergentthinking (Clapham,2004).

Furthermore,it appearsthat divergent thinking skills may be more relevant in
certain creative domains,such as art and problem solving, than others that are
more socially based,such as creativeleadership(James& Asmus, 2000-2001;
Ochse,1990). This implies that apersonwith low divergentthinking scoresmay
still be ableto achievecreatively. Thus, samplesneedto be carefully considered
beforedrawingany conclusionsaboutcreativethinking ability.
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Thus, while divergent thinking is important to parts of the creative process, it is
certainly not sufficient for creativity and there is some evidence that it may not
even be a necessary component of creativity.

Therefore, while considerable

resources have gone into using divergent thinking tests to estimate creativity the
exact relationship between the two remains unclear.

2.4.3.5.Summary
There are many facets of the creative individual that contribute to creativity.
However, what is evident is that many of these may be necessary but not
sufficient for creative achievement. Moreover, certain traits and skills may not
even need to be present for the person to be considered as creative. Whether the
personal attributes of the creative individual determine the creative domain into
which they enter or whether the domain nurtures and encouragesthe expression
of such traits is unclear. Thus, the degree and kind of traits and skills required is
complex.

2.4.4. THE CREATIVE PROCESS
Since this approach can not be directly used in the testing of the sexual selection

hypothesisof creativity only a very brief overview will be provided including
mentionof two commonlycited models.

The majority of the creative processmodels focus on the thought
processes,
rather than actions, involved in creativity which raises difficulties as to their
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verification. In fact, the primary sourceof evidencecomesfrom introspective
accounts of eminent creators (Lubart, 2000-2001, Mednick, 1962, Simonton,

1999)which thereforerely on purely consciousprocesses.

The four-stagemodel is the most commonly cited and consistsof preparation,
incubation, illumination/inspiration, and verification (Guilford, 1950; Lubart,
2000-2001; Ochse, 1990). Preparation involves defining, setting up, and
analysingthe problem. The incubationphaseis an unconsciousworking of the
problem where the mind identifies and evaluates various associationsand
combinationsassociatedwith the problem. Once the mind has identified a
possibleworkable solution, this solution comesinto consciousawarenessand is
known as the illumination or inspiration phase. This idea is then consciously
evaluatedanddevelopedduring the verification phase.

The Associative model was proposed by Mednick (1962: 221) who defined the
creative thinking process as "... the forming of associative elements into new
combinations which either meet specified requirements or are in some way
useful. The more mutually remote the elements of the new combination, the
more creative the process or solution". The greater the number of associations
generated the more probable that the individual will find a creative solution
(Mednick, 1962). This is because the more associations identified the more

likely that one associationwill stimulateassociationsfrom more remote mental
domains. This implies that the greater the knowledge an individual has in
diverse domains the more likely they are to produce remote associationsand
thereforethe greaterthe creativity of the endproduct.
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2.4.4.1. Summary

The aboveis a very brief overview of the creativeprocess. There are of course
other modelsmany of which are variationsof the above. Thesemodelsoften do
not go into detail asto the cognitive processesinvolved, which, in part, may be a
reflection on the difficulties of testing these theories. This has led Guilford
(1950) to dismiss the value of such an approachto creativity. However, the
creative process is a fundamental part of creativity. With increasingly
sophisticated knowledge and techniques for testing the workings of the mind it

may becomeeasierto test thehypothesesproposedfor the creativeprocess.

2.5 CONCLUSION
The above discussion highlights the
complexity of creativity. Definitions tend to
focus on a part
of creativity, such as the product or the individual, rather than
considering all aspects.

Even models that attempt to incorporate multiple

components are unable to

cover

the full

spectrum.

For

example,

Csikszentmihalyi's (1998; 1999) systems approach focuses on the interactions
between the individual, domain and field but says little about the cognitive
creative processes. In fact it is often the creative process that is excluded from
any definition of creativity. However, to gain an accurate picture of creativity it
is important to include as a minimum the four aspects of the environment, the
product, the person and the process.

When consideringthe environmentand the individual it is evident that
creativity
is a fluid conceptdependenton the culture, the historical era, and individual
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perceptions. In fact, any discussion of creativity should clearly state the cultural
perspective within the study, as this will influence the interpretation of results.
Therefore, whilst studies of Eastern products by Western researchers are
possible, there is a need to be explicit about the cultural influences of the
academics since researchersfrom Eastern cultures may not consider the products
to be creative within their own definition of creativity.

A definition of creativity also needs to incorporate both artistic and scientific
domains. Furthermore, since it is generally considered desirable to be creative it
becomes almost impossible to identify domains and fields where a person does
not consider themselves to be creative.

In fact, everyday creativity, when

considered in the senseof adapting to new environments and coping with day-today problems,
suggests that all humans, other than those with certain learning
disabilities,

are potentially creative. This emphasises the need to consider

creativity on a continuum rather than as an either/or concept.

Therefore, creativity is found in the interaction between individual

traits,

cognitive processes and experiences, which are influenced by the cultural
environment of the individual and the society's expectations and definitions of
creativity. However, to identify an individual as creative in Western society it is
necessary for them to produce a product, which can be judged to be creative or
not by the people within the society who are influenced by the product in some
way. Since the products can range in their level of creativity, creative ability can
be said to lie along a continuum.
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CHAPTER 3

EVOLUTIONARY APPROACHES TO CREATIVITY

3.1. AN EVOLUTIONARY FRAMEWORK
Until recently, evolutionarypsychologyhas failed to contributesubstantiallyto
the discussionof creativity. This hasmeantthat the reasonsfor the evolution and
maintenanceof creativity in Homo sapienshave beenlargely ignored. Since an
evolutionaryperspectivecan lead to a greaterunderstandingof the adaptiveness
and primary function of cognitive andbehaviouraltraits such an approachcould
greatlyenhancethe currentliterature.

Sinceart andartistsare often consideredarchetypalexamplesof creativity it was
decidedto concentrateonly on evolutionarytheoriesof generalcreativity and art
within this chapter.

3.1.1. Universality
Before a cognitive or behavioural trait is considered by evolutionary psychology
it is important to determine whether it is specific to one or a few cultures, or
whether it is a universal characteristic. While a universal trait may have arisen as

a by-productor neutraltrait, universality may suggestthat the trait underreview
was selectedfor through evolutionarymechanisms. However, Brown (1991)
highlights the fact that humanbehaviouris so complex and flexible that a trait
can only approachuniversality and that perhapsa more realistic and appropriate
definition is that of statisticaluniversalwherethe trait or behaviouris universalif
it is more prevalentthanit could be by chancealone (Brown, 1991).
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There is substantial evidence from ethnography, archaeology, and ethology that
creative products such as painting, dance, humour, and story telling
evolutionary old and universal behaviours (Arnheim,

are

1988, Brown, 1991,

Darwin, 1901, Dissanayake, 1988, Dissanayake, 1992, McBrearty & Brooks,
2000, Miller, 1998, Mithen, 1996, Power, 1999). In fact, Arnheim (1988) and
Dissanayake (1988) both claim that all human societies as far as we know, make
and respond to art.

However, Arnheim (1988) also highlights the cultural

variations in artistic production and attitudes towards art and the artist. Thus, he
states that environmental factors, such as access to raw materials, and social
factors, such as the importance attributed to the arts, play a role in the diversity
of art in different cultures.

Miller (2000c) considers the fact that there is individual variation in creative
production, with some individuals not participating in such behaviour at all, a
problem with

claiming that creative behaviour is universal.

However,

universality does not have to imply that all individuals demonstrate the behaviour
but rather that it is universal at a society or cultural level (Brown, 1991). Thus,
the fact that, according to Miller (2000c) individuals will specialise in display
behaviours, such as artistic production, that they can do well but avoid those in
which they are poor does not preclude art as being a universal activity.
Moreover, this suggests that the traits required to be creative are present in all
individuals but that some of these are more developed in certain people. If this is
the casethen creative behaviour is universal at the individual level as well.
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3.2. EVOLUTIONARY

MODELS FOR THE EMERGENCE

MAINTENANCE

AND

OF CREATIVITY

Before consideringcreativity in light of the sexualselectionhypothesis,a brief
discussionof other evolutionarymodelsof creativity and art will be discussed.

3.2.1. Creativity and Pretend Play
Carruthers' (2002) theory of the cognitive basis of creativity is based on a late

emergenceof creativebehavioursat 40,000yearsago,althoughhe acknowledges
that the claim to a late cultural explosionis controversial. However,his attempt
to addressthe issueof the gap betweenthe emergenceof anatomicallymodem
humansand the creativeexplosionappearsto overshadowa considerationof the
reasonwhy creativity evolvedin the first place.

If this late emergence of creative behaviour is accepted, the question arises as to
how, with the wide dispersal of modern humans, creativity appears to have
suddenly emerged independently and more or less simultaneously around the
world. Carruthers (2002) proposes that it is the link between childhood pretend
play and adult creativity that can explain this incongruity.

Carruthers(2002) claims that pretenceand creativity consist of the samebasic
cognitive abilities, that is "... a capacity to generateand to reasonwith novel
suppositionsor imaginary scenarios". Sincehe focuseson everydaycreativity,
Carruthersbreaksdown this cognitive ability into two, the capacityto generate
new ideasandthe ability to identify anddevelopthe significanceof theseideas.
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It is proposed that the cognitive prerequisites for creativity were present when

anatomicallymodem humansfirst appearedbut that betweenthis time and the
creativeexplosiontherewas selectionfor a predispositionfor childrento engage
in frequentpretendplay (Carruthers,2002).However,sincemany young animals
also engagein pretendplay it would be surprisingif other young hominids did
not already participate in this activity on a regular basis. Carrutherstries to
distinguish between animal and Homo sapien pretend play by stating that young
animals engage in play (e.g. rough and tumble) whereas human children
participate in pretence. However, this distinction is not clear and suggests that
the play of young animals does not have any relevance to later behaviour in
adulthood, which is clearly not the case.

The motivation for engaging in pretend play is, according to Carruthers (2002).
the enjoyment and stimulation gained from the activity and the rewarding
feelings for children that they are participating in activities not available to them
in the real world. However, Carruthers (2002:20) states that these reasons for
engaging in pretence explain why children continue to do it but not why they
should start it in the first place. He then states that what may have emerged is
".. a strong childhood disposition to generate new suppositions and a disposition
to begin thinking and acting within the scope of those suppositions". However,
this does not really explain the motivation behind why they started engaging in
pretence.
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Carruthers is suggesting that creativity is an indicator of intelligence and problem
solving ability, and therefore that it would have been selected for through both
natural and sexual selection. He attempts to distinguish his theory from Miller's
(2000; 2001) sexual selection hypothesis by stating that within his own
hypothesis it is not the preference for creative partners that is innate but the
ability to link creative thought with problem solving success (Carruthers,
2002: 16). However, it is difficult to see how this really differs from Miller's
hypothesis since Miller

claims that mates are attracted to individuals

demonstrating high creative abilities because the creative products act as fitness
indicators for traits such as high intelligence.

Finally, Carruthers(2002) arguesthat childrenwho engagein more pretendplay
will become more creative adults.

Whilst the argument for a relationship

between pretend play and problem solving abilities is strong, Carruthers does not
explain why the need for increasedproblem solving ability arose at this point in
the evolution of hominids when hominid species, other than Homo sapiens, had
faced equally challenging environments and had been successful in their own
right.

The reason could be that it is not until the emergence of anatomically

modem Homo sapiens that all the other cognitive prerequisites required for the
development of human creative thought were present, as discussed by Mithen
(1998).

3.2.2.Cognitive Prerequisitesof Creativity
Mithen (1998) proposes that the cognitive prerequisitesrequired for human
creativity are a theory of mind (TOM), language,a complex material culture
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leading to an extended mind, and cognitive fluidity. In fact, according to Mithen
(1996; 1998) it is cognitive fluidity that enables the production of creative
thought by enabling the mind to combine concepts across the social, technical
and natural history domains. The idea of using a material such as stone, which
would previously have been used only within the technical domain for tools, as a
means of representing ideas from other domains, would have enabled the
development of cultural artefacts.

Mithen (1996) proposes that cognitive fluidity began to occur at 100,000 years
ago with the emergence of modem Homo sapiens and was a gradual process,
which was completed between 60,000 and 30,000 years ago. Therefore, creative
thought as observed in modern humans was severely limited in other hominids.
However, there is evidence that Neanderthals buried their dead and had musical
instruments (Akazawa et al., 1995, Bar-Yosef et al., 1992, Hovers et al., 1995,
Kunej & Turk, 2000). Whilst it is unlikely that Neanderthals had a fully humanlike symbolic capacity, as evident from the appearance of the burials, such
behaviour does suggest the beginnings of a symbolic capacity.

Theory of mind, languageand a complexmaterialcultureleadingto an extended
mind are, according to Mithen (1998) critical to the emergenceof cognitive
fluidity.

These are all also important elements for creative thinking and

behaviour. Studies of autistic children, who lack theory of mind, have
demonstrateda link betweenthis cognitive ability and creativity
sincewithout a
theory of mind their imagination is severely limited, they have difficulty
engaging in pretend play, and they are unable to draw imaginary animals.
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Mithen (1998) statesthat theory of mind evolvedmuch earlier in hominids than
did creativity since chimpanzees and gorillas appear to have at least a simpler

form of theoryof mind which suggeststhat this was alsopresentin earlier human
ancestors. Thus, theory of mind is necessarybut not sufficient for creative
thought.

The existenceof a materialculture allows the humanmind to extend outsideof
the confines of skin and bone and out into the environmentin a lasting form
whereotherscan view it who can further developand extendconceptsand ideas
(Clark & Chalmers, 1998, Mithen, 1998). Furthermore, a material culture can

enable these complex conceptsto be remembered(Mithen, 1998). Thus, a
material culture enablesthe extensionof the mind which promotesan increased
cognitive capacity for creative thought and hence behaviour. Furthermore,
Mithen alsoseeslanguageasimportantin the evolution of creativethoughtsince
it allows not only the individual but a communityto explore ideasand concepts
to a much greater extent and along with material culture allows the mind to
becomeextendedinto thematerialworld.

As with Carruthers (2002), Mithen (1998) does not highlight the reasons for the
selection of a creative mind other than to suggest that this would have enabled an
increase and richness of ideas, which would presumably have improved survival
chances. In fact, it is unclear as to whether creative thought is a by-product of
cognitive fluidity or if the need for creative thinking led to selection for a
cognitively fluid mind.
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3.2.3. Creativity and Survival
Feist (2001) makes a distinction between creativity selected for by natural
selection and sexual selection.

He divides creativity into applied forms

(technology, science and engineering) and more ornamental forms (art and
aesthetics) and suggests that applied forms arose through natural selection and
ornamental forms through sexual selection (Feist, 2001).

Therefore, if the

cognitive processesto produce applied and ornamental creativity are similar then
ornamental forms could have developed from the cognitive abilities utilised in
applied creativity. This would fit with evidence from the archaeological record
that demonstrates that stone tools (applied creativity) are found much earlier in
human evolution, between 2 and 3 million years ago, than art, approximately 4060,000 years ago. However, stone tools made by Homo erectus from around 1.4
million years ago show little variation in type for more than I million years,
which suggestsa distinct lack of applied creativity (Mithen, 1996).

Miller, a strong proponent of sexual selection theory, has suggested a natural
selection theory for everyday creativity, which he terms "protean behaviour"
(Miller,

1997), and sexual selection theory for products produced by eminent

creativity (Miller, 1998, Miller, 1999, Miller, 2000a, Miller, 2001). According to
Miller (1997) animals that are able to use a degree of mindreading (theory of
mind) in their social interactions will also evolve the ability to be genuinely
unpredictable (the protean strategy) to outwit a hostile mindreader. However, as
Miller (1997) points out, there are a large number of animals without a theory
of
mind that utilise this strategy in predator prey evasion tactics. In fact, whether
any animal other than humans possessestheory of mind continues to be strongly
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debated (Byrne, 1995, Heyes, 1998, Povinelli, 1996, Whiten, 1996). Thus, rather
than protean behaviour evolving to counterattack the actions of hostile
mindreaders, the behaviour may have evolved much earlier on as a behavioural
tactic. Once theory of mind did appear protean behaviour may have then been
strongly selected for to evolve into a more sophisticated cognitive skill. With the
encephalisation of the hominid brain, further cognitive abilities could have
evolved that, with the protean strategy, enabled exceptional creativity to evolve
and be maintained in Homo sapiens through sexual selection.

However,in a later article, Miller (2001)usesthe exampleof male Bowerbirds,
who build elaborateneststo attractfemalesto copulatewith them, asan example
of convergentevolution for art-like abilities. He goeson to saythat this provides
evidencefor human art acting as a fitness indicator in sexual selection. This
appearsto conflict with his theory for advancedproteanthoughtevolving from a
theory of mind and being a prerequisite for exceptional creativity. Whilst
Bowerbirds may use random strategiesto avoid predatorsit is highly unlikely
that they possesstheory of mind or other complex cognitive abilities that are
requiredfor humancreativebehaviour.

3.2.4. Aesthetics
An aesthetic appreciation may be an early precursor for the evolution of creative
abilities. The ability to find something beautiful or ugly can produce powerful
positive or negative emotions respectively. These emotions can then trigger
appropriate behaviours in response to the object thus enhancing the survival or
reproductive successof the individual.
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In fact, what is felt to be beautiful, such as high degreesof symmetry in human
faces, has been found to indicate high levels of reproductive and survival fitness
whereas what is perceived as ugly suggests reduced reproductive and survival
fitness (Gangestad & Simpson, 2000, Gangestad & Thornhill, 1997a, Orians,
2001, Thornhill,

1998, Thornhill

& Gangestad, 1994).

Whilst there are

individual and cultural differences in definitions of beauty and ugliness there are
therefore also certain universals.

Orians & Heerwagen (1992) suggest that landscape and portrait paintings may be
considered beautiful if they portray features that would have indicated survival or
reproductive benefits. For example, representational pictures containing water or
animals suggest that the environment has plenty of resources to aid survival
(Orians & Heerwagen, 1992). However, other paintings, such as abstracts, do
not contain such features but are still considered attractive. In these cases the
paintings may be seen as appealing to a human desire for novelty and mystery
(Thornhill, 1998).

3.2.5. Making Special

Dissanayake(1992)definesThe Arts asways of making importantthings special
and believes that it is this behaviouraltendency of "making special" that is
subjectto naturalselection. Making specialis achievedby the deliberateshaping
or embellishmentof an objector actionthat placesit in a realm different from the
everyday(Dissanayake,1988). Suchbehaviouris achievableby all membersof
society although some may be more skilful than others. This is a different
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concept of the artist than the modem Western viewpoint that believes The Arts to
be achievable by a select few.

She considersthat The Arts could havebeenco-optedby sexualselectionto act
asfitnessindicatorsbut that their original function was to allow the expressionof
powerful emotionsthat would have brought the group memberstogether and
allowed improved transmissionof knowledgeand values and increasedgroup
cooperationand cohesiveness. This would have then led to the survival of
individuals within the groupby promoting their welfare andreducing anxiety as
well asallowing themto form a more cohesiveunit that would be more effective
in protectingthemselvesfrom their enemies.To do this The Arts, suchas song,
music and dance,were usedin rituals to elicit and provide controlledexpression
of emotions (Dissanayake, 1992).

Dissanayake (1988; 1992) proposes that the very fact that The Arts generate
strong emotions suggeststhat they must have contributed to biological survival
since one way of insuring that people continue to participate in a behaviour is for
them to experience positive emotions.

She claims that The Arts fulfil the other

two criteria for an evolved trait: that people spend a large amount of time and
effort engagedin the activity and that it is a universal behaviour. However, these
criteria do not preclude the possibility of the trait being a by-product.

The activity of `making special" apparentlyaroseas early as 300,000yearsago
with the use of red ochreor hematite(Dissanayake,1992)althoughan aesthetic
sensibility was presentmuch earlier by the time of Homo erectusif not Homo
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habilis (Dissanayake, 1988). Dissanayake places this aesthetic appreciation
relatively early in human history due to the use of green lava and smooth pink

pebblesby some Homo habilis toolmakersand the symmetricalhandaxesand
again the use of attractive coloured stone by Homo erectus. However, these
judgementsof attractivenessare made from the perspectiveof modernhumans.
Since the minds and cognition of both Homo habilis and Homo erectus would
have been very different extreme caution should be exercised in making
assumptionsregarding any aesthetic preferencesthat they may have had.
Moreover,the reasonfor the symmetryof the handaxescontinuesto be disputed
with the possibility that the symmetryactuallyimproved their functioningrather
thanbeing associatedwith the attractiveness
of the object.

Dissanayake (1992) also states that body decoration can be considered as the
prototype of the visual arts, which again suggestsan early date for its emergence
possibly prior to the emergence of Neanderthals. In general Neanderthals are
thought not to have possessed fully symbolic minds.

However, from the

viewpoint of this theory Neanderthals would not have needed to be symbolisers
to have appreciated specialness. Nevertheless, Dissanayake (1992) suggeststhat
it was not until Upper Palaeolithic humans became aware of the past and future
that there was a need to make things special to deal with the uncertainty that
these concepts evoked. Therefore this led to a move to deliberately make things
special. However, Dissanayake's use of the term Upper Palaeolithic humans is
problematic since it implies that these concepts are only applicable to European
hominids since other terms are used for other parts of the
world. Therefore, it is
difficult to know whether Dissananyake is attributing the
concepts of time to
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only European Homo sapiens or whether she attributes this to all anatomically
modem humans, the latter being the only really plausible case.

The argumentsthat Dissanayake(1992) presentsto question art evolving as a
sexualdisplay are that sexualselectionbinds beauty with art which is not the
position today, that females may choose their mates on the basis of other
attributesthan beauty,and that art is more than visual display. In regardto the
first issueit is the associationsthat our hominid ancestorsmadewith art that is
relevant when consideringthe reasonfor the emergenceof art not our modem
interpretations. Thus,evenif art is not associatedwith beautytoday, which does
appearto be a considerablegeneralisation,if art is an adaptationthat evolved
through sexualselectionin the ancestralenvironmentthen the associationwith
beautyshouldremainwhen usingart asa fitnessindicator.

To consider the second point, although beauty may be a basis for mate choice it
is not actually claimed that people use artworks to judge an artists physical
attractiveness instead there are many other traits,

such as intelligence,

personality, resource acquisition and creativity that such displays have been
hypothesised to indicate (Miller, 2001). The final point that art is more than
visual display does not need to be argued against but this does not mean that it
does not preclude it being a fitness indicator. It may have a number of functions
but it is whether its primary function, in other words the reason
selection
pressures acted on it, was to act as a fitness indicator that is relevant. Therefore,
while it is important to question whether sexual selection is responsible for the
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emergence of the arts, Dissanayake's arguments against the theory do not stand
up to scrutiny.

3.2.6. The Ancestress Hypothesis

Coe (2003) considersthe evolution of traditional art in relation to her ancestress
hypothesiswith its emphasison motheringbehavioursand kinship. Shebelieves
that the move towards a mothering strategy that promoted investing large
amounts of resourcesinto a small number of offspring (the K strategy) as
opposedto investing very small amountsin a large numberof offspring (the R
strategy)was the key to many changesin our biology aswell asthe evolution of
human culture. Since modern humansare K strategiststhis meansthat those
femalesthat chosethe K strategy,whilst initially being out-reproducedby the
females who utilised the R strategy,have become ancestresses
since it is K
strategyfemaleswho persisttoday.

Since the K strategy requires considerable resources it is necessary for the
mothers to gain social support from other women as well as men and so mothers
have built up strong kin networks around them.

Women with good social

support are more likely to give rise to live, healthy children (Coe, 2003).
Traditional visual art is therefore used to identify kin and encourage kinship cooperation as well as to promote the replication of long-term maternal strategies
and to teach social norms and behaviour, which include respect for the ancestors
and restraint of competition among co-descendents. Visual art, Coe believes,
promotes the ideal of the "good mother" by teaching the concepts of generosity
and self-sacrifice that Coe feels defines a "good mother".
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Whilst Coe (2003)

recognises that this term is somewhat controversial she attempts to focus it
towards the idea of the mother caring for her child rather than herself so as to
ensure that her genes are passed into the next generation. Although care for a
child is obviously necessary to ensure it's survival, Coe doesn't consider the

necessityof a "good father" or that a mothermust care for herselfto survive and
thereforebe ableto care effectively for the child.

Coe (2003) proposes that the origins of visual art came from a mother who may,
for example, have decoratedher children in a particular way to identify them and
these children would have passed this on to their children and so on. This
decoration could then have been linked with stories of ancestors and their

expectationson behaviour.

Coe (2003) states that traditional visual art is social and so differs from the
sexual selection hypothesis in that it is not competitive.

She also attempts to

argue against the sexual selection hypothesis for visual art by claiming that
traditional visual art aims to promote long term relationships which she believes
conflicts with sexual selection's claims about fitness indicators. However, sexual
selection does not exclude this possibility and in fact fitness indicators can be
used to assess the qualities of an individual for both a long and short-term
relationship.

One point that doescausea problem for the sexual selectionhypothesisis the
restraint on creativity and the value placed on consistencyon the visual arts in
traditional societies. However, in many traditional societies certain
parts of a
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culture may be restricted in the level of creativity whereas in other areas it may
be actively encouraged. For example, the Ashanti in Africa are encouraged to be
creative when carving secular objects but not when carving religious objects
(Lubart, 1999).

Therefore, the restraint on creativity in the visual arts in

traditional societiesmay not be as clear-cut as Coe (2003) claims.

Coe's (2003) ancestress
hypothesisfor the visual arts challengesthe assumption
common in other hypothesesthat men are the predominant creators and
originators of visual art. However, in her attempt to include women she has
sidelined the role of males in the evolution and maintenanceof visual art.
Furthermore, her primary source of evidence comes from the ethnographic
record, which whilst valuable cannot be assumedto directly reflect the
behavioursof earlier hominids. Whilst Coe doesconsidersomevisual art from
the archaeologicalrecord she ignores othersincluding cave paintings which do
show evidenceof creativity. Thus, Coe's (2003) hypothesisraisesa numberof
pointsthat needto be consideredwhenlooking at the evolution of creativity.

3.2.7. The Evolution of the Artist
Lewis-Williams (2002) considers the evolution of Upper Palaeolithic cave artists.
His argument centres on Shamanism and the structure of Cro-Magnon society.
He considers the archaeological and ethnographic data and a neuropsychological
model of consciousnessthat looks at the levels of altered states of consciousness
experienced by humans.

From this analysis, Lewis-Williams

believes that

Shamans who were fixing their visions whilst in altered states of consciousness
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onto the cavewalls, often nearto or wherethey had experiencedthem,produced
cave art of the Upper Palaeolithic. The images, such as the bison and horses, are

thereforenot of actualanimalsbut of spirit guides.

Furthermore,Lewis-Williams (2002) suggeststhat the eavesrepresentedpart of
the tiered cosmosthat is a commonconceptin many religions and is frequently
experienced in altered states of consciousness. Thus, entry into the caves would
have defined a person's social position with the shamans having access to the
deepest sections of the cave and therefore possessing high status within the
society.

This hierarchical structure of society was, Lewis-Williams

claims, in part

developed to enable the Cro-Magnons to distinguish themselves from the
Neanderthals who were unable to produce such art because they possessed a
more limited type of consciousness. He postulates that the Neanderthals were
stuck in the "remembered present" and were therefore unable to utilise dreams
and visions, as they would not have remembered them.

Any "modem"

behaviour, such as the making of perforated pendants and bone and ivory tools,
were due to acculturation.

Lewis-Williams' strength lies in his interdisciplinary approach,the limits he
placeson the generalisabilityof his theory, and his awarenessof the influence
that societycan haveon a researcher'sinterpretationsof the evidence. However,
he does not discuss the maintenanceof the drive to produce
art by some
individuals in today'ssocieties. He also leavesit openasto
why, approximately
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10,000 years ago, cave art appearsto have come to an end. Thus, it is difficult to
know how relevant his theory is for artists in the present. It may be that the
status and power that art conferred to the Upper Palaeolithic shamans is
bestowed upon artists today in other ways. Moreover, in the North American
ethnographic literature shamans are believed to be especially virile (LewisWilliams, 2002). Thus, increased status and virility may suggest a link with the

sexualselectionmodel.

Moreover, Helvenston & Bahn (2003) criticise the Three Stagesof Trance model
by claiming that the only things that could have induced the types of trance
described in the model were plants that would not have been present in Upper
Palaeolithic Europe and so it would not have been possible for the shamans to
experience the hallucinations described by Lewis-Williams (Helvenston & Bahn,
2003). This appearsto be a serious problem for Lewis-Williams theory.

3.2.8. Summary

There are a numberof models,other than sexualselection,for the emergenceof
creativity. However, few models directly addressthe selection pressuresthat
would have acted on creativeproducts. Furthermore,a numberof the models
discussedalso incorporate sexual selection within them. Of course, it is also
possiblethat creativity aroseasa by-productof other cognitive adaptationssuch
aslanguageor a cognitively fluid mind.

However,aswill be discussedbelow, sexualselectionoffers a strongtheoretical
hypothesisfor the emergenceof humancreativity. What needsto be identified
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is whetherthis is borne out empirically since currently there is little
researchto
support or refute the model.

3.3. SEXUAL SELECTION THEORY
Darwin

(1871/1901) was one of the first to suggest that physical and

psychologicaltraits in humanscould have evolvedthrough sexualselection. In
fact he statesthat "higher powers" suchas imaginationwill haveevolved partly
through sexualselectionandpartly throughnaturalselection(Darwin, 1901:85960). However,sinceDarwin arguedthat choicecamenot only from competition
but also through female choosinesshis ideas on sexual selection were largely
ignored for severaldecades. There is however now renewedinterest in sexual
selectionas a methodof evolution andwithin this field the emergenceof human
creativity is being considered.

Reproductivesuccess,or the ability to passon copiesof onesgeneson to future
generationsand for thesecopiesto be passedon to the next generation,is not
only achievedthroughnatural selectionby ensuringsurvival of the individuals
within which the genes are housed,but it is also achieved through sexual
selection. Thus sexualselection works by the individual differencesin traits
affecting accessto the quantity and quality of mates available (Gangestad&
Thornhill, 1997a).

The two mechanismsof sexualselectionwhich havereceivedmost
attentionare
"contests" (also known as intrasexualselection) and mate choice (intersexual
selection) although there are others, such as endurancerivalry and sperm
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competition, which are also important (Andersson & Iwasa, 1996). However,
since the sexual selection hypothesis of human visual art is thought to be brought
about by mate choice then this is the mechanism that will be focused on in the
following discussion.

3.3.1. PROCESSESOF MATE CHOICE
Mate choice"... is the processleadingto the tendencyof membersof one sex to
matenon-randomlywith respectto oneor more varying traits in membersof the
other sex" (Kokko et a1,2003,653). Moreover,this must lead to variation in
reproductive successwith those individuals that have the preferred characteristics
being most successful (Cronin, 1991).

To improve reproductive success the

"choosy" sex can select traits that indicate direct benefits, so that the trait itself
confers an increase in fitness such as greater resources, and/or indirect benefits,

so that the trait is directly correlated with a genetic benefit such as high
intelligence or creative ability (Kokko et al., 2003).

The most commonly discussedmechanisms of mate choice, which consider the
above, are Fisher's runaway process (Fisher, 1930) and the handicap principle
(Zahavi, 1975, Zahavi, 1977). Runaway processes are where a particular
characteristic of one sex is preferred by chance by the opposite sex. This
characteristic is selected for through increased copulations with those possessing
the trait. The character and the preference then evolve together. This process
escalates until further exaggeration of the preferred trait would mean that the
costs to survival would outweigh the benefits of increased reproductive potential

(Fisher, 1930). In fact, pure Fisheriantraits are not correlated
with condition or
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quality of the individual and so males with more attractive traits should pay
greater costs, such as increased predation risk or greater physiological costs, and
should therefore have decreased survival rates despite having increased
reproductive success(Jennions et al., 2001).

Females are compelled to join in

once the process has began, to ensure that their sons inherit the trait and are
therefore chosen as mates. Fisher's model has received support in a number of
studies (for examples see (Cronin, 1991, Maynard Smith, 1985, Pomiankowski,
1987a, Pomiankowski, 1987b). However, it is often forgotten that Fisher (1930)
also proposed that the "choosy' sex should prefer mates who are healthier and
have increased longevity and that attractiveness might therefore indicate
increasedviability (Kokko et al., 2003), which leads on to the handicap model.

Since the handicap principle was first proposed by Zahavi in 1975 there has been
a number of studies which have provided support for the model (Iwasa et al.,
1991, Jennions et al., 2001, Kodric-Brown & Brown, 1984, Maynard Smith,
1985, Nur & Hasson, 1984, Pomiankowski, 1987a, Pomiankowski, 1987b). The
handicap principle works by a particular characteristic indicating the level of an
individual's fitness (for example health, intelligence, creativity), which enables
the selecting sex to select the best mate through assessingthe quality of the trait
(Zahavi, 1975). These characteristics which evolve through mate preference must
confer a handicap to survival on the individual to act as "honest indicators" so

that only the best quality individuals can survive with the handicap (Zahavi,
1975). The handicapis often directly correlatedwith the quality of the trait, for
example a bird's bright plumage may indicate good diseaseresistancesince
diseaseandparasitescan adverselyaffect the quality of the feathers. A low
cost
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handicap would enable cheats to fake the handicap and therefore gain matings
without passing on the benefits. Whilst those without the handicap will be fitter
than those with a handicap, they will attract less matings and therefore are less
likely to pass their genes onto future generations.

However, whilst there has been support for the handicap principle this has not
been without certain caveats being added and in fact three different types of
handicaps have been proposed (Iwasa et al., 1991, Maynard Smith, 1985,
Pomiankowski, 1987a). The first is the pure epistasis handicap ( also known as
Zahavi's handicap) where there are strong viability interactions between the
genes for the handicap and those for survival which will result in natural
selection acting on those with low viability so that only high viability males with
the handicap survive.

The secondtype of handicapis the conditionalor condition-dependenthandicap.
Here the handicapis only producedin the first place by those individuals with
high overall fitness(Pomiankowski,1987a).Thus, individuals who choosethose
possessingthe handicap will be mating with those who have high viability.
However, with the third type of handicap,the revealing handicap, all males
producethe handicapand the condition of the handicapaccuratelyindicatesthe
quality and viability of the individual (Pomiankowski, 1987a). However, as
Pomiankowski(1987a)highlightsthesethreetypesare not mutually exclusive.

When Iwasa, Pomiankowski et al (1991) used mathematical modelling to
identify whether these three types of handicapcould explain the
evolution of
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costly mate preferences they found support for the condition-dependent and
revealing handicaps but not for the pure epistasis handicap. The reason for the
lack of support for the latter model was due to the requirement of a direct
relationship between general viability and the size or condition of the mating
characteristic (the handicap). This is present for the condition-dependent and
revealing handicaps but not for the epistasis model since the preferred trait does
not reflect general viability but rather only directly reflects the value of the trait
itself (Iwasa et al., 1991).

If art is underthe processof the handicapprinciple then it is more likely to act as
a condition dependentor revealinghandicaprather than adheringto the epistasis
model sincethose who are not able to producehigh quality art are not therefore
weededout by naturalselection. However,sincethereis an elementof choiceas
to whether an individual producesart, or indeed any creative product, then it
makesit difficult to determinewhich of theseprocessesaremost applicable.

Although runaway processes and the handicap principle are often viewed as
opposing it is possible for them to work together on the same trait since a trait
that is aesthetically pleasing and indicates a good quality genotype will be
selected for by both methods. Pomiankowski (1987a, 1987b) used mathematical
modelling to demonstrate that this was the case. In fact, he showed that a
combination of both processes will allow for the stable exaggeration of mate
characteristics in the presenceof costly female choice which is not possible when
only

runaway

processes or

the handicap principle

(Pomiankowski, 1987b).
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are

acting

alone

More recently, Kokko, Brooks et al (2002) have proposeda sexual selection
continuumwith the runawaymodel (increasedmating success)and good genes
model (increasedmating successand increasedsurvival) representingthe two
ends of the continuum. Using a mathematicalmodel they demonstratethat
female choosinesson the continuum varies according to the costs involved in
making the choice due to environmental factors, such as the presence of
predators,which may alter the costsof searchingfor a mate. Thus,when female
costsare low they will tend to producea skew towardsthe "runaway" end of the
continuum due to a strong preferencetowardswanting "sexy sons". However,
this is rarely observedin naturesincelow femalecost is very unusual(Kokko et
al., 2002).

3.3.2. COSTS OF THE HANDICAP
As Zahavi points out, the costsof developingandmaintaining a handicapdo not
needto be high sincethe expressionof thetrait is correlatedwith the individual's
ability to bear the costs(Zahavi, 1977). In fact, Kodric-Brown & Brown (1984)
state that while certaintraits may reducesurvival in favour of mating success
others may act as mechanismsfor both natural and sexual selection thus
enhancingboth survival and mating success. For examplesthe size of deer
antlers have a positive relationship with social status, nutritional condition,
reproductivesuccessand longevity (Kodric-Brown & Brown, 1984). However,
they are costly in terms of metabolic costsand so do act ashonestindicators of
fitness. Moreover, mathematicalmodelling, has also provided
support for a
positive relationshipbetweenan increasedhandicapand greatersurvival despite
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the handicapbeing used as a mechanismfor both natural and sexualselection
(Nur & Hasson, 1984).

Also, Jennions,Moller et al (2001)through a meta-analysisprovide supportfor
the proposition that handicaps do not necessarily need to impose a cost on
survival. They demonstrated a statistically significant trend for a positive
relationship between the expression of a trait and survival (Jennions et al., 2001).
In fact they state that the relationship between longevity

and lifetime

reproductive success is such that those individuals that are displaying higher
quality traits, and are therefore more viable, need to have an increased lifespan to
attract more mates. However, the majority of the study samples consisted of
birds and insects/spiders. Thus, more work is required on mammals to confirm
the relationship across classes.

However, it should be rememberedthat some sexually selectedhandicapsdo
reducesurvival. In fact, in Jennionset al's (2001) meta-analysis,althoughthe
majority of the studies,samplesand speciesstudied did demonstratea positive
relationship between these variables, there were others that showed negative
relationships. Furthermore,work on ornamentationin guppies has provided
evidencefor strong negative correlationsbetween attractivenessand survival
(Brooks,2000).

3.3.2.1.Costsof Creative Production
Miller (2000) discussescosts of creativeproduction in terms
of time, energy,
skill and resources. However, Kotiaho (2001a) makesan important distinction
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between expenditure and costs.

From an evolutionary viewpoint, costs are

measured in terms of increased mortality and decreased reproductive success
(Kotiaho, 2001a), although this argues against some of the above findings.
Therefore, whilst the increased use of resources such as time, energy and skill

will drain individual resourcesfrom other activities they do not necessarily
imposean evolutionarycost.

Thus, if creativity is to be explained through the handicap principle evolutionary
costs rather than expenditure must be present. An individual who becomes so
involved in creative endeavours that excessive time is taken up with the creative
enterprise could develop poorer health through neglect, which may reduce
his/her life expectancy.

However, as long as he/she lives long enough to

reproduce then in evolutionary terms they have been successful to some degree.

Nevertheless,a more viable cost to exceptionalcreativity is its geneticlinks to
schizotypy andthereforemental illness (Nettle, 2001, Simonton, 1999). In fact,
Kotiaho (2001a) identifies geneticcoststhat reducefitness in offspring as being
indirect evolutionary costs. Whilst the apparentcosts of schizotypy are high
when mental illness developsthere appearsalso to be somebenefits associated
with divergent thinking which enablesthem to possessmore flexibility and
originality of thought. Whilst peoplewho experiencepsychoticillnessescan be
extremelydisabledby the thought disorder that emerges,it is obviously a great
advantagefor creative thinkers to possessa high degreeof divergent thinking
without becomingunwell.
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Furthermore, there are also reproductive costs for individuals with schizophrenia
and schizotypical personality disorders. These illnesses are characterised in part
by problems with relationships, social detachment, and reduced sexual interest
(Stuart & Sundeen, 1991).

Such individuals have been found to have

significantly reduced rates of reproduction compared to the general population
which although in part may be due to these behavioural and emotional
components appear also to be associatedwith the genetic load associated with the
illness (Avila

et al, 2001).

Although lower reproductive success should

ultimately lead to a reduction in the prevalence of the disorder there actually
appearsto be a stable prevalence of approximately 1% across cultures over time
(Avila et al., 2001, Bassett et al., 1996, Shaner et al., 2004). This apparent
paradox has led to suggestions of possible survival or reproductive advantagesto
those who possess the genotype but not the disorder such as close relatives of
schizophrenia sufferers.

In fact, Avila et al (2001) found that the parents of those with schizophrenia had
significantly

greater reproductive success than those parents without any

offspring suffering from schizophrenia. However, Avila et al (2001) do not
consider whether there are particular factors involved in promoting reproductive
success and why there is evidence of compensatory reproductive fitness among
these relatives. For example, it may be that certain behaviours that are enhanced
because of the genotype, such as creative production, may be being used to
attract more sexual partners or better quality individuals and thereby improving
their reproductive success.
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Shaner et al (2004) propose that schizophrenia is the low fitness end of a mental
trait that evolved as a fitness indicator through mutual mate choice.

Their

findings support this claim since the onset of schizophrenia coincides with that
when courtship generally begins to occur, it affects the probability of gaining and
retaining mates, there are sex differences in its occurrence, it is associated with
increased developmental abnormalities, there is substantial heritability, increased
reproductive success in unaffected relatives, and those with schizophrenia are
generally considered to be unattractive and undesirable as sexual partners
(Shaner et al., 2004). However, Shaner et at (2004) appear reluctant to commit
as to precisely what the fitness indicator is that schizophrenia is the unattractive
extreme of although they do suggest that it may be verbal courtship behaviours,
which they imply is a creative behaviour.

Nevertheless, other studies have found a more direct link between creative
activity and schizotypy traits (Nettle, in press). In fact Nettle (in press) found
that the unusual experiences sub-factor of schizotypy was elevated in poets and
visual artists to the same range as for schizophrenic patients. However, these
creative individuals had lower scores than the controls for introvertive anhedonia
(another sub-factor of schizotypy, which is characterisedby a lack of enjoyment
especially in social activities) thus possibly cushioning them from becoming
unwell.

However, O'Reilly et at (2001) also consideredthe relationship between
a
numberof creativity measuresand schizotypyin undergraduatestudentseither
studying for a humanities or creative arts degree. They found that unusual
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experiences scores was a significant predictor of willingness to engage in the
verbal arts (creative writing and reading) and that, when degree subject was
taken into account, there was no direct relationship between any of the
schizotypy scores and divergent thinking. They therefore conclude that unusual
experiences scores may motivate participation in particular creative fields but not

the ability to think divergently(O'Reilly et al., 2001). Nevertheless,this doesnot
detractfrom the fact that thereappearsto be a relationshipbetweencreativity and
schizotypyandthereforeschizophrenia.

Interestingly, both level of creative involvement and schizotypy have been found
to share a relationship with mating success(Nettle & Clegg, in press-b).

In a

study by Nettle & Clegg (in press-b) it was found that unusual experiences had
not only a positive effect on mating successvia creative activity but it also had a
significant positive effect on numbers of sexual partners independent of degree
of creative engagement (Nettle & Clegg, in press-b). Thus, unusual experiences,
a sub-factor of schizotypy, and level of involvement in poetry or art appear to
enhance reproductive successthrough ability to attract numbers of and therefore
possibly higher quality partners. This provides strong support for the sexual
selection hypothesis of creativity.

Therefore,the risk of developing, or one's offspring developing, a psychotic
mental illness is a genuineevolutionarycost since such illnessescan reducean
individuals lifespan either though suicide or poorer physical health
and/or
reproductive success. However, the benefits of creative behaviour and the
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associationwith increasedmating successfor those who share some of the
schizotypy genotype help maintain the genotype within the human population.

3.3.3.COSTS TO CHOOSINESS
Pomiankowski (1987b) categorises mate choice costs into four types; predation

risks, risks of diseasetransmission,loss of time and energycosts. Predationrisks
canoccur when an individual is signalling that they are readyto assessmatesand
this signal also highlights the animal's presence to predators. Furthermore,
certain animals when copulating are more at risk from predators since they are
unable to escape as quickly (Pomiankowski, 1987b). Whilst this may not appear
to be relevant to humans there may still be an increased risk of violence, since
females who use short-term mating strategies have been found to be at greater
risk of physical and sexual violence (Buss & Schmitt, 1993).

For humans the risk of veneral disease increases with multiple sexual
relationships (Daly, 1978, Pomiankowski, 1987b). However, even with one
sexualpartnerthere is a risk of sexualdiseasetransmissiondependingon their
previoussexualhistory. Thus thereis alsoa cost to assessingthe likelihood of a
matehaving such a diseasesincethis may increasethe time neededto choosea
mate. Beingtoo choosyin the searchfor a matewill leadto a loss of time which
if prolongedmay mean a reduction in fecundity (Kokko et al., 2003). Loss of
time can alsobe incurred if an individual initially acceptsa mate and then after
furtherassessment
of their qualitiesrejectsthem.
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Furthermore, choosing a mate can be hugely expensive in terms of energetic

costs. It has beenfound that in a numberof small mammalsfemaleswill travel
extensivedistancesto find a mate(Daly, 1978)and this can alsobe applicableto
humans. Furthermore,resistanceof mating attempts can require considerable
amountsof energy and also increasedprobabilities of injury (Pomiankowski,
1987b). Moreover, the "choosier" sex in mate choice may be equippedwith
specialisedphysiological or psychologicalcapabilities to discriminate between
matesand these design featuresare often costly in terms of energyto produce
and maintain (Pomiankowski, 1987b).

In termsof art as a fitness indicator,it would appearthat its use in mate choice
would involve high costs to those using it to assessthe artist's qualities. These

individuals will often needto travel sometimesquite large distancesto view the
art and they will require cognitive mechanismsto be able to accuratelyuse the
artwork as a fitness indicator. They then needto meet the artist where further
of the artist's qualitiesis required. All of thesefactorswill be costly
assessment
in termsof energyand time. However,if artworks do work as fitnessindicators
usingthem assuchmay reducesearchtime by narrowingdown the time takento
meet the individuals, particularly if severalartists' works are displayedtogether.
Furthermore,it may reducethe cost involved in forming a partnershipwith the
artistsandthen finding that they arenot desirablepartners.

3.3.4.MULTIPLE CUES IN MATE CHOICE
The useof severalsexualornamentsin courtshipdisplay is found to be
common
in many species including humans (Candolin, 2003, Iwasa & Pomiankowski,
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1994, Johnstone, 1996, Miller & Todd, 1998). These multiple cues may work by
indicating different qualities of the individual and so taken together provide
information regarding overall quality or some cues may indicate long term
condition and others reflect the present condition of the bearer (Candolin, 2003).
Furthermore, those choosing mates may use certain cues to assessdirect benefits,
such as investment in parental care, whilst other cues may indicate genetic
benefits. Moreover, different environments may favour different phenotypes,
and therefore genotypes, and this may also affect the preference given to
different cues (Candolin, 2003).

Johnstone (1996), by using mathematical modelling, found that those employing
multiple signals may employ only the signal that indicates the quality that the
individual most excels at. This may be seen in humans where some individuals
may "signal" their resources more whereas others may "signal" creative ability
more (Miller, 2000c). Of course humans can have both status and creativity and
may display both at the same time or at different times depending on, for
example, their mating strategy (short or long term).

Iwasa & Pomiankowski (1994) demonstrate that the evolution of multiple cues
via the handicap principle is dependenton the cost of female choice. Thus, if the
overall cost of choice for the female is not greatly increased by assessing more
than one trait then multiple displays can evolve as a stable strategy. However,
once the costs of choice increase only a preference for single cues becomes
stable (Iwasa & Pomiankowski, 1994). Thus, if the costs of choice influence the
evolution of multiple cues then they are likely to be present in
social species
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where males and females spend time together outside of the breeding season and
the cost of mate choice may therefore be low (Candolin, 2003).

This is

applicable to humans since men and women spend considerable time together
outside of a woman's fertile period. This may have therefore allowed the costs
of assessingmultiple cues to be low enough for their evolution within Homo
sapiens.

Interestingly, Miller & Todd (1998) consider the use of multiple cues, such as
physical attractiveness, intelligence, social status and personality, in humans.
Initially they looked at the cue integration model. This involves an individual
combining information on all cues to gain an overall mate value, which is then
used to determine whether to have some sort of sexual relationship with the
potential mate. However, this type of model assumesthat all cues will be present
simultaneously, which is rarely the case particularly since some cues, such as
physical attractiveness, are quickly assessedwhereas others, such as neuroticism
take much longer to accurately judge. A further assumption is that lack of one
quality can be compensated for by another.

However, this may prove

maladaptive if for example creativity could compensate for physical cruelty
(Miller & Todd, 1998).

Miller & Todd (1998) therefore go on to consider what they believe to be a more
plausible model, the sequential aspiration-level model. With this model each cue
can be assessed over different time periods rather than all together.

The

signalling individual is required to obtain a particular level of each trait for the
assessing individual to continue onto the next stage of courtship.
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With the

assessmentof each cue the individual determines the type of relationship that
they will have with the potential mate. Thus, if the signalling individual has the
required level of physical attractiveness then the assessorwill engage them in
conversation. This will lead to an evaluation of the signaller's level of social
status which could lead to dating followed by an assessmentof the potential
mate's level of intelligence which if acceptable may lead to exclusive dating and
so on (Miller

& Todd, 1998).

The levels required by each trait will be

determined by factors such as the assessorsown mate value, intended mating
strategy, sex, and environmental/social context. Whilst in many ways this model
appears overly simplistic it may provide a way of understanding the sort of
mechanisms that are used in mate choice. Moreover, there is some empirical
support for this model (Li et al., 2002).

Candolin (2003) suggests that the use of multiple cues in sequential models of
mate choice can reduce the costs of choosing mates. Using this method, initially
the individual doing the choosing is only required to assess one cue. If the
potential mate does not meet the required standard for this trait then the assessor
need not expend further energy judging further cues. Thus, multiple cues may
evolve in species where mate choice costs are high as a way of lowering these
costs (Candolin, 2003).

However,multiple cuesmay haveother functions. Candolin(2003)suggeststhat
multiple cuesmay be used asback-upsignals so that each cue signals the same
aspectand this then reducesmate choice error. This may also preventcheaters
attempting to replicate indicators of high quality due to the higher costs of
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producing multiple cues. However, Candolin (2003) believes that multiple cues
are less likely to act as back-up signals as the majority of studies have found
multiple cues to be uncorrelated. However, Johnstone (1996) states that it may
in fact be difficult to distinguish between backup signals and multiple messages.
Furthermore, multiple cues may work so that some of the signals serve to
enhance or amplify the display that is indicating a particular quality or help the
choosing individual to detect the relevant cue (Candolin, 2003).

3.3.5.HERITABILITY

OF FITNESS AND THE LEK PARADOX

If those choosing mates are doing so to gain "good genes", as defined by the
handicap principle, then there must be detectable variation between potential
mates. However, the preference for high quality traits should cause directional
selection so that the desired alleles become rapidly fixed in the population thus
reducing genetic variation.

If this occurs then there would be no benefits to

choice since all potential mates would possess the desired characteristics.
Nevertheless choice and genetic variation persists and this is known as the lek
paradox (Kokko et al., 2003, Kotiaho et al., 2001b, Miller & Todd, 1998,
Pomiankowski & Moller, 1995, Rowe & Houle, 1996, Tomkins et al., 2004). In
fact, Pomiankowski & Moller (1995) used comparative data from a wide range
of species of insects, fish, birds and mammals and found that the sexual traits
considered not only demonstrated genetic variance but also had greater genetic
variability than comparable non-sexual traits.

The condition dependentmodel may provide a resolution to the lek
paradox.
This assumesthat display traits are costly to produce and depend
so
on overall
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condition and not just the quality that they are indicating, which may be under
the influence of relatively few loci. Since overall condition is associated with a
large number of loci this will therefore provide a large mutation target thus
allowing for the genetic variance required to resolve the lek paradox (KodricBrown & Brown, 1984, Kokko et al., 2003, Kotiaho et al., 2001b, Rowe &
It is important to note that the term

Houle, 1996, Tomkins et al., 2004).

condition within this model is more narrowly defined as "... the amount of
resources available for allocation to fitness-enhancing traits" (Tomkins et al,
2004,324). Therefore, phenotypic indicators of condition will provide evidence
of either ability to acquire resources, such as muscle mass or certain personality
traits, or actual resources available such as amounts of carbohydratesin the body.
Thus, since increased investment to sexual displays leads to enhancement of the
display and this is less costly to do for those individuals with more resources then
covariance between the display traits and condition evolves through sexual
selection (Tomkins et al., 2004).

Another possibleanswerto the lek paradoxis the interactionbetweenthe genes
andthe environment. Thus attractivenessof a potential mateis not absolutebut
rather is dependenton the particular environmental context and so can, for
example, change overtime or in geographicallocations or habitats (KodricBrown & Brown, 1984, Kokko et al., 2003). These changesmay be able to
maintain enough genetic variation of display traits to make mate choice
beneficial. Moreover, the presence of multiple signals and differing mate
preferenceswithin a speciesmay also maintain genetic variation in sexually
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selectedtraits sincedifferent individuals will want differing amountsof various
cues within their mates (Candolin, 2003).

The above explanation is also known as fluctuating selection since the optimum
phenotype varies in time or space (Tomkins et al., 2004). One commonly cited
example of this was proposedby Hamilton & Zuk (1982).They claimed, and then
went on to empirically test, that the interaction between parasites and their hosts
produce cycles of coadaptation and so the evolutionary arms race that occurs
provides enough genetic variation to partly resolve the lek paradox (Hamilton &
Zuk, 1982).

3.3.6.PARENTAL INVESTMENT AND MATING STRATEGIES
Trivers (1972) defined parental investment as "... any investment by the parent in
an individual offspring that increases the offspring's chance of surviving (and
hence reproductive success) at the cost of the parent's ability to invest in other
offspring" (Trivers, 1972,139).

Since human females invest the most prior to,

and often after the birth, of the young then, although there is high parental
investment by human males relative to many other mammals, men are considered
to be the less investing sex. This imbalance between the sexesmeans that those
who invest less (men) can increase their reproductive successby attracting and
mating with a greater number of those individuals who invest more (women).
Thus, when there is a difference in the levels of parental investment between the

two sexesof a species,theretendsto be a differencein the strategiesto maximise
reproductivesuccess(Trivers, 1972).
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The sex that invests less (males) is usually more motivated towards short-term
mating to maximise numbers of progeny whereas the sex that invests more
(females) is more focused on gaining long-term mates that are willing to invest in
the upbringing and thus survival of the female and her offspring. Nevertheless,
as Trivers (1972) identifies, where there is strong selection for male parental care
the mating strategy of the male will probably be mixed so that males will desire
and have long-term relationships within which they will invest whilst also not
passingup the opportunity for short-term relationships in which they will provide
little or no investment.

Since the primary problem for men to increase their reproductive successis to
gain accessto large numbers of fertile women, men should possesspsychological
adaptations that will aid them in achieving this goal including that men possess a
greater desire for short-term sexual relationships, that they prefer larger numbers
of sexual partners over time, and that men require less time before consenting to
sex than women (Schmitt et al., 2001). With reference to the first proposed
mechanism, there are a number of studies that have found a significantly
increaseddesire for short-term relationships in men compared to women (Buss &
Schmitt, 1993, McBurney et al., 2005, Schmitt et al., 2003, Schmitt et al., 2001)
and that men more than women actually act on these desires (Oliver & Hyde,
1993, Wiederman, 1997). Moreover, there is evidence for this pattern being
found cross culturally (Schmitt et al., 2003). Furthermore, with regard to the
second mechanism, men have been found to significantly prefer and actually
have a greater number of sexual partners over time than women (Buss & Schmitt,
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1993, McBurney et al., 2005, Oliver & Hyde, 1993) and that this is found crossculturally (Schmitt et al., 2003).

The prediction of sex differencesin time requiredbefore consentingto sexual
intercourseis also supportedwith men requiring significantly less time than
womenbefore consentingto sex (Buss & Schmitt, 1993, Schmitt et al., 2003,
Schmitt et al., 2001). However, there is evidenceof some effect of culture
depending on sexual attitudes, sex ratios, fertility rates, and prevalenceof
sexuallytransmitteddiseases(Schmitt et al., 2003).

Whilst men are adaptedtowardsa more short-termmating strategythan women,
this does not mean that there are not costs to men of engaging in this strategy.
For example, short-term sexual relationships can lead to an increased risk of

sexually transmittedinfections and violence from husbandsand/or relatives of
the woman. Also men who gain a reputationfor being promiscuousmay find
that their matevalueis impaired and so may find it more difficult to gain a longterm partner(Buss& Schmitt, 1993).

Therefore, men may also, or instead of, engage in a long-term mating strategy.
This has the advantages of enabling them to increase the phenotypic quality of
their offspring to further the offspring's chances of survival (Gangestad &
Simpson, 2000). They can also increase their offspring's genetic and phenotypic
quality by focusing on quality of their mate as opposed to quantity of mates.
Furthermore, a long-term strategy means that a man can be surer
of paternity and
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can solve the problem of concealed ovulation in females as well as being able to
form long-term alliances with the woman's kin (Buss & Schmitt, 1993).

Women, on the other hand, are predicted to be more orientatedto long-term
relationshipsthan men due to their increasedparentalinvestmentand evidence
for this can be seenin the abovediscussion. The costsof productionof the egg,
fertilisation, pregnancyand birth are large and so for a femaleto then not invest
further in the offspring would meanthat shewould wastethe investmentshehas
madeso far (Trivers, 1972). However,sincefor humanfemalesthe costsof the
investmentmeans that, particularly in the ancestralenvironment, it is more
difficult to gain food and shelterandwomenbecomemore physically vulnerable,
especiallyduring pregnancy,then a long term partnercan provide protectionand
resourcesto ensurethat the woman and the offspring survive. Evidence for
womendesiring resourcesin long-term mateswas found in a study by Buss &
Schmitt (1993) and mate preferencestudies demonstratethat resourcesor the
potential to acquire them are consistentlysignificantly preferred in a mate by
womenmore than men (Buss & Barnes,1986,Hatfield & Sprecher,1995,Li et
al., 2002,Toro-Mom & Sprecher,2003).

Nevertheless,women also engage in short-term relationships and this is
consideredby sexual strategiestheory to be an evolved strategy rather than
behaviourengagedin by only a few possibly "dysfunctional" women(Schmitt,
2005). Evidencethat short-termmating in women is an evolved mechanism
comesfrom a numberof findings. Physiologicallythere is evidenceof sperm
competition in humans that would indicate that the ancestral condition for
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women would have included short-term matings (Greiling & Buss, 2000).
Furthermore, the fact that men experiencejealousy that is particularly associated

with sexual infidelity by their partner suggeststhat this may be an evolved
mechanismto prevent women from sexually straying which would have only
evolved if short-term sexual relationships were relatively common for women

(Greiling & Buss, 2000). Moreover, although men were found to engagein
extra-marital sex significantly more than women, in one study 11.6% of the
female participants (N = 1288) stated that they had engaged in extra-marital sex
at some point in their lives (Wiederman, 1997). Also, evidence from paternity
testing is demonstrating the extent of short-term relationships and extra-pair
copulation by women since between 3% and 27% of tests show paternity
discrepancy (Bellis et al., 2005). Furthermore, Schmitt et al (2003) found that
across ten world regions women on average scored higher than one (not at all
currently seeking) on a measure of short-term seeking thus suggesting the desire
for short-term relationships by women across cultures.

However, a woman's motivations for pursuing short-term sexual relationships
are likely to be different to those of males (Schmitt et al., 2001). Greiling &
Buss (2000) found that the hypothesis that received the strongest support as to
the benefits of extra-pair liaisons for women were the mate switching hypothesis
(short-term matings will allow her to assessa man as a potential long-term mate,
and/or get rid of her long-term partner) and the resource acquisition hypothesis
(women gain immediate resources, protection and/or status elevation,
and may
also gain investment through paternity confusion) (Greiling & Buss, 2000).
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Unfortunately,the possible geneticbenefits were not tested and so this study
cannot support or refute this hypothesis.

Since evidence suggeststhat females may be engaging in short-term sexual
relationships to gain longer term partners, then the good-geneshypothesis, where
women are looking for increased genetic quality for their offspring, may provide
an explanation for female preferences when women already have a long-term
partner. Gangestad & Simpson (2000) suggest that there is evidence of goodgenes selection by women by considering the data on fluctuating asymmetry and
sexual behaviour in humans, although their predominant use of correlational
studies and the low correlations within these studies have been criticised (Archer
& Mehdikhani, 2003).

Furthermore, evidence that women experienced

significantly more orgasms the more symmetrical the man and that orgasms close
to ejaculation, which would be more likely to retain sperm and thereby increase
the chances of fertilization, were positively and significantly correlated with
increased symmetry in the man (Thornhill et al., 1995) suggest that women are
adaptedto desire good genesfor their offspring.

Thus, it appearsthat both men andwomenare adaptedto employboth short and
long-term mating strategies depending on the environmental, personal and

cultural contexts.

3.3.7.MUTUAL MATE CHOICE
So far the above discussion suggeststhat one sex chooseswhilst the
other
competesto be chosen. While this maybe the casefor somespeciesit is not the
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case for humans and in fact it is beginning to emerge that many other animals
previously assumed not to engage in mutual mate choice do (Kraak & Bakker,
1998). The literature on human mate preferences clearly demonstrates that both
men and women have strong mate preferences which they utilise in mate choice
decisions. Nevertheless, in general mutual mate choice in humans tends to
remain an assumption rather than being specifically highlighted.

Discussionsof mutual matechoicetend to highlight the operationalsexratio as
predicting which sex will be the predominantcompetitor for mates,even when
mutual matechoice is evident. The operationalsex ratio (OSR) is the ratio of
males and females who are ready to mate in a population at a given time
(Kvarnemo & Ahnesjo, 1996).

Although parental investment is closely

associatedwith the operationalsexratio, other factors,such asthe adult sexratio,
and the distribution of the two sexesin time and place aswell as environmental
aspectssuchasabundanceof food, also affect the OSR (Clutton-Brock& Parker,
1992).

It has been demonstratedthat when the OSR is at equilibrium there is a
predominanceof assortativemating and thus mutual mate choice. With a
slightly biasedOSR the mating strategiesare diversebut when the OSR is highly
biasedtheretendsto be the greatestdivergencebetweenthe sexesso that one sex
predominantlychooseswhile the other predominantly competeswith the rarer
sexgenerallybeing the choosier(Bessa-Gomas
et al., 2003).
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Nevertheless, Kokko & Johnstone (2002) found that mutual mate choice can
occur when there are high biases in the OSR as long as there is high variation in
quality for both sexes, that there is relatively low mortality during matesearching, and that there are high costs to breeding for both sexes. In particular
they emphasis the role of parental investment stating that mutual mate choice
(Kokko &
will occur when biparental care is essential for offspring survival
Johnstone,2002).

Johnstoneet al (1996) foundthat whenprocessingtime (which closely equatesto
parental investment) is high, there were large variations in the quality of
individuals, and the benefits of choice were high, mating is closely assortative
(Johnstoneet al., 1996). Thus, when both sexeshave considerableprocessing
times,asin biparentalspecies,thenmutual matechoicewaspredicted. However,
costsof choicemay lead to less than perfect assortativemating and so this may
favour extra-paircopulationsto gain good genesfor the offspring (Johnstoneet
al., 1996).

Thus, the emergenceof mutual mate choice is reliant on a number of factors
including parentalinvestment,OSR, variation in quality of individuals, mortality
patterns,mateencounterrates,costsof choice,the spreadin time and placeof the
two sexes,the adult sex ratio and environmentalresourcesassociatedwith
reproductivesuccess.However,while mutual matechoice doesoccur this does
not mean that both sexes are equally choosy and the fact that women do
demonstrategreaterparentalinvestmentoften meansthat sexualdimorphism in
mating behaviouris evidentin humans.
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3.4. CREATIVE

PRODUCTS AS FITNESS INDICATORS

Various creativebehaviours,including art, do not fit the adaptationistcriteria for
survival mechanismswhich includelow phenotypicand genotypicvariance,and
low heritability (Miller, 2000c). Therefore, it has been proposedthat these
behavioursmaybe productsof mechanismsthat evolvedthroughsexualselection
and as such act as fitness indicators to attract mates (Miller, 2000c). The
function of fitness indicators is to advertiseto others the qualities of the
displaying individual with the aim of deterring a predator,intimidating a sexual
rival or attracting a mate. Creative products should act as indicators of genetic
and phenotypic quality and thus those that produce the highest quality creative
products should gain the most or the highest quality sexual partners, thereby
maximising their reproductive success.

3.4.1. INDICATORS

OF GOOD GENES

Zahavi (1978) observedthat decorative patterns on many animals served as
indicators of their quality. He then extrapolatedthis theory to explain art as
advertisingthe qualitiesof the artist in humansocieties. However,he was unsure
why artists did not insteadinvest in "real assets"such as wealth and power to
competein society (Zahavi, 1978). Whilst theseaspectsare found to be valued
by potential mates(Buss, 1988,Buss, 1989)they tend to be used for long-term
rather than short-termmating, whereas artists without such assetshave been
found, in one study to be more successfulin short-termmating when females
havea higher risk of conception(Haselton& Miller, in press). This is
a strategy
that is particularly successfulfrom a reproductiveviewpoint for males

who want
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as many matings as possible to increase their numbers of offspring and females
who are looking for "good genes" that demonstrate intelligence and creativity.
Therefore, this study suggests that creative production is a short-term mating
strategy. Further work however needs to be conducted since Haselton & Miller

(in press) assumethat sexual dimorphism is evident in the use of creative
products as courtship displays. However, as Haselton & Miller (in press)
acknowledge,Buss (1988) found that intelligence and creativity were valued
equally by both malesand females. Thereforethere is no reasonto assumethat
femaleswould also not display creativeproducts to attract a mate, particularly
sincehumansexhibit mutual mate choice, althoughas discussedabove females
do appearto havemore exactingstandardsandtherebydesirethesequalities at a
higher level than malesdueto a female's greaterparentalinvestment.

A studyby Nettle andClegg (in press-b)found that both professionaland serious
artists andpoetswere found to have had significantly more sexualpartnersthan
hobby and non-producersof art andpoetry. This providesevidencefor creative
behaviouracting as a fitness indicator to attractmates. Interestingly,there was
found to be no effect of sex on theseresults(Nettle & Clegg,in press-b). Thus,
more professionalfemale artistsandpoetswere attractingmore matesthan those
who were less professionaland that they were doing this to the sameextent as
themales. This is an unexpectedresult from the perspectiveof sexualselection,
which suggestssexualdimorphismin display due to differing levels of parental
investment. A similar result was found in a studyof studentathleteswhereboth
male and female students who competed in sports were found to have
significantly greaternumbersof sexualpartnersthan those of the samesexwho
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were not involved in competitive sport although there was a significant sex
difference among those who competed in sport with males having significantly
more sexual partners than females (Faurie et al., 2004).

Nevertheless, from these studies it is difficult to identify whether or not the
creative product is actually acting as a fitness indicator. It is also possible that
the particular behaviours of more professional artists may actually evoke a
stereotypical image of an artist that in Western society is generally considered
sexually attractive and so it is this image that is attracting more sexual partners
rather than the art itself. One study provides some suggestion that this may be
the case. Indeed, Etaugh & Sanders (1974) found that when artists were judged
on aspects, such as

technical competence and creativity, purely through

assessmentsof their artwork the greater the status or successthe raters believed
the artists to have the higher they rated them on each of the criteria despite the
status and successof the artists being randomly attributed by the researchersand
rotated between participants (Etaugh & Sanders, 1974). However, there has been
little consideration of the possible relationship between mating success and
stereotypical images of the artist and so this requires further exploration.

A furtherpoint aboutmany creativeproductsis that often theseproductsneedto
be assessedover a period of time. This does not argue against the sexual
selectionmodelbut doessuggestthat they may alsobe usedin long- as well as
short-termmatingssincethis would imply the building up of a relationshipwith
the person,althoughof courseit is quite possibleto have a brief sexualliaison
with someonewell known to theperson.
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3.4.2. THE QUALITIES

EXPRESSED

In his 2001 paper Miller argues that art acts as a fitness indicator. The qualities
of the artist that art is demonstrating are "... health, energy, endurance, hand-eye
co-ordination, intelligence, creativity, accessto rare materials, the ability to learn
difficult skills, and lots of free time" (Miller, 2001) and these qualities are
primarily indicated through the aesthetic quality of the artwork.

Moreover,

Miller also suggests that personality traits of the artist, such as neuroticism,
extraversion, opennessto experience, agreeablenessand conscientiousness will
also be expressed through the artwork and used in mate choice. Some of the
qualities, such as access to rare materials, would have more relevance in the

ancestralenvironmentthan the modemworld sinceart materialsare not difficult
to access,at least in the West, and so do not demonstratehigh problem solving
abilities to gain such materials. Nevertheless,if artwork did evolve through
sexualselectionthen the ability to assessthesequalitiesshouldstill be present.

Interestingly, possessingobservablegood health is not necessarilyconsistent
with Zahavi's (1975) handicap principle. Whilst the imposed handicapdoes
mean that only fitter individuals can survive the costs of the handicap the
individual with the handicap will become less fit over time. However, the
advantageis that having a good quality handicapensuresmore matings and/or
higher quality mates.

However, Miller (2000b) places particular emphasison intelligence
and he
claims that creative behaviours may have evolved primarily
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to advertise

intelligence to prospective mates. Intelligence is believed to be important due to

its relationship with fluctuating asymmetry,longevity and health as well as its
relevanceto parentalability (Miller, 2000b). In fact, intelligencehasbeenfound
to be a highly valuedmatepreferencefor both malesand femalescrossculturally
(Botwin et al., 1997, Buss et al., 1990, Buss et al., 2001). Nevertheless,
intelligencedoesnot indicate willingnessto provide and maintainresourcesor to
be faithful, both of which are also particularly important for reproductive
success,unlike personality traits. In fact, personalitytraits, particularly those
that can be subsumedunderagreeableness,
are consistentlygiven a high priority
in matepreferencestudies(Botwin et al., 1997,Buss& Barnes,1986,Goodwin,
1990). Thereforethe ability to assesspersonalitycharacteristicsthrough fitness
indicators,suchasartwork, shouldalsobe important.

Nevertheless,the fact that sexualselectiontheory predicts that those with good
quality fitness indicators will have the opportunity to engagein an increased
numberof sexualliaisons with different matesand/or gain higher quality mates
conflicts with evidencefrom personalitypsychology when applied to creative
individuals. Therehavebeena numberof studieson personalitytraits of creative
individuals that indicate a numberof asocial characteristicsthat are consistently
found in both creative artists and scientists (Feist, 1999). These include
introversion, independence,hostility and arrogance(Feist, 1999, Feist, 2001).
Feist (2001) arguesthat such characteristicsmay lead to a lower, rather than
higher, numberof matings,and that creativeindividuals are less likely to
marry
and, if they do, tend to have fewer children. However, other personalitytraits,
such as charm, self-confidenceand emotional sensitivity are also found in
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creative individuals (Feist, 1999; 2001) and these can be very attractive qualities
to potential mates. Furthermore, people can be easily seduced by a stereotype of
an individual.

The stereotype of a creative individual is often linked to traits

such as passion, risk-taking and imagination that whilst empirically found in
many creative people tends to focus on the positive, exciting characteristics.
Therefore, such a stereotype may provide more short-term matings even if the
more asocial characteristic tends to reduce long-term mating opportunities.

When establishing an argument, examples of creative people are often used to
advance the point being made. Simonton (1999) when suggesting that creative
genius may detract from reproductive fitness cites Michelangelo, Newton,
Descartes and Beethoven as examples of geniusesthat died apparently childless.
There are however problems with this somewhat anecdotal approach. It is of
course possible that these individuals either did leave progeny that are unknown
or that they were infertile or homosexual, numbers of sexual liaisons does not
necessarily correlate with numbers of offspring.

Also, it may be that these

individuals did have asocial personality traits that made them unattractive.

However, counter examples can always be found.

For example, the

mathematicianJohn Nash, was not only diagnosedwith schizophrenia,but
appears to have had a number of antisocial characteristics(Nasar, 1998).
However, he managedto not only marry but also to have two children from
different women. Other creativeindividuals, such asAugustusJohn and Picasso
hadlarge numbersof sexualliaisons. Therefore,using examplesasevidence
are
problematic.
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3.4.3. PRODUCTION

THROUGH THE LIFESPAN

If creativeproductsdo act as fitnessindicatorsthen there should be evidenceof
differing production across the creator's lifespan.

Miller (1999:81) states

"... cultural production should increase rapidly after puberty, peak at young
adulthoodwhen sexualcompetitionis greatest,and gradually decline over adult
life as parentingeclipses courtship". He then goes on to demonstratethis by
looking at jazz albums,modem paintings and books and identifying the age of
the creatorswhen they producedthesecreativeworks. From this he found that
there was a peakat young adulthood. However,this doesnot indicate that these
creative individuals are producing their greatestnumbersof work, rather that
thereis a peakat that agewhenworks weresocially recognisedandvalued.

Kanazawa(2000)consideredscientific discoveriesascreativecourtshipdisplays.
However,he consideredthat the scientists'most significant discoveryas defined
by "The Bibliographical Dictionary of Scientists" denoted the peak of the
scientists' career(Kanazawa,2000), which again is not necessarilythe time of
greatest output. Kanazawa's (2000) results supports those of Miller's by
demonstratingsexual dimorphism and a similar age profile for peak scientific
achievementof male scientists. Moreover,he consideredthe differencebetween
marriedand nevermarried scientistsand found that the ageprofile only held for
scientists who had been married at some point. This, he suggests,strongly
supportsMiller's hypothesis that parenting eclipsesproduction. However, he
doesnot look at peak scientific achievementand time of first child born which
would be a more accuratetest of thehypothesis.
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The fact that creative output declines once the man has married, in Kanazawa's
(2000) sample, due apparently to parenting does not necessarily fit with the
findings that men are more inclined towards short-term matings, including extramarital affairs, as discussed above. Also, if parenting commitments reduce

creativeproductionthen it is surprisingthat thereis not a peaklater in life when
the children have becomemore independent,although one possibleanswerto
this is that by this time they may be investing in grandchildren. Finally, since
presumablythe productionof creativeproductsis a primary sourceof incomefor
many, then why would the productiondecreasewhen resourcessuch as money
would be of considerableimportancewith the arrival of offspring? Although it
could be argued that creative products are costly to produce,the fact that the
creatorshave investedso much already in them and the costs of establishing
themselvesin anothercareerwould suggestthat they would continueto produce
theseproducts.

3.4.4.SEXUAL DIMORPHISM
Sexual selection may lead to sexual dimorphism (Mace, 1992) and this does
appearto be the casein humansto some extentdespitemutual mate choice as
discussedabove. Thus, certain psychological traits in humans, whilst not
consideredto be different in ability, are thoughtby someto show a differencein
expressionwithin males and females. Miller (1999) proposesthat the public
display of creativeproductsis greaterin malesthan femalesbecauseof different
sexual strategies,for example they are used by males to act as indicators of
quality for short-termmating strategy. Femaleson the other handaremore likely
to use their creative abilities once they have successfullymated to
ensure
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continued attention and investment from

their

partner (Miller,

1999).

Nevertheless, the findings from Nettle & Clegg (in press-b) demonstrating no
significant differences in mating successbetween female and male professional
and serious artists suggests that females may be equally displaying their artistic
products to males once they have high artistic status, although further
investigation is required to confirm or refute this hypothesis. However, it can
also be easily argued that the reduction of creative product production is a
consequence of sexual inequality within society.

Miller disagrees with this by

stating that the same pattern is observed in bird song production. However, bird
song and creativity in Homo sapiens have two separateevolutionary origins and
are psychologically very different.

Miller (1999) and Kanazawa (2000) find evidence of sexual dimorphism in their
samples, with Miller finding that males produced approximately ten times more
than females across all tested media.

However, strong cultural and social

expectations of gender role and stereotypesmay play an important part in these
interpretations. Therefore, more research, particularly cross-culturally, needs to

be done within this area. In the meantime, sexual dimorphism for level of
creativeproductioncannotbe assumed.

3.5. CONCLUSION
The theoryof sexualselectionto explain theemergenceof creativeproductssuch
asart can be intuitively appealing. However,this doesnot meanthat it shouldbe
assumedto be correct. Creative products encompassa wide variety of very
different artefacts. Whilst some of these may have evolved through
sexual
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selectionothersmay have evolvedthroughnatural selectionor be by-productsof
other adaptive cognitive abilities.

Whilst there has been a reasonableamount written on creative productsbeing
sexually selectedand acting as fitness indicators (as describedabove) only a
handful of authors have attemptedto test this hypothesis (Kanazawa,2000,
Miller, 1999, Sluming & Manning, 2000). Much more empirical data needsto
be accumulatedbefore sexual selectioncan be advancedas the mechanismby
which creativity evolvedin humans.

Nevertheless,sexual selection currently remains the strongest contender to
explain the evolution of humancreativity. The secondand third studiesin this
thesisaim to test someof the predictionsmadeby Miller (2001),mainly whether
artworks act as fitness indicators and are used in mate choice decisions (Chapter
7) and whether more professional artists have greater reproductive success
(Chapter 10). To begin to attempt to understand whether visual art is a product of
sexual selection is of fundamental importance to furthering the field of
evolutionary psychology.

However,beforethis can be donethe term creativity needsto be operationalised
and the most commonly consideredactivities under the umbrella of creativity
identified. This will be the aim of the first study.
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CHAPTER 4.
DEFINITIONS

OF CREATIVITY

STUDY

4.1. INTRODUCTION

It is clear that despiteconsiderableresearchin the areathere continuesto be a
lack of consensusas to a definition of creativity. In the meantime,evolutionary
psychologyis beginningto developtheoriesfor the emergenceof creativity but
has on the whole failed to considerits definition. Miller (2000a),when arguing
that creativity evolved due to sexual selection pressures,appearsreluctant to
specify a definition althoughdoesstate, "... creativity implies the generationof
novel, unpredictable, non-deterministic behaviour".

This is in line with

definitions of creativity from psychology (Feist, 2001) but presents the problem
for evolutionary psychology that this could apply to so many activities that it is
extremely difficult to provide an all encompassing evolutionary explanation for
such a range of behaviours.

Miller (2000a) does tend to focus on the arts, such

as dance, painting and story telling, and whilst acknowledging that science is
creative appearsto claim that it is an intellectual and status display as opposed to
displaying

"... physical

attractiveness, health, kindness, or

other fitness

indicators" as he postulates other creative activities do (Miller,

2000a).

However, this does not preclude scientific creativity from being sexually selected
for and in fact Miller (2000a) states that it is one of the most advanced types
of
human courtship display.

However, he also considers art to be primarily
a

display of intelligence (Miller, 2000b) and so Miller's distinction between the
arts and science is unclear.
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Even when creative behaviour is reduced to one specific activity, such as art,
there continue to be problems with definitions of the term.

Lewis-Williams

(2002), when discussing definitions, highlights the dangers in even using the

term "art" with its many modem Westernconnotationsand also the influence
that the times in which the researcherlives has on the interpretationof ancient
artefactsand hominid behaviour.In fact, he prefersto considerthe evolution of
artists asopposedto art (Lewis-Williams, 2002). However, this doesnot solve
the problem of definition since it is then necessaryto define the term "artist".

Dissanayake(1995) definesart as "making special" (seeChapter3). However,
her definition could include such a vast number of behaviours that the term
becomes meaningless. Dissanayake recognises this difficulty and so narrows it
to focus on the behaviours observed in human ritual ceremonies. However, since
the types of behaviours these encompassare typically grouped under the heading
"'The Arts" it appearsthat Dissanayake's is no further on in defining the term art.

Defining creativity is vital to the validity of the research. However, different
peopleare likely to define creativity differently. Thus, before embarkingon an
exploration of the relevance of the sexual selection model to creativity it is
necessaryto identify people's definitions of creativity and attemptto determine
what factors influence their interpretationof the term. Moreover, an implicit
definition is particularly relevant since sexual selection is applicable to
all
humansand so a common understandingof what is creative is
required to
identify which products are creative and can therefore be subject to
sexual
selection.
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Moreover, the current literature tends to focus on eminent creativity rather than
everyday creativity.

Sexual selection assumes a continuum of creative ability

since observers of creative products are believed to be able to distinguish
between different abilities and thereby choose those individuals who demonstrate
the highest qualities through their products. As a result it is necessaryto have a
measureof creativity that is basedon a continuum.

Thus,the aimsof this studyare:
"

To investigate implicit definitions of creativity.

"

To identify which creative activity is most closely associatedwith
creativity so that it canbe usedto test thesexualselectionhypothesis.

"

To developa creativity continuummeasure.

4.2. METHOD
A self-completionquestionnairewas developedto identify people's definitions
of creativity. This type of measuringinstrumentwas chosenfor a number of
reasons. Firstly, to develop a continuum of self-rated creative ability and to
determine whether there was a relationship between this and an individual's
definition of creativity a large sample size was required. Therefore, the
questionnairewas placedonline sinceInternetquestionnaireshavebeenfound to
producea greaternumberof responses(Buchanan& Smith, 1999,Mathy et al.,
2003). Also, since there was to be no contact with the researchersocial
desirability bias should have beenreducedand participantsmay have felt more
assuredof anonymity and confidentiality, which may have increased the
likelihood of themparticipating.
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However, with questionnaires there is also a higher probability of more spoilt
questionnaires and an unidentifiable number of wrong responses due to
participants misunderstanding the question or not reading the question properly.
Therefore, questions were carefully scrutinised to reduce ambiguities and avoid
jargon or confusing terms. Also, the questionnaire was piloted to attempt to
identify any problems with understanding (see below for a more detailed
description).

The questions primarily required tick box responsesand so analysis was mainly
quantitative in approach. Whilst it could be argued that this reduces the richness
of possible responses it provides the opportunity
relationships between variables thus providing

to identify

statistical

an overview that can be

generalised to a wider population. Furthermore, since the questionnaire covers a
number of aspects of creativity, to use open-ended questions would have made
the questionnaire much longer thus risking a greater refusal rate and more spoilt
questionnaires.

The questionnairewas initially developed from the academic literature on
creativity. Aspectsof the product,person,processand environmentapproaches
were collatedand questionsbasedon current theoriesof creativity formulatedby
psychologists. However, to make sure that the options provided under each
question would reflect implicit theories of creativity rather than just explicit
theories an initial small-scalestudy was conducted. This small-scalesurvey
aimed to ensurethat the questionnairewas relevant to the participants, who
would be from a generalpopulation,and would thereforereflect their opinions
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and thus provide a valid explorationof the understandingsof creativity from a
general population's viewpoint.

4.2.1. The Small-Scale Survey
The sample in this study consisted of three male and six female postgraduate
students from a variety of departments. The majority were from a white Western
background and since the academic literature also predominantly comes from

Western scholars the questionnaire will only be applicable to a Western
perspective. The participants completed the questionnaire (Appendix 1) one at a
time in a room with the researcherpresent

Interestingly,while studentsfrom The Arts were not represented,when askedto
give examplesof creativeareasthere was a strongbias towardsThe Arts (47%)
with other areasbeing cited including technology and design (23%), business
(10%) and science (10%).

This suggests that the term creativity may have a

stronger association with arts rather than science themes. However, when the
participants were asked whether they were creative the responsesthey gave were
more evenly spread out over the arts (33%), research (27%), domestic (20%),
technology/design (13%) and problem solving (7%).

In generaltheresponsesreflectedthe findings from explicit theoriesof creativity.
For question I (words used to describe the term creative) the participants'
influencesemergedin their defining of the term with art and technology/design
type words, suchasartistic and constructive,being evidentaswell astherebeing
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a lack of words that were clearly influenced by science. Furthermore, words
such as original and innovative arose a number of times (Appendix 2).

When askedwhich peopledecidewhethera product is creativea broadresponse
(Appendix 2) was given.

Interestingly two participants stated that no one

decided. The fact that the product exists or is new is enough to label it as
creative. This is a perspective that is generally not considered or supported in the
Western academic literature.

The most commonlyusedwords in the surveyto describewhat makesa product
creativecan be groupedunder the terms original, novel and new (Appendix 2).
Theseare also frequently used in the academicliterature to define a creative
product. Aspects of the creator, the effect on the observer, and usefulness of the

productwerealsomentioned.

Finally, the personality traits that participants felt were common in creative
individuals were a mixture of those found in empirical studies, such as nonconforming,open-minded,andpersistent,anda somewhatstereotypedversionof
creativeindividuals, for examplewild and dreamer(Appendix2).

Thus, in generalthe resultsfrom this small-scalesurvey reflectedthe findings in
the academicliteratureon creativity. The datafrom this studyaswell as findings
from empirical studies were combined to produce the questions in the final
questionnaire. This study therefore helped to inform the design of the
questionnaire.
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4.2.2. Pilot study
The questionnaire (Appendix 3) was piloted to identify any problems in its
design. In general the revisions from the pilot study were around the wording
and layout of the questions (see Appendices 3 and 4 for comparisons). Certain
questions that might bias responses to other questions, such as the interests
question (question 16, Appendix 4) were placed nearer the end of the
questionnaire and some more science/technology activities added. The most
major change was that questions 11,12 and 13 were collated and turned into
statementsto be rated on a scale from "very true" to "very untrue" (see Appendix
4). This was to enable the participants to respond to the questions more easily. It
also provided the basis for the development of a continuum of self-rated creative
ability.

4.2.3.The Final Questionnaire
Questions 1 to 8 (Appendix 4) provide relevant demographic information on the
sample. Question 9 is more open-ended. It directly asks about an individual's
definitions of creativity although it confines responsesto five words for ease of
analysis. Being open-ended, question 9 provides a direct, more personal account
of individual definitions of creativity and allows for responsesthat may not have
been considered by the researcher. This question is placed before the other
definition questions to help prevent the participants being influenced in their
responsesby the rest of the questionnaire.
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Question 10 attempts to clarify the general perception of the activities implied
under the umbrella of creativity.

If the same activities frequently emerge then

the use of the word creative without definition in the evolutionary psychology
literature may be defensible. However, even the use of such a broad term
requires an explicit statement of the activities it incorporates to allow testing of
the hypotheses for its emergence.Thus, the findings from this question will help
to determine the activity to be considered in the remaining studies within this
thesis when testing the sexual selection hypothesis of creativity.

The scale in question 11 placed participants on a self-rated continuum of creative
ability.

The discussion in Chapter 2 suggests that there is a continuum of

creative ability despite considerable researchfocusing solely on eminent creators.
This questionnaire recognises the possibility of a continuum and attempts to test
this hypothesis. It also considers creativity from a variety of areas and from the
perspective of others as well as the participant in an attempt to consider creative
ability broadly.

Question 12 consideredthe creative product. It was developed using the
responsesfrom the small-scalesurvey and the items in the revised Creative
Product SemanticScale (O'Quin & Besemer,1989). The goal of question 12
was to identify people's interpretationsof what identifies a product as creative.
Participantswere requestedto chooseonly five in an attempt to determinethe
most importantfeatures.
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Question 13 focused on the judges of creative products. From the point of view
of the sexual selection hypothesis "the people who use/view the product" would
be the most important in identifying a product as creative.

However, those

groups, such as the media, that have the ability to publicise their opinions will
also be important if they influence public opinion as to a product's creative
worth.

Moreover, the academic literature often focuses on the creators and

experts as appropriate judges (Chapter 2).

Question 14, considering personality, was a combination of responses from the
small-scale survey and the academic literature.

The traits came from studies of

both artists and scientists and so it may be found that responses are split on this
variable. Many of the adjectives were taken from a meta-analytic study which
representscommonly used descriptions of creative individuals from a large body
of literature. The word sensual was also included, although not generally found
in the psychology literature in relation to highly creative individuals.

This

question is of particular relevance to the sexual selection theory of creativity,
which proposes that potential mates will consider the highly creative individual
as possessingpositive traits, such as intelligence, that they wish to be passed on
to their offspring and therefore may find these individuals more sexually
attractive.

In question 14 the traits lacking in confidence,warm, and closed-mindedare the
oppositeof what is expectedto be found in highly creativeindividuals and were
placedin the questionto try andpreventresponsebias. Usually more optionsare
reversedin sucha scale. However,the wording of eachtrait is important andfor
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many dimensions the obvious opposite term did not quite have the opposite
meaning. Furthermore, certain traits that appear opposed, such as introverted and
extraverted, are both found to exist more often in highly creative individuals
(Feist, 1998) and so were both present in the list.

Question 15 reflects the four predominant approachesto creativity in the
academicliterature; the person,the product, the environment,and the process.
The sexual selection model predicts that it is the product and the personality
traits of the creator that are of fundamentalimportancewith little consideration
of the environmentandprocess.

Questions 16 identified the degree of involvement in creative activities and
therefore whether degree of actual creative activity influences definitions of
creativity. This question may also help to validate the creativity continuum since
it is hypothesised that those engaging in more creative activities will have a
higher score on the creativity continuum.

Question 18 was a reducedversionof the Opennessto Experiencemeasurefrom
the Five Factor Model (Buchanan, 2001).

The OpennessTo Experience

Questionnairehas been found to be positively correlated with creativity as
measuredby the Creativity Personality Scale and may be used as a tool for
identifying potentially creative individuals (McCrae, 1987) (see Chapter 2).
Thus, scoreson this scale can be comparedto scoreson the self-rated creative
ability continuum to identify whetherthere is a positive correlationbetweenthe
two scales,which would aid in the validationof the creativity continuum.
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To further preventbias, three sciencerelated questionswere addedto question
18. Thesewere "Do not like to learn aboutscience","Like making things with
my hands", and "Do not enjoy going to museumsof scienceand technology".
The responsesto these questions will not be consideredwhen scoring for
opennessto experience.

Sincethe literatureon the areascoveredby the questionnaireis inconclusiveno
predictions or hypotheseswill be generated for this study.

4.2.4.Presentation of the Questionnaire
Prior to the questionnaire being put online approval was gained from the
University's ethics committee.

The

questionnaire

was

placed

on

the

ELSA

web

server

(htty: //elsa.open.ac.uk/survgýasp? id=0I3108) and advertised on a conferencing
system (see below for further information).

However, whilst there are

advantages to using online questionnaires, as discussed earlier, there are also
disadvantagesthat need to be considered.

Oneproblem is that only thosewith accessto the internet can participatein the
study which may mean that the sample consists of predominantly white,
educated,middle-classmales (Hewson,2003). Nevertheless,Internet accessis
becoming increasingly available for all sectionsof the community, especially
with the rise in Internet cafesand libraries that have computersavailable for
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public use. Moreover, while considering all the potential biases inherent in
online questionnaires Hewson (2003) concludes that they "... may help obtain
more "representative" samples than has been practicable, or typical, in much
traditional psychological research" and this opinion is also supported by
researcherssuch as Buchanan & Smith (1999).

Nevertheless, another potential for bias in an Internet based survey is the types of
people attracted to participate in this type of research. When Marcus & Schutz
(2005) looked at types of non-respondents, to an online study, they found that
compared to those who refused to participate (complete non-respondents)
respondents were significantly more agreeable and more open to experience
(ratings were done by observers who rated the person's personality traits from
their personal websites).

Furthermore, careless item omission demonstrated

small significant correlations with low self-reported opennessand selective item
omission of demographic data was significantly correlated with low observer
ratings of extraversion (Marcus & Schutz, 2005). A study by Dollinger & Leong
(1993) confirmed these findings. They found that those people willing for their
standardised test scores to be released and those prepared to be followed up in
longitudinal research were significantly higher in agreeablenessand openness
than those who did not.

Also, those who agreed to engage in longitudinal

researchwere also higher in extraversion than those who declined to participate
(Dollinger & Leong, 1993). However, Mathy et al (2003) state that overall there
does not appear to be a strong association between preferences for Internet usage
and global personality dimensions, and therefore the personality types likely to
respond to Internet surveys.
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A further problem for online researchis the lack of control that the researcher has

over the completionof the questionnaire. It is not possible,for example,for the
researcherto know whetherparticipantsare completingthe questionnairemore
thanoncein different ways or thatthey accidentallypressthe submit button more
than once. However,the questionnairewas approximately30 minutesin length
and there was no opportunity for feedback from their responses,which may deter
individuals from deliberately submitting multiple responses. Furthermore, the
ELSA system automatically deletes multiple submissions from the same IP
address, although this may remove two responsesfrom two different participants
using the same computer. However, it was felt that the former was likely to be a
greater problem than the latter.

However,despitethe aboveconcerns,researchhas found that for online studies
samplesarelikely to be more representativethan traditional psychologyresearch
using undergraduatepsychologystudents(Hewson,2003) and in fact responses
may be more honest and accurate. Furthermore,a summary of the current
researchfound that the reliability of Internetbasedresearchis similar to that of
other methodssuch as mail basedsurveys(Mathy et al., 2003). Thus an online
questionnairewas felt to be the most appropriateto the requirementsof this
study.

4.3. THE SAMPLE
To be able to achievea large enoughsampleof peoplerepresentingthe general
population within the resourcesavailable it was decided to sample a student
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population that used an online conferencing system.

Sampling a student

population immediately creates a bias since the types of people who become
students, and their levels of education are not likely to be representative of the
general population. However, the university from where the participants came
from consisted of a much more diverse subsection of the population than found
in other universities due to its accessibility to those without formal higher-level
qualifications. Furthermore, since there is an emphasis on distance learning the
population of students is much larger than other universities and will comprise a
larger age range and cover a wider geographical area.

The conferencing system allows access to a large range of students while being
efficient in terms of cost and time.

Moderators of the conferences were

contacted and an introduction and link to the questionnaire was placed on the
conferences where permission was granted. These conferences included chat
rooms for those involved or who have an interest in social sciences, technology,
arts, business, science, needlework, education, drama, comedy, writing, DIY,
gardening, reading, and a general chat room available to all students. However,
despite attempting to gain participants from a broad range of fields some areas
such as maths and computing, language studies, and health and social welfare
either did not appear to have conferences running, the moderators did not give
permission or respond to the request, or the conferences were very out of date or
inaccessible.The study was run for two and a half months.
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CHAPTER 5.
DATA ANALYSIS OF DEFINITION

OF CREATIVITY

STUDY

5.1.DEMOGRAPHICS
The total number of participants was 344. The majority (66%) were students
with the remaining 34% being a mixture of academics, managers and other staff
associated with the university. Approximately one third of the sample was male
(34.6%) and two thirds female (65.4%).

The ages showed an approximately normal distribution (mean = 40.4, SD =
9.894, range = 52). Whilst this would not be expected for a normal university
student population the university employed in this study attracts a more diverse
student population.

As was expected, the majority of participants came from a Western background
although in total five categories were identified from the ethnic origins question;
Western (93.3%), Asian (2.3%), Afro Caribbean (0.6%), Mixed (2.0%), and
other (1.8%). Therefore, this research is only generalisable to a Western
population.

For the questionreferring to occupationalstatus(Fig 1) the majority (51.5%)
statedthat they were working full time. However,it emergedthat many of those
statingthat they were full time employedwerealso students.This is likely to be
dueto thepart-time natureof the coursesoffered.
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Fig. 1. Percentage of Participants within each Occupational Category
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A wide range of different careerswas covered within the sample. However, it is

difficult to categorisetheminto areassuchasscience,arts, andtechnology,since
there was often not enough information available to make an accuratejudgement.
Therefore, to gain some idea as to the areas that may influence participants'
understandings of creativity the areas of study were identified by categorising
them into university faculties.

Students from the Arts and Business faculties predominated with eachmaking up
22.8% and 30.7% respectively of those that were studying (Fig 2). The

unevennessin the distribution of areas of study may create biases in the
responses. For example, the low numbers of students from technology and

scienceand the higher number of arts studentsmay createa bias towards The
Arts and away from science and technology although those from the business
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school should reduce this bias. However, those from the Business School may
view successful creative products as those that are marketable, which may not be
representativeof the general population's opinion.

However, participants do come from a variety of faculties. Moreover many of
these are employed or have previously studied or worked in other quite different
areas. Furthermore, a number of those from the business school are studying for
MBAs to work as managers in their area of work that may be arts, science,
technology or other based. Thus it appearsthat participants come from diverse
backgrounds.
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5.2. DEFINING CREATIVITY
Question 9 asked participants to list a maximum of five words that they would
use to describe the word creative. This generated a large number of words that

were grouped under broader headingswhere there appearedto be a common
theme. Table I showsthe most frequentlyusedheadings.
Table 1. Most Commonly Used Words To Describe The Term Creative.

Words
Artistic

Frequency
143

Percentage
8.3%

Innovative

137

8.0%

Imaginative
Thoughts/Ideas
Originality
New
Different
Producing/Making

113
104
98
69
69
57

6.6%
6.1%
5.7%
4.0%
4.0%
3.3%

N= 172U

There is a relatively strong associationbetweenthe word creativeand The Arts
which is supportedby the responsesto question 10 which looked at creative
activities, as discussedbelow. The heading"artistic" includedany Arts activity
or productsuch aspoems,literature,music andtheatreas well aswords such as
arty, artisan,art, and craft. Furthermore,whilst terms such asproblem solving
were used there was no mention of any technology activities and only one
mentionof science.

It is unsurprising that the words innovative, imaginative,originality, new, and
different were frequently used and reflect the similarity between implicit and
explicit theories of creativity.

This corresponds to the first part of Feist's

definition that "... creativity involvesbringing somethinginto being that is novel
(original, unexpected)..." (Feist, 2001). However, Feist's secondpart that it is
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"... adaptive (appropriate, useful, correct and valuable)"

is less strongly

supported although terms such as practical and useful were present in 1.7% of
responses.

Thoughts/ideas included words such as thinker, thought-provoking, thoughtful,

ideageneration,lateralthinker, intellectualfreedom,and analyse. This suggests
an emphasison the mental processthat is reflectedin the responsesto question
15 (see below). This may be a product of the sample since the majority of
participantsare either studentsor lecturersand so mayvalue the intellectualmore
than a truly generalpopulation.

The terms producing/ making focused on the creative product and included such
words as productive, making things, produce, doing, creation of something
positive, and result. The fact that these words were less frequently cited than
words linked to the creative process was unexpected since according to the
academic literature a Western population will emphasise the product over the
other approachesto creativity (the process, the environment and the person).

Other headings that were more commonly used included expressive/
communicative (2.9%), inspired (2.5%), skill (2.3%), building/constructing
(1.9%),aesthetic(1.9%), enjoy (1.8%).

Thus, althoughit is difficult to come up with an overall definition of the term
creativedue to the diversity of responses,a tentativedefinition from this sample
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is that creativity suggestsinnovative, original, and imaginative thought processes
that may lead to an end product, which is primarily arts based.

5.3. CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
Question 10 asked participants to list a maximum of ten activities that they

consideredto be creative. From assumptionsmadein the academicliteratureand
observationsof theuse of the term creative,the hypothesiswas that artsactivities
would predominate. The listed activities were categorisedinto one of five
groups, art, scienceand technology, crafts and homemaking,intellectual, and
other. Art included crafts as it was decidedthat crafts often mean art based
activities such as glasspainting, card making, and crossstitch. Whilst this may
appearconfusingsince thereis a separatecrafts and homemakingcategory,this
later group includedactivities that had a more functional use such assewing and
knitting. The crafts andhomemakingcategoryalso includedcooking,parenting,
gardening,interior design, and DIY.

The science and technology category

included scienceresearch,maths, engineering,website design, and computer
programming.

Someof the responseswere more cerebralin nature. Theseincludedthinking,
brainstorming, problem solving and inventing and so were placed under
intellectual. The final category,other,includedactivities that could not easilybe
placed in any of the other categoriesand that did not appearto form separate
groupings. Theseincluded teaching,unspecifieddesign,conversation,sporting
activities,studying/learning,andhumour.
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For the first five options the arts activities were more frequently cited than any of
the others with 63% of the activities being arts based for the first option. For

options six through to ten the other and missing/blankcategoriesbecamethe
most popular. However, the arts continued to dominate the remaining 3
categories. Table 2 shows the percentagesand frequenciesfor each category
over all tenoptions.
Table Z. Frequencies and Percentages of Creative Activities Identified By
Resnondents.

Art
Overall

Science/Tech Craft/Home Intellect

Other

Blank

1127

89

367

193

857

727

33%

3%

11%

6%

25%

22%

Frequencies

Overall
Percentage
N=3440

Here it can be observedthat the arts categorypredominatedwhich supportsthe
above prediction. In fact the other three specified categories,science and
technology, crafts and homemaking, and intellectual, have frequenciesmuch
smallerthan the arts group. Interestingly,scienceand technologyactivitiesmade
up a very small percentageof the overall responses. Furthermore,only 71
participants(21%) put down oneor more scienceor technologyactivities (Tables
3& 5) whereas 93% included one or more arts activities (Table 4& 5).

Moreover, both the science and technology students put down less
activities than the arts andbusinessstudents(Table 6). This
science/technology
is surprising and suggeststhat scienceand technologystudentsmay either just
not considertheir subjectsas creative or that they are more traditional in their
definition of creativity. A chi-squaredtest could not be conductedto identify
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whetherthere was a significant relationshipbetweenthe different faculties and
frequency of including a science/technology activity because 24 cells had an
expected count of less than 5. Furthermore, although it may be hypothesised that

males are more likely to put down science/technologyactivities than females
there was no significant relationship betweenthe sex of the participant and the
numberof times a science/technology
activity was included()e = 1.648,df = 2, p
= 0.439)(Table7)

Table 3. Number of Times Participants
Creative Activities
Considerina

Frequency
Valid

Included

Percent

00
.
1.00
2.00

273

79.4

55
14

16.0
4.1

3.00
Total

2
344

.6
100.0

Science & Technology

Valid Percent

Activities

When

Cumulative
Percent

79.4
16.0

79.4
95.3
99.4

4.1

100.0

.6
100.01

-1
Table 4. Number of Times Participants Included Art Activities When Considering Creative
etvttlA
Frequency
Valid

00
.
1.00
2.00

Percent

23

6.7
9.0
22.1

31
76
69

3.00
4.00
5.00

46
26
15

8.00
10.00
Total

13.4
7.6
4.4

2

.6

1
344

Cumulative
Percent
6.7

22.1
20.1

20.1
16.0

55

6.00
7.00

Valid Percent
6.7
9.0

16.0

57.8
73.8

13.4
7.6
4.4

87.2
94.8
99.1

.6
.3
100.0

.3
100.0

15.7
37.8

99.7
100.0

Table 5. Percentage of Participants who Included One or More Responses in
the FollowinLy Categories.

Art
Percentage

93%

Science/Tech Craft/Home
55%

21%
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Intellect

Other

38%

81%

Table 6. Frequencies of Science and Technology Activities That Were Identified by
Respondents in Different Faculties as Creative
Number of Science/Technology Activities Ide

Faculty

Count

art

1.00

00
.

Total

3.00

2.00

42

7

2

1

52

80.8%

13.5%

3.8%

1.9%

100.0%

52

16

2

0

70

74.3%

22.9%

2.9%

0%
.

12

4

3

0

19

63.2%

21.1%

15.8%

0%
.

100.0%

14

2

0

0

16

12.5%

0%
.

0%
.

26

3

1

0

30

86.7%

10.0%

3.3%

0%
.

100.0%

4

1

0

0

5

20.0%

0%
.

.0%

% within
no. of
sc i/t ech

activities

bus

Count
% within
no. of

sci/tech

100.0%

activities

math

Count
% within

no. of
scinech

activities

Count

sci

% within
no. of
sci/tech

87.5%

activities

socsci

Count
% within
no. of

sci/tech
activities
Count

tech

100.0%

% within

no. of
sci/tech
activities
Count
% within

Total

no. of
sci/tech

80.0%

100.0%

178

39

9

2

228

78.1%

7.1%

3.9%

9%
.

100.0%

Table 7. Number of Times A Participant Considered Science/Technology Activities as Creative
According to Their Sex
Number of Science/Technology Activites Identified

As Creative
x of

Male

Participants

% within
sex
Fern
ale

Total

Count

Count
% within
sex
Count
% within
sex

00
.

90

75.6%

1.00
23

19.3%

2.00

3.00

Total
119

6

0

5.0%

0%
.
2

225

9%

100.0%

100.0%

183

32

8

81.3%

14.2%

3.6%

273

55

14

2

344

79.4%

16.0%

4.1%

6%
o
.

100.0%
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The questionnaire was carefully constructed to attempt to avoid influencing
participants' responses to question 10. Thus, these findings should not be a
product of bias in the questionnaire. Furthermore, the participants were aware
that the questionnaire was looking at creativity.

Thus, despite having an

opportunity to reflect on what creativity is, the majority of participants continued
to hold a fairly traditional perspective on the subject. Therefore, for this sample,
there was a common assumption that arts products are implied when discussing
creativity.

5.4. THE CREATIVITY CONTINUUM
Question 11 asked participants to rate how they and others perceived their
creative ability and production.

The aim of this question was to develop a

creativity continuum that all members of the population could be placed along
rather than dividing people's self-rated creative ability into one of two extremes,
eminent or everyday creativity, as is often done in the academic literature
(Chapter 2). This continuum was scored so that the lower the score the more
creative the individual.

Since there were a large number of missing values the

means of the participants' scores were computed rather than the total score for
each participant.

The distribution of scoreswas found to approximatea normal distribution (Fig
3).

This supports the prediction that self-rated creative ability is normally

distributedwithin the population rather than it being a trait that is either present
to a large degree,as in eminently creative individuals, or in minimal quantities
necessaryfor everydaycreativity.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of Participants' Creativity Continuum Mean Scores
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Since this is a new scale, a principal components analysis was conducted to
identify whether the questions were all measuring the samephenomenon. Ideally
to be a valid scale it needsto achieve unidimensionality.

The principal components analysis identified 3 factors that explained the
majority of the variance (66%). Of these the first component explained most of
the variance (48%). As can be seen in Table 8 all the statementsin the question
loaded strongly on the first component. This suggests that all statements are
measuring the same construct and provides evidence of unidimensionality.
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Table 8. Component Matrix(a)
Component
1

My friendsconsiderme to be creative

2

834
.

People at work consider me to be creative
am creative within my area of study
Experts in my area of work consider me to
be creative
The academic staff at my place of study

considermeto be creative
I am creative

The general public would consider me to be

creative

My family consider me to be creative
am creative within my work
1make creative products
I am creative within my hobbies
I am creative within my family life
I sell my own creative products

3

757
.
746
.
741

-.331

729
.
719
.
702

-.249

678
.
653
.
644
.
601
.
581
.
549
.

365
.
468
-.

-.439
-.208

571
.
-.266

495
.
497
.

725
.

When varimax rotation was applied (Table 9) it showed that whilst all statements

could be said to be measuringthe sameconstruct(component1) some of them
also loadedonto components2 and3.

Table 9. Rotated Component Matrix(e)

Component
1
Experts in my area of work consider me to

be creative

People at work consider me to be creative
am creative within my work
The academic staff at my place of study
consider me to be creative
My friends consider me to be creative
am creative within my area of study
am creative

1amcreativewithinmy hobbies
1am creative within my family life
My family consider me to be creative
The general public would consider me to be

creative
sell my own creative products
make creative product
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2

3

807
.
787
.
781
.
727

286
.
257
.

598
.
578
.
516
.

585
.
419
.
486
.

323

.809

244
.
398
.

709
.
695
.
616
.

264
.

285
.

231
.

278
.
229
.
878
.
774
.

Thus, factor I could be assumed to be measuring self-rated creative ability.
Factor 2 appearsto be associated with creativity within the home. Furthermore,
those items that scored negatively on this factor are associated with being
creative at work (Table 8).

The two statementsthat scored strongly on the 3`d componentwere "I make
creativeproducts" and "I sell my own creativeproducts". This suggeststhat this
third factor is about concreteproducts that are marketablerather than more
abstract products such as ideas.

Interestingly,a significant, positive correlationwas found betweenfactor 1 and
the overall creativity continuum meanscores(r = 0.651, p<0.01). Correlations
were alsocomputedfor factor 2 and factor 3 with the creativity continuummean
score, (r = 0.615, p<0.01) and (r = 0.445, p<0.01) respectively. Thus the
associationbetweenthe creativity continuummeanscoreandfactors 1 and 2 are
of similar strength. The associationbetween the creativity continuum mean
scoresand factor 3 is weakeralthoughstill a moderatecorrelation. Therefore,it
appearsthat the creativity continuum measureis more closely associatedwith
beliefs aboutcreativeability thanthe actualmakingof a creativeproduct.

Thus, the

creativity

continuum has demonstrated validity

through

unidimensionality. To determineevidenceof concurrentvalidity the creativity
continuumwill now be correlatedwith the opennessto experiencequestion.
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5.5. THE OPENNESS TO EXPERIENCE

QUESTIONNAIRE

The version of the Opennessto Experience scale used in this questionnaire was a
shortened version designed by Buchanan (2001). Buchanan et al (1999) have
attempted to validate this version using factor analysis. They claim that the
Opennessitems that they use in their online version all load most strongly onto

the samefactor of opennessthat is distinct from the other four personalitytraits.
The Opennessscalewas scoredso that the higher the scorethe more open, and
therefore possibly creative, the person is believed to be.

A principal components analysis was first performed on the Opennessto
Experiencequestion. Again threefactors emergedthat explainedthe majority of
the variance (69%) (Table 10). Nevertheless, the statementsdid not all weigh as

stronglyon the first factor asthosein the creativity continuum.

Tshla

10_ c mmnonent

Matrlx/al

Component
1
Do not like art
Believe in the importance of art
Do not enjoy going to art museums

Am not interestedin abstractideas
Tend to vote for liberal political

candidates

Tend to vote for conservative political

candidates

Avoid philosophical discussion

2

3

780
.
742
.
711
.

-. 335

322
.

726
.

434

676
.

-. 229
-. 259

-. 334

.612

5091
.

.522
-. 319

1

678
.

This is more clearly demonstratedwhen varimax rotation is performed (Table
11). However,it shouldbe notedthat althoughsomeof the statementsthat load
on the samefactor appearto be in opposition(for example"Do not like art" and
"believe in the importance of art") they have rotated in the same direction
becausethey are reversescored.
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TAblA

ii

Qnt

tM

(r

mit

nAnt

YAMYIAi

Component
2

1
Do not like art

Do notenjoygoing to art museums
Believe in the importance of art
Avoid philosophical discussion
Am not interested in abstract ideas
Tend to vote for liberal political

3

851
.

822
.
768
.

258
.

853
.
759
.
854
.

candidates
Tendto votefor conservativepolitical
candidates

.786

Thus, for the population in this study, the Openness to Experience question

appearsto be measuringthree more distinct factors. In the first (component 1)
all statementsare about art. The secondis looking at philosophical discussion
and abstract ideas and the third is about voting tendencies.

Interestingly, Buchanan et al's (1999) factor analysis of these items present
similar results as the same items weigh most strongly on the same components.
The art questions "believe in the importance of art", "Do not enjoy going to art

museums"and "Do not like art" have the highestloadingsof 0.76,0.73 and 0.67
respectively. The abstractideas and philosophy statementsthen have the next
highest loadings of 0.63 and 0.55 respectively and the voting tendencies

questionsboth load at 0.39 (Buchananet al., 1999).However,Buchananet al are
comparingtheseitems to those from the rest of the Five Factor Model and not
considering the opennessitems separately. Therefore, they do not further
investigatethe possibility of theseitems actuallymeasuringmore than one factor.

Thus,the sampleusedin this studyhasproducedsimilar resultsfor the Openness
to Experiencescale as those for Buchananet al (1999). Whilst the Openness
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scale is generally considered to be a valid measure of creativity, the creativity
continuum in this study has been found to be a more unidimensional scale than
the Opennessto Experience scale as revised by Buchanan et al (1999).

Since both the creativity continuum and the Openness to Experience scale are
measuring creativity it would be predicted that there would be a linear
relationship between these two variables. Since the questionnaire was designed
so that the two sets of questions are scored in opposite directions a negative
relationship would be anticipated. Given that the Opennessto Experience scores
are not normally distributed, a non-parametric test was performed.

The

correlation between these two variables was significant but weak (p = -.263,
p=0.01). The scattergram (Fig 4) also shows that the relationship between the
two is not a strong linear relationship.
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Fig 4. Scattergram of Creativity Continuum Mean Scores and
Openness Scores
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Since it has been claimed that creativity is related to Openness to Experience
(McCrae, 1987) it would be expected that Opennessand the creativity continuum
would be strongly correlated.

In fact, McCrae claims that openness is

significantly positively related to the Creativity Personality Scale (CPS) scores.
However, while these correlations were statistically significant the correlations

ranged from .26 to .61, which suggestsonly weak to moderate associations
(Dancey & Reidy, 2002).

Furthermore, the correlation between the ACL

Creativity Personalityscaleandthe NEO PersonalityinventoryOpennessscaleis
46
(McCrae & Costa, 1997).
. which again suggests only a moderate association

Thus, the relationship betweenopennessand the creativity continuum may be
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due to them measuring different aspectsof creativity that have some relationship
but are not equivalent. While openness suggests a propensity towards creative
ability this does not mean that individuals high in openness will produce
anything creative or be considered particularly creative, which may explain why
these two measures are not as closely related as first anticipated. This may also
explain the skewed distribution of opennessscores (Fig 5) and the more normal
distribution of creativity continuum mean scores (Fig 3).

Furthermore, it should be remembered that the Openness to Experience scale
used in the questionnaire was a revised version (Buchanan, 2001). This consists
of only seven questions with a strong emphasis on art. In fact, questions on
fantasy and attention to inner feelings present in the original Opennessscale have
been excluded.

Furthermore, the two political statements "tend to vote for

conservative political

candidates" and "tend to vote for liberal political

candidates" may not translate accurately from an American population to one
that is predominately British.

Thus, the revised version may in fact only be

measuring a part of the concept of openness as defined by McCrae & Costa

(1997).

Moreover,the sampleof predominantlystudentsor thoseworking in academia,
althoughnot a typical university sample,may skew the opennessresults (Fig 5)
sincethe majority of the questionsin the revisedscalemay have an association
with highly educatedindividuals. Thosewho are highly educatedmay be more
likely to seek out cultural experiences,such as attendanceat museums,without
necessarily possessinga deep appreciation of the experiencesthese events
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provide. Whilst McCrae & Costa (1997) use this argument to say that their
Opennessto Experience scale is more than just culture the revised version may
fall into to the trap of measuring cultural experience as opposed to true Openness
to Experience in certain samples due to a narrowing of the content of the scale.

Also, since creativity is a desirable personality trait, participants may have scored
more highly as they wish to be considered creative. This is much easier to do on
the Openness scale since the questions are not asking about assessing creative
ability but rather beliefs and ideas. This may in part account for the skew in
Openness to Experience scores (Fig 5) and the more normal distribution of the
creativity continuum means (Fig 3). Furthermore, the skew may be a result of
the types of individuals

attracted to questionnaires, particularly those on

creativity and in fact 56% of participants were found to actively participate in
one or more of the interests in question 16 (Appendix 4) which would suggest
that the participants were more likely to engagein creative activities. However,
a bias in creativity continuum scores would also be anticipated if this was the
case and this was not found. In fact some of the activities listed in question 16
may not be considered particularly creative and so it does not appear that there is
a strong bias towards more creative individuals completing the questionnaire.
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Fig 5. Distribution of Participants' Openness to Experience
Scores
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5.5.1. Interests, Creativity, and Openness
According to McCrae & Costa (1997) open people participate in a wide and
varied range of pursuits. Therefore, it would be anticipated that there would be a
strong positive relationship between opennessscores and the number of interests
that a person is actively involved in.

Therefore, correlations were computed

between Openness to Experience scores, creativity continuum mean scores, and
interests over the past 12 months. All interests were included since McCrae &
Costa (1997) state that the range of interests of open individuals does not only
include intellectual, and also presumably creative, pursuits.
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To gain an indication of the number of interests a respondent was actively
engaged in the number of responses to "involved in production of or actively
participate in" and "make all or part of my living from" were collated and it was
these scores that formed a score for number of interests.

For Opennessto Experience and number of interests p=0.171(p<0.01).

This is a

very weak correlation and does not strongly support the hypothesis that open
individuals engage in a wider range of interests. This may be due to the
constraint on the types of interests listed. However, there was an opportunity to
list other interests but a review of these demonstrated that in general those
participants who did take this opportunity listed activities that could have been
included in the list or they mentioned their university courses. Thus, this low,
although significant, association may further confirm that the revised version of
the Openness to Experience scale is not capturing the complete spectrum of the
concept as defined by McCrae & Costa (1997).

For creativity continuum and number of interests p= -0.364 (p < 0.01). This is a
weak to moderate correlation and suggeststhat those higher in self-rated creative
ability engaged in more interests. However, creativity continuum mean scores
would not necessarily be expected to be associated with numbers of interests
since it is possible to be high in creativity on the creativity continuum and not
participate in any of the interests listed.

Also one needs only to be highly

creative in one area to be rated as highly creative on the creativity continuum.
The relationship between number of interests and creativity continuum mean
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score is negative as would be expected due to the scoring of the creativity
continuum (a low score means that the person has scored high in creativity).

5.5.2. Age, Sex, Creativity, and Openness
According to Miller (1999) the production of creative products varies throughout
the lifespan with a peak at young adulthood when sexual competition is greatest.
Furthermore he found evidence of sexual dimorphism in the production of
creative products with males producing considerably more than females (Miller,
1999). However, there is evidence that for both sexes it is not the chronological
age but the length of time in a career that influences creative output (Simonton,
1997, Simonton, 1999) therefore, since the majority of people will start their
career in their 20s, there may be expected to be a peak in creative output for the
majority in their 30s to 40s. It could therefore be hypothesisedthat the age of the
participant would have an influence on their creativity continuum mean score if it
is assumed that the creativity continuum score has some relationship with
productivity. Nevertheless, a consideration of the scattergrams for male and
female participants indicates that there appears to be no relationship, whether
curvilinear, inverted-U or linear (Fig 6& 7). Moreover, correlations between the
two variables showed no relationship between them, further confirming the
absenceof a linear relationship (for males (r = -0.089, p=0.342) and for females
(r = 0.035, p=0.600)).

Also, using an independent t-test there was no significant

difference between the creativity continuum mean scores for male and female
participants (t = 0.189, df = 342, p=0.851).

Thus arguing against there being

sexual dimorphism in creative production or ability.
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3.00

mean score

3.50

4.0

Nevertheless, Miller's (1999) study was looking at products and not perceived
creative ability which is what the creativity continuum appears to be measuring
most strongly (see above). The creativity continuum may not be measuring
productivity as defined by Miller which may explain the discrepancy between
Miller's (1999) results, where he found the relationship described above for male
but not female creators, and the results from this study.

Thus, further

consideration of possible sexual dimorphism in the sample was conducted by
considering the responses to the question in the creativity continuum "I make
creative products".

Using an independent t-test there was no significant

difference between the making of creative products for male and female
participants (t = 0.873, df = 260, p=0.383).

Therefore, there is no evidence for a

sexual dimorphism in creative production within this sample.

Nevertheless, there was a significant sex difference in those actively involved in
various interests (question 16) (U = 11218.500, Ni = 119, N2 = 225, p=0.011,
two-tailed) with females actively participating to a greater extent than men (72%
of women actively participated in at least one hobby compared to 66% of men).
Nevertheless, this may be to do with the interests provided and in fact when
broken down by interest there are some significant sex differences (Table 12).
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Table 12. Chi-Squared Tests for the Listed Interests and the Sex of the
Particinantc_
Interests

X'

df

p value

Sport
Theatre
Mathematics
Dance
Novels & Stories
Poetry

16.258
4.837
7.585
11.237
14.539
15.945

2
2
2
2
2
2

000
.
089
.
023
.
.004
001
.
000
.

Science

7.885

2

Politics

5.182

2

Religion
Crafts
Visual Arts

1.890
27.647
18.704

2
2
2

Cramer's
V

.218
119
.
149
.
182
.
207
.
217
.

019
.

.

389
.
000
.
000
.

075
.
284
.
234
.

075
.

Direction
of sex
difference

m>f
ns
m>f
f >m
f>m
f>m
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m>f

. 123

ns
ns
f>m
f >m

Note: It was not possible to compute )e for cinema, television, or music because there were I or
more cells with an expected count less than 5.

From the above table it can be observed that there are significant sex differences

in active participation in some interests which would suggest differences in
production. However,these differencesmay be due to genderrole stereotypes
sincethe participantsappearto be actively involved in interestsoften considered
to be particular to their sex. If this is the case then it argues against there being

general sexual dimorphism in creativedisplay. Moreover, as can be observed
from the Cramer's V values, only a small amountof the variation in levels of
interest/participation can be explained by the sex of the participants.

Thelack of an associationbetweena person'sself-ratedcreativeability andtheir
age and sex may be an artefactof the sampleasthe majority of participants are
students,many of which are mature students,and somay be changingcareersor
developingtheir abilities and so may be perceiving themselvesas more or less
creative dependingon the stageof study they are at. Also, Miller considered
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professional creatorsand independentevidence of actual products unlike this
study.

5.5.3. Summary

What has emergedis that there appearsto be problems with the Opennessto
Experiencescaleasrevisedby Buchanan(2001) actuallymeasuringthe concept
of opennessasdefinedby McCrae& Costa(1997). This thereforeproducedonly
a weak correlation with the creativity continuum mean scores. However, the

creativity continuum demonstratessome evidenceof being an effective measure
of participants' self-rated creative ability. This can then be used in future
projects to assesscreativeability in relation to the generalpopulation asdefined
in this study. Further work on other populationsneedsto be done before the
continuumcanbe assumedto generaliseto a wider population.

5.6. THE CREATIVE PRODUCT
Question 12 askedparticipantsto identify the five most important aspectsthat
make a product creative. All options are consideredto be important so those
chosen were the most significant aspects from a list of features that have not
previously been ranked. The five most frequently chosen aspectswere

Table 13. Five Most Frequently Chosen Aspects That Make A Product
Creative

It
It
It
It

ASPECTS

% OF PARTICIPANTS WHO
CHOSE ASPECT

is original
is inspirational
provokes interest
communicates ideas and/or emotions

77%
67%
65%
61%

It stimulatesan emotionalresponse

59%
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That original is the most commonly chosen aspect is unsurprising and supports
definitions in the academic literature.

It is also found to be a commonly used

term in implicit definitions of creativity as found in analysis of the responsesto

question9 (see above). In fact, none of the aspectsmost frequently chosenare
unexpected. The five aspects that were least often chosen can be seen in Table

14.

Table 14. Five Least Frequently
Creative

Chosen Aspects That Make

% OF PARTICIPANTS WHO
CHOSE ASPECT

ASPECTS

5%
10%

It is complex
It is logical

The combination of its
features
It is understandable

A Product

physical

13%
15%

It is attractive

24%

All of the first four aspectsin Table 14 arephrasesthat are associatedmore with
science and technology than the arts and since participants were in general
consideringarts activities as opposedto scienceand technologyactivities (see
above)when completingthis surveythis may havebeenwhy theseaspectswere
ratedmuch lower than someof the others.

"It is complex" may havebeenrated asparticularly low sincea creativeproduct
requires there to be a balancein the level of complexity (Besemer& O'Quin,
1986,Ochse, 1990).Too much will confusethe observerand too little will not
hold their attention. "It is complex" may imply too much complexity, which
would explain the rejection of this statement by the majority of participants.
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Interestingly, "It is complex" had a non-significant relationship with sex
(x2=.622, df =1, p=. 430).

However, "It is logical" had a significant association

with sex (x2=6.962,df =1, p=.008) with men (15%) being more likely to choose
this aspectthan women (7%). It may be that logical tends to be a word more
favoured by men than women or that the types of creative products considered by

men are more likely to be describedusing this term. For example men may
considerscienceand technologyproductsmore than women although this was
not found to be thecasewhenanalysingtheresultsfor question10 (Table 7).

A more unexpected result was that "It is attractive" was considered by only a
relatively small number of respondents (24%) to be a particularly important
aspect of creativity. This appearsto argue against aesthetictheories that attempt
to explain the evolution of art (Orians & Heerwagen, 1992) and the use of the
term in definitions of creative products (Runco, 1999). Furthermore, of those
that did chose attractiveness there was not a significant relationship between
choosing this option and the sex of the participant (x2=3.517,df =1, p=0.061).

Further x2 tests were conducted to identify whether there were any sex
differencesin responsesto someof the other optionschosen. The results for "It
is original" (x2=1.154,df =1, p= 0.283) and "It communicatesideas and/or
emotions"(=3.460, df =1, p=.063) werenon-significant. However,there was a
significant associationbetweenchoosing"It stimulatesan emotional response"
and gender(=4.519, df =1, p= 0.034) with women(65%) being more likely to
chosethis option than men (51%). This may be due to women feeling more
comfortable with the suggestion of emotion than men.
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However, ,It

communicates ideas and/or emotions" which may be considered less gender
biased, whilst not significant is nearing significance and the percentages of
women and men choosing this option is 65% and 55% respectively.

Thus,

women may be more receptive to interpreting a creative product as
communicating to them than men. This is further supported by the response to

the option "It reflectssomethingof the creator" which was chosenby 42% of the
participants. A xz test shows that there is a significant relationship between
choosingthis option and the sex of the participant (f 6.962, df =1, p=0.008)
with women (48%) being more likely to choosethis option than men (33%).
This could be used to supportthe sexualselectionhypothesisthat the creative
product is communicatinginformation about the creative individual. It could
also support the sexual dimorphism hypothesis,that women are assessingthe
productsand men displaying them, to some extentalthoughthis result doesnot
suggestthat womenare not makinganddisplaying creativeproductsaswell.

Interestingly,if the three statements"It communicatesideas and/or emotions",
"It stimulatesan emotionalresponse"and "It reflects somethingof the creator"
are grouped together as indicating that the product is communicatingto the
observerthen it is found that 85% of respondentschoseone or more of these
categories. From the sexual selection viewpoint, this would suggestthat the
creativeproductmay be actingasa fitnessindicator.

However, it was found that there was a significant difference in creativity
continuum scores between those who chose "it communicatesideas and/or
emotions"and thosewho did not (t = 2.978,df = 323.123,p=0.003, two-tailed)
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(note: Levene's test for equality of variances found variances to be unequal and

so the results for equal variancenot being assumedare reportedhere). Thus,
those who chose this option had lower creativity continuum scores (mean = 2.05)

than thosewho did not (mean= 2.23). This suggeststhat the idea that creative
products communicate ideas and emotions is more strongly held by more

creativeindividuals.

There was also a significant difference in creativity scores for "it is original" (t =
-2.790, df = 342, p=0.006).

Thus, those who chose this option had higher

creativity continuum scores (mean = 2.16) than those who did not choose it
(mean = 1.96). This suggeststhat the need for originality is more important in
defining a creative product for more creative individuals. There were no other
significant differences when considering creativity scores.

5.7. JUDGES OF CREATIVE PRODUCTS
In the academicliterature,althoughthere is no clear consensusas to who actsas
judgesto determinewhich productsare creativeit is the creatorsand expertswho
tend to be considered.
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Table 15. Percentage of Participants
Who Rated the Opinion
Judoes of Creative Productc Mona a Five Point Scale_

of Possible

Extremely

Somewhat

Not very

Not at all

Not

valuable
35%

valuable
43%

valuable
16%

valuable
5%

applicable
1%

Tutors/teachers of the
creator

17%

59%

17%

5%

2%

Peopleat the creator's

12%

54%

24%

7%

3%

68%

23%

7%

1%

1%

Peoplewho make similar
products

27%

53%

14%

4%

2%

Friendsof the creator

5%

33%

45%

15%

2%

Peoplewho sell the
product

17%

37%

29%

14%

3%

The media

14%

40%

28%

16%

2%

Thecreator'sfamily

6%

28%

41%

20%

5%

The person who makes
the product

place of work

The peoplewho use/view
the product

However when consideringthe results from this sample,the opinions of people
who use/view the products were felt to be the most valuable with 91% of
participantsbelieving their opinion to be either extremelyor somewhatvaluable
(Table 15). In fact, this group was the only one that scoredmost highly in the
extremelyvaluablecategory. Therefore,there appearsto be a strong consensus
that peoplewho use/viewthe creativeproduct should define what is considered
to be creative in society. Whilst it could be arguedthat the higher number of
BusinessSchool studentsmay have createdthis bias since they may be more
likely to value marketable creative products this group is not large enough to

have createdsucha strongbias towardsthis result. Interestingly,this result does
supportsthe sexual selectionhypothesisthat views the opinions of those who
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have the opportunity to view the product, regardless of their own creative ability
or knowledge, as being of primary importance in deciding the quality of the
product.

Other judges whose opinions were considered to be either extremely or
somewhat valuable by the majority of respondents were the creator (78%),
tutors/teachers of the creator (76%), people at the creator's place of work (66%),
and people who make similar products (80%). Both people who sell the product
and the media found participants nearly equally split between considering these
groups' opinions to be valuable and not valuable. Unsurprisingly, the opinions
of those groups personally involved with the creator, friends and family, were
considered less relevant. Sixty percent of participants felt that the opinion of
friends of the creator to be not very valuable or not at all valuable and 61% of
participants rated the family similarly. None of theseresults are really surprising
since those with some knowledge of the product were all rated more highly than
those who are connected to the creator by personal relationship only and may
have no knowledge of the product at all. Nevertheless, Runco (1999) found
creators to be poor judges of their own creative products and then broadened this
to propose that creators are poor judges of creative products in general. He
suggested that this may be partly attributable to creative production and
assessmentof creativity being separate abilities so that good judges may not be
very good creators. However, while highly creative individuals may be poor
judges of their own products due to the personal investment made they may be
good judges of products by others, particularly products that do not compare with
and thereby threaten their own work.
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Those who sell the product and the media may or may not have knowledge of the
products, which may explain the split in opinion with these groups. Furthermore,
whilst people who use/view the product may or may not have expert knowledge
they certainly have an interest and possibly a practical knowledge of the product.
Thus, the level of knowledge about a product may be hypothesised to be a
deciding factor in the appropriatenessof whether someonejudges a product to be
creative.

There was a weak but statistically significant correlation between creativity
continuum mean score and ratings for "the person who makes the product" (p=
0.132, p=0.015).

This is positive so the higher the person is in self-rated

creative ability the more valuable they considered the creator's opinion to be in
deciding whether a product is creative. This is not an unexpected result. There
were also significant positive correlations for "people at the creator's place of
work" (p = 0.132, p=0.016), "friends of the creator" (p = 0.185, p=0.001),
"the creator's family" (p = 0.145, p=0.008).

and

Whilst these results may appear

surprising those who are highly creative may have colleagues, friends and family
who are also highly creative and so their opinions may be considered more
valuable than would generally be the case. Nevertheless, there was no significant
association between creativity continuum mean scores and ratings for "people
who make similar products" which might be expected as highly creative
individuals would presumably value the opinions of at least some of their peers.
Furthermore, none of the other categories were significantly related to the
creativity continuum scoresof the participants.
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When a x2 test was conducted to identify significant relationships between the
ratings of judges and the sex of participants there were only two statistically
significant results. The ratings for "the person who makes the product" and the
sex of the participant showed a significant association (x2=13.270, df =3, p=. 004)

with femalesrating the creator's opinion as to the creativity of the product as
more valuablethan males(Table 16).

'able 16 . Ratings of male and female participants for the value they place on the opinion o
"the person who makes the product" being a judge of the creative product
The

sex

male

Count
% within

sex
femal
e%
Total

Count
within
sex
Count

% within

sex

extremely
valuable
31

rson who makes the roduct"

somewha
t valuable
50

not very
valuable
26

not at all
valuble
11

Total
118

26.3%

42.4%

22.0%

9.3%

100.0%

90

97

28

8

223

40.4%

43.5%

12.6%

3.6%

100.0%

121

147

54

19

341

35.5%

43.1%

15.8%

5.6%

100.0%

The other option that showed a statistically significant associationwith sex of
participant was "tutors or teachersof the creator" (kz=17.816,df -3, p<0.001)
with femalesagain rating the tutor or teachers'opinions asmore valuable than
males (22% of femalesrated theseindividuals' opinion as extremely valuable
comparedto 8.5% of males).

Thus, it can be surmisedthat knowledge of a creativeproduct is an important
factor in whethersomeone'sopinion should be influential in deciding whether
a
product is creative. Nevertheless,it is those people for whom the product is
madefor that are consideredto have the most valuableopinionswhenjudging a
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product's creativity. However, when a product is available for a large number of
people a consensus as to its creativity may be difficult to reach. This suggests

that in these instancespersonal opinion is valid and a consensusmay not be
necessary. However, those people with knowledge of the product, such as tutors
and teachers, may be important as a guide to lay people although access to these

people's opinionsmaynot alwaysbe possible.

5.8. PERSONALITY TRAITS
Using adjectives that were rated by teachers and parentsin the USA for creativity
and desirability (Runco & Johnson, 2002), the traits in question 14 were rated as
desirable or undesirable.

The desirable traits were intelligent,

artistic,

independent, warm, persuasive, non-conforming, flexible, emotionally sensitive,
persistent, and extroverted. Whilst there were no similar adjectives from Runco
& Johnson's (2002) study, sensual and scientific were also classed as desirable.
Undesirable traits were lacking in confidence, introverted, arrogant, closedminded, impulsive, and hostile.

Risk-taker was problematic since cautious,

which could be classed as its opposite, was defined as desirable by parents and
undesirable by teachers in the USA. This is probably because it depends on the
risks involved and the consequencesof these risks, as to how one views being a
risk-taker. Therefore, risk-taker was left as being in either category.

When the ratingsfor thesepersonalitytraits wereconsideredall those that scored
most highly on "more than" weredesirabletraits apartfrom risk-takerwhich was
as discussedabove (Table 17). Four traits,
classedas desirable/undesirable
intelligent, emotionally sensitive, sensual and impulsive, were rated almost
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equally between more than and no different from. All of these except impulsive
were categorised as desirable.

The characteristicsthat scoredmosthighly on "no different from" were amixture
of desirableand undesirabletraits (Table 17). Only closed-mindedwas rated
most frequently as "less than" as would be predicted. Therefore, whilst
theoretically all of the personality characteristics, apart from lacking in
confidence, warm, closed-minded and sensual, should have been rated
predominantly in the "more than" category it was the desirable characteristics
that were thought to be more common in highly creative individuals and the
undesirable characteristics were in general rated as being in the same degree as
that of a person in the general population.

This pattern suggests that the

personalities of creative individuals are, at least in this sample, considered in a
positive light.

Thus, the stereotype of a creative individual is perhaps more

attractive than is in general the reality. Since this possibility gains support from
studies by Gluck et al (2002) and Runco & Johnson (2002) it suggests that
creative individuals are viewed as having desirable characteristics that would be
attractive to potential mates as predicted by the sexual selection hypothesis.
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Table 17. Percentage of Responses as to the Extent to which a Highly
Creative Individual Would Possesseach of the Personality Traits.
Personality
% of "no
% of "less
% of missing
% of `more
different
than"
traits
than"
responses
from"
responses
responses
Intelligent

51.7

responses
48.0

0

0.3

Artistic

80.8

19.2

0

0

Lacking
in
Confidence

6.7

57.3

35.8

0.3

Independent

69.2

29.7

0.9

0.3

Warm

13.4

82.8

3.2

0.6

Introverted

9.0

73.0

17.4

0.6

Persuasive

29.4

66.6

3.5

0.6

Nonconforming

77.3

20.3

1.7

0.6

Arrogant

15.7

72.1

11.3

0.9

Closedminded

2.6

23.0

73.8

0.6

Flexible

70.3

25.3

3.8

0.6

Emotionally
sensitive

48.8

48.8

2.3

0

Persistent

62.2

36.0

1.5

0.3

Risk-taker

70.1

28.8

1.2

0

Impulsive

51.2

46.2

2.6

0

Sensual

43.0

54.9

1.7

0.3

Scientific

14.2

73.3

11.3

1.2

Hostile

2.0

68.6

29.1

0.3

21.5

71.8

6.4

0.3

Extroverted
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Artistic scored the most highly in the "more than" category with 81%. No one
rated it as being found "less than" in the general population. There was however

a significant associationbetween the rating of artistic and the sex of the
participant with more women than men rating artistic as being present in greater

quantities in highly creative individuals (x = 6.966, df = 1, p=0.008).
Scientific, on the other hand, was believed to be found more often in highly
creative individuals by only 14% of the participants,with 73% believing that
creativeindividuals are no more scientific than the generalpopulation. There
was found to be no association between the sex of the participant and the rating
of scientific ()=

5.459, df = 2, p=0.065).

This confirms the findings from

questions 9 and 10 that found that very few participants identified science and
technology words and activities as being linked with the term creativity.

Interestingly,participantswere divided asto the level of intelligencepresentin a
creative individual as compared to a member of the generalpopulation, with 52%
believing that a creative person has more intelligence and 48% stating that there
is no difference in the level of intelligence. It is also interesting to note that the
words such as intelligent and clever were only found in 1.4% of responses when
participants were asked to describe the term creative, which suggests that
intelligent and creative are not closely associatedin the minds of the respondents.

Sensual was the one trait that did not come from the academic literature but was
included in an attempt to identify whether people considered highly creative
individuals as sexually attractive as would be implied if creative behaviour is
a
sexually selected trait.

The results were divided between highly
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creative

individuals being more sensual than the general population (43%) and those
participants that considered creative people to be no different to a member of the
general population in terms of being sensual (55%). Although sensual could be a

term consideredto havea genderbias, femalesbeing more likely to use the term
than males,when a x2test was conductedon the resultsin the "more than" and
"no different from" categoriesthey were non-significant()2 = 2.573, df = 1, p=
0.109). Therefore,just under half the sampleconsideredcreativeindividuals to
be more sensual than someone from the general population, which further
supportsthe conclusionthat the stereotypeof a highly creativepersonis that they
aremore attractivethan maybe thereality.

Finally, in this section, a principal components analysis was conducted using
varimax rotation to explore whether the personality traits fitted a Five Factor
Model or whether they were tapping into other personality dimensions not
related to this model as proposed by Paunonen & Jackson (2000). The results
can be seenin Table 18.
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Table 18 Rotated Component Matrix for Personality Variables of Highly Creative
.
Individuals

Component
Introvert
extrovert
persuasive
sensual
emot sens
warm
impulsive

1
-.802
780
.
505
.

persistent
risk-taker
closemind
hostile
flexible

2

.781
742
.
555
.
520
.

3

4

6

7

441
.

784
.
729
.

721
.
701
.
-.489

arrogant

660
.

660
.

nonconf
independ
artistic
intelligent
lack confid

5

.708
-.574
651
.
-.541

-.531

scientific

As can be observed7 factors emergedthat accountedfor 59% of the variance.
The first factor included introverted, extroverted and persuasive and so is
labelled extraversion.The secondfactor includedsensual,emotionally sensitive,
warm and impulsive and so appears to have properties associated with low

neuroticism. Factor number three constitutedpersistentwhich would suggest
conscientiousness(McCrae & Costa, 1987) and risk-taker which is often
associatedwith sensationseeking,a domain relatedto extraversion. However,
this factor may actually be related more to motivation since high motivation
would enablean individual to be persistentand to perhapsbe more likely to take
risks. Factorfour containedclosed-minded,hostile and, in a negativedirection,
flexible.

This factor therefore appears to be associatednegatively with

(McCrae & Costa,1987). The fifth factor includes arrogantand
agreeableness
non-conforming which suggests both disagreeablenessand openness to
experiencerespectively. However,thesemay not be subsumedby the Big Five
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but could be placed under egocentric behaviours (Paunonen & Jackson, 2000).
Factor six includes independent and in a negative direction artistic. These are
both adjectives that have been found to load most strongly on openness to
experience although artistic loads in a positive direction (McCrae & Costa,
1987). Thus, although this factor appearsto be related to opennessit is difficult
to explain the negative loading of artistic with a positive loading for independent.
The final factor includes intelligence and lacking confidence. This can therefore
be labelled intelligence, presuming that confidence was believed by the
participants to come from intelligence. Scientific does not actually load on any
of the factors and so may be a separateconstruct. Thus, although there are some
parallels with the Five Factor Model these personality variables also appear to be
tapping into other personality constructs. Moreover, when the factor scores were
correlated with each other there were no significant correlations suggesting that
these factors are independent of each other.

To conclude this section, the participants appear to possessa more positive view
of artists than has been found in previous academic literature. These findings are
relevant to an evolutionary view of creativity since personality is often an
important factor in mate choice decisions (Botwin et al., 1997, Buss & Barnes,
1986) and so a more romanticised image of a creator by less creative individuals
may lead to increasedreproductive successfor highly creative individuals.
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5.9. DEFINING

FACTORS OF CREATIVITY

Interestingly, the results in question 15 (Appendix 4) were not exactly what
would have been predicted by some of the psychology academic literature. The
factor that was identified most frequently as being the most important in defining
someone as being creative was "the mental process of developing the product"
with 64% of participants giving it a score of one or two (Table 19). This was
surprising since the majority (93%) of respondents were from a Western culture,
which, according to the academic literature, is supposed to value the product as
the most important aspect whereas it is apparently those from an Eastern culture
who particularly value the mental processes. In fact, the end product was found
to be the second most important factor with 53% of participants rating it with a
score of one or two. However, this does partly support results from a study on
implicit definitions of the term creative which found that participants more often

chose words associatedwith the conceptsof the creative processbefore they
consideredtheproduct (Spiel & Von Korff, 1998). Nevertheless,this result may
be becauseof the educational bias in the sample. Since the majority of
respondentsare either studentsor lecturersthen mental processesmay be more
important to this samplebecausetheseare particularly important to them in their
study or career. The rangeof ratings for eachof the factorscan be seenin table
19.
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Table 19. Percentage of Scores for Each Factor That May Define Someone
as Being Creative
Scores 1
Scores
Scores
Scores 7+
&2 (most
3&4
5&6
(least
important)
important)
9%
21%
33%
The social recognition
37%
23%
The end product
53%
19%
5%
The mental process
64%
29%
6%
1%

The times in which the person
lived
The physical process
Their personality traits
The experiences the person
had

18%

30%

35%

17%

27%
36%
33%

40%
31%
32%

26%
27%
27%

7%
6%
8%

The socialrecognitionwas consideredthe leastimportantfactor. This may again
be specific to this samplesince the academiccreativeproductsproducedby the
sample will in general receive little recognition in the wider world as they are

aimed at a limited academicaudience. Therefore,social recognition is for the
majority of respondentsnot a factor that definestheir own productsas creative.
If this is the case then the responsesto this question have become more
personalisedto the participants unlike the responsesto some of the other
questionssuchaswhat activities arecreativewhich produceda strongartsbias.

There does seem to be some contradictions in the responseswithin the
questionnaire as a whole since there appeared to be some indication that the

productis producedfor an audienceasa majority of participantsbelievedthat the
productcommunicatesideasand/oremotionsand alsothat thepeoplewho useor
view the productwere felt to be the most importantjudges of a creativeproduct.
However,the socialrecognitionwas felt to be relatively unimportantto defining
someoneas creative. Thus, the participantsappearto be sayingthat whilst end
products are made for an audience the end product does not need to be
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recognised as creative by society as a whole for it to be creative. However, there
is a statistically significant weak positive correlation between social recognition
ratings and scores for the end product (p = 0.236, p<0.01).

Thus those that

scored the end product as more essential to defining someone as being creative
tended to also rate the social recognition as being more important. Therefore, it
may be that tangible end products require social recognition to be thought of as
creative but that less concrete end products, such as ideas, can be creative
without evaluation by society.

It is also interesting that the personality and those experiences that may have
shaped it are thought as reasonably important in defining someone as creative.
This could suggestthat the character of the creator is in some sense considered to
be inextricably linked to the product which is supported by the results that the
product communicates and reflects something of the creator (question 12). Thus,
the product could be acting as an extension of the creator's personality, thoughts,
and feelings and therefore his/her phenotype. However, there was a statistically
significant weak to moderate negative correlation between ratings on the end
product and personality traits (p = -0.355, p<0.01),
experiences of the creator (p = -0.315, p<0.01).

and the end product and the

Therefore, the more important

the end product is considered to be in defining someone as creative, the less
important the personality traits and experiences were thought to be.

It thus

appearsthat with respect to these three factors participants either value the end
product more or the personality traits and experiences more.
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The correlation between the personality traits' scores and the experiences of the
creator was statistically significant (p = 0.457, p<0.01).

Thus, it seems that

participantswho rated the one factor higher tendedalsoto scorethe other factor
higher as well. This may not be surprisingsince personalexperiencesare often
consideredto affect an individual's personality and so the two factors may be
viewed ashaving similar effectson the creativity of the person.

When chi-squaredtests were conductedto identify the relationshipbetween sex
of the participantandratingsfor the factorsthat definesomeoneasbeing creative
the only significant result was for "the physical processof making the product"
(x2= 14.284,df = 3, p=0.003) with femalesplacing more importance on this
factorthan men (Table 20).
fable 20. Distribution of scores for "the physical process of making the product" for male 8
female participants.
The Ph sical rocessof Makin the Product
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Furthermore, when the participants were divided as to whether they actively

participatedin any of the activitiesin question16 (Appendix4) then it was found
that therewas no significant relationshipbetweenactive participationandratings
of the factorsthat define a personascreative. Sincemany of the activities could
definesomeonewho participatedin them as creativethen this suggeststhat more
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creative individuals may not differ to the less creative individuals in their

opinionsasto what definessomeoneas creative.

5.10.CONCLUSION
This questionnaire was designed as a preliminary analysis to identify a general

population'simplicit understandingof creativity.

Thus, from the results of the questionnairecreativity can be summarisedby the
following points.
9

The term creativity suggestsinnovative, original and imaginative thought
processesthat generally lead to an end product.

9 Concretecreativeproductsare consideredto be predominantlyartsbased.
"

There is little considerationof scienceand technology being creative
activities.

"

Self-ratedcreativeability within this sampleis normally distributed.

"

Thereis no evidenceof sexualdimorphismin self-ratedcreativeability.

"

To be creative a product needsto be original, inspirational, to provoke
interestand expressesideasand/oremotions.

"A

creative product does not need to be attractive.

9 In generalthe level of knowledgeabouta creativeproductappearsto be a
deciding factor in whether someone's opinion is considered to be
valuable in judging the creativity of a product.

"

However, the most important judges of a creative product were
consideredto be thepeoplewho use/viewthe product.
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"A

highly creative individual's personality appearsto be viewed in a more

positive light than hasfound to be the casein the psychologyresearchon
creative individuals. Thus, the stereotypeof a creative individual is
perhapsmore attractivethan is in generalthe reality.
The mental processesare consideredthe most important factor that
definessomeoneasbeing creativewhilst the socialfactorsare considered
the leastimportant.

The creativity continuum has demonstratedevidenceof unidimensionality and
significant, although weak, associationswith opennessto experience and
numbersof interestsactively participatedin. This suggeststhat it may be an
appropriatetool for the measurementof self-rated creative ability although
further validation is required.

There are howevera numberof limitations to this studythat shouldbe taken into
account. Primarily, there needsto be a considerationas to the extent that the
resultsfrom the samplecan be generalisedto the generalpopulation. Whilst this
studentpopulation is much more diverse than those from a more traditionally
organiseduniversity there continue to be somebiasessuch as educationallevel
and possibly socioeconomicstatus,althoughthis was not measuredwithin this
questionnaire. Furthermore,the personality of those who chooseto complete
questionnaires
may be different to thosewho do not and this may have an affect
on the responsesprovided. Also, a questionnaireon creativity may attract those
who believe themselvesto be creative although this was not reflected in the
creativity continuum scores. There may also be biases associated with
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completing questionnaires on the Internet as opposed to more traditional methods
although Hewson (2003) believes that it is possible to gain more representative
samples through online studies. Moreover, there may be biases in the sampling
since not all online conferences were used due to the large number of them and
the fact that some of the moderators did not give permission for the link to the
questionnaire to be placed on their conference. However, despite these concerns
the results of the age distribution, diversity of occupations, and creativity
continuum mean score suggest that the sample is approaching generalisability to
the general population.

This questionnaireraises many interesting areas of possible further study.
However, two areasof particular interest that suggestspossible links with an
evolutionaryapproachto creativity is that theproductcommunicatesideasand/or
emotionsand may thus reflect somethingof the creatorand that the personality
traits of highly creative individuals are viewed in a more positive light than is
evidenced by the psychology literature.

The former is in line with the sexual

selection hypothesis and art acting as a fitness indicator. However, the latter
suggests that artists may gain a greater number of sexual partners through an
interpretation of their personality although this may not be due to an accurate
assessment of their personalities through their artwork but rather through a
romanticised image that is associated with professional artists. Therefore, these
aspectswill be the basis of the next two studies within this thesis.
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CHAPTER 6

THE FITNESS INDICATOR STUDY

6.1. INTRODUCTION
From the Definitions of Creativity study it appearsthat there is a widespread
belief that creative products are communicatingsomething to their audience
(Chapter5). In fact, Coe (2003) identifies this asa commonbelief about today's
art when she statesthat art is often defined by the emotions it evokes. She
further elaborateswhen she saysthat in cultureswhere art is non-traditional,in
other words is not usedfor ancestralworship,"good art generallyis said to show
clear evidence of creativity and intellect and to evoke an emotional response in
the viewers" (Coe, 2003).

This suggests that creative products may be acting as extended phenotypes of
their creators. The extended phenotype is a concept proposed by Dawkins
(1982/1999). This is the idea that the genes not only express themselves in the
bodily make up of the individual but they also reach out into the environment
beyond the body.

For example a spider's web and a beaver's dam can be

considered as extended phenotypes of these organisms.

Zahavi (1978) and Miller (2000a,2001) supportthis view in relation to works of
art and sexual ornamentationsince they consider creative products to act as
fitness indicators for sexual selection (Miller, 2000a, Miller, 2001, Zahavi,
1978). Thus,the creativeproductsare actingto increasethesurvival of the genes
by displayingthe geneticandphenotypicfitnessof the creatorto potential sexual
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partners with the aim of gaining more matings and thus offspring, thereby
passing the genes on into the next generation. Miller (2001) believes that it is
through the aesthetic qualities of the artwork that those looking at the art can gain
insight into the artist's degree of creativity,

intelligence, dexterity,

and

personality. The more the artist possessesthe desired qualities the more or better
quality mates he or she can potentially attract.

In fact, Miller (2000b) believes that creative products primarily evolved to
advertise intelligence during courtship.

Since during human evolution

intelligence became ever more important to survival and so it increasingly
becamea relevant fitness indicator for mate choice (Miller, 2000b). When
discussingintelligenceMiller refersto the "g factor" or "generalintelligence" as
the type of intelligencevarious human fitness indicators would be advertising.
Miller (2000b, 4) predicts that "generally, a mental trait's sexualattractiveness
should correlatepositively with its g-loading". Furthermore,he hypothesisesthat
those mental abilities that emerged relatively late in human evolution should
show much higher correlations with general intelligence than older mental
abilities that we share with other great apes. This implies that creative abilities
should be positively and highly correlated with g. However, the relationship
between creativity and intelligence continues to be debated in the psychology
literature (Chapter 2) and so it is difficult to predict the relationship between the
two.

Studiesof bowerbirds,the males of which build and decoratebowers to attract
female mates, have demonstratedsupport for works of art acting as fitness
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indicators. Femalesatin bowerbirdsduring the first stageof courtshipassessthe
bower in the absenceof the male bird (Coleman et al., 2004). This, according to
Coleman et al (2004) allows the female to evaluate the bower and therefore
decide whether to return to view the male. Thus, the "work of art" is used to

evaluatethe attractivenessand quality of the male before actually meetinghim.
However, in the case of human art there has been no direct test of whether
artworksact asfitnessindicators.

However, artworks are not only made by lone creators but are also made by
groups of people. In fact, Dawkins claims that artefacts made by more than one
individual can also be considered as extended phenotypes since although the
genes reside in different bodies he considers that they are in fact acting as if they
were one huge genome (Dawkins, 1982/1999). However, within this project
since the sexual selection hypothesis of creativity is being investigated which

emphasisescompetition betweenindividuals, only productsmadeby individual
creatorswill be considered.

6.2. AIMS
Thus, the broad aims of this project are

"

To determinewhetherthe qualitiesof the artistwill be reflectedin his/her
artwork and that these can be accuratelyassessedby observersof the
artwork.

"

More specificallyto identify whetherthe qualitieswhich are evident are
thosepredictedby Miller (2001) of creativeability, intelligence,openness
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to

experience, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism,

and

extraversion.

"

To identify whether the assessmentsof the artists' qualities will be used
in choosing the most desirable artist to go out on a date with so that those
who are rated as being higher on desirable qualities such as creativity,
intelligence and certain personality traits, such as agreeableness,will be
selectedmost often.

6.3. THE "ARTISTS"

Prior to the start of the experiment ethical approval was gained. Initially
participants who representeda range of creative abilities as defined by the
creativity continuum were required to make the artworks. The creativity
continuum was chosenas the measureof creativity becauseit is measuringself
rated opinions of actualcreativebehaviourand ability rather than a personality
factor that is necessarybut not sufficient for creativeability such as opennessto
experience. This distinction is important as someonemay possesshigh degrees
of one or severalcognitive or personalityfactorsthat are necessaryfor creativity
but may not engagein any overtly creativeactivities dueto, for example,lack of
motivation or opportunity. Such people would not then be classified as
possessinghigh creative ability within Westernsociety. Since sexual selection
proposesthat those who are actively creative are more likely to gain more
matings then it is necessaryto have participants who participate in creative
activitiesto varyingextents.
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Participants who made the artworks (the "artists") were recruited from a list of
people interested in participating in psychology research at a University in the
South of England. Initially the potential "artists" were not told about the full
study but instead were emailed the creativity continuum and asked to complete it
and indicate their sex and whether they were interested in participating in a
further study (Appendix 5). This meant that participants for this study could then

be selectedas to their sex and position on the creativity continuum to ensure
equal numbers of male and female "artists" who possessa broad range of
creative abilities.

It was decidedthat there would be six male and six female "artists". Raters
judged only artworks made by the opposite sex. Twelve artists were chosen to
provide a balance between statistical reliability and ease of participation.

A

greater number of artworks to be rated could generate rater fatigue. This could
lead to the last artworks not being rated as thoroughly as the initial ones.

A rangeof scoresalong the creativity continuum was identified and then the
relevant participantscontacted. If they expressedan interest in the study an
introductoryletter (Appendix 6) was sentto them that containedfurther details.
Those that continuedto be interestedwere then contactedto arrangea date and
time for themto participate.All participantswere paid £20 on completion of all
tasks.

The scores on the creativity continuum ranged for men from 1.08 (highly
creative)to 3.40 (low self-ratedcreativebehaviour)and for the womenfrom 1.00
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to 4.00. "Artists" were selected to represent a range along the continuum and
therefore it was attempted to gain equal spacing between scores for the
participants although this was not possible in all cases as not all scores were
representedby respondents. The male "artists" had the following scores on the
creativity continuum; 1.08,1.62,2.10,2.40,3.00,
scores of 1.00,1.62,2.20,2.77,3.31,

and 3.40 and the females had

and 4.00.

6.3.1. The Personality Test
The "artists" were also asked to complete Goldberg's parallel version of the
NEO-PI (Appendix 7). It was decided to administer a personality questionnaire
to the "artists" since Miller (2001) claims that among the artist's qualities that
will be assessedthrough the artwork will be personality characteristics. Whilst
Miller does not emphasise personality traits as much as he does intelligence the
fact that these traits are commonly high in lists of mate preference studies (Buss
& Barnes, 1986, Buss et al., 2001, Fletcher et al., 1999, Goodwin, 1990, Hester
& Rudolph, 1994, Kenrick et al., 1993, Sprecher & Regan, 2002) testifies to their
importance in choosing a mate.

The personality traits that he names are

openness, agreeableness,conscientiousnessand low neuroticism (Miller, 2001),
which are those found in the Five Factor Model of personality and therefore will
be the model used in this study.

A review of the current literature established that the NEO Personality Inventory
(NEO-PI) is the most commonly used personality instrument in psychology
research. This consists of the "Big Five" personality dimensions of neuroticism,
extraversion, agreeableness,conscientiousness,and opennessto experience. Five
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factors of personality have emerged in a large number of populations including
those from different age groups and geographical locations as well as in both
sexes (Costa & McCrae, 1992). Furthermore, personality traits have been found
to be remarkably stable throughout adulthood after the age of approximately 30
years of age (Costa & McCrae, 1992).

The Five Factor model and the NEO-PI have beenshownto demonstrategood
validity and reliability.

In fact, McCrae & Costa (1987) using self-reports and

peer-ratings demonstrated that the Five Factor model and NEO-PI showed
"... convergent and discriminant cross-observer and cross-instrument validation
for all five factors" (McCrae & Costa, 1987). Moreover, the NEO-PI has also
been found to demonstrate good concurrent validity (Furnham, 1996, Furnham et
al., 1997). Furthermore, it assessesnormal adult personality, which is more
applicable to this sample, rather than being derived from a scale to measure
personality in those with psychopathologies (Holland et al., 1995).

Another factor of the NEO-PI that is pertinent to this study is that the openness
factor is correlated with artistic creativity (Costa et al., 1984, McCrae, 1987).
Whilst problems with Buchanan's (2001) version of the Opennessto Experience
scale (Buchanan, 2001) in relation to it correlating with creativity were discussed
in Chapter 5 this was probably associated with the fact that the items on the scale
were greatly reduced compared to the NEO-PI and a number of the facets that
comprise openness were omitted. Thus, a fuller version of the openness scale
should show much stronger correlations with artistic creativity.

This is of

particular relevance to this experiment since correlations on the creativity
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continuum can be measured against scores on the openness scale. Thus,
providing a further measure for the validity of the creativity continuum. Also,
creativity of the artwork, as scored by the raters, can also be correlated with the
"artists" scores on openness to identify whether the personality factor of
opennessis found by independent raters to be expressedin the artwork.

For this study it was decided to use Goldberg's Five-Factor Model (FFM) of
personality

traits

from

his

International

Personality Item

Pool

(IPIP)

(International Personality Item Pool, 2001), which parallels the NEO-PI-R, rather
than Costa & McCrae's NEO-PI-R. This was in part due to problems in
accessing the NEO-PIR but also because the IPIP's (2001) FFM of personality
traits is a shortened version with 100 items as opposed to the 240 items of the
NEO-PI-R. This was important since the "artists" were asked to do a number of
tasks and it was felt that the shortenedversion would encourageparticipation and
reduce fatigue thereby helping to ensure that participants completed the questions
with consideration and therefore more accurately.

From the coefficient alphas in Table 21 it can be seen that the IPIP FFM scales
exhibit an acceptable degree of internal consistency. Further support for this
comes from Oswald et al's 2004 study that demonstrated alphas of .88, .81, 83,
.
84 and 76 respectively for the scales of extraversion, agreeableness,
.
.
conscientiousness, emotional stability (essentially the opposite of neuroticism)
and openness.

Moreover, the correlations for the NEO-PI-R versus the

corresponding IPIP scales demonstrate that the IP1P FFM 20-item scale closely
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parallels the NEO-PI-R and thus findings from studies of the NEO-PI-R should
be applicable to the parallel IPIP NEO domains.

between the Scales in Costa & McCrae's
Table 21. A Comparison
Preliminary
Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R) and the Corresponding
Conctruets.
Seakc Mt siirinu Similar

Coefficient Alpha
IPIP

Correlation
IPIP vs. NEO

Neuroticism

91
.

86 [.93]
.

Extraversion

91
.

79 [. 88]
.

Openness

89
.

83 [.92]
.

Agreeableness

85
.

78 [. 90]
.

Conscientiousness

90
.

80 [. 88]
.

Mean

89
.

81 [.90]
.

20-Item IPIP Scales

NEO
IPIP

Note.

{Values in brackets are correlations corrected for unreliability; these may be
underestimates, given that the reliabilities of the factor markers were assumed to be the same as
those of the corresponding IPIP scales]

Takenfrom the IPIP (2001)

Thus, the IPIP parallel 100 item version of the NEO-PI-R was used due to its
goodvalidity, easeof accessandeaseof administration.

6.3.2. The Artworks

Participantswere required to make one productthat expressedsomethingabout
themselvesfrom a range of art/craft materials(Appendix 8& 9). What they
were expressingdid not needto be obvious sincethey were askedto write this
down oncethey had completedthe artwork. They were givena maximum of one
hour in which to do this andwere told that the artwork shouldnot exceed45cm3.
All participantswereprovided with exactly the samecraft materialsandtold that
they coulduse asmuch or aslittle of the materialsastheyrequired.
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To ensure that the most appropriate materials were being used in making the
products and that the instructions were unambiguous, clear and realistic the first

threeparticipantswere askedfor feedbackon the quantityand types of materials
as well as their comprehensionof the instructions. The participants indicated
that the materialswere appropriateand adequatefor the task and there were no
difficulties in understandingthe instructions.

Two rooms were used in which the participantsmade the "artworks". These
rooms were sparse, containing tables, chairs, computers, and other items of
furniture but no posters or objects that could have influenced or inspired the
"artists" in the making of their artworks. Thus, each participant experienced very
similar experimental conditions and so environmental stimuli should not have

causeda bias in the productionof the productsby different participants.

All participants made the artworks first and then went on to complete the
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI).

Two female participants

completed the intelligence test on a separateday from making the artwork due to
time constraints with their work.

This did not appear to have any noticeable

effect on either task.

6.3.3.Wechsler Abbreviated Scaleof Intelligence (WASI)
Since Miller predicts a strong relationshipbetweencreative abilities and g, as
discussedearlier, it was decided to score the "artists" on a scale of general
intelligence(the WASI), aswell as the creativity continuumto identify whether
therewas any correlationbetweenthesetwo variables. Furthermore,correlations
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between intelligence scores and desirability of the "artists" as a partner, as
determined by their frequency of being chosen to go out on a date with, can be
carried out to identify whether intelligence is being used in mate choice
decisions.

Wechsler has developed a number of intelligence scales, which measure general
intelligence as well as performance on a number of subsets, and these are the
most frequently used intelligence tests in Europe and the UK (Daniel, 1997,
Muniz et al., 2001). The Wechsler Scales measure both fluid intelligence (GOO,
applying reasoning skills to novel situations, and crystallized intelligence (Gc),
reasoning that involves a culturally specific component, and therefore is
culturally bound (Searle, 2003). In fact, fluid intelligence has been found to have
a near perfect correlation to g and so it can be said that fluid intelligence is
general intelligence (Jensen, 1998). Any intelligence test that is culturally bound
needs to be administered specifically to individuals from the culture that the test
was designed for otherwise those from other cultures will have reduced scores.
There are tests, such as Raven's Progressive Matrices (1965) that claim to be free
from cultural constraints. However, there are problems with such tests and
according to Searle (2003) the evidence that Raven's Progressive Matrices is
culturally free is limited. The Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence
(WASI) in this study was therefore administered only to those people whose first
language was English and who are from the sameculture.

It was decidedto use the WASI asa brief scaleof intelligencesince a substantial
amount of time was already required of the participants and it was felt that
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completion of the WAIS-III

(The Psychological Corporation, 1999), with an

estimated administration time of 75 minutes, would discourage participation in
the study. Also an estimation of general intellectual functioning is sufficient for

this study since it is not being used to diagnoseparticipants or determine
placementof them in work settings. Moreover,The PsychologicalCorporation
(1999) considersthe WASI to be an appropriatemeasurefor the estimationof
general intellectual functioning for research purposes.

The PsychologicalCorporation (1999), from their studies measuring content,
convergent and discriminant validity, conclude that there is evidence for the
WASI being a valid quick screeningmeasureof generalintellectual functioning.
In fact, some researchersbelieve that brief tests,such as the WASI, should be
usedin favour of shortforms of intelligencetestssincethe WASI and other brief
tests are reliable, valid, well normedand easy to give and score (Kaufiman&
Kaufman, 2001). Moreover,evidencefor goodconcurrent,construct,convergent
and discriminant validity has been found by other investigatorsfor the WASI
(Hays et al., 2002,Ryan et al., 2003).

Thus the WASI appears to demonstrate good validity and is easy and quick to
administer and score. Therefore it was selected as the most appropriate measure,
given the resources available, to use in this project as a method of estimating
general intelligence of the "artists".

Thereis both a four-subsetand a two-subsetformat of the WASI with the former
taking approximately30 minutes to administer and the later approximately 15
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minutes. The two-subset format will produce only a Full Scale IQ whereas the
four-subset format yields a Verbal IQ (VIQ), a Performance IQ (PIQ), and a Full
Scale IQ (FSIQ). The verbal scale consists of vocabulary and similarities subsets
and the performance scale is made up of block design and matrix reasoning
subsets.

Each of the subsets measures different facets of intelligence. The vocabulary
subset measuresthe individual's expressive vocabulary, verbal knowledge, fund
of information, crystallised intelligence and g (The Psychological Corporation,
1999). Similarities is a measure of verbal concept formation, abstract verbal
reasoning ability, and general intellectual ability. Block design focuses on the
abilities

of spatial visualisation,

visual-motor

coordination,

and abstract

conceptualisation and is a measure of perceptual organisation and g. The final
subset, matrix reasoning is a measure of nonverbal fluid reasoning and general
intellectual ability (The Psychological Corporation, 1999). Thus, the four-subset
format was used in this study so that a measure of VIQ and PIQ as well as FSIQ
could be gained for each "artist".

Furthermore, it was decided that the four-

subset format would be used since its internal consistency reliability coefficients
for FSIQ (.98), its stability coefficients for FSIQ (.93), and its FSIQ correlation
with that of the WAIS-III (.92) were all greater than for the two-subset format
(The Psychological Corporation, 1999).
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6.4. THE PILOT STUDY
Once the 12 artworks had been made and the "artists" measured on intelligence
and personality, a questionnaire was constructed, and piloted, that was designed
to rate the artworks and the "artists" on a number of variables (Appendix 10).

Sevenpeople piloted the questionnaireusing the actualartworks for the study.
Theseindividuals had not madeany of the artworks andwould not be rating the
products in the actual study. They timed how long the questionnairetook to
completeand provided verbal feedback. Their responseson the questionnaire
or ambiguity over
also indicatedwhetherthere had beenany misunderstandings
questions. Changeswere made as common themesaroseand feedbackgained
for these alterations. It was found that after feedback from the first five
individuals the major problemshad been addressedand further commentswere
due to individual preferences rather than fundamental problems with the
questionnaireandsothe pilot studywas stoppedafter sevenparticipants.

Through the feedbackfrom the pilot study it was decidedto statethe constraints
and conditionsthat the "artists" hadbeenplacedunder. This was felt to help the
ratersmake a realisticjudgementregardingvariablessuchasthe creativity of the
artwork. They were also told to rate each piece by comparingit to the others
since this helped to clarify the standardof creativity and did not mean that
participantswere eachusing their own baselinesfor a definition of a creative
work, which could havevariedconsiderably.
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6.5. THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Initially, participants were asked to rate the artworks on the three variables

creativity, attractiveness, and interest using a scale where 1 is least
creative/attractive/interesting

and 10 is most creative/attractive/interesting

(Appendix 10).

6.5.1. Creativity of Artwork
Since creativity has been found to be a desired quality in a potential sexual
partner (Buss & Barnes, 1986, Hester & Rudolph, 1994, Li et al., 2002) and
Miller (2001) states that this is one of the qualities of the artist that can be
assessed through the artwork then this was included in the questionnaire to
identify whether raters were using this as an indication of any of the qualities of
the artist.

Furthermore, rating the artworks on creativity should allow a test of the creativity
continuum since overall scores by the raters can be compared to the scores on the
creativity continuum given by the "artists".

This will identify whether there

appears to be any correlation between self-rated creative ability and actual
creative production.

6.5.2.Attractiveness of Artwork
Miller (2001)claimsthat it is throughthe aestheticjudgementof the artwork that
the ratersareableto identify the qualitiesof the "artist". Thereforeby askingthe
ratersto judge the artworks attractivenessand the variousqualities of the artist
then it canbe investigatedasto whetherthis is the case.
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Moreover, identifying the perceived attractiveness of the artwork and how, in
later questions, attractive the "artist" is may indicate whether aestheticjudgement
of the artwork influences the imagined appeal of the "artist".

Interestingly,

Murphy & Hellkamp (1976) found that when paintings were paired with a
picture and a tape recording of a female which varied on attractiveness and
warmth both male and female observers rated the paintings of the attractive
artists significantly higher than those of the unattractive artists and also the
greater the warmth conveyed by the artist the higher the painting was rated.
They therefore concluded that the less information a person has about an artist
the more objective they will be in rating the artwork (Murphy & Hellkamp,
1976). However, it is also possible that if they do not have direct evidence of
personality and attractiveness of an artist then they will look for it in the artwork.
In studies investigating observers' impressions of people's personalities from
viewing their bedrooms and offices (Gosling et al., 2002) and personal websites
(Vazire & Gosling, 2004) it has been shown that observers are able to assess
personality through these extended phenotypes with a relatively high degree of
accuracy.

Similar to these studies but using creative products, although not considering a
wide range of personality characteristics, Hagen & Bryant (2002) asked
participants to rate 3 pieces of music that varied in quality and to judge, among
other things, how nice the participants thought the musicians were based solely
on the music that they heard. They found a significant positive correlation
between how nice the musicians were believed to be and how skilled they
were
considered to be (r = 0.35, p<0.001) (Hagen & Bryant, 2002). Furthermore,
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Hagen & Bryant (2002) calculated a composite music quality score from the
questions asked and this was also found to be significantly correlated with the
"niceness" of the musicians (r = 0.23, p<0.002).

Thus, it appears that the

pleasantnessof the music was projected onto the musicians' personalities.

6.5.3.Interestingnessof Artwork
The artwork was also rated on how interesting it was perceived to be. Heinrichs
& Cupchik (1985) defined such a rating as tapping into the observers' objective
preference as opposed to their subjective pleasure-basedpreference. Thus the
skill of the composition and style are assessedby this measure rather than the
emotional power of the artwork (Heinrichs & Cupchik, 1985). However, interest
may also be related to the creativity of the artwork in terms of originality since
the more original a piece of art the more it may hold a person's attention.
Furthermore, interestingness may be related to intelligence, which is the attribute
of the artist that Miller particularly emphasises as being desired by potential
mates.

It is of course a limitation that the terms used in the questionnaire are to some
extent reliant on the observers' subjective interpretation. However an analysis of
the degree of observer consensus in the ratings on this scale may provide some
information on whether there is a common understanding of the term interest
since high observer consensus would suggest a widespread interpretation of
"interesting".
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6.5.4. Communicative Ability of Artwork
Once the participants had rated the artworks on degree of attractiveness, interest
and creativity they then were asked what emotions they thought each "artist" was
communicating and if the artworks was also communicating anything else other
than emotional content (Appendix 10). These questions were an extension of the
"Definitions

of Creativity Study" where there was a strong consensus that

creative products are communicating something. From the responses to this
question it can be seen whether there is a consensus between the raters and
whether their interpretations reflect the "artists"' attempts to communicate
something about themselves through their artwork

6.5.5. Characteristics of the "Artists"

The following nine questionsencouragethe ratersto considerwhat the qualities
of the "artists" were. Therefore they are askedto rate the "artists" on a scale
from I to 10 (10 being the most attractive, creative, etc) on how creative,
intelligent, interesting, physically attractive, emotionally sensitive, physically
skilled, outgoing, conscientious,and friendly they are (Appendix 10). Miller
(2001) states that a creative product should be an indicator of creativity,
intelligence, personality and dexterity (physically skilled).

Therefore these

questionswere askedto test theseclaims. The ratingsfor thesevariablescan be
comparedto the "artists"' actual scoresto assesswhetherraters can accurately
assessthe qualitiesof the "artists" through the artwork. This is fundamentalto
the fitnessindicator theory sinceif ratersare inaccuratein their assessments
then
artworksarepoor fitnessindicators.
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The terms used to assessthe personality traits of the "artists" reflected the Five
Factor model so that they could be assessedfor accuracy against the "artists"'

ratingson the personalityscale. Thus, raterswereaskedto measurethe "artists"
on creativity which would reflect openness,emotional sensitivity which would
mirror neuroticism,how outgoingthey are which would reflect extraversion,and
friendlinesswhich is associatedwith agreeableness.
It was felt that there was not
anotherterm that would captureconscientiousness
as well asthe term itself and
so participants were asked directly about this. It is probable that the artwork will
provide good clues to some personality traits but not such good indications of
others as has been found in previous research on other extended phenotypes
(Gosling et al, 2002). This can be considered by comparing the raters' scores
with the actual personality scores of the "artists".

It may also be that the "artists" are enhancing certain personality characteristics
and masking others or that they are projecting their ideal self. This can be partly
surmised by considering whether there is a high observer consensus on some
traits, which could be interpreted as more positive but are not apparent in the
personality score of the "artist".

"Artists" were also rated on physical attractivenessto identify whether the
attractivenessof the artwork was projectedonto the imageof the "artist". The
reverseof this wasdonein the studyby Murphy & Hellkamp (1976) asdiscussed
above. If the more attractiveartworkswere believedto havebeenmadeby more
attractive"artists" then this would suggestthat artworkscould be usedto attract
mates.
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The raters were then asked to choose which one of the "artists" they would most

like to go out on a date with and why. If there is a consensusas to the most
desirable"artist" to go out on a date with then this would lend support for the
sexual selection hypothesissince thesetwo "artists"' work (one male artwork
and one femaleartwork) would appearto be clearly signalling something which
madethemparticularly attractiveto the participants. However,it is also possible
that raters are looking for different things in a date thus there may not be one
overall "winner" for both themale and female"artists". Therefore,it needsto be
clear that "artists" are being chosenabovechancelevel on this question. The
responsesas to why a rater chose a particular "artist" should help to clarify
whether participantsarejust respondingrandomly or whetherthere are specific
reasonsfor choosinga particular artist such as level of intelligence, particular
personalitytraits, etc.

6.5.6. Demographic Questions
Finally, the raters were asked some questions about themselves (Appendix 10).
Although they were rating the products according to their sex participants were
asked for this information to check that they had in fact rated the appropriate
artworks. They were also asked for their age to identify if there are any effects
of age on the judgement of the artworks and products and because younger
individuals are more likely to be looking for a partner and so may be more open
to interpreting artworks on this basis.

Furthermore, they were asked about

relationship status, if they had children, and whether they are currently looking
for a partner and if so whether they want a long or short term partner
since this
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may again influence how open they are to using the artworks as fitness

indicators.

Their occupational status and level of income may indicate whether they could
require longer term resources from a partner or are able to support themselves
and therefore may be more interested in "good genes" regardless of resource
potential. The responsesto ethnic origin will indicate whether there are possible
cultural differences to responses.

Participantswere also askedto indicate their level of interest over the past 12
months in a numberof activities (Appendix 10). Thus it canbe identified asto
whether thoseraterswith particular interestsrated the "artists" and the artwork
differently. It may also provide some indication asto how open to experience
the raters are since it has been found that thosewith a large number of varied
interests are more open to experience (McCrae & Costa, 1997).

Finally participantswere askedto rate themselveson the creativity continuumto
identify whether there is a relationship betweentheir self-rated creativity and
their ratings of the artworks and the "artists".

The questionnairetook approximately30 minutes to complete. There was a
covering letter, which explained what to do, consent, anonymity, withdrawal
from the study, and where a summary of the results would be available
(Appendix 10). On completionof the questionnaireparticipantsplaced it in an
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envelope that they sealed and placed in a box provided. This helped to insure
anonymity and confidentiality.

6.6. THE RATERS

The studywas conductedat a University in the North of Englandprimarily using
undergraduatepsychology studentswho were provided with course credits for
participation.The studyran over two days.It was advertisedthrough postersand
by the tutors verbally informing their students. Furthermore,there was also a
pool of people interested in participating in research that were also given the
opportunity to participate in the experiment.

The experimentwas set up in an emptyroom with no windows and so therewere
no distractions present.

Due to the psychology department criteria for

undergraduatesgaining coursecredits through participating in experimentsthe
participantswere askedto sign a consentform (Appendix 11) and wereprovided
with a debrief sheet(Appendix 12) at the endof the studyinforming them of the
aims of the studyin more detail.
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CHAPTER 7
FITNESS INDICATOR

STUDY

DATA ANALYSIS

Due to problems with recruitment of male participants the number of males
recruited as raters (11) meansthat their results could not be generalisedto a
wider population or said to be reliable. Therefore, the results from the female

raters and male "artists" only will be consideredwithin this thesis since the
higher number of female raters can be said to provide more valid results.
However, the results for the male raters and female "artists" are available on
request.

7.1. THE MALE "ARTISTS"

7.1.1.DEMOGRAPHICS
None of the "artists" in this studywere professionalartistsand the majority did
not engagein any artistic activities at all. There were six male "artists" for
whom only minimal demographicdatawas collected.All the "artists" were from
the sameethnic background,white British. The ageof the male "artists" ranged
from 25 to 57 years with a mean of 43.33 years. All "artists" worked at a
University in the South of England. None of them were academicsapart from
onewho was a PhD researchstudent.
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Since there are only 6 "artists" this is a very small sample size and so the results
of the creativity continuum, intelligence test and personality scale cannot be
generalised to a wider population.

Furthermore, any statistics, such as

correlations,may be a product of the sample,with all the possible biasesthat
may be presentwithin it. However, it is relevantto this study to considerthe
relationship between the variables, such as the correlations between IQ,
personality and creativity continuum scores, to gain an understanding of the
characteristics of the "artists".

7.1.2.CREATIVITY CONTINUUM SCORES
The "artists" were chosenso that they representeda range of scores on the
creativity continuum (Table 22).

Table 22.
"A

Scores on the Creativity Continuum Mean Score for Male

riietcf!

"Artist" Number

Creativity ContinuumMean Score

1
2
3
4
5

3.40
1.08
2.40
2.10
3.00

6

1.63

Age of the "artists" was found to be strongly, significantly correlatedwith the
creativity continuummean scores(p = 0.812, p=0.050).

Therefore, the older

the "artist" is the less creative they rate themselvesas being. This may be
becausethere is some evidencethat creative production usually peaks in the
person's20s and 30s and that parentingandmarriagecan inhibit creative output
(Kanazawa,2000, Miller, 1999). Although Miller (1999) predicts a curvilinear
relationshipthis would not be expectedto be seenwithin this samplesince the
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youngest "artists" was 25 which is at the point when creative output should peak.
However, this result is somewhat surprising since there was found to be no
relationship between age and creativity continuum scores in the Definitions of
Creativity study (Chapter 5) and may therefore be a product of the small sample
size.

Since opennesshas been found in other studies to correlate with creativity (Costa
et al., 1984, Dollinger & Clancy, 1993, Dollinger et al., 2004, Feist, 1998,
Furnham, 1999, Furnham & Chamorro-Premuzic, 2004, McCrae, 1987, McCrae
& Costa, 1997, Nowakowska et al., 2004, Walker et al., 1995) and artists have
been found to be high in this personality trait (McCrae & Costa, 1997) then it
would be expected that the creativity continuum would be correlated with the
"artists"' opennessto experience scores although this was in fact not the case (p
_ -0.058, p=0.913).

What does emerge for the male "artists" is the strong,

significant correlation between similarities T scores (p = 0.853, p=0.031),
matrix reasoning T scores (p = 0.943, p=0.005) and Full Scale IQ scores (FSIQ)
(p = 0.829, p=0.042) with creativity continuum mean scores. Thus, for the male
"artists" opennessdoes not appear to play a significant role in their perceptions
of themselves as creative, rather it is their level of intelligence so that the more
intelligent they are the lower they rate their creative ability as measured by the
creativity continuum. It may be that less intelligent men compensateby focusing
on their more creative side. However, it must be remembered that none of the
sample were below average intelligence (Table 23) and in fact the range was
FSIQ 110-136 which according to The Psychological Corporation (1999) is high
average to very superior.
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7.1.3. INTELLIGENCE SCORES
Since the "artists"' intelligence scores are all very close (Table 23) this may

make it difficult to distinguish individual "artists" as to how intelligent they
appearin relation to the other artists.

T.. l. l.. 1Z

%X-I..

Artist
Number

Vocab
Score

1

(AA. -". +. I"

70.00

Simil
Score
67.00

Cnnrac

ýntnllSýnnna

VIQ

133.00

se Mpsimired

Block
Design
Score
64.00

Matrix
Score

by

the

WAS!

PIQ

FSIQ

69.00

129.00

136.00

110.00

2

53.00

59.00

109.00

56.00

56.00

109.00

3

66.00

61.00

122.00

69.00

68.00

134.00

132.00

4
5
6

66.00
70.00
70.00

64.00
64.00
61.00

126.00
130.00
127.00

72.00
64.00
56.00

66.00
67.00
60.00

135.00
128.00
112.00

134.00
133.00
123.00

When the correlationsbetweenthe subsetsandFSIQ were computedfor themale
"artists" the majority were non-significant and only one subset, similarities,
significantly correlated with FSIQ (Table 24). This is not what would be
expectedand is likely to be due to the very small numberof "artists". In fact a
numberof the correlationsare actually strong, such asthe FSIQ and verbal IQ,
but non-significant.
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Table 24. Spearman's Rho Correlations between the subtests and FSIQ for
the male

Vocab
T score

Simi T
Score
VIQ

Block T

66artictc"_

Vocab
T score
1

Simi T
Score

p =.636
p =.175

1

p =.926 p =.853
p =.008 p =.031

VIQ

Block T
Score

Score

Matrix

p =.463 p =.736 p =.600 p =.530

PIQ

FSIQ

p =. 355

p =. 096

p =. 956

p =. 208

1

p =. 280

p =.000 p =.559 p =. 143 p =.971 p =.600
p=1.000 p =.249 p =. 787 p =.001 p =.208

1

p =.463 p =.971 p =.714 p =.647 p =.771 p =. 714

p =. 355

p =. 001

FSIQ

1

p =. 810

T Score

PIQ

1

p=-.127 p =.485 p =.029
p =. 330

Matrix
T Score

p =. 111

p =. 165

p=. 072

1

p=. 111

Vocab = vocabulary, Simi = similarities, VIQ = verbal IQ, blocx = isiocx aesign, iviamx = matrix
reasoning, PIQ = Performance IQ, and FSIQ = Full Scale-4 IQ. N=6

There was only one personalitytrait that was significantly correlatedwith the
(Table 25).
male "artists"' scores on the WASI, which was conscientiousness
Contrary to previous research (see (Ackerman & Heggestad, 1997, Austin et al.,

2002,Bates& Shieles,2003,Holland et al., 1995,Moutafi et al., 2003) openness
was not significantly correlatedwith intelligence aswould have been expected.
This may be a productof the sample.
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Table 25.
Rho Correlations
Spearman's
Intelligence Scores for Male "Artists".

Vocab
T score

Simi T
Score

Block T
Score

VIQ

between

Matrix
T Score

Personality

PIQ

and

FSIQ

Neurot p =.617 p =.412 p =. 543 p =.029 p =.257 p =.257 p =.371
p =. 192 p =.417 p =.266 p =.956 p =.623 p =.623 p =.468
Extrav

p=-.062 p=-.530 p=-.257 p=-.500 p=-.543 p=-.657 p=-.657
p=. 908

p=. 280

p=. 623

p=. 312

p=. 266

px. 156

p=. 156

Open

p =.219 p =. 194 p =. 348 p=-.537 p=-.116 p=-.406 p =. 116
p =.676 p =.713 p =.499 p =.272 p =.827 p =.425 p =.827

Agree

p=-.370 p =.265 p=-.029 p =. 147 p =.257 p =. 143 p =.371
p =. 470

p =.612

p =. 957

p =. 781

p =. 623

p =. 787

p =. 468

Conscie p=-. 861

p=-. 567

p=-. 812

p =. 104

p=-. 638

p=-. 087

p=-. 464

p =.028 p =.240 p =. 050 p =.844 p =. 173 p =. 870 p =.354
Vocab = vocabulary, Simi = similarities, VIQ = verbal IQ, block = Block design, Matrix = matrix
reasoning, PIQ = Performance IQ, and FSIQ = Full Scale-4 IQ, Neurot = neuroticism, Extrav =
extraversion, Open = openness, Agree = agreeableness,Conscie = conscientiousness. N= 6.

Conscientiousnesswas found to have a moderate,significant relationship with
some of the WASI scores. In fact, the significant correlationsare negative so
that the more intelligent the participant was the less conscientiousthey were,
This supports results from Moutafi et al's (2003) study. They propose that such a

negative correlation suggeststhat those lower in intelligence need to be more
conscientiousto enablethem to succeedor get throughlife. However,it is with
the Verbal IQ componentsthat there is a significant,negative relationship with
(Table 25). This is contraryto Moutafi et al's (2004) results,
conscientiousness
which found that conscientiousness
was significantly negatively correlatedwith
Gf but not with Gc (although the relationship was also negative), since VIQ and

its sub-components
arelikely to havea strongerGc elementthan PIQ andits subcomponents(althoughGf also forms a largecomponentof VIQ). They go on to
would compensatefor
suggestthat those individuals high on conscientiousness
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their lower Gf by increasing their Gc through hard work particularly during their
education (Moutafi et al., 2004). The male "artists" in this sample do not appear
to support this hypothesis since those higher in conscientiousness do not appear

to be focusedon increasingtheir culturalknowledge.

7.1.4. PERSONALITY SCORES
The individual scoresfor the "artists" on eachof the personalitydomainscan be
seenin Table 26.
Table 26. Male "Artists'" Scares for the Five Personality Domains
Artists Neuroticism Extraversion Openness Agreeableness Conscientiousness
Number
86.00
49.00
1
80.00
48.00
92.00

2
3
4
5
6

35.00
43.00
58.00
37.00
95.00

93.00
57.00
51.00
99.00
77.00

90.00
73.00
89.00
79.00
90.00

83.00
74.00
77.00
71.00
56.00

69.00
65.00
68.00
65.00
51.00

There were no significant correlations between different personality scores for
these "artists". For each of the personality traits there was a minimum possible
score of 20 and a maximum score of 100. For comparison norms from a general

populationof internetusersfrom data from Nettle (unpublisheddata) were used
(Table 27). However, these norms are from the 50 item version of Goldberg's
Five Factor Model and therefore have been doubled for comparison with the 100

item questionnaireusedin this study. Therefore,it is importantto note that these
norms provide only a very rough guide for comparisonwith the personalitydata
from the "artists".
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Table 27. Five Factor Personality

Personality Trait

Norms for Males

Low Score

Medium
Low Score

Medium
Hi
Score

Neuroticism

20-46

47-58

59-72

73-100

Extraversion

20-46

47-62

63-74

75-100

High Score

Openness

20-76

77-82

83-90

91-100

Agreeableness

20-66

67-74

75-84

85-100

Conscientiousness

20-60

61-70

71-80

81-100

The artist's scoresfor neuroticismranged from 35 to 95 with a mean of 58.00
and a SD of 24.69. For extraversionthe rangewas 48 to 99 with a meanof 70.83
and a SD of 22.04, for opennessthe range was 73 to 92 with a mean of 85.50 and
a SD of 7.66, and for agreeablenessthe range was 56 to 86 with a mean of 74.50
and a SD of 10.63. Finally the range of scores for conscientiousnesswas 49 to 69

with a meanof 61.67 and a SD of 8.82. The numberof "artists" having low,
medium low, medium high and high scores can be seenin Table 28.

Table 28. Levels of Personality Traits for the Male "Artists".
Number of
Number of
Number of
Low Scorers
Medium High
Medium
Low Scorers
Scorers
Neuroticism
3
0
1

Number of
High
Scorers
2

Extraversion

0

3

0

3

Openness

1

1

3

1

Agreeableness

1

2

2

1

2

4

0

0

Conscientiousness

Thus, broadly summarisingthe male "artists" appearto be on averagelower in
neuroticism,higher in openness,lower in conscientiousness
and fairly evenly
spread on extraversion and agreeableness. The skew for neuroticism and
opennessmay be dueto the typesof individuals preparedto participate in a study
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on creativity. Thus, those higher in opennessmay be more curious and interested
in creativity and those lower in neuroticism may be more prepared to try
something different without feeling too anxious. The bias towards those lower in
conscientiousnessis more difficult to explain but may be due to the relationship
between conscientiousness and creativity which has found creative individuals
significantly

lower on conscientiousness (Chapter 2).

Since more creative

individuals may be more interested in participating in this study then this may
explain the skew for conscientiousnessscores.

7.2. THE FEMALE RATERS

7.2.1. DEMOGRAPHICS

All the raters came from an undergraduatepopulation at a University in the
North of England. Therewere51 femaleraters.

The majority (90%) were aged18 to 19 yearsold with a rangeof 15 to 40 years
and a mean of 18.9 years. The femaleratersprimarily identified themselvesas
white British (86%) with other ethnic origins being Chinese (2%), white & Asian
(4%), other Asian (2%), other mixed (4%), and other white (2%).

Thus, the

results are only generalisableto a white British population and differencesin
ethnicorigin shouldnot influencetheresults.

There were 65% who were single, 29% were in a long-term relationship, 4%
were married, and 2% were in a short-term relationship. Of those who were

single70% were looking for apartnerand of these56% werelooking for a short-
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term partner and 44% were looking for a long-term partner. Only 2 of the 51
raters had children. Therefore, this sample may be particularly open to receiving
signals from fitness indicators as the majority are at an age and in a position to be
looking for sexual partners.

All raters were students with the majority (96%) being undergraduate psychology
students. One student was studying fine art and another was studying languages
and linguistics. Therefore, unsurprisingly most of the female participants (91%)
had an income below £15,000. Thus, variation in occupational status and income

will not havea significant affect on the participants'ratings.

7.2.2. CREATIVITY

CONTINUUM

SCORES

The mean creativity continuum scores for the female raters are shown to
approximatea normaldistribution (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. Distribution of Mean Scores on the Creativity Continuum For
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Mean Scores on Creativity Continuum

This supports the findings in the "Definitions of Creativity Study" that found that
the creativity continuum mean scores were normally distributed in the general
population.

Therefore, these participants can be said to equate to a normal

population in self-rated creative ability. This is important for this study since it
is trying to understand perceptions of art from people who range in creative
ability and not just experts or those who have a special interest in the art world
since if the sexual selection hypothesis is applicable to art then art products need
to "speak" to all individuals.

Consideration of the relationship between the raters' creativity continuum scores

and their ratings for the creativity of the artwork and creativity of the artist
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demonstrated no significant correlations (p = 0.015, p=0.805) and (p = 0.032, p
= 0.571) respectively. Furthermore, scattergrams showed no evidence of a non-

linear relationship. Thus, the self-ratedcreative ability of the raters doesnot
appearto influencetheir ratingsof creativity for eitherthe artist or the artwork.

7.2.3.INTERESTS OF RATERS
The raters were asked to indicate their level of participation in 14 areasof
possible interest. This was used to indicate in what type of areasthey may be
creativein and to what degree. This is especiallyrelevantto their participationin
the visual arts as how involved they are in this area may influence their
judgements when rating the artworks. The results can be seenin Table 29.

Table 29. Level of Female Raters' Interest and Participation in 14 Areas of
Interest
%
% Make
Activity
% Not
% Quite
% Very
interested
interested Involved
all or part
enjoy
in
of living
from
production
of

Sport

9.8

49.0

11.8

27.5

2.0

Cinema
Television

2.0
0.0

27.5
31.4

54.9
56.9

15.7
11.8

0.0
0.0

Theatre
Mathematics

23.5
72.5

51.0
13.7

13.7
3.9

11.8
7.8

0.0
2.0

Music

2.0

13.7

49.0

31.4

3.9

Dance

15.7

43.1

17.6

19.6

3.9

Novels &
Stories

5.9

45.1

37.3

9.8

2.0

64.7
41.2
60.8
54.9
62.7
49.0

27.5
35.3
31.4
23.5
15.7
29.4

5.9
13.7
7.8
11.8
7.8
7.8

2.0
7.8
0.0
5.9
11.8
9.8

0.0
2.0
0.0
3.9
2.0
3.9

Poetry
Science
Politics
Religion
Crafts
Visual Arts
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What is of particular interest for this study is that fewer than half the raters were
interested in visual art.

This would suggest that they may have a limited

experience of viewing visual art and so may be less influenced by art knowledge
when judging

the artworks on certain variables such as creativity

attractiveness.

Furthermore, over half the number of participants were not

and

interested in craft activities, which is another variable that could influence ratings
of artwork since the artworks were produced from craft materials. In fact, using
the Kruskal-Wallis test, and dividing the level of interests into not interested,
passive interest and active interest (see Chapter 5), it was found that there was no
significant effect of level of interest in visual arts on ratings of how creative the
artwork is (f = 0.830, df = 2, p=0.660)
0.408, df = 2, p=0.816)

and how creative the artist is (x2 =

and no significant effect of level of interest in crafts on

how creative the artwork is (j = 0.655, df = 2, p=0.721)
artist is (x2 = 0.224, df = 2, p=0.894).

and how creative the

Thus there is no significant difference

between the ratings of creativity regardless of how involved the raters are in
either visual arts or crafts.

7.3. RATINGS OF THE ARTWORKS

Appendix 13 shows the artworks that were made by the "artists". The artwork
was rated on three criteria; attractiveness, interestingness, and creativity.

Since

the ratings were not normally distributed non-parametric correlations were
computed. The ratings for the three variables were significantly and moderately
to strongly correlated with each other (Table 30). They continue to be significant
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even when the Bonniferoni test for multiple ratings is applied which adjusts the
significance level to 0.02.

Table 30. Correlations Between the Ratings of the Artworks on the
Variables Attractiveness. Interest and Creativity.

artwork artwork artwork
attractive interesting creative
artwork
attractive

artwork

Spearman'sRho
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Spearman'sRho

interesting

Correlation

1

300
635(**)

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
artwork creative Spearman'sRho
Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
"'

.000
288
612(**)
,
000
.
288

635(**) 612(**)
.
.
000
000
.
.
288
288
1

798(**)
.
000
.
288
288
798(**)
.
000
.
288

1
288

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Therefore,the greaterthe artwork wasjudged to be on one of thesevariablesthe
greaterit was rated on the other two variables. This suggeststhat attractiveness
and level of interest are associatedwith creativity.

Sinceit was relevantto identify to what degreethe ratings for the attractiveness
and interestof the artwork predictedscoresfor the creativity of the artwork, and
the data was judged to be robust enough for parametricstatistics, a multiple
regressionwas conducted. A significant model emerged(F2,285= 284.244,
P<0.01).

Together ratings for attractiveness and interest of the artworks

accounted for 66% of the variance in ratings of creativity (Adjusted R2 = 0.664).

Interestscoreswere a strongerpredictor of creativity scoresthan attractiveness
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scores (Interest -0=0.674,

t= 15.066, p<0.01) (Attractiveness -0=0.198,

t=

4.434, p<0.01) although both were significantly related to creativity scores for
the artworks.

When ratings of attractiveness becomes the dependent variable the model is
again significant (F2,285
= 117.793, p<0.01). However, only 45% of the variance
was accounted for by ratings of creativity and interest (Adjusted R2 = 0.449)
which suggests that other variables account for a significant proportion of the
variance in attractiveness scores.

Furthermore, the contribution of the two

predictor variables are similar (Interest -ß=
-0=

383, t=5.224, p<0.01) (Creativity
.

325, t=4.434, p<0.01).
.

Finally, when ratings for interest became the dependent variable the predictor
variables accounted for 67% of the variance (Adjusted R2 = 0.672). The model
was significant (F2,2s5= 294.936, p<0.01).

Ratings of creativity was the

strongest predictor of interest scores (Creativity -ß=

658, t= 15.066, p<0.01)
.

although attractiveness also contributed significantly (Attractiveness -ß=

228, t
.

= 5.224, p<0.01).

Thus it can be seen that creativity and interest are most strongly predictive of
each other. Level of interest may be linked with the degree of originality, novelty
and degree of stimulation all of which have been associated with creativity
(Amabile,

1983, Besemer & O'Quin, 1986, Feist, 2001, Simonton, 1999).

Nevertheless, there needs to be a balance between the level of arousal in an
artwork as too little will be considered boring and too much may stimulate
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anxiety andhostility (Simonton, 1999). Therefore,it could be assumedthat the
better the balance in arousal level the more interesting an artwork is considered
to be and thus, from these results, the more creative it will be rated.

However, attractivenessand creativity also influence each other. This may
thereforebe associatedwith the aestheticview of art. Furthermore,the level of
novelty and mystery may influence the degree of perceived attractiveness of an

artwork (Thornhill, 1998)andso this may explainthe relationshipfound between
interest and attractiveness.

7.3.1. WHAT IS THE ARTWORK COMMUNICATING?

Since, from the Definitions of Creativity Study the majority of participants
consideredthat a creativeproduct communicatesideasand emotionsor reflects
somethingof the creator,the ratersin this study were askedwhat emotionsthe
"artists" were trying to communicate and what the artwork was communicating

about the "artists". However, a considerationof the responsesindicated that in
generalthe ratersdid not clearly distinguishbetweenthe two questions and so
the responsesto thesequestions were grouped together.
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Table 31. Comparison of Qualitative Data for What the Artwork is
Communicating about the Artists with Actual scores of Artists.
Actual scores of
Suggested
Commonly Mentioned
Artwork
Actual
Artists
Level of
Number
Traits of Artist (% of

Trait

participantswho
mentionedtrait)
1

2

3

4

Creative (22%)

High openness

Openness 92/100
(high)

Negativeemotions(e.g. High
alone/tangledemotions) neuroticism
(31%)
and/or
Low
extraversion

Neuroticism 80/100
(high)
Extraversion48/100
(mediumlow)

Fun (55%)

High

Extraversion 93/100

Outgoing/Extraverted
(24%)
Happy(77%)

extraversion

(high)

Calm/laidback (55%)

Low
neuroticism

Neuroticism43/100
(low)

Simple/uncomplicated
(24%)

Low openness

Openness73/100
(low)

Complex/thoughtful
(28%)

High openness Openness89/100
(mediumhigh)

Creative (22%)
5

Fun (28%)

Calm (24%)
6

Anxious/bored (24%)

Loner/Introverted(28%)

High

Extraversion 99/100

extraversion

(high)

Low

Neuroticism 37/100

neuroticism

(low)

High

Neuroticism 95/100

neuroticism

(high)

Low
extraversion

*Extraversion77/100
(high)

-clearly
All responses suggested by 20% or more of raters were included that could-be
Costa,
Factor
Model
defined
by
(McCrae
&
1987).
Levels of
as
correlated with the Five
personality traits as defined by norms (Table 27). * Responsesby raters are inaccurate.
Note:
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7.3.1.1. Artwork 1
"Artist" number 1's statement as to what the artwork is expressing along with the
raters' interpretations can be viewed in Appendix 14. Probably the most striking
aspect is the frequency of the term trapped along with other terms such as
entrapment, captivity, enclosed, confined, and failing to escape which were
considered to encapsulate the same concept. In fact, 59% of raters felt that the
artwork was expressing the "artist's" feelings of being trapped. Although the
"artist" does use the word "cage" to describe the structure he does not imply that
he is trying to express a sense of entrapment through his artwork. However, a
number of raters have also suggested that the "artist" has also expressed a
conflicting feeling of freedom or beauty. Furthermore, raters appear to be divided
in their interpretation of some of the emotions evoked by the artwork with 31%
mentioning some form of negative emotion or state (alone/ sadness/ confusion/
tangled

emotions/

lost/unhappy/ helplessness/ frustration/

sad/ isolated/

humiliation) and 16% picking up on more positive emotions or states (peace/
calm/ harmony/ easy going/ relaxation/ balance). This may demonstrate some
accuracy since the "artist" states that part of the artwork expressestwo opposing
sides within him.

However, the "artist" also implies that there is some mystery within the artwork
and that he has expressed his reflective side and that there is a suggestion of a
spark of something. The first two aspects were only identified by one and two
raters respectively and the third aspect was not identified at all. These features
were probably too subtle for observers to interpret, particularly in a piece of
abstract artwork such as this one.
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Finally for artwork 1,22% of the raters mentioned the term creative or related
terms. This is in contrast to the "artist's" belief that he was relatively uncreative
when rating himself on the creativity continuum (score of 3.40 - Table 22) and
so does not reflect his belief about his creative abilities.

However, when

considering how creative something is the opinions of the individuals looking at
the art may be as, if not more, important than the belief of the artist himself. This
position is reflected in the findings of the Definitions of Creativity study
(Chapter 5) which found that the people who use/ view the creative product were
believed to be the most important judges of creative products. Furthermore,
since this artist had a very high score on opennessto experience (score 92/100,
Table 26) this suggeststhat he has a propensity to creativity but that possibly due

to other cognitive factors, such as lack of motivation or poor self-esteem,he
tends not to engagein creativeactivities and thereforehe believes his creative
ability to be low. However,whenplacedin a situationwherehe is requiredto be
creativehe is ableto demonstratea relatively high degreeof ability comparedto
other non-artists.

Interestingly, from Table 31 it appearsthat there is some degree of accuracy by
the raters as to what the artwork is communicating compared to the actual scores
of "artist" 1.

7.3.1.2.Artwork 2
Artwork 2 producedstrong agreementbetween raters as to the emotions and
personality of the "artist" (Appendix 14) and these reactions appear to be
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accurate (Table 31). Happiness (happy/ jolly/ laughter/ joy/ content/ cheerful)
was the most commonly proposed emotion by 77% of the raters. Furthermore,
the terms fun/ humour/ playful/ light hearted/ comic, which are closely associated
with the term happiness, were suggestedby 55% of the raters. In fact, 90% of

theratersbelievedthat happinessand/orfun were expressedby "artist" 2 through
his artwork. A considerationof the "artist's" statementas to what he was trying
to expressconfirms that the ratersare accurateasthe imagesdepicted are from
"... happy days". These emotions and behaviours may have been relatively easy
to interpret due to the content and style of the artwork (Appendix 13). The
"artist" has placed a smiling cartoon-like image of himself in the central frame
which could quite easily suggest the mental state the "artist" wishes to portray.
Furthermore, the cartoon-like image and style of the artwork also suggested to
22% of raters that the "artist" is child-like.

The other commonlyusedterm suggestedby 24% of ratersto describe"artist" 2
was outgoing/extraverted. In fact, "artist" 2 had the secondhighestextraversion
score for the male "artists" (Table 26) and so these ratersare accuratein their
interpretation of this "artist" relative to the other male "artists" in this study
(Table 31).

7.3.1.3.Artwork 3
"Artist" 3 appearsto have produced a clear messagethrough his artwork of him
being calm and laid back (Appendix 14).

In fact, 55% of raters used such

adjectives to describe the image of the "artist" which came into their minds. This
would suggest that, if true then the "artist"
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should have a low score for

neuroticism which is found to be the caserelative to the other male "artists" since
he has the P lowest scores (Table 26 & 31).

He was also believed to want to

escape by 24% of the raters, which was captured by the terms day-dreamer,
idealist, escapism, wistful, desire, longing, want a better life, and wants to
escape. These adjectives and phrases may load most heavily on the Openness
domain as they suggest someone who may be imaginative and prone to fantasy.
However, the adjectives simple, simplicity and uncomplicated are also used by
24% of the raters not only for the picture but also for the "artist", which would
suggest someone low in openness. The latter is a more accurate interpretation if
comparing this artist to the other five since "artist" 3 had the lowest openness
score of all the male "artists" in this study (Table 26) and his score is also low
when compared to the norms (Table 31).

Furthermore, 18% of raters consideredthe artwork to be expressinghappiness
and fun which some alsobelievedto be part of the "artists" personality. This is
probably to do with their associationswith the subjectmatter of holidays rather
than anythingexplicit in the picture.

Interestingly, only 14% took the picture at face value and believed that the
"artist" wanted/needed
a holiday which maybe a more accurateevaluationof the
picture when the "artist's" descriptionis taken into account. The fact that the
majority of raterstried to find a deepermeaningin the picture may be a bias in
the sample since most of them are psychology undergraduateswho are
participating in a psychology experimentand thereforemay assumethat they
shouldlook deeperinto the underlyingmeaningof a picture.
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7.3.1.4. Artwork 4
Artwork 4 has generated a large and varied number of responses(Appendix 14).

In fact, the adjectivemost commonlyusedis confusion (or puzzlement). This
was suggestedby 43% of the ratersmany of whom attributedthis word not only
to the emotions evoked by the artwork but also to how the "artist" was feeling.

However, a considerationof the descriptiongiven by the "artist" suggeststhat
the "artist" is not experiencingsuch feelings or at least is not conveying this
through this piece of art. Thus, the use of the word confusion may actually be
more a reflection of the raters difficulty in interpreting this piece. The "artist"
does however, in his description, suggest that he is portraying positive emotions
and this is reflected in the much higher percentage of raters (29%) who described
positive emotions (fun/ happy/ excitement/ pleasure/ joy/ celebration/ content/
high-spirited) compared to those (14%) who felt that the artwork conveyed more
negative emotions (pain/ worry/ stressful/ sad/ anger/ moody/ lonely/ scared).

Moreover,28% believedthe "artist" to be a complex,thoughtful personand22%
consideredhim to be creative. This would suggestthat the "artist" was high in
Openness.Whilst "artist" 4 had the 4t' highestscorein opennesscomparedwith
the other male "artists" his actual score was 89/100 (Table 26), which shows a
mediumhigh level of openness,andso suggestssomeaccuracy(Table 31).

"Artist" 4 did an intricate, detailedpiece of work with a number of meanings
which would be very difficult for anyone who did not know him to interpret.
Nevertheless,raters appearto be able to gain some relatively accurateinsight
into the "artist' throughviewing his artwork.
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7.3.1.5. Artwork 5

For artwork number 5 there does not appearto be as clear a senseof what the
"artist" is trying to convey. Nevertheless,the most frequentresponsefrom 31%
of raters was that the "artist" liked nature/ wildlife/ birds/ countryside/ the
environment/animalswhich is in fact what the "artist" himself statesthat he was
trying to convey (Appendix 14). Sixteen percent of raters suggested that the

"artist" was either conveying a senseof freedom or that he wanted to escape/
gain his freedom. This was possibly due to the representationof the bird which
could just fly away from a situation thus suggesting freedom.

Thereappearsto be two main personalitytraits which theratersbelieve are being
expressedin the artwork. The first is fun/ happiness/joyl playfulness/ content
which were statedby 28% of raters. This would load most strongly on the
extraversionfactor (McCrae& Costa,1987). Moreover,other adjectiveswhich
have been associated with extraversion such as bold, extraverted and friendly
have also been mentioned by 10% of the raters. Since "artist" number 5 scored
99/100 on extraversion (Table 26), which is an extremely high score, then there
appears to be accuracy in these raters' interpretation of the "artist" through the
artwork (Table 31).

The other personalitytrait, suggestedby 24% of raters,is low neuroticismwhich
is capturedby the adjectivespeace/calm/ relaxation/ serenity/ tranquillity/ at
easewith self (McCrae & Costa, 1987). Again this appearsto be an accurate
interpretation of the "artist" when it is consideredthat he scored 37/100 on
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neuroticism (Table 26 & 31) which is a low score. Therefore, although the
emotions and what the artwork is communicating do not appear to be as evident
to the raters as they are for the other artworks the words and phrases which are
most prominently used do show an accurate interpretation of the "artist".

7.3.1.6.Artwork 6
Artwork 6 appearsto have evoked a negative response from the raters and this is
reflected in their choice of emotions which they attribute both to the artwork and
the "artist" (Appendix 14). Although there is not a majority consensus for any
particular group of emotions there was some consistency in responses. Feelings
of unhappiness and anxiety (unhappy/ afraid/ worried/ scared/ stressed/ sadness/
depressed/ insecure/ anxious/ fear/ hurt) and impressions of boredom (boring/
boredom/ boring/ dull) were both mentioned by 24% of the raters. These groups
of adjectives would suggest high neuroticism (McCrae & Costa, 1987). From the
actual results of the personality test (Table 26) the raters are accurate since the
"artist" had the highest male score of 95/100 for neuroticism (Table 31).

The termslonely/ isolated/feel excluded/solitude wereidentified by 16% of the
raters asbeing reflectedin the artwork and 18% believedthis to be true of the
"artist" by using adjectivesandphrasessuch ascold/ reserved/private/ emotion
sealedup/ introverted/closed. If thesetwo groupsof terms are combinedthen
28% of the raters used one or more of these words which suggeststhat they
consideredthe "artist" low in extraversion(McCrae & Costa, 1987). In fact,
"artist" 6 had the 3'' highest extraversion score of 77/100 so although not
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extremely extravert as is the case for "artists" 5 and 2, "artist" 6 is according to
the norms high on this trait (Table 31).

Furthermore, 20% of the raters believed that the "artist" was trapped/ enclosed/
locked away/ boxed in/ had a need to burst free from barriers. It appears that
these raters may be fairly accurate in their interpretation of his work since the
"artist" appears to be saying that he has a front which he presents to people
which does not always portray him in a positive light but that he would like
others to see his other side. Interestingly, it appearsthat the majority of raters are
only seeing the outside of the Box, and therefore the "artist", and missing the
softer inside as happens in his life.

7.3.1.7.Summary
Thusit canbe seenthat for eachof the artworksthereis someconsensusasto the
emotions and/or aspectsof the "artists" which they are communicating and that
there is also some accuracy to many of the interpretations (Table 31). However,
some artworks appear to be more accurately interpreted than others. This does
not appear to be a due to their style, whether abstract or representational.
However, probably the most easily and accurately interpreted artwork
was
number 2 which had an image of the "artist". Thus, a bodily image of the "artist"
may provide more clues to the personality, emotions and intentions of the
"artist".

Interestingly, the raters do not appear to have rated the "artist" which they
chose

to go out on a date with any more positively than thosewho did not chosehim
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(Appendices 14). Thus, it does not appear to be a simple relationship between
how creative or fun or laid back or interesting, etc the "artists" are believed to be
and whether the person will chose to go out on a date with that person. Different

peopleappearto be looking for different things whenthinking about whetherto
go out on a datewith anotherperson. This will be exploredin more detail later
in this chapter.

7.3.2. REFLECTIONS

OF THE

"ARTISTS"

THROUGH

THEIR

ARTWORK

7.3.2.1. Rated Traits of the "Artists"

and Ratings of the Artwork

The raterswere then askedto rate the "artists" on nine criteria (Appendix 10).
Theseratings were basedon considerationsof the "artists"' artworks. It can be
seenthat the three criteria on which the artworks were rated all significantly,
positively correlatedwith the ratingsfor the artists(Table32).
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Table 32. Spearman's
Ratings for Artist

Rho Correlations

Between Ratings for Artwork

and

Artwork

Artwork

Artwork

Attractive
p =. 511
Sig 000
.

Interesting
p =. 699
Sig .000

creative
p =. 721
Sig 000
.

How intelligent is the artist

p =. 214
Sig 000
.

p= .323
Sig .000

p =. 307
Sig 000
.

How interestingis the artist

p= .386
Sig 000
.

p= .557
Sig 000
.

p =. 494
Sig 000
.

How physically attractive is the p =. 252
Sig 000
artist
.

p =. 273
Sig 000
.

p =. 267
Sig 000
.

How emotionally sensitive is

p= .223

p =. 237

How creativeis theartist

p= .254

Sig 000
.

Sig 000
.

How physically skilled is the p= 392
.

p =. 484

artist

Sig 000
.

Sig 000
.

p= .513
Sig

How outgoingis the artist

p =. 231

p =. 237

Sig 000
.

Sig 000
.

How conscientiousis the artist

p= .265
Sig 000
.

p =. 250
Sig 000
.

p =. 289
Sig 000
.

How friendly is the artist

p= .303

p= .234
Sig 000

p =. 237

the artist

Sig 000
.

Sig 000
.

.

000
.

p =. 256

Sig 000
.

Sig 000
.

Note: N= 3UUtor the artwork attractive correlations and N =166 for are artwork interesting and
artwork creative correlations

Since the above consists of multiple ratings it is necessaryto perform a
Bonferroni adjustment to the significance level which is adjusted to 0.004.

However,the abovecorrelationsremainsignificant.

Nevertheless,the majority of the correlations are weak although significant
(Dancey & Reidy, 2002). However, "how creative" and "physically skilled the

"artist" is" are moderatelyto strongly correlatedwith the three ratings for the
artwork. This is unsurprisingas thesetraits are closely relatedto the ability to
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produce a creative product. These traits are also two that are identified by Miller
(2001) as being qualities of the artist that art is demonstrating and so these results
support Miller's

claim since how creative the artwork is considered to be is

significantly, positively correlated with how creative and physically skilled the
artist is perceived to be by the raters. How interesting the artist is thought to be
is also significantly moderately correlated with the three ratings for the artworks.
This is not an aspect of the artist which Miller predicts will be expressedthrough
the art although it is correlated with intelligence (Table 33) which Miller (2000b)
states is closely correlated with creativity and so should be demonstrated through
the art.

Interestingly, how intelligent the artist is is only weakly, positively

correlated with how creative the artwork is considered to be although this result
is statistically significant.

Thus, the raters in this study do not appear to be as

strongly interpreting the creativity of the artwork as relating to the artist's level
of intelligence as Miller would predict (Miller, 2000b). Correlations between the
ratings for "artist's" traits are seenin Table 33.
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To determine which aspects of the artworks are predicting the characteristics of
the "artists" multiple regression analysis was conducted for each of the "artist's"
rated traits. Due to multiple ratings the Bonferroni adjustment was made and the
significance level became 0.004.

The results demonstrating which of the ratings of the artwork significantly
predicted which qualities of the "artists" are in Appendix 15. Since this section
is attempting to understand what aspectsof the artwork significantly predict the
qualities of the "artists" only these findings will be discussed.

Thus, after correcting for multiple ratings, perceived interestingness of the
artwork only significantly predicts the "artist's" rated interestingness (ß = 0.223,
p=0.003)

and rated creativity (p = .207, p=0.001)

and perceived creativity of

the artwork only significantly predicted rated creativity of the "artist" (ß = .355,
p<0.001) (Appendix 15). The attractiveness of the artwork was not a significant
predictor of any of the "artists"' rated qualities. Therefore, very few of the rated
qualities of the "artists" were predicted by the three rated variables of the
artwork. In fact, attractiveness did not indicate any of the rated variables for the
"artists", which argues against Miller's premise that it is the aesthetic judgement
of the art that indicates the qualities of the artists (Miller, 2001).

Since Miller (2000b) placesconsiderableemphasison creative products being
indicatorsof intelligenceit is interestingto note that creativity of the artwork is
not a significant predictorof intelligenceof the "artist". In fact, it appearsthat
creativity and intelligenceare not closely associatedin the minds of this sample
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of raters. Moreover, interestingness, which is moderately positively correlated
with intelligence of the "artists" (Table 33), is also not significantly predicted by
the creativity of the artwork.

Thus, Miller's

(2000b) premise that creative

behaviours primarily evolved to act as an indicator of intelligence is not
supported. However, only three attributes of the artworks were rated and it may
be that other qualities of the artworks not considered within the questionnaire are
indicating the "artists"' qualities to the raters, for example, the use of colour may
indicate outgoingness.

One final point of interest is the relationship between physical attractiveness of
the "artist" and attractiveness of the artwork. Although physical attractiveness is
found to be more greatly desired in mate preference studies by males compared
to females (Buss, 1989) it does appear that this may be a characteristic that is
becoming more relevant in female mate choice (Buss et al., 2001). Interestingly,
there is a positive, significant correlation between the ratings for attractiveness of
the artwork and how physically attractive the "artist" is perceived to be by the
female raters (Table 32). Other than artwork 2 that contained a cartoon image of
the "artist" (Appendix 13) none of the other artworks provided any obvious
indications of appearance. Feedback from some of the raters in the pilot study
indicated that they either formed a very clear image of what the "artist" looked
like or that they had no mental image at all of the appearanceof the "artist".

If

the attractivenessof the artwork was associatedwith how attractive the artist was
believed to be then this would support the sexual selection model since it is a
factor that is likely to influence mate choice, although Miller does not state that
this is one of the qualities of the artist which is demonstrated by their art.
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However, when a multiple regression analysis was conducted the attractiveness
of the artwork was not a significant predictor of the perceived physical
attractivenessof the "artist" (Appendix 15).

Nevertheless, the two variables which significantly

predicted ratings of

attractivenessof the "artists" were how interesting and friendly the "artists" were
rated as being (Appendix 15), with the latter being the slightly stronger predictor.
This suggeststhat these two characteristics of the "artists" suggest most strongly
the physical attractiveness of a person. This may be more easily understood with
friendliness which suggests someone who may be smiling which is linked with
the attractive emotion of happiness and may induce positive feelings in the other
person thus causing them to perceive the friendly person as physically attractive.
Moreover, this and interestingness may be due to the findings that people tend to
attribute more positive characteristics to more attractive individuals (Albright et
al., 1988).

Thus, it is possible that artworks which convey more positive

emotions and traits may causethe artist to attract more sexual partners due in part
to the association with physical attractiveness.

7.3.2.2.Actual Traits of the "Artists" and Ratings of the Artwork
Nevertheless,the aboveconsiderswhetherthe inferred qualities of the "artists"
rather than the actualtraits are reflectedthroughthe artwork. Table 34 therefore
considersthe correlationsbetweenthe ratings for the artworks and the actual
qualitiesof the artwork.
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Table 34.
between Rated Artwork
Variables
Correlations
and Actual
Scores of Male "Artists"
Mean aggregated
Mean aggregated
Mean aggregated

ratingsfor scoresof
how attractivethe

ratingsfor scoresof
how interestingthe
artwork is

artwork is

Creativity

p= 429

p =. 657

ratings for scoresof
how creativethe
artwork is

p= 429

mean p= .156

.
p= .397

.
p =. 397

Full ScaleIQ

p=. 714
p=. 111

p=. 771
p=. 072

p=. 771
p=. 072

NeuroticismScore

p=-. 257
p=. 623

p=-. 086
p=. 872

p=-. 086
p=. 872

Extraversion Score

p=-. 029
p=. 957

p=-. 429
p=. 397

p=-. 429
p=. 397

OpennessScore

p=-. 348

p =. 145

continuum
score

Agreeableness
Score

p =. 499

p= .784

p =. 143
p =. 787

p=
p=

Conscientiousness p =. 058
Score
p =. 913

600
.
208
.

p =. 145
p= .784

p =. 145

p= .784

p=
p=

600
.
208
.

p =. 145
p= .784

From the above table it can be observed that there were no significant
correlations between the raters scores for the attributes of the artwork and the

actual scoresof the "artists" on personality traits, creativity and intelligence.
Therefore,it appearsthat thesecharacteristicsof the artwork do not accurately
reflect the qualities of the "artists".

Furthermore,the fact that the correlationbetweenthe creativity continuumscores
and ratings for creativity of the artwork are non-significant do not support the
validity of the creativity continuum. Nevertheless,the correlationis moderatein
size and solack of significancemay be due to low statisticalpower.
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Interestingly, the one variable which nears significance is FSIQ. If significant
this would support Miller's (2000b) hypothesis that the artwork is acting as an
indicator of the intelligence of the "artist".

Therefore, it appears that although the attributes of the artworks rated in this

study do at least appearto reflect some of the raters' inferred traits of the
"artists" they do not act as reliable indicators of the actual characteristicsof the
"artists". However, it is possible that there are other aspectsof the artworks
which have notbeenconsideredherethat do reflect the "artists"' traits.

The next stepto testing whetherartworks act as fitnessindicators is to identify
betweenratersin their ratings.
whetherthereis consensus

7.4. CONSENSUSBETWEEN RATERS
"Consensusrefers to the extent to which judges agree in their ratings of a
common target" (Kenny et a1., 1994). It is therefore important to consider

whether raters demonstrateconsensusfor their interpretation of the variables
sinceabovechanceagreementwould suggestthat ratersare rating the artwork on
similar criteria and thereforethat the artworks are transmitting consistentand
interpretablemessagesregardingthe relevantvariables.

7.4.1.CONSENSUSFOR VARIABLES OVER ALL ARTWORKS
To computethe degreeof consensusof ratings for eachvariablethe artwork was
rated on, intraclasscorrelations(ICC) were computedICC (2,1). This method
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was also used by Vazire & Gosling (2004) and Borkenau & Liebler (1993).
Table 35 shows the ICCs for the 11 variables.

Table 35. Artwork Ratings Decree of Consensus.
Rated Variable
Intraclass
95% CI
95% CI
Correlation
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
Attractivenessof
420
209
817
.
.
.
Artwork
Interestingnessof
512
279
866
.
.
.
Artwork

df

Significance

5,245

000
.

5,235

000
.

Creativity of

648
.

408
.

918
.

5,235

Artwork

000
.

Creativity of

488
.

.261

854
.

5,250

Artist

000
.

Intelligenceof

.

267

.113

697
.

5,250

.000

Artist

.

235

095
.

.662

5,250

Artist

Interestingnessof

000
.

Physical

022
.

-.004

.

189

5,250

062
.

085
.

.

023

399
.

5,250

000
.

379
.

.

181

.791

5,250

000
.

.399

.

195

805
.

5,250

.000

Attractiveness of
Artist

Emotional
Sensitivity of
Artist

PhysicalSkill of
Artist

Outgoingnessof

Artist
Conscientiousness
of Artist

Friendlinessof
Artist

.

192

407
.

073
.

.

606

5,250

000
.

200

809
.

5,250

.000

.

Note. ' i= c;onnaence interval.

From Table 35, it can be observedthat apartfrom "physical attractivenessof the
artist" the ICCs were positive and significant for all variables,meanICC (2,1) =
34. Furthermore,the meanICC (2,1) for the personalityvariableswas 31 and
.
.
for the artwork ratings 53. Therefore, for all variables, other than "physical
.
attractiveness
of the artist", there is a greaterthan chanceagreementthat there is
consensusbetweenraterson ratingsfor eachof the variables. This suggeststhat,
regardlessof accuracy, observersof art may interpret certain features of the
artwork as well as personalitytraits, physical skill, and somecognitive abilities
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of the "artist" from the artwork with some degree of agreement. However, since
the nearer to 1 the ICC is the greater the degree of consensus, it can be observed

that the degree of consensusvaries according to the variable being rated.
Therefore, in general there is a greaterdegree of consensuswhen rating the
artwork than whenrating the artistvia the artwork. This is unsurprisingsincethe
ratings for the artist rely on forming an opinion and imageof the artist through
the artwork which may differ considerablybetweenindividual raterswhereasthe
image of the artwork will not vary greatly between raters unless they have some

form of visual impairment.

The creativity of the artwork demonstratesthe strongestconsensuswith the
creativity of the artist closely following. Thus it appearsthat there may be some
generalagreementwith what is creative. This would be expectedas the majority
of participantscome from a similar white westernculture and are close in age
and so would haveexperiencedsimilar messagesfrom their culture as to what is
and is not creative.In fact, a high degreeof consensusfor ratings of creativity is
important to the sexual selection hypothesis since there needs to be some
agreementas to what is creativewithin a society for it to be consideredto be
desirableto mate with those individuals displaying creative behaviour as this
"good genes".
enablesit to be generallyagreedasto who possesses

Moreover, since the majority of raters were found to not be interestedor only
quite enjoy looking or readingaboutthe visual arts(Table 29) then the ratingsof
creativity comefrom a layman's perspectiverather than from peoplewell versed
in the Arts. This makes this study more applicable to the sexual selection
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hypothesis since it assumes that art is acting as a fitness indicator for all
individuals and that it is not necessary to have an in depth understanding to be
able to assessthe qualities of the "artist" expressedthrough the artwork.

The relatively lower, although still significant, level of consensus for ratings of
intelligence suggests that the artwork is not clearly signalling equally across
observers of the art as to the intelligence of the "artists" which argues against
Miller's

(2001) statement that art is primarily acting as an indicator of the

intelligence of the artist. This is supported by the similar ICC for the ratings for
how interesting the artist is which, as previously discussed, is correlated with
intelligence.

The fact that there is greater consensus for the interestingness of the artwork as
opposed to the interestingness of the "artist" may suggest that the raters have
different meanings of the term when applied to the "artists" and their artwork.
Thus, interesting artwork may imply a particular level of complexity or that the
content captures the imagination whereas an interesting person may suggest
aspectsof their ability to verbally communicate or the activities they engage in.
Nevertheless, the fact that interestingness of the artwork significantly predicted
interestingness of the "artist" (Appendix 15) suggests that the two uses of the
term are associated.

Other studiesof consensusfor personalityassessment
when viewing the actual
personor their extendedphenotypehave found that thereis greaterconsensuson
ratingsof somepersonalitytraits than others (Albright et al., 1988,Borkenau&
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Liebler, 1993, Funder & Colvin, 1988, Funder & Dobroth, 1987, Gosling et al.,
2002, Vazire & Gosling, 2004, Watson, 1989) and that this is due to the visibility
of the behaviours that indicate the trait so that those traits with more easily
visible behaviours such as extraversion are easier to judge whereas those where
behaviours tend to be initially more hidden, such as neuroticism show less
consensus and accuracy in ratings (Blackman & Funder, 1998, Funder &
Dobroth, 1987). Whilst all ICCs for personality ratings of the artist were found
to be significant

the ICCs for

emotional sensitivity

conscientiousness were both very low.

(neuroticism)

and

For outgoingness (extraversion) and

friendliness (agreeableness) there was higher consensus and openness, as
measured by creativity of artist, was found to demonstrate the highest consensus
as would be expected since creative products should most clearly indicate the
level of opennessdue to their close association. Thus, the raters appear to be in
moderate agreement as to how open, extravert and agreeablethe "artists" are and
so artwork may be better at displaying these traits, regardless of accuracy, than
conscientiousnessand neuroticism.

When observers rated people's personalities from viewing their bedrooms and
offices in Gosling et al's (2002) study similar results were found to this study in
that openness showed the strongest consensus and emotional stability the least
with extraversion and agreeablenesscoming somewhere in between (Table 36).
However, conscientiousness was found to have the strongest consensus after
openness(Gosling et al., 2002) whereas in this study it demonstrated only weak
consensus. In another study looking at personal websites raters showed greatest
consensus for openness and extraversion ratings, followed by agreeablenessand
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conscientiousnesswith emotional stability being significantly weaker (Vazire &
Gosling, 2004) (Table 36). Therefore, it appearsthat the artworks in this study
are also displaying similar messagesabout the Big Five personality traits as did
the personal websites in Vazire & Gosling's (2004) study. Furthermore, in this

and the two studies discussed above opennessappearsto be most clearly
interpretablefrom extendedphenotypesof individualsand emotionalstability the
least with extraversion and agreeablenessdemonstratingmoderate levels of
consensus.

Thus, if individuals are in part making decisions about the

desirability of a person as a potential mate through their extended phenotypes

this suggeststhat such judgementsmay actually be a quite high risk strategy
since a personcould end up with a partnerhigh on neuroticism,which can affect
survival and reproductivesuccess,althoughthis could be less of a problem for
short-termmatings.
Table 36. Comparison of Interobserver Consensus on Personality Traits for
Different Extended Phenotvnes
Websites
Offices
Bedrooms
Artwork

Extraversion
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Neuroticism

Openness

(Goslinget al,
2002)

(Goslinget al,
2002)

(Vazire &
Gosling, 2004

39**
.
23*
.
42**

31*
.
20
.

32**
.
28**
.27**

.

14
.

.51**

47**
.
08
.

.58**

.
18*
.

32**
.

40**
.
41**
.

19**
09
.
49**
.
the 28
.

Note: wpK05 and "'p<. 01. Consensus for offices and bedrooms is the mean of
and 21
correlations respectively derived from all possible pairwise combinations of 8 and 7 observers
respectively. Consensus for websites and artwork is the ICC(2,1) for all 11 and 51 raters
respectively. Openness for the artworks is extrapolated from the ICC for how creative the
"artist" is.

The differencein consensusamongthe personalitytraits may be due to visibility
asdiscussedabove. Whilst opennesstendsnot to be easily visible when meeting
a person,particularly when there is no verbal contact, it is likely to be much
more evident in the above extended phenotypes. For example, evidence of
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quantity and variety of CDs, magazines, and books as well as how decorated and
colourful the rooms were perceived to be were found to be significant clues to
the assessmentof openness in Gosling et al's (2002) study.

It is likely that

similar cues would be used to assessopennesson personal websites. For artwork
opennessshould be more easily assesseddue to its relationship with creativity as
well as possibly the colourfulness of the artwork and the use of space and
materials.

Interestingly, extraversion also showed relatively high consensus for all of the
extended phenotypes (Table 36). This suggests that extraversion continues to
remain a more visible trait even in extended phenotypes. A consideration of the
cues found to be significantly used in the assessment of extraversion for
bedrooms and offices are all also found to be significantly used to assess
openness, for example, whether the room was decorated and cluttered, and for
offices only how colourful it was and how stylish. However, whether it was
decorated and how inviting the room was were the only two variables that were
found to validly assess extraversion from offices out of those which were
significantly found to be used to assess this variable (Gosling et al., 2002).
Moreover, none of the cues significantly used to assess extraversion from
bedrooms were found to be valid cues. Therefore, it is difficult to identify what
characteristics of offices and bedrooms enabled significant consensus to be
achieved by the raters.

Albright et al (1988) found that in zero acquaintance studies, where there was no
opportunity

for

interaction,

extraversion was assessed through physical
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attractiveness of the participants so that the more physically attractive they were
perceived to be the higher they were scored on extraversion (r = 0.74, p<. 05).
Furthermore, it was found that raters were accurate in their assessments of
sociability (extraversion) in two out of the three studies conducted. Moreover,
attractiveness of participant was also found to correlate with good-natured
(agreeable) although unfortunately the actual correlations and significance levels
were not reported (Albright et al., 1988). As Albright et al (1988) state in studies
such as these any significant consensus in ratings of personality traits must be
attributed primarily to the physical features of the target. For this study, it was
found that how outgoing and how friendly the "artists" were believed to be were
both significantly correlated with the perceived attractiveness of the artwork
(Table

32).

Furthermore, both personality variables were

moderately

significantly correlated with how physically attractive the "artist" was considered
to be (Table 33).

A consideration of the multiple regression analyses for

outgoingness and friendliness of the "artists" show that perceived physical
attractiveness of the "artist" was a significant predictor for friendliness (ß =
0.143, p=0.001)

but not outgoingness (ß = 0.050, p=0.235)

but physical

attractiveness of the artwork was not a significant predictor of either trait
(Appendix

15).

Thus, as in Albright

et al's (1988) study friendliness

(agreeableness)and possibly outgoingness (extraversion) were both assessed,at
least in part, by the perceived attractiveness of the artwork and/or "artist" thereby
supporting Albright et al's (1988) claims that people tend to attribute more
positive traits to more attractive targets. Whether there is actually a real
relationship between these variables or whether these relationships are due to
shared stereotypesrequires further investigation.
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However, the ICCs for the ratings for the physical attractiveness of the artist
were non-significant and the confidence intervals pass over 0 which is the null
hypothesis of no consensus (Table 35). This confirms the feedback given by the
participants in the pilot study which suggested that people were divided as to
whether they could form a physical image of the artist in their minds. Thus, the
artwork alone is a poor signal of how physically attractive the artist is.

It is

interesting that the raters used the attractivenessof the artwork to interpret some
of the personality traits but did not extend this to physical attractiveness. This
may be because aspects of the artwork that are used to indicate certain
personality traits, for example the possible use of colour to indicate extraversion,
may be those that are also found to influence decisions on attractiveness of the
artwork whereas there may be no clear indicators of physical attractiveness of the
artist within the artwork which is why the consensuson physical attractiveness is
non-significant.

Finally, an interesting point is that although there is significant consensusamong
the raters for all variables, apart from physical attractiveness, it is not clear what
aspects of the artwork are providing the majority of this information since
multiple regression analysis found that it was only the ratings for the "artists" on
interestingness and creativity which were predicted by the variables on which the
artwork was measured (Appendix 15).

Thus further research needs to be

conducted into this area and to consider factors including content, use of colour,
complexity, and style of the artwork. It is important to consider that it is possible
that consensus is in part due to discussion among raters. However, raters were
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not all in the room at the same time and in fact the rating took place over two

days. Therefore,this is lesslikely to be the case.

7.4.2.CONSENSUSFOR INDIVIDUAL ARTWORKS
Whilst the abovedemonstratesthe degreeof consensusbetween ratersover the
ratings for all of the artworks for eachvariableit is alsorelevantto considerthe
degreeof consensusbetweenratersfor eachseparatepieceof artwork for all of
the 12 variables. This will demonstratewhethersomepiecesof art appearto be
more clearly demonstrating certain qualities than others. If this is the case then
this may cause problems for the sexual selection model of art since this assumes
that all artworks can equally be assessedotherwise those who use artworks that
are not clearly indicating the qualities of the artists are likely to make inaccurate
and therefore possibly poor mate choice decisions. To do this the means and
standard deviations (SD) were computed for each of the artworks on each of the
variables and the size of the SDs relative to the means was compared for each
piece of art on separatevariables (Tables 37 to 48). The smaller the SD the less
variance within the ratings, as the scores will be more closely clustered around
the mean, and so the greater the consensusbetween the raters on the scoring of
the artwork on a particular variable. Histograms of the frequencies of the scores
on eachvariable were also used to confirm the findings (Appendix 16).

7.4.2.1.Attractiveness of Artwork
Means and standard deviations (SD) for ratings of attractiveness can be seen in
Table 37. It appears that artwork number 6 produced the greatest consensus

betweenratersandnumber3 the leastagreementalthoughnumbers 1 and 5 also
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showed lower levels of consensus. Furthermore, number 6 produced a much

stronger reaction from the raters with a general feeling that it was relatively
unattractive whereas the others produced a much wider range of scores
(Appendix 16). Interestingly, number 3 appearsto have elicited a more divided

responsethan the other artworks so that this would account for the higher SD
rather than it being due to just a much wider spreadof evenly placed scores
(Appendix 16). Therefore, although number 3 shows the least amount of
consensus between raters for the scoring of attractivenessit appearsthat it is not
because it is giving a very unclear message as to its attractiveness but rather that

it polarisesopinion asto this variable.
Table 37. Means and Standard Deviations for Each Artwork Rated on
Attractiveness of the Artwork
SD
Artwork Number
Mean

1
2
3
4
5

6.41
5.21
5.63
6.73
6.86

2.24
2.06
2.44
1.86
2.28

6

1.79

1.11

7.4.2.2.Interestingnessof Artwork
The means for "interestingness of artwork" (Table 38) are more varied than for
attractiveness of artwork which either suggeststhat the artwork was more easily

rated on interestingnessand so participants were not scoring more safely by
using the scoresaround the middle of the scale, or that the artworks actually
variedmuch more greatlyon interestingnessthan someof the other variables.

Artwork number4 showedthe greatestdegreeof consensusand artwork 2 the
leastamount,dueit appearsto a wide spreadof scores(Appendix 16). Number4
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was also found on average to be the most interesting piece of art and number 6

the least.
Table 38. Means and Standard
Intoripetincm, peeof the A rtwnrk

Deviations

for

Each Artwork

Rated

Artwork Number
1
2
3

Mean
7.29
5.65
4.00

SD
1.95
2.29
2.13

4
5
6

8.18
6.38
2.83

1.58
1.81
1.94

on

7.4.2.3. Creativity of Artwork

Again the ratersvaried on how much they were in agreementwhen rating the
artwork on creativity (Table 39 and Appendix 16). As with interestingness
number 4 demonstratedthe most consensusin ratings and 2 the least.
Furthermore,4 was rated the most creative and number 6 the least creative.
Interestingly,it appearsthat in generalthe raterswerecleareron how creativean
artwork was if the artwork was more abstract(artwork numbers1,4, and 6) and
demonstrated less consensus when the artworks were more representational

(artworks 2,3, and 5). It may be that the more abstract artwork provoked
strongerreactionswithin the ratersandso wereeasierto scoreon creativity.
Table 39. Means and Standard Deviations for Each Artwork Rated on
Creativity of the Artwork
Artwork Number
Mean
SD

1
2
3
4
5

7.75
5.78
4.24
8.47
6.97

1.77
2.13
1.94
1.46
1.66

6

2.19

1.57
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7.4.2.4. Summary for Consensus among Ratings for Artwork
Therefore, it appears that whilst the intraclass correlations were relatively high
individual artworks did vary as to the degree of consensusfor ratings of the three
variables. Furthermore, some artworks show higher levels of consensus across

these variables than others. For example, artwork numbers 4 and 6 were
consistentlyratedwith higher degreesof consensuswhereasratings for artworks
2 and 3 showed much less agreement among raters. Therefore it is possible that
certain styles of artwork or types of medium etc may influence the level of
consensusamong observers as to the attractiveness,interestingness and creativity
of the artwork. With this in mind it is interesting to note that the two artworks
demonstrating the highest levels of consensuswere more abstract pieces and the
two showing the least consensus were not only both more representational but
also had a more simplistic or childlike quality to them (Appendix 13).

7.4.3. CONSENSUS FOR INDIVIDUAL ARTWORKS ON RATINGS OF
"ARTIST"

7.4.3.1. Creativity of "Artist"
Whilst artwork number 4 demonstrated the most consensus for ratings of how
creative the "artists" were, number 6 showed the least consensus (Table 40 and
Appendix 16). Apart from artwork 6 the other artworks showed similar levels of
consensus for creativity of artist as they had done for creativity of artwork.
Artwork 6 evoked a strong apparently negative reaction from the raters
when
considering the creativity of the artwork which led to high consensus. However,
there appears to be, by some of the raters, perhaps a belief that their views
as to
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its creativity may be down to personalopinion andthereforenot reflect the actual
creative ability of the artist thereby reducing the degree of consensus when rating

the artist on this variable. Furthermore,when the meansare considerit can be
seenthat if rated for size the ratings for creativity of the artwork have similar,
although not exact, ratings as those of the ratings for the artists on the same
variable. Therefore,this lends somesupportfor the sexualselectionhypothesis
that creativity of the artwork reflectsthe creativity of the artist.

Furthermore,"artist" 4 was rated the most creative,which is supportedby the
responsesto what the artwork is communicatingabout the "artist" (Appendix
14). In fact, "artist" number 1 was also statedto be creative when looking at
what the artwork is communicating about the "artist" (Appendix 14) and this is

again reinforced by the meanrating for creativity of the "artist" which was 7.14
(Table 40).

Table 40. Means and Standard Deviations for Each Artwork Rated on
Creativity of the "Artist"
Artwork Number
Mean
SD
1
7.14
1.59

2

6.00

2.04

3

5.10

1.92

4
5
6

8.53
7.24
3.73

1.22
1.63
2.33

7.4.3.2.Intelligence of the "Artist"
Artwork 4 showedthe greatestdegreeof consensusfor ratings on intelligenceof
"artist" and artwork 6 the least (Table 41 & Appendix 16). Whilst in general

"artist" number6 wasconsideredto be the leastcreativehe was not consideredto
be the least intelligent andso the ratersin this studydo not appearto be equating
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low creativity with low intelligence as Miller (2000b, 2001) suggests. However,
since number 4 was rated both the most intelligent and most creative there may

be a connectionmade betweenhigh creativity and high intelligence. "Artist"
number2 was rated as the least intelligent with quite high consensus,although
was not thought to be the least creative. This may be due to the more childlike

quality of the artwork.

Table 41. Means and Standard Deviations for Each Artwork Rated on
Intelligence of the "Artist"
Artwork Number
Mean
SD
1
7.35
1.43

2
3

5.27
6.65

1.42
1.61

4
5

7.84
6.78

1.22
1.51

6

6.41

2.00

7.4.3.3. Interestingness of "Artist"

Again the artwork that showedthe most consensusfor ratingsof how interesting
the "artist" is believedto be was number4 and that which demonstratedthe least
consensuswas number6 (Table 42 and Appendix 16). Interestingly,apart from
number 4, the ratings for how interesting the "artist" is do not show the same
levels of consensus as the ratings for how interesting the pieces of art are with

artworks 5 and6 showinga drop in consensusandnumbers1,2 and 3 showing a
rise in consensusfrom rating the artwork to rating the artist. Nevertheless,the
ratings of the six meansare equivalentso that number4 has the highestmean,
followed by numbers1,5,2,3

and finally 6 which has the smallestmean for

both interestingnessof artwork and interestingnessof artist. Therefore, it
appearsthat the ratersconsiderthat how interestingthe artwork is, is a reflection
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of how interesting the "artist" is, as was found in the multiple regressions
(Appendix 15).

Table 42. Means and Standard Deviations for Each Artwork Rated on
interPetinanpcc

of the "Arfict"

Artwork Number
1

Mean
7.12

SD
1.49

2
3
4
5
6

6.45
5.65
7.73
6.65
5.18

1.68
1.73
1.20
1.76
2.18

7.4.3.4. Physical Attractiveness of "Artist"

For ratings of attractivenessof the "artists", artwork number2 demonstratesthe
most consensusand artwork 6 the least (Table 43 and Appendix 16).

The

histograms(Appendix 16) show that unlike the other variables the scoresare
more evenly spreadover the whole range. This may be due to difficulties some
raters had of scoring the "artists" on this variable as previously discussedand
thus the overall consensusratings being found statistically non-significant (Table
35). Moreover, the mean scores are within a very small range suggesting more

difficulty in rating the "artists" on this variable. Furthermore,the rankingsof the
meansfor attractivenessof the artwork comparedto those of the artist bear little
comparison. This suggeststhat the attractivenessof the artwork may not be
of the artist, aswas confirmed in
consideredto reflect the physical attractiveness
the multiple regression (Appendix 15).
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Table 43. Means and Standard Deviations
Physical Attractiveness of the "Artist"

for Each Artwork

Rated on

Artwork Number
1
2
3

Mean
5.94
6.06
6.02

SD
1.73
1.54
1.94

4
5

6.33
5.84

1.66
1.63

6

5.25

2.24

7.4.3.5.Emotional Sensitivity of "Artist"
For ratings of emotional sensitivity of the "artist" artwork 4 had the greatest
consensus and artwork 6 the least (Table 44 and Appendix 16). Again from a

considerationof the histograms(Appendix 16) and themeansratersappearto be
scoring more towards the centre of the scale which may suggestthat they are
finding it difficult to estimateemotionalsensitivity from viewing the artwork. It
is possiblethat art is not a good medium for expressionof such a trait, as has
been also found in studies on bedrooms,offices and websites (Gosling et al.,
2002,Vazire & Gosling,2004),or that the themesof the artwork in this study are
not effective in allowing another individual to judge emotional sensitivity. Also,

emotional sensitivity may be a trait that is more evident after sometime of
knowing an individual and so a considerationof extendedphenotypeswould not
be appropriate indicators of such a trait.

This would support the studies

conducted on assessmentof personality through face-to-face contact and
personalknowledgeof participantswhich found that traits which are indicatedby
less visible behaviour, such as neuroticism,show less consensusby raters, as
well as reducedaccuracy(Funder & Colvin, 1988, Funder & Dobroth, 1987,
Kenny et al., 1994).
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Table 44. Means and Standard Deviations
Emotional Sensitivity of the "Artist"

for Each Artwork

Rated on

Artwork Number
1
2

Mean
6.73
5.24

SD
1.99
2.03

3
4
5

5.90
6.78
6.86

1.89
1.63
1.80

6

5.65

2.78

7.4.3.6.Physical Skill of the "Artist"
When considering the physical skill of the "artist" raters showed greatest
consensus for artwork 2 and least for number 6 (Table 45 and Appendix 16). In

fact, all the SDswerebelow 2.00 which suggeststhat there was more agreement
for all the artworks when scoredon this variable than for most of the other
variables. This is unsurprisingsince physical skill is somethingwhich can be
directly assessedwhen viewing the artworks by consideringsuch factors as the
intricacy of the artwork and fine detail. However,if this is the casethen it is
surprising that 6 had the lowest mean score since it required considerable
dexterity in its creation. However,this may not havecome acrossin the finished
product. If this is the case then artwork such as those made in this study may not

alwaysbe a good display of physical skill or manual dexterity since to assess
such abilities may require knowledge of the whole physical process of making

the artwork.
Table 45. Means and Standard Deviations for Each Artwork Rated on
Phvci'Al

of thn "Artjet"

Grill

Artwork Number

Mean

SD

1

7.02

1.61

2

5.12

1.48

3
4
5
6

5.61
7.53
6.84
4.35

1.88
1.75
1.64
1.90
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7.4.3.7. Outgoingness of "Artist"
Ratings for outgoingness showed the most agreement for artwork 2 and least for
artwork 6 (Table 46 and Appendix 16). In fact, the consensus for artwork 2 was

particularly high and this was further supportedby the responsesregardingwhat
the artwork was communicatingabout the "artist" (Appendix 14). This may be
becausethis was the only artwork which containedan image of a person (the
"artist") which wasdonein strongcoloursandwas smiling (Appendix 13). Such
an imagemay provide a much clearer,visible messagefor sucha personalitytrait
and so would produce more agreement in its ratings. However, this may also be

due to the perceivedattractivenessof the "artists" as discussedabovealthough
the rankings of the meansfor physical attractivenessand outgoingnessdo not
exactly parallel one another.

Interestingly, consensuswas greaterfor the more representationalartwork than
for the more abstractwork. This suggeststhat different styles of artwork may
express different aspects of the individual more clearly than other styles.
Furthermore, the two highest scoring mean ratings

were both

more

representational whereas the two lowest mean scores were more abstract

artworks. Thus,it is possiblethat styleof artwork alsoinfluencesperceivedlevel
of outgoingness or extraversion of the artist.

Table 46. Means and Standard Deviations for Each Artwork
Outirnininess of the "Artist"

Rated on

Artwork Number

Mean

SD

1

5.20

1.71

2

8.25

1.18

3

5.43

1.57

4
5
6

6.75
6.90
4.33

1.79
1.66
2.28
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7.4.3.8. Conscientiousness of "Artist"
Conscientiousness of the "artist" may be another trait which is not clearly

reflected in artwork, at least in this study, since the range of scoresare more
evenly spreadand meansare againmore centredtoward the middle of the rating
scale (Table 47 & Appendix 16). Artwork 4 showedthe most consensusand
number6 the least. Moreover, artworks 4 and 6 demonstratedthe highest and
lowestmeanscoresrespectively

Table 47. Means and Standard Deviations for Each Artwork Rated on
Conscientiousness of the "Artist"
Artwork Number
Mean
SD
1
1.84
6.69
2
1.55
5.27

3

6.63

1.88

4

7.31

1.52

5
6

6.73
5.08

1.77
2.43

7.4.3.9.Friendliness of "Artist"
Artwork 2 showsthe most consensuswhen rated for friendlinessof the "artist"
and artwork 6 demonstrates the least agreement among raters for this variable
(Table 48 and Appendix 16). Nevertheless, all artworks demonstrate relatively

high consensussincethe largestSD is 1.71 (Table48). This suggeststhat degree
of friendlinessof the "artist" is more apparentin the artwork than some of the
other variables,which is also supportedby the ICC for friendliness(Table 35).
As for the ratings of outgoingnessof the "artist", artwork 2 also has the highest
mean score and therefore appearsto be consideredthe friendliest. This is
probably to do with the cartoon-type,smiling imagewithin this artwork. There
is not however,the pattern of meanscoresreflectingthe style of the artwork
as
thereis for the meanscoresfor outgoingriessof the "artist".
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Table 48. Means and Standard
Friendlinesc of the "Artist"

Artwork Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Deviations

for Each Artwork

Mean
5.90
8.27
6.31
6.43
7.10
4.53

Rated

on

SD
1.45
1.25
1.67
1.54
1.57
1.71

7.4.3.10.Summary of ConsensusamongRatings for "Artists"
Thus, when rating the artworks on a number of variables concerning the "artists"

the artworks eachhave been found to vary on levels of consensusboth within
andbetweenratings on variables. It may be that different styles, compositions,
uses of colour, and topics, as well as other factors, affect how effectively an
artwork displaysa particulartrait to an observer.

Within this study it appearsthat some variables were more easily rated than
others. Thus,participantsappearto havefound it more easyto rate the "artists"
on creativity, physical skill, outgoingnessand friendliness than on the other
variables. This is basedon the fact that many of the other variableshave mean
scoreswithin the middle rangefor all of the artworks thus suggestingthat the
ratersare "playing safe" whenscoring. This assumptionis supportedby the ICC
scores(Table 35) which are highestfor the ratingsof the "artists" on creativity,
physical skill, outgoingnessandfriendliness.

Furthermore,someartworks were found to be betterindicators of the traits than
others. Artwork 4 and to a lesser degree 2 consistently showed the greatest

consensusin ratingsandthereforeappearto be sendingout the clearestmessages
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regarding the qualities of the "artists".

Moreover, artwork 6 demonstrated the

lowest consensus for all of the variables for which the artists were rated on thus
sending out the most conflicting messages. Thus it appearsthat some artworks
are better displays (regardless of accuracy) of the "artists"' qualities than others.
This causes a problem for sexual selection theory since if this is true of all
artwork, particularly that of professional artists, then artwork cannot be
considered a reliable indicator of quality.

However, it is also important to consider whether the artwork is conveying
accurate information about the "artists" since it may be that if an "artist" is
considered to score particularly high or low on one variable then they may just be
assumed to score in a similar vein on other variables and so consensus appearsto
be greater. Therefore, the next part of this chapter will consider how accurately
the raters scored the artists on personality traits, creativity and intelligence.

7.5. ACCURACY OF RATERS SCORES
Accuracy may be defined as "... a match between an observer'sratings of a
personality trait and the target's actual standing on that trait" (Blackman &
Funder, 1998). The relationshipbetweenconsensusand accuracyis complex.
Even if there is strongconsensusbetweenraters' scoresthis doesnot meanthat
they are accuratereflections of the actual scores of the artist on a particular
variable. However,if there is high accuracyamongjudges then there is likely to
be high consensus.However,Blackman& Funder(1998) found that the amount
of information availableto raterswas influential sothat the effect of information
on consensusis weaker than that on accuracyparticularly at lower levels of
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information. Thus, accuracy tends to be lower when there is less information and
linearly increases with further information. However, consensus does not appear
to significantly increase with more knowledge about the participant although the
basis on which consensus is achieved may alter so that initial consensus with
minimal information may be based on shared inaccurate stereotypes whereas
when more data is available then consensusmay be based on accuratejudgement
(Blackman & Funder, 1998). Therefore, as the artworks in this study are likely
to provide only minimal information this may have the effect of producing high
consensusbut low accuracy for the rated variables.

To compute the level of accuracy scores for the observers' ratings were
aggregatedand correlatedwith the actual scoresfor the artists on eachrelevant
variable aswas also donein studiesby Vazire & Gosling (2004) and Gosling et
al (2002). Spearman'sRho was useddue to the small numberof scores(6) for
eachvariable. Table49 showsall the correlations.
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Table 49. Accuracy of Raters' Scores.
Variables Considered
"Creativity continuum mean"
x "How creative is artist"

Correlation Coefficient
S earman's Rho
371
.

"Openness to Experience"

-. 087

.

943
.

.005

029
.

957
.

543

266
.

145

784
.

.257

.

x "How creativeis the artist"
Full ScaleIQ
x "How intelligent is the artist"

NeuroticismScore
x "How emotionallysensitiveis the artist"
Extraversion Score
x "How outgoing is the artist"

.

Conscientiousness Score

.

x "How conscientiousis the artist"
AgreeablenessScore
x "How friendly is the artist"

Significance (2tailed)
468
.
870

623

Note: the first variable is the actual score of the artist and the second is the mean score of the
raters' aggregated scores for that variable.

From the above table it can be seenthat the only time that the raters achieve
accuracyto a statisticallysignificant degreeis Full ScaleIQ x "How intelligent is
the "artist"" with the correlationbeing strongly significant. This result remained
significant when the Bonifenoni adjustmentwas made which meant that a
significance value of 0.007 or less was necessary for a correlation to be
significant. Thus, raters were able from the artworks to accurately predict the

"artist's" level of intelligencebut were unableto predict levels of creativity and
personalitytraits accurately.

The results for personalitytraits do not reflect the findings in Vazire & Gosling
(2004) and Gosling et al (2002) studies considering personality impressions from

personal websites, and bedrooms and offices respectively. In fact, for the
bedrooms and personal websites all observer accuracy ratings reached
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significance for all five personality traits and for the observer ratings of the
offices three of the five personality traits, extraversion, conscientiousness and

opennessto experience,were found to be statistically significant. Although the
lack of accuracymay be due to the low statisticalpower of the results it is also
interesting to consider other possibilities which may have contributed to the
inaccuracyof the ratings.

As previously discussedabove,it is probablethat the non-significant results for
accuracyaredue to the small amountof information availablein the artworks. In
generalone pieceof art will not provide asmanycluesasto the characteristicsof
the individual as meetingan individual or seeingsomeone'sbedroom or office.
Furthermore,any cluesprovided by art may be more ambiguous. In fact in this
study"artists" 3 and 5 actuallyintendedto give very little away aboutthemselves
(Appendices14) and those who tried to expressmore about their personalities,
suchas"artists" 1,4, and6, tendedto do moreabstractwork (Appendices14).

From the point of view of the ratingsfor creativity the lack of accuracymay also
be becausethe "artists" were rating themselvesusing the creativity continuum
which measuresself-rated creative ability whereasthe raters were rating the
"artists"' actualproducts. Thus, "artists"' ratingsof themselvesmay reflect their
personalexperiences,self-esteem,andthe labelsassignedto themby othersasto
how creative they are, what areas they may be creative in, and their own
interpretationsof what is creative,all of which may not reflect their ability in the
creativetask set in this study. Moreover, the "Definitions of Creativity" study
showedthat the majority of peopledo not considerscienceor technologyto be
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creative subjects. Therefore,those in such fields who hold this view may rate
themselves as low in creativity but may actually produce an artwork which is
considered to be creative.

Since the consensus between raters was highest for creativity of the artwork,
closely followed by creativity of the artist (Table 35) then there appears to be
some agreement as to what is creative.

However, when considering the

inaccuracy of the participants' ratings in light of sexual selection theory then this
highlights a conundrum, if a person rates themselves as creative but is not
considered creative by society then they may waste effort displaying their
creativity likewise a person who does not think themselves creative but would be
considered so by others would be missing out on an opportunity to display.
Nevertheless, the correlation for the accuracy between the creativity continuum
and creativity of the artist is moderate and the fact that it does not come to
significance may be due to the low statistical power caused by the small number
of artworks. Thus further research is required to extend the number of artworks
without inducing rater fatigue to increase the statistical power.

The lack of accuracyin the scoresfor the five personalitytraits may in part be
due to the wording of the questionssince how outgoing, friendly and creative
someone is may not tap into extraversion, agreeablenessand openness
respectively. However, McCrae & Costa (1987) considersociability to be the
core dimensionof extraversionand so outgoingwould be an appropriateword to
capturethis trait. Moreover,in the samestudy they found that the term friendly
loaded highly on agreeableness(as well as extraversion) and so this should
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capture at least some aspects of agreeableness (McCrae & Costa, 1987).

However,whilst themeanaggregateratings for scoresby ratersof "how friendly
the "artist" is" are positively correlatedwith agreeableness
scores(althoughnonsignificantly) they are more highly correlatedwith extraversion(p = 0.543, p=
0.266) although again non-significantly.

Moreover, the mean aggregate scores

for friendlinessandoutgoingnessare perfectly positively correlated(p = 1.000).
Therefore,thesetwo variablesappearto be measuringa similar conceptwhich is
closer to extraversionthan agreeableness
althoughcapturessome aspectsof the
latter trait.

McCrae & Costa(1987) also found that creativewas a term which loadedmost
strongly on the opennesstrait. Furthermore,artistswho, from the "Definitions of
Creativity Study" are consideredarchetypalcreators,are also considered to be
prime examples of individuals high in Openness(McCrae & Costa, 1997).
Therefore,the term creativeshould be an appropriateindicator of how open an
individual would be considered.

Finally, emotional sensitivity was also found by McCrae & Costa (1987) to load
most strongly on the neuroticism factor. Furthermore, it has been previously
used to measure what in the NEO-PI is termed neuroticism and so the use of this
term should not be problematic when considering its equivalence to measuring
neuroticism. Thus, whilst there may be some problems with some of the terms
used to capture the five personality traits in this study, they should in general be
close enough to measurethe concepts they are claimed to measure.
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The fact that extraversion came nearestto significance may be due to it being a
more visible trait. From other studies it would be expected that it was the most
visible

traits which were rated most accurately, which

for face-to-face

assessments of personality is extraversion and sometimes conscientiousness
(Albright

et al., 1988, Blackman & Funder, 1998, Funder & Colvin, 1988,

Funder & Dobroth, 1987). However, when raters are asked to assesspersonality
through extended phenotypes of the participants the variation in accuracy scores
has been found to differ. For offices accuracy was highest for openness followed
by extraversion and then conscientiousness with emotional stability
agreeableness showing no accuracy

and

and for bedrooms accuracy was again

highest for opennessbut this time the next most accurate was conscientiousness,
then emotional stability, extraversion and agreeableness(Gosling et al., 2002).
Vazire & Gosling (2004) found an almost identical pattern when considering
personal website.

Openness showed the greatest accuracy followed

conscientiousness, then

extraversion,

emotional

agreeableness (Vazire & Gosling, 2004).

stability,

and

by

finally

Thus, from these three studies

opennessappearsto be thepersonalitytrait that is most easilyassessed
accurately
and agreeablenessthe least with the other traits varying depending on the
extendedphenotype. It could be predicted that opennesswould be the most
accurately rated personality variable for the artworks due to its strong
relationship with creativity. However, this was found not to be the case. A
considerationof the accuracy of raters' scores (Table 49) showed that the
personality which most nearly approached significance was extraversion
followed by agreeableness
(possiblydue to its closeassociationwith extraversion
in this study), then conscientiousness,
opennessand neuroticism. Thus, it
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appears that artworks emit more accurate signals about extraversion and
agreeableness than they do openness to experience of the "artist".

An

exploration into what cues the raters are using to assessthe personality traits, as
conducted in Gosling et al's (2002) study, may provide insight into these results.

The differencein the actual and rated scoresof the "artists" may also be due to
the "artists" projectingdifferent aspectsof themselvesthrough their art, whether
consciouslyor unconsciously,which either may reflect how they would like to
be (an ideal self) or how they wish to be perceivedat that time dependingon
their thoughts and moods. If this is the case then from a sexual selection
viewpoint this implies that art couldbe useddeceptivelyto attractmatesandmay
thereforenot be an honestindicator.

That fitness indicators need to be honest indicators is important to the sexual
selection theory as it prevents cheats and freeloaders gaining access to mates
(Zahavi, 1975). However, whilst this is the case for many other species, from
which sexual selection theory is based, and for humans when displaying physical
attributes, it may not be the case for more cognitive displays of fitness for Homo
sapiens since they possess Theory of Mind (ToM) which allows deception to
occur. In fact, being good at deception could be a selective advantage, at least in
terms of short-term matings, since it is possible to display personality
characteristics through art which are more desirable than the artist possessesand
then for him/her to keep up the pretence for the short-term to gain sexual access
to a mate. Using a mathematical model, it has been demonstrate that signals
need only to be honest on average and that complete honesty is not possible
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(Johnstone & Grafen, 1993). Moreover, it appearsthat those searching for mates
do not anticipate absolute honesty (Benz et al., 2005, Tooke & Camire, 1991).
However, it has been found that an antagonistic interpersonal style which
involves deceitful behaviour was related to having more sexual partners (Miller
et al., 2004) which suggeststhat dishonesty can be an effective strategy for those
attempting to attract mates. If more matings can be gained in this manner then
the artist will be reproductively successful regardless of how "good" their genes
are. This however is not necessarily a good situation for those mating with
dishonest signallers.

Nevertheless, there may be a time lag between the

emergence of a signal and the ability to accurately assessthe signal. This could
then mean that the signallers can behave more dishonestly until the receivers are
able to catch up (Johnstone & Grafen, 1993). This may be relevant to art
production since its emergence in the archaeological record is relatively late.
Thus, modern humans may not have evolved the mechanisms to accurately
interpret artworks as fitness indicators or they may be using mechanisms adapted
to interpret qualities from other displays thus allowing for the possibility of
artists manipulating their audiences into imprecise interpretations of their
personal attributes.

Nevertheless,deceptionmay actually be considereda positive characteristicto
possessin evolutionary terms since it may well increasesurvival as well as
reproductivesuccessand so becomea desirabletrait. Thus,being deceivedby a
display and therebymating with that individual may not be a completedisaster.
Of course the other possibility is that art is not acting as a fitness indicator
although it has been found that serious and professional visual artists had a
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significantly greater number of partners from the age of 18 years than controls
(Nettle & Clegg, in press-b) which may indicate that artwork may act as a

display of genotypicandphenotypicquality.

Interestingly,the variablewhich was significant was intelligencedespitethe fact
that the range of the "artists"' intelligence scores is small (Table 23). This
supportsMiller's (2001) belief that intelligence of the artist can be surmised
through a consideration of his/her artwork. From this study it is not possible to

know what aspects of the artwork were transmitting information about
intelligence, althoughthe multiple regressionanalysesconductedaboveindicate
that it was not the creativity,attractivenessor interestingnessof the artwork.

It

could be that it was factors such as the spatial arrangementand design of the
material and artwork which are indicating intelligence. However, further
researchis requiredthat asksratersaboutwhat aspectsof the artwork indicate the
variousqualitiesof the artist to them.

7.6. DATING PREFERENCE
The results for which of the "artists" the raterswould most like to go out on a
date with can be found in Table 50.

Table 50. Number and Percentageof Raters Who Would Like To Go Out
nn

a iota

with

Vu rh of the Sh "Artictc"

Artist Number

Number of Raters

Percentageof Raters

1

7

13.7

2

7

13.7

3
4
5
6

8
16
10
3

15.7
31.4
19.6
5.9
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It can be seen that "artist" number 4 was found to be the individual most often
chosen and "artist" number 6 was found to be the least desirable to go out on a
date with.

To determine whether these results are due to chance or are

statistically significant a x2 test was carried out. From these results it appears
that there was no statistically significant preference for the "artists" (X2= 11.000,
df = 5, p=0.051).

Nevertheless, this result is only just below significance and so

it is worth considering the raters' preferencesin more detail.

A list of the reasons given for choosing a particular "artist" to go out on a date
with can be seen in Appendix 17. When the individual "artists" are considered it
appears that the raters are consistently choosing the artists on specific
characteristics which the artwork is believed to be indicating. Thus, while some
are being chosen because they are believed to be creative others are chosen
because they appear outgoing, laid back or fun. The most common reasons are
to do with the "artist" appearing to be creative, interesting, fun, outgoing,
friendly, and easy going with other characteristics such as conscientiousness,
caring, sensitive, and attractive also being mentioned. In fact, interesting is one
of the most frequently mentioned reasons with creativity coming close behind.
This then supports Miller's (2001) claim that these traits, (as interestingness is
correlated with intelligence) are being communicated to observers of artwork and
are attracting them to want, at least an initial meeting, with the "artist".

When correlationswere computedbetween the number of times the "artists"
were chosento go out on a datewith andthe meanaggregatedratings for scores
by raters on the assessedvariablesit can be seenthat there were only three
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significant correlations (Table 51). These were for rated creativity, and rated

conscientiousness
of the "artists", and rated attractivenessof the artwork with
rated emotionalsensitivityandphysical skill of the "artists" nearingsignificance.
However, when the Bonferroni adjustmentwas made the significance level
became 0.004 and so none of the correlations were significant. Thus, there does

not appearto be a significantrelationshipbetweenthe rated characteristicsof the
"artists" and the number of times they were chosento go out on a date with by
theraters.

Table 51. Spearman Correlations for Number of Times an "Artist"
is
Chosen to go Out on a Date with and Mean Aggregated Scores by Raters for
Personality and Other Traits
Mean Aggregate Ratings by Female
Number of Times Male "Artist"
Raters
Chosen to go Out on a Date With

Creativity of the "artist"

p= .812

p =. 050

Intelligenceof the "artist"

p= .667

p =. 148

Emotional Sensitivity of the "artist"

p= .754

p= .084

Outgoingnessof the "artist"

p =. 493

p =. 321

Conscientiousnessof the "artist"

p= .899

p =. 015

Friendlinessof the "artist"

p= .493

p =. 321

Interestingness of the "artist"

p =. 667

p=. 148

Physical attractiveness of "artist"

p =. 551

p =. 257

Physicalskill of the "artist"

p =. 754

p =. 084

Attractivenessof artwork

p= .841

p =. 036

Interestingness of artwork

p =. 667

p =. 148

Creativity of artwork

p= .667

p =. 148
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When the actual scores on the personality, creativity and intelligence scales were

correlatedwith the numberof times the "artists" were chosento go out on a date
with there was no significant correlations (Table 52).

Table 52. Spearman Correlations for Number of Times an "Artist" is
Chosen to go Out on a Date with and Actual for Personality and Other
Traitc
Number of Times Male "Artist"
Actual Male "Artists'" Scores
Chosen to go Out on a Date With
Creativity Continuum Mean Score

p= .290

p =. 577

Full-4 Scale IQ

p= .464

p =. 354

Neuroticism Score

p=-. 377

p= .461

Extraversion Score

p=-. 029

p =. 957

OpennessScore

p=-. 632

p =. 178

Agreeableness
Score

p= .058

p =. 913

ConscientiousnessScore

p= .441

p =. 381

Nevertheless,when the most commonreasonsfor going out on a date with the
"artists" (Appendix 17) were identified and consideredin relation to the five
factor model using McCrae & Costa's (1987) factor loadings of adjectives, it was

demonstratedthat there is evidenceof someaccuracyalthoughratersmay not be
choosingthe artist who scoreshighest on the desiredqualities (Table 53). For
example,"artist" 2 was chosendue to a belief that he was outgoing and fun
which implies high extraversionand whilst he had a high extraversionscorehe
was not the artist who scoredthe highest in extraversion(Table 26). A further
examplecan be seenwith artist 3 who was chosenby a numberof ratersbecause
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he was believed to be calm/laid back which would equate with low neuroticism
(McCrae & Costa, 1987). Again although "artist" 3 does have a low neuroticism
score two other male "artists" actually had lower scores (Table 26). Therefore,
whilst number 3 was relatively low in neuroticism he was not the lowest but it
appears that, since he was the only one who was chosen for this characteristic
(Appendix 17), his artwork conveyed him as the least neurotic individual.
Furthermore, it should be noted that although there appears to be more
inaccuracy for "artist" 5, his scores for opennessand agreeablenessare compared
to the norms in Table 27, which are only very rough norms as discussed above,
and so the scores for these two traits may actually suggest higher levels as
assessedby the raters if more accurate norms were available. Thus, it appears
that although the raters are able to distinguish between levels of a personality
trait (high, medium, low) they are either unable to identify the more subtle
differences between "artists" within a level or they can do this but do not
necessarily want the "artist" who scores the highest in the desired trait. Reasons
for this will be discussedbelow in the conclusion.

Table 53 also demonstrates that for those "artists" that were chosen for their
perceived creativity ("artists" 1,4 and 5) this interpretation of the raters was
accurate for their opennessscores but not in terms of their creativity continuum
scores. Thus, it appears that raters may be able to more accurately assessan
"artists"' creative potential (openness) whereas it is much harder for them to
assess a person's own estimate of their creative ability (creativity continuum
score). This may be because self-rated creative ability will be much more
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influenced by such things as self-esteem, previous experience and motivation and
so is a more subjective concept.
Table 53. Female Raters' Reasons for Choosing which Male "Artists" to go
out on a Date with and their Relationship with the "Artists'" Actual Scores.
Artwork

Most Common Reasons

SuggestedLevel of

Number

For Choosing Artist to go
out on Date

Actual Trait

I

Creative

High self-rated

Actual scoresof Artists

*Creativity Continuum

creativity

score 3.4 (very low)

High Openness

Openness92/100(high)

Interesting

High Intelligence

FSIQ 136 (very superior)

2

Outgoing/ fun

High extraversion

Extraversion 93/100 (high)

3

Calm/laid back

Low neuroticism

Neuroticisni 43/100 (low)

Fun/outgoing

High extraversion

*Extraversion 57/100
(medium low)

Creative

High self-rated

4

5

*Creativity continuum

creativity

score 2.1 (average)

High openness

Openness89/100 (medium
high)

Interesting

High Intelligence

FSIQ 134 (very superior)

Fun/sociable

High extraversion

*Extraversion51/100
(mediumlow)

Creative

High self-rated
creativity

*Creativity continuum
score3.0 (low)

High openness

*Openness 79/100

(mediumlow)

6

Fun

High extraversion

Extraversion 99/100 (high)

Friendly

High agreeableness *Agreeableness71/100
(mediumlow)

Interesting

High intelligence

FSIQ 123 (superior)

Withdrawn/hurt/unhappy

High neuroticism

Neuroticism95/100 (high)

Fun

High extraversion

Extraversion 77/100 (high)

Note: * Responsesby raters are inaccurate.
Levels of personality traits as defined by norms presented in Table 27 of main text and level
of
Full Scale IQ (FSIQ) as defined by The Psychological Corporation (1999
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Furthermore, there was found to be some significant differences between those
who chose the artist to go out on a date with and those who did not in the scores
they assigned the artists on their various characteristics (Appendices 18 & 19).
For all the significant differences it was found that those who chose the artist to
go out on a date with had a higher median for the traits rated than those who did
not.

Therefore, those who chose artist 3 scored him significantly higher on

creativity, interestingness, physical attractiveness, and emotional sensitivity.
Those who chose artist 4 scored him significantly

higher on physical

attractiveness and outgoingness, the raters who chose artist 5 scored him
significantly higher on creativity, interestingness, physical attractiveness and
outgoingness, and those who chose artist 6 scored him significantly higher on
interestingness(Appendices 18 & 19).

The fact that for artists 3,4 and 5 there was a significant difference in physical
attractiveness scores with those choosing to go out on a date with these artists
scoring them more highly on physical attractiveness than those who did not
choose them is surprising since this was a particularly difficult trait to rate and in
the pilot study participants appear to be divided as to whether or not they had a
clear visual image of the "artist". Interestingly, "artist" number 4 was the only
one to have raters mention his physical appearanceas a reason for wanting to go
out on a date with him (Appendix 17). Since number 4 had the highest mean
rated score for physical appearanceit may be that his artwork provoked the most
vivid image of the "artist".

However, the medians of all "artists" for physical

attractiveness for those choosing the "artist" to go out on a date with were all
equal or higher than those not choosing the "artist" (Appendix 19). This suggests
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that whilst some raters reported a difficulty in scoring "artists" on this feature it
may actually be that unconsciously they are in part choosing the "artist" whom
they imagine would be the most physically attractive.

Interestingly, although common reasons for choosing "artist" number 1 were
creative and interesting, the medians for those who did and did not choose this
"artist" for both variables were the same. Thus, it appears that although those
who did not choose him, in general, believed that he was high in interestingness
and creativity thesecharacteristics may not have been what they were looking for
in a mate or that they found these in combination with other desirable traits in
other "artists" which they did not identify in "artist" number 1.

A similar

conclusion can be drawn for "artist" 2 since although he was recognised as high
in outgoingness by the majority of raters this did not necessarily mean that he
was chosen to go out on a date with despite this often being considered a
desirable trait (Buss et al., 1990). Furthermore, for some "artists" there may
have been a significant difference on a characteristic with those choosing the
"artist" rating them higher on the trait but this was not a common reason given
by the raters for wanting to go out on a date with the "artist". For example, those
choosing "artist" 3 rated him significantly higher on creativity than those who
did not choose him to go out on a date with (Appendix 18) but creativity
was not
a trait that was commonly mentioned as a reason for going out on a date with this
"artist" (Appendix 17). This analysis highlights the fact that it is not a simple
case of those "artists" being high in creativity, or other traits specified by Miller
(2001), who automatically gain more coatings but rather that individual
mate
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preferences are influential and that certain combinations of characteristics may
be more attractive than others.

7.6.1. SUMMARY OF DATING PREFERENCE
To conclude this section, it appears that whilst rated creativity and intelligence
may be important in deciding whether to go on a date with someone, as
emphasised by Miller (2001), personality traits appear to be equally if not more
so desirable. Moreover, different individuals appear to be attracted by different
qualities that they perceive to belong to the "artists".

Thus, rather than there

being a clear linear relationship between increasing creativity and intelligence,
etc, and numbers of individuals attracted to the "artists" the participants appear to
have selected the "artists" on particular traits which they value most when
considering going on a date with someone. Moreover, although there is a lack
of statistical accuracy there is an indication from the qualitative analysis that
observers of artwork may be able to distinguish between levels of personality
traits but not to make or choose not to make subtle distinctions between
individuals on the same level. Thus, there is some evidence that artworks act as
fitness indicators in mate choice decisions.

7.7. CONCLUSION
Two aims of this study were to identify which qualities of the -artists" were
reflectedin the artworks andwhich aspectsof the artwork were indicating these
qualities. Resultsof the multiple regressionanalysisfound that very few of the
rated qualities of the "artists" were predictedby the three rated variablesof the
artwork; creativity, attractivenessand interestingness.In fact, attractivenessdid
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not indicate any of the rated variables for the "artists", which argues against
Miller's premise that it is the aesthetic judgement of the art that indicates the
qualities of the artist. It is also interesting to note that there was however an
effect of attractiveness of the artwork on the frequency with which the "artist"
was chosen to go out on a date with. Thus even though, according to the results
of the multiple regression analysis, attractiveness of the artwork is not a
significant predictor of any of the "artists"' actual qualities the fact that the raters
found the artwork attractive was enough to influence them in deciding to go out
on a date with the "artist".

Furthermore, it appearsthat the perceived attributes

of the artworks do not reflect any of the actual qualities of the "artists".
However, there may be other characteristics of the artwork not measured in this
study that do indicate the "artists"' qualities.

Results for consensus demonstrated that there was significant

inter-rater

agreement for all rated variables apart from physical attractiveness of the "artist".
The levels of inter-rater agreement for the personality variables parallels the
findings from other studies that suggest that consensus is a product of the
visibility of the trait so that the more visible a trait is found to be the greater the
consensus (Blackman & Funder, 1998, Funder & Dobroth, 1987). Moreover,
reflections of an individual's personality through other extended phenotypes,
such as bedrooms and offices (Gosling et al., 2002) and personal websites
(Vazire & Gosling, 2004), have also found similar levels of consensus as in this
study.
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There was found to be significant accuracy for intelligence.
Miller's

(2000b) claim that creative products primarily

This supports

arose to advertise

intelligence to potential mates. However, a consideration of the accuracy results
for the other traits suggeststhat the consensusamong the raters was not based on
accurate information. This would suggest that art is either not acting as a fitness
indicator or if it is it is being inaccurately assessedon the majority of variables
leading to possible poor choices of mate. It is also possible that there is some
deliberate deception so that the "artists" projected a desired image through the
artwork rather than a more realistic impression.

This possibility has been

discussed in more detail above but briefly it may be that there are advantagesto
mating with someone high in deception although this would appear to be a high
risk strategy.

One explanation for the difference in consensus and accuracy results is that
consensus was based on shared inaccurate stereotypes among the raters
(Blackman & Funder, 1998). Another is that statistical power in this study is low
so that it becomes difficult to draw inferences if a result is found to be nonsignificant as this could be due to low numbers of artworks being rated.

However, the lack of statisticalaccuracymay also be due to the product being
An accuratejudgementis a product of the attributes and behaviourof
assessed.
the participant and the observationsand perceptivenessof the rater (Funden,
1995). However,whenvisual art actsasan extendedphenotypeof the individual
behaviouralcues are either non-existentor extremelylimited. Moreover it is
possible to either fake or enhancepersonality clues, whether consciously or
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unconsciously, within the artwork and thus it may be very difficult or impossible
to

accurately judge

an individual's

personality

through

this medium.

Furthermore, since art appears to have a relatively late evolution it may be that
the ability to assessartworks for the qualities of the artists is not fully developed
as suggestedby Johnstone & Grafen (1993).

Nevertheless,the more qualitative data suggeststhat there is some accuracyin
interpretation of what the "artists" are expressingalthough the raters do not
alwaysidentify the aspectsof the "artists" that they scoremost or leasthighly on.
For example,the "artist" who has the lowest scoreon neuroticism may not be
identified as being low on neuroticism although other artists who have low
neuroticism scoresmay be identified as having low scores. In view of the
possible problems with assessingartworks discussed above the fact that there

appearsto be someaccuracyis quite striking.

The data on dating preferencedemonstratesthe complexity of mate choice.
There was found to be no clear linear relationship between any of the
characteristicsof the "artists" and choice of who to go out on a date with.
Moreover, raters varied as to their reasons for choosing an "artist" depending on
the personality traits and characteristics they valued most highly. It is possible
that raters are influenced by their own personalities and may be attracted to
individuals who appear more or less similar to themselves. The relationship
between the projected and actual personalities of the "artists"
personalities of the raters requires further exploration.
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and the

Furthermore, it appears that there are not only no significant relationships
between dating frequency and the rated characteristics of the "artists" but also

when the actual scoresof the "artists" are consideredthere was found to be no
significant association. This therebysuggeststhat the attributes of the artwork
do not indicate either the inferredqualities of the "artists" or are they reflective
of the"artists"' actualqualities.

Nevertheless, there is evidence from the qualitative data that raters are choosing
"artists" who score highly on the desired attributes but that they are not choosing
the "artists" who score most highly thereby explaining the lack of statistical
significance. Thus, it appearsthat raters are able to judge "artists" as to their
level of a trait (high, medium, low) but not make more subtle distinctions within
each level. However, it may not be necessary to be able to judge these subtle

distinctions sincein generalpeopledo not claim to want a mate who scores 10
out of 10 on eventhe most valuedof characteristicsbut rather usetheir own mate
value as an indication of what they can expect from a potential mate (Fletcher et
al., 2004). Furthermore, research on trade offs in mate preferences suggest that
participants only require certain amounts of even the most desired characteristics
and once these requirements are fulfilled they then look for other traits to be
present (Li et al., 2002).

Moreover, whilst the traits that have been chosen by the participants in this study
are considered desirable within a mate due to evidence of "good genes" or
parental investment, there are also costs to many of these attributes.

For

example, high extraversion has been found to be associated with higher risk
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taking leading to hospitalisation (Nettle, 2005). Furthermore, high opennessand
creativity are closely correlated with the Unusual Experiences scale which is
associated with schizotypy which, when it leads to psychotic illness, reduces
reproductive success(Nettle & Clegg, in press-b). Furthermore, even a trait such
as agreeableness,which appears to clearly be a positive trait in a mate, if too
high, may lead to excessive input into the needs of others to the detriment of the
individual's fitness (Nettle & Clegg, in press-a). Thus, selecting an individual
too high in a particular trait may lead to costs not only in their reproductive
successbut also to one's own.

Before concluding this chapter a consideration of the creativity continuum is
required since the use of the creativity continuum in this study may provide
further validation for it as a measure of creativity. One way of identifying this is
to consider its correlation with Opennessto Experience since this trait has been
found to be closely associated with creativity (McCrae, 1987, McCrae & Costa,
1997). Within this study it was found that the creativity continuum mean scores
were not significantly correlated with opennessfor the male "artists". However,
when the relationship between the creativity continuum and openness to
experience was calculated for the female "artists" (whose results were not
discussed due to the low numbers of male raters) there was a significant
relationship (p = -0.886, p=0.019).

It may be that this finding for the male

"artists" is a product of the particular individuals who participated and this
caused the non-significant result, although the reasons for this are difficult to
ascertain from the available information on the male "artists".

The fact that in

the first study the relationship between opennessand creativity continuum mean
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scores was significant for both males (p =-0.341,

p <0.001) and females (p

0.230, p=0.001) suggeststhat this may be the case.

Within this study there was found to be no accuracy between the creativity
continuum scores of the "artists" and the scores for how creative the raters
believed the "artist" to be. These results may appear to invalidate the creativity
continuum.

However, there is likely to be a difference between self-rated

creative ability (as measuredby the creativity continuum) and creative ability as
judged by other members of society. The creativity continuum considers a wide
range of situations within which the person may be creative whereas the raters
were judging the much narrower field of creativity of artwork.

Furthermore,

from the Definitions of Creativity study there was found to be a generally limited
view of creativity predominantly applying to The Arts. If this is the view of the
"artists" then despite being creative in other aspectsof their lives they may rate

themselvesas low in creative ability.

Also, the "artists" ratings may be

influencedby factors such as self-esteemand previous experience. Moreover,
the raters' views of what constitutesa creativepiece of art may be affectedby
their age and experiencesalthough interestingly there was relatively high
consensuson ratings of creativity of the "artists". Thus, whilst the creativity
continuum may be a valid measureof self-ratedcreativity there appear to be
problems with extrapolatingthe scoresto actual artistic ability asjudged by at
least somemembersof society. Nevertheless,the fact that the statistical power
is low due to the small numbersof artworks rated makes it difficult to draw
inferencesfrom non-significant results. Thus, further researchexpanding the
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numbersof artworks without inducing rater fatigue is required to accurately
assessthe validity of the creativity continuum.

When taken together the findings from the first study, "Definitions of Creativity"
(Chapter 5) and this second Fitness Indicator study provide some support for the
creativity continuum as a valid measure of self-rated creative ability.

It

demonstrated a normal distribution and unidimensionality in a general population
sample.

It also was significantly correlated with number of interests the

participants actively engaged in, the majority of which could be considered
creative activities (see Appendix 4). Moreover, the creativity continuum mean
scores had a significant relationship with openness to experience in the first
study, for both males and females, and in the second study for females.

However,there appearto be problemswith the validity of the continuum when
its relationshipwith artistic ability as perceivedby others is considered. This
may be a productof the continuumcoveringa wide variety of areasin which one
can be creative. Thus, those who consideredthemselvescreativemay be so in
areasother than art and thus may not have the skills to producewhat would be
considereda creative piece of art despitepossibly having the creative ideas.
Nevertheless,it is difficult to draw conclusions regarding the relationship
betweenthe creativity continuumand artistic ability from such a small sampleof
non-artistic individuals. Therefore, to conclude there is evidence that the
creativity continuumis a valid measureof self-ratedcreative ability. However,
further research,as discussedin the conclusion(Chapter!1), needsto be carried
out to furthervalidatethis scale.
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7.7.1. LIMITATIONS

AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The primary limitation is the low number of artworks that were rated which leads
to a lack of statistical strength for the results. The number of artworks was kept
to six in an attempt to prevent rater fatigue and thereby improve the accuracy of
responses. However, this means that the correlations for accuracy need to be
very large to gain statistical significance. Thus, refinement of the questionnaire
is required so that more artworks can be rated without inducing rater fatigue.

Furthermore, the raters only considered one artwork by each of the artists. In
reality people are able to view a number of works by an artist thus possibly
providing them with a more comprehensive perspective on the artist's qualities.
Furthermore actual artists may be far more skilled in expressing their ideas
through their art. Thus a further study could use professional, amateur and nonartist's artworks.

This study only considersartworks producedby men and rated by women. A
parallel study was run using artworks by females and men as the raters.
However,there was a lack of male volunteersto rate the artworks that would
have meant a reduction in the validity of the results. Researchof this type
typically recruits fewer male participantsand so ways of encouragingthem to
engagein suchstudiesrequiresfurther exploration.

Moreover, this study is centred within a modern Western society where art is

closely associatedwith creativity. However, within many more traditional
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societies the purpose of art is ritualistic and production of art and creative
expression may not be considered compatible (Dissanayake, 1992, Lubart, 1999).
Therefore, the claims within this study cannot be generalised to other societies
and cultures. Similar studies are required in other cultures, especially more
traditional ones, to identify whether artworks universally act as fitness indicators.

Finally, it is not apparent as to how the raters were able to evaluate the artists'
traits through an assessment of the artworks since the multiple regression
analysis indicated that the attractiveness, creativity and interestingness of the
artwork were not significant

predictors of the majority

of the artists'

characteristics. This area requires further exploration.

To conclude,the resultsdemonstratethat the artworks in this study are acting as
accurateindicatorsof the artists' intelligenceand may provide some clues as to
the levelsof personalitytraits and creativeability andthat this knowledgeis used
in mate choice decisions.

However, these results require replication.

Furthermore,other aspectsof the sexualselectionmodel require exploration so
that thevariousstrandsof evidencecanbe gatheredandan overall picture gained
in an attemptto supportor refute the sexualselectionhypothesisof creativity.
The next study, consideringthe personalitiesof artists and their partnersas well
as patterns of sexual behaviour of the artists, aims to develop some of the
findings from this study and provide a further strandof evidenceto support or
refutethe sexualselectionmodel for visual art.
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CHAPTER 8

PERSONALITY, SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR AND MATING
PREFERENCES
A LITERATURE

REVIEW

8.1. INTRODUCTION
The third study within this thesis is an attempt to further test the sexual selection
hypothesis of visual art by considering the mating success and actual and
potential fertility of visual artists. It will also consider the role that the artist's
personality plays in sexual selection since in the previous study raters of artworks
were choosing to go out on a date with the artist primarily because of their
perceived personality traits. Since sexual selection as applied to visual arts has
already been discussed in Chapter 3 this literature review will consider other
aspectsrelevant to this study of personality and sexual behaviour/ attitudes, and
personality and mate preferences.

8.2. PERSONALITY AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR/ ATTITUDES
8.2.1. Extraversion

When considering the relationship between extraversion and sexual attitudes
there appearto be mixed results. In two separatestudies multiple regression
analyses found that extraversion was not a significant predictor of sexual
attitudesas measuredby the short version of the SexualOpinion Survey (SOS)
(this is a measureof erotophobia-erotophiliawhere an erotophilic disposition
suggestsa more open,liberal individual who enjoyssexualvariety (Fisher et al.,
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1988, McCrae & Costa, 1987)) (Fernandez & Castro, 2003, Wright & Reise,
1997). However, Heaven et al (2000) found that extraversion was a significant,
positive predictor of the attitudes of sexual curiosity for women and sexual

excitement for both men and women, and a significant, negative predictor of
sexual nervousnessin men.

However,theseresultsfor sexualattitudesmaynot be generalisableto a general
population since the samples consisted of students. Moreover, Fernandez &
Castro (2003) used a Spanish sample whereas Heaven et al's (2000) sample was
from Australia. The results of the two studies may therefore be influenced by
cultural factors.

In fact, Schmitt (2004) consideredthe relationship between the Five Factor
Model of personality and risky sexual behaviours cross-culturally, using
predominantly student samples. Overall extraversion was significantly positively
correlated with both relationship infidelity and sexual promiscuity. Although the
correlations were larger for promiscuity than infidelity

both were small.

Furthermore, the results between extraversion and promiscuity were found across
nearly all cultures whereas there was much greater cultural disparity for
extraversion

and relationship

infidelity

(Schmitt,

2004). However,

the

correlations were so small for both sexual behaviours that the fact that they are
significant may be the product of the large overall sample size.

However, Schmitt (2004) used the seven sexuality factors from Schmitt & Buss's
(2000) study. Thus participants rated themselves on the adjectives as compared
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to others that they know. This appearsto be a rather subjective measure since
each individual will be using a different base line depending on the people that
they know and their interpretation of the adjectives. In fact, cultural norms for
sexual behaviours may be very different which raises the question of the validity
of the scale across cultures particularly since the scale was developed using
participants from the USA.

Moreover, it could be argued that this is not a very

accurate measure of behaviour since it is not looking at frequency of particular
acts and does not clearly define the terms. This highlights the need to make the

distinction betweenattitudesand behaviourssincean expressedattitudemay not
leadto therelatedbehaviourandcould actuallyresult in the oppositebehaviour.

Vollrath et al (1999), using a studentsamplefrom Switzerland,consideredrisky
sexualbehaviourthrough questionsregardingfrequencyof sexualpartners,sex
with strangersand unprotectedsex with a new partner and the responseswere
combined into a single scale labelled "risky sexual behaviour". The results
showedthat extraversionwas significantly positively correlatedwith risky sexual
behaviour, although weakly (Vollrath et al., 1999). However, combining the
three questionsrelated to sexual behavioursmay actually have weakenedthe
correlations. Results from a study by Miller et al (2004) partly support this
assumption. They found that whilst extraversionwas a significant predictor of
numberof sex partnersby age 20 it did not significantly predict number of sex
actswithout a condom.

When VoIlrath et al (1999) conducted stepwise regression analysis they found

that extraversionwas not an independentpredictor of risky sexual behaviour.
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However, Miller at al (2004) found that extraversion was a significant predictor
only for number of partners by age 20 and the use of drugs or alcohol before or
during sex but not of other risky sexual behaviours.

This highlights the

importance of looking at individual behaviours to gain a clearer picture of
extraversion's role in sexual behaviour.

It should be noted that Miller et al

(2004) used a community sample whereas the others tended to use student
populations. Therefore, their study may be more generalisable to the general
population.

Wright & Reise (1997) consider the effect of personality on sociosexuality in
Caucasian and Asian college students. Unrestricted sociosexuality indicates
someone who is likely to engage in sex outside the context of a committed
relationship.

However, they modified the Sociosexual Orientation Inventory

(SOI) to include a wider range of behaviours and so appear to be capturing risky
sexual behaviours and attitudes as opposed to specifically sociosexuality. When
a multivariate analysis was conducted it showed that regardless of ethnicity
extraversion was found to be a significant, direct predictor of unrestricted
sociosexuality (Wright & Reise, 1997). However, it should be noted that the
Caucasian and Asian samples were both from the same university in the USA.
Thus, the cultural differences may not be as great as if they had come from
different countries.

Interestingly,a studyby Schmitt& Buss(2001)found that those individuals high
in extraversionwere significantly more likely to receive sexual advancesfrom
other individuals but that there was no significant correlations between
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extraversion and attempts at attracting members of the opposite sex or
responding to attempts made on them (Schmitt & Buss, 2001). Thus, although
extraverts do appear to engage in greater amounts of sexual behaviour they do
not seem to seek this with individuals in established relationships or to gain
increased sexual liaisons by infidelity.

Since extraversion has been found to be

significantly positively correlated with sexual attractiveness (Schmitt & Buss,
2000), it may be that extraversion is an attractive enough trait that such
individuals high in this do not need to gain already attached mates with the added
costs that this would bring, such as a high risk of retaliation from the cuckolded
partner.

However, a study by Nettle (2005) only partly supports this conclusion. While it
was shown that for both men and women extraversion demonstrated a significant
linear relationship with lifetime number of sexual partners, it was found that for
men there was also a significant, positive relationship between extraversion and
infidelity.

For highly extraverted women it appears that while their higher

number of sexual partners is not due to them being unfaithful it is associated with
them being significantly more likely to end a relationship (Nettle, 2005). Thus
extraverts appear to be more likely to be successful in attracting mates.

Thus, it seemsthat levelsof extraversionhavea relationshipwith specific sexual
behaviourssuch asincreasednumberof partnersbut less so with others such as
infidelity. In fact, extravertsappearto have a higher probability in engagingin
promiscuousbehaviourbut with reducedrisk to themselvessince they appearto
protectthemselvesfrom venerealdiseaseandangryspouses.
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8.2.2. Neuroticism
From studies by Heaven et al (2000) and Fernandez & Castro (2003) it appears
that neuroticism is one of the most significant predictors of sexual attitudes.
Heaven et al (2000) found that neuroticism was a significant predictor of sexual
guilt so that the more neurotic the individual the greater the sexual guilt they
experienced.

However, for the other sexual attitudes there were gender

differences. For males those high in neuroticism showed greater sexual curiosity
and excitement whereas women high in neuroticism experienced lower levels of
sexual satisfaction (Heaven et al., 2000). Moreover, Fernandez & Castro (2003)
found that for both male and female Spanish students the more neurotic they
were the more positive their attitude towards experiencing physical attraction
towards a member of the opposite sex.

However, Wright & Reise (1997) found that more neurotic Asians are
significantly

more erotophobic and Caucasians higher in neuroticism are

significantly more erotophilic (Wright & Reise, 1997). This suggests that the
relationship between neuroticism and sexual attitudes is moderated by culture.

A consideration of the association between neuroticism and risky sexual
behaviourstendsto suggestlittle if no relationship. In Miller et al's (2004) study
they found that neuroticismdid not predict any risky sexualbehavioursand this
was also the case for a study by Vollrath et al (1999). Schmitt (2004) for his
cross-culturalsamplealso found no significant correlation betweenneuroticism
and sexualpromiscuity. However,he did find a significant positive correlation
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between neuroticism and relationship infidelity for women and men although
these were very small and therefore possibly artefacts of the large sample size.
Moreover, cultural factors appeared to play a role in mediating the effects
between neuroticism and sexual behaviour. However, as discussed above the
measure of infidelity and promiscuity may be more a measure of attitudes rather

than sexualbehaviour. Nevertheless,a meta-analysisfound significant positive
correlationsbetweenneuroticism and number of sexual partners(Hoyle et al.,
2000), althoughtheseresultscamefrom only two and three studiesrespectively
making it difficult to make generalisations.

In anotherstudy it was found that althoughneuroticism was not significantly
correlatedwith attemptsto poachother people's partners,if neuroticindividuals
did receive poaching attraction attemptsthey tended to go along with them
(Schmitt & Buss,2001). From this studyit thereforeappearsthat while neurotic
individuals will not actively seek infidelity if it is offered to them they will
accept. This may be explainedby the conflict for neurotic individuals between
high sexual desire, low sexual satisfaction, and high sexual guilt found by
Eysenck (1976) since not actually initiating a sexualinfidelity may take away
someof the guilt whilst acceptingan offer may give them the hopethat they may
achievegreatersatisfactionin this new liaison.

Thus there appears to be a significant effect of neuroticism on sexual attitudes.
However, while possibly desiring more sexual experience in general this does not
lead to greater numbers of sexual partners although there may be evidence of an
increased likelihood of engaging in infidelity.
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This is relevant to the
current

study on artists andtheir sexualbehaviourssincecreative individuals have been
found to be higher in neuroticism (Gotz & Gotz, 1973, Nowakowska et al., 2004,
Walker et al., 1995) which would suggest that on the whole their level of

neuroticism will not influence their mating successalthough there may be
evidenceof increasedextra-maritalaffairs.

8.2.3.Agreeableness
When Wright & Reise (1997) correlated erotophilia with agreeableness they
found a significant although weak negative correlation.
found in a study by Schmitt & Buss (2000).

This result was also

However, these results are

correlational and when Fernandez & Castro (2003) conducted multiple
regression analyses they found that agreeablenesswas not a predictor of sexual
attitudes. Furthermore, a study by Heaven et al (2000) supported these results.
Thus, agreeablenessdoes not appear to independently predict sexual attitudes.

Nevertheless, agreeablenessdoes appear to be a significant predictor of sexual
behaviour. Schmitt (2004) found cross culturally some of the largest significant
negative correlations (although these were still low) between agreeablenessand
both relationship infidelity and sexual promiscuity although the relationships
were on the whole stronger for the former (Schmitt, 2004). Moreover, culture
had little influence on these results. The results for infidelity are supported by
correlations from a study by Schmitt & Buss (2001) who found that individuals
low on agreeablenesswere significantly more likely to attempt to poach a mate
and to accept poaching attempts made on them.
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Moreover, a meta-analysis
of

personality and sexuality again supported the significant negative relationship
between agreeablenessand risky sexual behaviour (Hoyle et al., 2000).

Miller et al (2004) found that agreeableness
significantly negativelypredicted a
number of risky sexual behavioursincluding numbersof sexualpartners, and
being unfaithful. However, for sex outsidethe primary relationship the effect
was significant for men but not women (Miller et al., 2004). The results from
Vollrah et al (1999) study support the predictive relationship between low
agreeableness
andrisky sexualbehaviours.

Thus, while agreeablenessdoes not appear to independentlypredict sexual
attitudesthere is clear evidencethat it doespredict sexualbehaviours. What is
apparent is that individuals low in agreeablenessare likely to be more
promiscuousand unfaithful.

8.2.4. Conscientiousness
Wright & Reise (1997) measured sexual attitudes and found that the only
significant correlation was for Caucasians low in conscientiousnessbeing more
erotophilic. However, they found that conscientiousness was not predictive of
erotophilia.
Fernandez &

These results may be due to conscientiousness, according to
Castro's (2003) results, being only

associated with

the

homosexuality part of the SOS measure, with those low in conscientiousness
having more positive attitudes towards homosexuality. This again highlights the
necessity of looking at individual attitudes to understand the relationship between
personality and sexual attitudes more clearly.
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In fact, Heaven et al (2000) did consider individual sexual attitudes and found

that conscientiousness
was significantly correlatedwith rejection of group sex
and a lower frequency of desired sexual intercourse. Furthermore, low
conscientiousness
was found to be a significant predictor of increasedsexual
excitement for women. It did not significantly predict sexual curiosity, sexual
guilt, sexual nervousnessor sexual satisfaction (Heaven et al., 2000).

With respect to sexual behaviours there is correlational evidence that
conscientiousnessis associatedwith some sexual behaviour. In the case of
relationship infidelity and sexual promiscuity the patterns are similar to those of
agreeableness (Schmitt, 2004, Schmitt & Buss, 2001).

For unfaithfulness

Schmitt (2004) found that across all cultures less conscientious individuals are
significantly more likely to engage in sexual behaviour outside of their primary
relationship. Moreover, Schmitt & Buss (2001) found that those low in
conscientiousness were not only significantly more likely to accept matepoaching attempts made on them but also had a greater probability of engaging
in mate-poaching attempts themselves. These results are understandable when it
is considered that the personality characteristics of an individual

low in

conscientiousnessare of being unreliable, thoughtless and weak willed (McCrae
& Costa, 1987).

Furthermore, Buss &

Shackelford (1997) found that husbands low in

believedthemselvesto be more likely to participatein flirting
conscientiousness
and kissing a person other than their wife.
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Furthermore, a wife's low

conscientiousnesswas a consistent indicator of her increased likelihood of
participatingin nearly all typesof unfaithful behaviourand the husbandsappear
to be awarethat this was an accurateindicatorof infidelity (Buss& Shackelford,
1997).

Thus, a low level of conscientiousness appears to be strongly and

consistently associated with increased infidelity.

This relationship is partly

supportedin a studyby Schmitt & Buss(2000) that found a significant positive
correlationwith relationshipexclusivity for womenbut not men.

It also appears that those low in conscientiousness engage in more sexually
promiscuous behaviour although culture does appear to mediate this relationship
(Schmitt, 2004). However, Miller et al (2004) found that conscientiousnesswas
not a significant predictor of number of partners by 20, and sex outside of the
primary relationship although the associationswere all in a negative direction.

Therefore, the findings for conscientiousnessand sexual attitudes and behaviours
are mixed.

Conscientiousness does appear to have a relationship with some

sexual attitudes and to be associatednegatively with promiscuity and infidelity.
Interestingly,

creative

have been found

individuals

to

be

lower

in

conscientiousness (Furnham & Chamorro-Premuzic, 2004, Nowakowska et al.,
2004, Walker et al., 1995), which would suggest that they might engage in more
promiscuous and unfaithful behaviour.

8.2.5.Openness
The adjectives that load most strongly on opennessto experience,such as
imaginative,curious,daring,prefer variety, liberal and untraditional (McCrae &
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Costa, 1987), would suggest that openness would be positively related to a
variety of sexual attitudes and behaviours. However, Heaven et al (2000) did not
find that opennesswas correlated or a significant predictor of sexual curiosity,

excitementor satisfaction. In fact, the only time opennessactedas a significant
predictor of sexual attitudes was with sexual nervousness for men so that men
who were high in opennesswere less sexually nervous (Heaven et al., 2000).

However, in another study opennessto experience was significantly, positively
correlated with sexual orientation for both men and women so that the more open
an individual is the more inclined they are toward homosexuality or bisexuality
(Schmitt & Buss, 2000). This is a particularly relevant result to artists since they
are generally found to be high in opennessto experience and thus these findings
would therefore question the sexual selection hypothesis of visual art since from
an evolutionary perspective those more inclined towards homosexuality are
unlikely to be reproductively successful in terms of numbers of biological
children.

Two other studiesfound that opennesswas significantly positively correlated
with and acted as a significant positive predictor of erotophilia (Fernandez&
Castro, 2003, Wright & Reise, 1997). Thus the more open an individual the
greatertheir dispositionto erotophilia. Furthermore,a husband'sestimatethat he
will engage in a date, one night stand, and brief affair was significantly,
positively relatedto his opennessscores(Buss& Shackelford,1997). However,
opennessdid not predict a wife's likelihood of engagingin unfaithful behaviour.
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Nevertheless, Schmitt (2004) found considerable cultural differences between
openness and relationship infidelity and sexual promiscuity.
infidelity

For relationship

there was a very weak but significant negative correlation with

opennessfor men and a zero correlation between these two variables for females.
Furthermore for the significant correlations the direction of the relationship
varied depending on the region. This weak and inconsistent relationship between
opennessand infidelity can also be seen in the results from the study by Wright
& Reise (1997). When they correlated personality with sociosexual orientation
the correlations for different subsections of the sample varied as to whether they
were positive or negative and the only significant correlation was for females and
this was positive but very weak (Wright & Reise, 1997).

Support for the lack of a relationship between openness and infidelity comes
from a study by Schmitt & Buss (2001) who found that individuals high in
openness did significantly receive more mate-poaching attraction attempts but
that the correlations between opennessand poaching attempts made or accepted
were small and non-significant.

Thus, as with those individuals high in

extraversion, those high in opennessmay be more attractive as mates but do not
engagein infidelity possibly due to the high costs involved and the fact that they
do not need to as they are able to attract unattached individuals relatively easily.
This is partly supported by findings that more open women were considered
significantly more sexually attractive although this was not found for men
(Schmitt & Buss, 2000).
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When the relationshipbetweenopennessand sexualpromiscuity was considered
in Schmitt's (2004) study the association was slightly stronger than for infidelity
but still weak and inconsistent across cultures. Overall the correlation for both
men and women was positive and significant but very weak (r = 0.04, p<0.001
and r=0.05,

p<0.001 respectively). For those samples where the relationship

was significantthe relationshipswereconflicting.

Hoyle et al's (2000) meta-analysis found no significant relationships between
opennessand number of partners. This is supported by the study by Miller et al
(2004) who found that openness was not a significant predictor of number of
partners by 20 or sex outside the primary relationship.

Thus, despite the apparent compatibility of openness to engaging in increased
sexual behaviours and to having liberal sexual attitudes this does not appear to be
the case. On the whole the correlations are small and appear to be strongly
influenced by cultural factors. This personality domain is particularly relevant to
this study due to the close association of opennessto artistic personalities. Thus,
it will be interesting to see whether levels of openness of the artists reflect the
pattern of correlations for sexual behaviours found in previous studies on more
general population samples.

8.2.6.Summary
Extraverts are more promiscuous but not unfaithful and appear to protect
themselves against the costs of increased sexual activity. This may be easier for
them to do due to the association between such personality types and perceived
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attractiveness, which may allow them to have easier access to sexual partners.
Interestingly those low in agreeablenessshow the opposite pattern of possible
increased risk to themselves when engaging in promiscuous and unfaithful
behaviour thus supporting this hypothesis since those low in agreeablenessand
therefore perceived attractiveness may engagein more costly behaviour to gain
accessto mates.

The other three personality domains of the Five Factor Model do not appear to
play a significant role in sexual behaviours. Neuroticism appears to predict
sexual attitudes but not behaviour. Moreover, the correlations between sexual
behaviours

and conscientiousness and openness are often

small

and

contradictory.

However, it should be rememberedthat the majority of correlationsbetween
sexual behaviour and attitudes with personality variables are weak and that
considerablevariance is accountedfor by other factors such as culture and
genderdifferences. Nevertheless,the results are also influenced by the use of
different measuresof sexualactivity and the combinationof specific behaviours
into sexual behaviour measureswhich may hide correlations with individual
items. Moreover, the use of the Five Factor Model in understanding the
influence of personalityon sexualbehavioursand attitudesis relatively recent.
Thus it is difficult to draw conclusionsuntil further work using this model and
individual itemson sexualbehaviourmeasuresis carriedout.
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8.3. PERSONALITY

AND MATE PREFERENCE

Considerable research in the domain of mate preferences has found that certain
characteristics are consistently identified and valued as important in potential and
actual mates and that some of these cut across cultures although differences do
occur within and between the sexes, in different societies, in different mating
contexts and in varying environments (Buss, 1989, Buss et al., 1990, Buss &
Barnes, 1986, Buss et al., 2001, Fletcher et al., 1999, Goodwin, 1990, Hester &

Rudolph, 1994,Kenrick et al., 1993,Marlowe, 2004, McGinnis, 1958, Sprecher
& Regan, 2002, Toro-Mom & Sprecher, 2003).

From an evolutionary

perspective particular personality characteristicsare important for solving
specific problems of survival and reproduction (Buss, 1991). Buss (1991)
suggests that conscientiousnessacts as an indicator of trustworthiness,
will lead to cooperationand altruistic behaviour, surgency (or
agreeableness
extraversion)enablesindividuals to climb the socialhierarchyandincreasesocial
networks,emotionalstability indicatesan individual's ability to copewith stress,
and a personhigh in opennesssuggestssomeonewho is innovative and good at
problemsolving (Buss,1991).

In fact, the primary theory to explain the needfor specific personality traits in
matesand the differencesfor the levels of theseamong individuals is parental
investment(Trivers, 1972). This has alreadybeendiscussedin some detail in
Chapter3 but to place it into contexthere, thosewho invest highly in offspring
should require characteristicsin a mate that ensureresourcesare available and
consistentlyprovided and that their mateis faithful so that the resourcesdo not
haveto be spreadout elsewhereand that if they are providing the resourcesthen
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they are not providing themto offspring who are not geneticallyrelatedto them.
Those who do value resources highly should therefore value personality traits

and opennessin potential matesfor their
such as extraversion,conscientiousness
ability to negotiatehierarchies(Botwin et al., 1997)and thereby increasetheir
statusandthus availability of resources.Howeverit is also importantto not only
ensurethat a matehas accessto resourcesbut that they are likely to sharethose
resources. Therefore, agreeableness,with its characteristic of generosity, high
conscientiousnessand low neuroticism would suggest an individual that was easy
to get along with and likely to share resources (Kenrick et al., 1993). Moreover,
high

agreeableness, high

conscientiousness, low

neuroticism

and high

extraversion, with its characteristic of warmth, would indicate a person who
would provide high levels of emotional and practical support which is also
necessaryfor successful rearing of a family (Fletcher et al., 2004).

The other important attribute for those who invest highly in offspring is sexual
faithfulness. As has been discussedabove, traits such as high conscientiousness,
agreeablenessand extraversion would suggest someonewho is likely to be more
faithful and so these traits would also be valued in prospective mates by high
investing individuals.

However, some individuals are less focusedin investing in offspring but may
maximisetheir reproductivesuccessby increasingtheir numberof matings. In
this situationdesiredtraits in potentialmatesarethose that are likely to indicate
that an individual will want to engagein sexualactivity without having known
the person for any great length of time and who will not want a committed
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relationship.

Therefore, personality traits such as low agreeableness, low

conscientiousness and high

extraversion

will

be

particularly

valued.

Furthermore, it may be that individuals seeking short-term matings may be
seeking "good genes" and so high openness and low conscientiousness (with

their associationswith creativity and intelligence), high extraversion (with its
relationship with managingsocial hierarchiesand therefore gaining status), as
well as low neuroticismmay be valuedin this context. Furthermore,it hasbeen
suggestedthat females who engagein short-term matings may be motivated to do
so to gain immediate accessto resources and/or to assessthe man as a long-term
partner (Buss & Schmitt, 1993). In this situation the personality traits valued by
those wanting partners to invest highly are most likely to be valued.

It is also relevant to mention here the fact that female fertility and reproductive
value are strongly age-dependentand therefore males should prefer females who
demonstrate indicators of youth such as smooth skin, good muscle tone, and
lustrous hair (Buss, 1989) in other words are physically attractive. However,
certain personality traits may contribute to the perception of a person as being
physically attractive. For example, there has been found to be a relationship
between physical attractiveness and extraversion (Albright et al., 1988) and this
may also apply to those individuals high in agreeableness. Furthermore,
someone high in extraversion tends to be considered to be high in energy, which
may also give the impression of a youthful appearance. Thus, men may find that
they are more attracted to women high in extraversion and agreeablenessbecause
of their apparent physical attractiveness and youth. However, this relationship
would not be predicted for women since male fertility cannot be accurately
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assessed from their physical appearance (Buss, 1989) although women may
value thesepersonality traits for other reasons as discussedabove.

The next section of this chapter will therefore consider the empirical evidence for
the above relationships between personality and mating preferences with
reference to the length of the relationship, cultural influences, trade-offs, and
gender differences and similarities.

8.3.1. SEX DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES

FOR PREFERENCES

IN PERSONALITY
Buss & Barnes(1986) found that while personalitytraits were the most valued
characteristicsby the sample as a whole, married women were found to
significantly prefer personalitytraits more thanmarried men that indicated more
agreeableand conscientiouspartners. Married men on the other hand did not
demonstrate a significantly

greater preference to married women for any

personality characteristics but instead had a significantly greater preference than
women for more external characteristics such as physically attractiveness.
However, for certain personality traits there were no significant sex difference
and these included those that would equate with high extraversion, high openness
and low neuroticism (Buss & Barnes, 1986). Interestingly, those personality
traits significantly preferred by married women would indicate men who are
more likely to be sexually faithful and to provide resources whereas married
men's preferences would specify a partner with high potential fertility

and

parenting skills who would not demand too many resources as would be
predicted by the parental investment model.
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When mate preferences of single people were considered, while again as a whole
the sample ranked personality traits higher than more external behaviours, there
were no sex differences in preferences for personality traits (Buss & Barnes,
1986). This finding was supported by that from a study by Hester & Rudolph
(1994).

The differences between the two samples in Buss & Barnes' (1986)

study may be due to the differences in age and relationship experience or may be
a factor of differences in long-term and short-term ideals.

Botwin et al (1997) looked at matepreferencesfor datingand newlywedcouples.
Overall therewas high agreementbetweenthe men and womenin the sampleas
to the 20 most desiredpersonalityattributeswith them sharing 17 out of the 20
traits. Moreover, agreeablenessand intellect-opennesswere the highest rated
personalitydomains for both men and women in both samples(Botwin et al.,
1997). It was also discoveredthat womenwere more choosyin their standards
for a potential mate which may be due to the much higher costs to a women
should shechoosethewrong partner.

For both dating and newlywed women surgency (extraversion) and intellectopennesswere significantly more desired than for the men (Botwin et al., 1997).
However, a consideration of the facets in the surgency domain indicated that the
preference was for a more dominant mate and that there was no significant sex
difference for sociability of a mate. Thus, women may prefer more dominant
men due to the increased need (at least in the ancestral environment) for
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protection and also for its association with increased access to resources.

However,both men and womendesirea sociablemate.

In another study men significantly rated partner warmth-trustworthiness and
relationship intimacy-loyalty as more important than women (Fletcher et al.,
1999). Whilst these results conflict with Botwin et al's (1997) findings it is not
unsurprising when an evolutionary perspective is considered. Due in particular
to factors such as concealed ovulation, women are able to cuckold men.
However, men may be able to reduce this risk by mating with partners who are
trustworthy and loyal.

However, Fletcher et al (1999) suggest an alternative

explanation that women believe that most men want less commitment and
intimacy than they themselves do and so may lower their ideal standards on these
traits to enable them to have a more realistic chance of finding a mate.

A consideration of the content of personal ads by Baize & Schroeder (1995),
revealed that women tended to stress their personality traits more than men and
were found to significantly describe themselves as being higher on surgency and
agreeableness than men (Baize & Schroeder, 1995).

However, apart from

analytic intellect, this tendency did not lead to a significantly greater number of
responses. However, for men using terms which were subsumed under the
domain of conscientiousnesswas found to have a significant positive relationship
with number of response received (Baize & Schroeder, 1995). This would
suggest that women are seeking highly conscientious men, which although has
been found in other studies to be relevant in mate preferences does not tend to be
the most sought after trait.

However, when the terms used to indicate
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conscientiousness, such as industriousness, are considered it appears that they
may be closely linked with resource acquisition which may explain this finding.

Furthermore, the use of creativity in the adverts was significantly more common
in the male ads than the female ads (Baize & Schroeder, 1995). This would lend
support to the hypothesis that men tend to publicly display creative ability more
than women (Miller, 1999). Moreover, the use of creativity in men's ads was
significantly negatively correlated with masculinity and negatively but nonsignificantly correlated with men's income. The authors conclude that those men
with low income, and therefore low resources, compensate by displaying their
creative ability.

However, this result was non-significant and was not further

explored using multiple regression. Therefore, this interpretation appears rather
speculative.

Thusit appearsthatpersonalitytraits arehighly valuedin potential matesby both
is the most desired trait of the Five
men and women and that agreeableness
Factor Model. An understandingof parental investment theory provides a
frameworkwithin which to understandthe preferencesfor personalitytraits for
men andwomenaswell asthesexdifferencesidentified.

8.3.2.MATING STRATEGIES AND PREFERENCES
In generalit appearsthat both men and womenbecamemore exactingin their
standardsfor the personalitytraits the more long term or seriousthe relationship
(Kenrick et al., 1993). Furthermore,the sex differenceswere found by Kenrick
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et al (1993) to be minimal at the level of marriage suggesting that men and
women's mate preferences converge when considering a long-term relationship
although they may have different reasons for desiring the same traits as discussed
above.

Moreover, across each of the relationship levels for both sexes the

personality trait most desired on average was emotional stability, followed by
agreeableness, then extraversion and finally intellect (Kenrick et al., 1993).
However, there was an increased desire for conscientiousness for men once the

relationshipbecomesmore long-term. This may be due to their greaterneedto
ensurefaithfulnessin women oncethey are increasingtheir level of investment
within a relationship.

There was also found to be an interactionbetweensex and level of involvement.
The largest sex difference was found at the level of a one-night stand with
women demonstrating significantly higher preferences for all characteristics
including attractiveness (Kenrick et al., 1993). This result was supported by a
study by Buss & Schmitt (1993). This finding is probably due to the much
greater costs for women associated with a short-term mating strategy (Buss &
Schmitt, 1993).

Sprecher& Regan (2002) found that for warmth and kindness,expressiveness
and openness,and intelligence the greater the commitment the relationship
implied the more thesecharacteristicswere desired. This was also the casefor
exciting personality and the rated composite scores for personality variables
acrossromantic relationshiptypes (Sprecher& Regan,2002). Thus, it appears
that intrinsic personality traits are equally desired in a romantic partner
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regardless of the length of the involvement.

However, it is possible that this

result is a product of combining the male and female participants' scores and a
separation of the results by gender may reveal greater ratings for traits in a casual
sex relationship for women than men as found in Kenrick et al's (1993) study.

Regan (1998) found that for the personality variables interpersonalskill and
responsiveness(which consisted of the characteristicsof relaxed in social
settings, good sense of humour, easygoing, friendly, and attentive to partner's
needs) there was a statistically significantly greater desire for this variable in a
long-term romantic relationship context than that of a short-term sexual
relationship.

However, for the traits interpersonal power (which included

powerful, dominant, aggressive, and creative and artistic) and intellect (cultured,
intelligent, and educated) there was no significant difference between the

relationshiptypes(Regan,1998). This could be interpretedas a greaterdesirein
long-termrelationshipsfor factorsthat would contributeto the maintenanceof a
relationship but that in both short and long-term matings "good genes", as
indicated by powerful, creative and intelligent behaviour, are valuable.
However, it is difficult to comparethe findings with other studies due to the
groupings of the different traits.

To concludethis section,it appearsthat personalitytraits are highly valued at all
or commitmentwithin a
relationshiplevels. However,thegreaterthe seriousness
relationship the more exacting people's standardsbecome on the personality
variables,although these results are often theoreticalrather than reflecting the
relationship strategiesparticipantshave necessarilyexperienced. Furthermore,
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the sex differencesin desire for personality traits reduces from short-term to
long-term relationshipswith women being much more choosy with respect to
these characteristics than men in one-night stands. All these differences can be

understoodwhenconsideringthe parentalinvestmentmodel.

8.3.3.TRADE OFFS IN MATE PREFERENCES
Whilst it is easyfor peopleto identify what theywould like in a relationshipit is
unusual for anyoneto get everythingthey desirewithin one person. Therefore,
when people actually choose partners they must make trade offs with the

characteristicsthey desire.

Regan (1998) found that men appearto compromiseto a greater extent on
personalityvariableswith a casualsexpartnerthan a long-termromantic partner
whereaswomenappearto be lesslikely to compromiseregardlessof relationship
type (Regan,1998). This maybe due to the lower costsfor a man in engagingin
a short-termsexualrelationshipcomparedto a woman.

Campbellet al (2001) consideredhow flexible participantswere preparedto be
in

the

discrepancies between a

romantic

partner's

scores on

warmth/trustworthiness,status/resourcesand vitality/attractiveness and their
ideal partner's scoreson the samevariables. Both men and women were most
dimension although women were significantly
flexible on the status/resources
less flexible than men (Campbellet al., 2001). The next most flexible variable
for both sexeswas vitality/attractivenesswhere there were no sex differences.
Finally

the two

sexes were least flexible on
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the dimension of

warmth/trustworthiness and again women were significantly less flexible than
men on this dimension. Thus, men and women were less flexible on the internal
personality variables and more flexible on the external characteristics.

Li et al (2002) notedthat while statusand attractivenessare often consideredto
be fundamentalin mate preferencesthey are often not rated highly.

They

thereforeproposedthat theseattributesare necessitiesbut once a mate has been
found to possessa particular level of such traits then other characteristicsare
taken into account. They therefore divided participants into low, medium and
high budget groups and asked them to purchase traits with their allocated budget
so that the more of a trait they wanted the more they had to pay for it.

For the

low budget group it was found that women spent the greatest proportion of their
budget on intelligence and yearly income and the least on special nonwork
talents and creativity (Li et al., 2002). Men on the other hand spent their largest
proportion on physical attractiveness and then intelligence and least on special
nonwork talents and yearly income followed by creativity (Li et al., 2002). Thus,
women tended to focus on gaining enough resource potential in a mate and men
on gaining adequate evidence of potential fertility.

As the budget increased

women were found to spend significantly less on intelligence, and yearly income
and men spent significantly less on physical attractiveness and intelligence thus
these traits were considered to be necessities in mate choice. Moreover, those
traits that were found to have significantly more spent on them as budgets
increased were considered luxuries and these were for women creativity and for
men creativity and special nonwork talents. Therefore, as long as a potential
mate has enough intelligence as well as physical attractiveness for men and
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yearly income for women, then creativity is the characteristic that is then most
likely to be invested in.

Thus intelligent male artists who earn a reasonable

income, and intelligent, attractive female artists should be particularly desirable.
Moreover, since the sample Li et al (2002) used were from people at an airport
their results may be closer to a general population sample than the commonly
used student population samplesoften recruited in such studies.

Thus, it appearsfrom Li et al's (2002) study that the necessitiesare those that
supportthe parentalinvestmentmodel of femalesrequiring evidenceof resource
acquisition and provision and males needing evidence of potential fertility.
Creativity appearsto be an importantluxury for both sexesand this may be due
to evidenceof intelligenceandtherebyincreasedlikelihood of survival aswell as
"good genes".

8.3.3.1.Summary of Trade Offs
Thus, trade offs in mate preferences appear to comply with the predictions made
by the parental investment model with resources for women and physical
attractiveness for men being the necessities. Trade offs do however vary across
relationship types and women have been found to compromise overall less than
men on their standards. Nevertheless, both sexes are less flexible on internal
personality traits than external characteristics. However, it should be noted that
the studies discussed above rely on hypothetical scenarios rather than real life
choices. They also predominantly use student samples that may bias the results.
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8.3.4. CROSS-CULTURAL

COMPARISONS OF MATE PREFERENCES

One of the most commonly cited cross-cultural studies is by Buss (1989) and
Buss et al (1990). The results for the entire sample showed that the most desired
characteristics were associated with internal personality dispositions (for
example; emotional stability,

pleasing disposition, sociability,

kind

and

understanding) and those considered to be least important were "external"
attributes such as religious background and good earning capacity.

Similar

results have been found in others studies (Hatfield & Sprecher, 1995, Toro-Morn

& Sprecher,2003). These results thereforesuggestthat acrosscultures people
most value personalitytraits that are likely to contributeto the maintenanceof
the relationship.

Marlowe (2004) attempted to expand the knowledge on mate preferences to a

more traditional hunter-gatherersociety, the Hadza, which may demonstrate
mate preferences more similar to our Homo sapien ancestors. Of particular
relevance to this discussion was the finding that overall terms that could be
subsumed under the category of character were the most frequently mentioned
preferences (Marlowe, 2004). This finding is similar to the results from mate
preference studies conducted in modem industrialised societies. Marlowe (2004)
suggeststhat this preference may be to do with a desire for a stable, trustworthy
partner. This of course would contribute to the maintenance of the relationship.

Although there are similarities across cultures Buss et al (1990) found that for all

rated and ranked characteristicsthere was an effect of culture, although the
magnitudeof the effect varied dependingon the trait. When the results for the
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personality characteristics were considered there were found to be cultural effects
for

the personality

traits pleasing

disposition

(agreeableness), exciting

personality (extraversion), and easy going (low neuroticism) (Buss et al., 1990).
However, the reasons for those cultures desiring more or less of these
characteristics do not appear to be clear-cut.

8.3.5.MATE PREFERENCE SUMMARY
There is good empirical evidence that internal personality traits are the most
valued characteristics in a mate and that these equate to a desire for a mate high
in agreeableness, extraversion, openness to experience and conscientiousness,
and low in neuroticism. However, these preferences are affected by the sex of
the person, the mating strategy, and cultural influences. Moreover, the effects of
culture on mate preferences appear to be greater than that of sex (Buss et al.,
1990).

8.4. CONCLUSION
Despite the problems with comparing studies using different measures of
personality and sexual attitudes and behaviour, different

methodologies

employed, and different samples it appearsthat personality traits are important in
sexual behaviours, and mate preferences and choices.

Moreover, personality

characteristics are likely to be relevant to these behaviours because of their
ability to influence mating and reproductive success. This will, in part, be tested
in the following study which considers the reproductive behaviours, personalities
and artistic status of artists.
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CHAPTER 9
THE REPRODUCTIVE

SUCCESS AND PERSONALITIES

OF VISUAL

ARTISTS

9.1. INTRODUCTION
This final study has evolved from the Definitions of Creativity survey and the
Fitness Indicator project. In the first study participants were found to attribute
more positive personality traits to highly creative individuals despite empirical
evidence which in part contradicts this assumption (Feist 1998). Furthermore,
the second study identified that personality traits were considered important
indicators by observers of the artworks for deciding whether to go out on a date
with an artist and that these characteristics were to some extent determinable
through a consideration of the artworks. Therefore, if professional artists are
believed to have more attractive personalities and such attributes are considered
to be relevant in mate selection then this would suggest that the sexual selection
hypothesis might be relevant to visual art. Thus, the next study will consider
whether the successand/ or professionalism of artists does actually improve their
reproductive successand if personality factors influence this relationship.

Reproductivesuccessshould be measuredby number of biological children
produced who survive to reproductive age. However, with the widespread
availability of contraception,at least in the West, this has meant that while
numberof biological children is a measureof achievedfertility (with medical
advancessurvival of children to reproductiveageis considerablyless of an issue
in the West) it may not reflect the potential fertility of an individual had
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contraception not been available (Hopcroft 2004).

When the aim is to

understand the evolutionary emergence of a behaviour and sexual selection is
believed to be the mechanism by which it arose, then potential fertility is an
important indicator of whether those engaging in the production of art to a high
standard are likely to have been more successful in evolutionary terms.
Furthermore, the ability to gain an increased number of sexual partners, in other
words one's mating success,may also act as an indicator of reproductive success,

at least for males, since the more females a male can fertilise the greaterhis
reproductive success(Perusse 1993).

Therefore,this study will considerthe matingsuccessandpotential andachieved
fertility, of both male and female visual artists and the relationship between
these,the successof the artists, and thepersonalitiesof both the artists and their
partners.

9.2. HYPOTHESES
As yet there is very little work that has been conducted on mating success or
potential fertility and artists (see (Haselton and Miller in press) and (Nettle and
Clegg in press-b) for work that has been done). However, from a review of the
literature on personality and sexual behaviour (Chapter 8) the following
hypotheses can be proposed.

If art actsasa fitnessindicator then thebetterthequality of the artwork the better
the quality of the genotypeand phenotypeof the artist and thereforethe greater
numberof sexualpartnersthat should be available to the "best quality' artists
(Miller 2001). These artists should also have increasedoffspring numbers
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(Miller 2001). However, Nettle & Clegg (in press-b) found that, in a study using
artists and poets, while the more professional creative producers had significantly
greater numbers of sexual partners than non-producers and hobbyists, there was
no effect of creativity on numbers of children (achieved fertility).

Thus, the first

hypothesis, is expected to reflect the results of Nettle & Clegg (in press-b), in
that

1. Those artists who consider themselves as professional or serious
artists will gain significantly more matings and have greater potential
fertility

than those who consider themselves to be hobby artists.

However, achieved fertility

will not be correlated with self-perceived

status.

Nevertheless, Nettle & Clegg's (in press-b) measure of artistic status is a selfperceived subjective measure which may suggest that these artists subscribe at
least to some extent to the identity of an artist as defined by society and this is
likely to therefore mirror the stereotype to a degree. If the artist behaves in a
manner that allows him/her to fit into the stereotype of an artist that, certainly in
the West, is generally considered attractive then they may gain more mates and
increase their actual and potential fertility.

To go beyond this and identify

whether artistic status as defined by a more independent criteria influences
artistic status a more objective measure of artistic status is required.

Whilst this

may appear to be a difficult concept to measure, society does identify some
artists as better than others and this may be representedby factors such as those
artists deemed as more successful having more exhibitions or longer exhibitions
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of their work, selling more piecesof art and/orat higher prices, and producinga
greater amount of their income from their artwork alone. Furthermore,other
factors, not necessarilydeterminedby societymay also indicate objective artistic
statussuch asthe time spenton art andparticular attitudesof the artiststowards
their art. Thus, a measureof objective artistic statuscan be defined within this
study. Thereforethe secondhypothesisis that

2. Those

artists

with

higher

objective

artistic

status will

gain

significantly more sexual partners and have greater potential fertility
than those who have lower objective status.

However achieved

fertility will not be correlated with objective artistic status.

However, increased income has been found to be correlated with actual
reproductivesuccess(Hopcroft 2004) and status(which included a measureof
income)was found to positively correlatewith potential fertility (Perusse1993).
Thereforeit will be necessaryto factor out incometo see whetherartistic status
has a relationship with mating successand potential fertility aboveand beyond
income. Furthermore,age also needsto be controlled for since the longer one
has lived the more potential for a greaternumber of sexual partners. Hence
incomeandagewill be controlledfor whenconsideringhypothesesI and2.

A further prediction by Miller (2001) is that thosewith high mate valuesshould
be more likely to have increasednumbersof extra-pair copulations (affairs)
becauseof their increased attractiveness. Therefore, it is hypothesised that
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3. Professional artists will have a significantly greater number of extrapair copulations compared to less professional artists.

Miller also claims that there are a numberof sex differencesbetweenmale and
female artists, which may affect their reproductive success. Thus, male artists
should be more likely to produce artworks for public display since females are
usually choosier and males often display more intensely than females (Miller
1999). The final hypothesis is therefore that

4. Male artist should have a significantly greater number of exhibitions
and/or the length of the exhibitions will be longer than for female
artists.

In fact, sexual selection predicts a number of sex differences in reproductive
strategy. Since the costs to women are greater for short-term relationships than
for men (Buss and Schmitt 1993) then it would be predicted that female artist at
all levels will have fewer short-term relationships than male artists. Furthermore,
since men have been found to prefer a greater number of sexual partners than
women (McBurney et al 2005) then this would suggest that female artist would
have fewer sexual partners than male artists. However, Nettle & Clegg (in pressb) found that serous and professional artists and poets had significantly higher
numbers of sexual partners than hobbyists or non-producers and that there was
no effect of sex on this interaction.

Thus, it is possible that professionally

creative females are a special population in terms of their sexual behaviour.
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Therefore, sex differences in terms of artistic status and reproductive successwill
also be considered but no predictions made.

In terms of personality, artists have been found to be high in openness and
neuroticism (Gotz and Gotz 1973; McCrae and Costa 1997; Nowakowska et al
2004; Walker et al 1995) which could suggest that they are less likely to be
reproductively successful as opennesshas been found to be an indicator of an
inclination towards homosexuality and bisexuality (Schmitt and Buss 2000) and
neuroticism has been associated with either a decline in sexual behaviours or
there has been found to be no relationship between the two (Miller et al 2004;
Schmitt 2004; Wright and Reise 1997). However, artists are also found to be
lower in conscientiousness(Feist 1998; Walker et al 1995) which would suggest
that they would engage in more risky sexual behaviour such as increased
promiscuity (Buss and Shackelford 1997; Schmitt 2004) although the results are
mixed.

Moreover, since artists have also been found to be high in both

extraversion and introversion (Dollinger and Clancy 1993; Feist 1998; Furnham
1999; Furnham and Chamorro-Premuzic 2004; McCrae 1987; Nowakowska et al

2004) it is not possible to predict their patterns of sexual behaviour by
consideringthe personalitytrait of extraversion. Thus, it can be seenthat the
mixture of personality traits found to be presentin artists do not suggestone
typical patternof sexualbehaviour. Thereforethe datafrom personalitiesof the
artists and their partnerswill also be consideredin light of their reproductive
successbut no hypothesescan be generatedfrom the currentliterature.
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9.3. THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Data was collected in the form of a questionnaire (Appendix 20) that consisted of

three sections. Theresearcherworked closelywith two artistsin theconstruction
of the questionnaire,especiallythe first sectionlooking at the artisticbehaviours
and beliefs of the participants. This first sectionattemptedto considervariables
that may indicate the successand level of professional status of the artists.
Initially the artists were asked their own opinion as to their professional status.
However, it is probable that different individuals will

define the terms

professional, serious and hobby artist differently depending on such factors as
who they compare themselves with, their criteria for professional status, and their
self-confidence as an artist. Therefore, other questions relating to professional
level were included. However, it should be noted that each one of the questions
in section A separately could not be said to indicate artistic status. For example,
arts training or number of exhibitions do not, on their own, necessarily indicate
that someone is a professional artist. In fact, Bain (2005) states that while artists
may gain formal art qualifications and/or membership of professional art
organisations these do not determine artistic status or success and are not
prerequisites for distinguishing professional from amateur artists.

Nevertheless,

they are all possible indicators of status within the art world and therefore part of
the analysis will consider which aspectsbest define artistic status.

Furthermore,certain questionsin sectionA are more indicative of successas
viewed by society. Such questionsinclude thoserelatedto the income derived
from the art, and the duration and quantity of exhibitions. Others are more
suggestiveof the professionalismof the artist andtheir identity as an artist such
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as those asking about attitudes and beliefs and time spent on artwork. In fact,
interviews of Canadian fine artists found that part of their definition for being
considered a professional artist was demonstration of long-term commitment to
their art, dedication and that they attempted to make a living from it (Bain 2005).
Thus, in the questionnaire in this study time spent on art and what they consider
their main occupation to be may also capture some of the aspects that indicate
professionalism.

Since the term "artist" is widely usednot only by those traditionally considered
to be artists such as painters and sculptorsbut also by, for example,graphic
designersand web designers,the artists were askedto describetheir artwork.
Thus,if therewere enoughartistsin different categoriesit would be interestingto
considerthe resultsin termsof thesedifferent types.In fact, there is evidenceof
differencesbetweendifferent types of artists, which could affect reproductive
success. Stohs(1990) found that male fine artists had lower statusin terms of
their careersand considerably lower incomes than did male applied artists
although fine artists did make significantly more money from their art sales
(Stohs 1990). Thus, from Stohs' resultsfine artistswould be unlikely to attract
mates through resourcesor status and therefore may be less reproductively
successfulthan appliedartists.

Moreover, since there is evidence that different styles of artwork are preferred by
different personalities (Furnham and Avison 1997b; Furnham and Walker 2001
a,
2001b; Knapp and Wulff 1963; Rawlings 2003) then it may be possible to
consider whether artists differ in personality domains depending on the style of
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art they produce. Furthermore, it could also be examined whether there are any
patterns between the personality domains of the artists' partners and the style of
art produced by the artists.

Section B asks the artists to rate their own and their partners personalities using
50 questions from

Goldberg's

Five-Factor Model

of personality traits

(International Personality Item Pool 2001), which parallels Costa & McCrae's
NEO-PI-R.

It was decided to use the shorter 50 question version to reduce

fatigue when completing the questionnaire since the participants are requested to
complete it twice. However, the coefficient alphas and correlations with the
NEO-PI-R suggest that despite the smaller number of items for each domain, the
50 question version continues to demonstrate that it equates closely to the NEOPI-R and has good internal consistency and satisfactory reliability (Buchanan and
Smith 1999).

When asking participants in research to rate themselves (self-ratings) and their
partners (partner-ratings) on personality domains it raises issues of validity.
Nevertheless, correlations between self and spouse ratings tend to demonstrate
moderate to large positive, significant correlations, suggesting that there is
agreement on personality variables between independent raters (McCrae 1982;
McCrae et al 1998; Muten 1991).

Furthermore, spouses' ratings of their

partners' personalities have been demonstrated to be stable over time (Costa and
McCrae 1988). However, McCrae (1982) noted that there was considerable
variation within and between the sexes in the size of the correlations and he
attributed this variance in part to the visibility of the traits and also to sex
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differences in perception of the traits so that agreement is greater on extraversion
and opennesswhen men are rated and better on neuroticism when women are
rated. There are also of course differences between individuals as to their ability
to assesspersonality traits regardless of their sex. There may also be biases in
self-ratings. One particular problem is that of social desirability (Feingold 1992;
Watson et al 2000a).

However, McCrae et al (1998) found no significant

evidence for impression managementin either self or spouse ratings.

There are also difficulties with rating one's partner's personality. For example,
the time that one has known one's partner may affect the accuracy of the
responsessince it has been shown that there is an effect of acquaintanceship on
the validity of ratings (Funder and Colvin 1988) so that the less time a couple
have known each other the more likely they are to estimate the personality
characteristics of their partner by assuming similarity with their own personality
traits particularly with lower visibility traits such as neuroticism (Watson et al
2000a, 2000b). Nevertheless, there is evidence that assumed similarity is lower
for the Big Five Inventory (Watson et al 2004). Therefore, assumed similarity
might also be lower for the Five Factor Model used in this study.

Another possible bias in partner ratings was found by Watson et al (2000a).
Participants in their study who were less well acquainted with their spouses
tended to use their levels of relationship satisfaction to aid in their judgements of
their spouse's personality. Furthermore, idealisation of the partner may occur
when satisfaction is high thus personality ratings of the partners by highly
satisfied spouses may be better indicators of a person's idealised spouse rather
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than actual spouse. It is also possible that there are halo effects when rating the
personality of one's partner (Feingold 1992).

Thus, a particularly positive

characteristic that a partner is believed to possessmay influence ratings on other
traits in a positive direction regardless of the reality thus creating a bias within
the assessment.

However,a study by McCrae et al (1998) found that discrepanciesbetweenself
and spouseratings on personalityvariableswere not significantly associatedwith
conscious presentation of oneself or one's spouse, length of marital relationship,

quality of marriage,or assumedsimilarity. In fact, the factors that appearto be
most influential in disagreementsbetween ratings were those associated with the
measuring instrument and use of different types of behaviour.

For example,

reasons for the disagreement in ratings included difference in the interpretation
of words or items, different behaviours having been considered, and spouse
being unaware of covert feelings and attitudes (McCrae et al 1998). These
factors are in fact more easily rectified than the ones usually considered in the
literature, such as length of acquaintance. Thus, personality measures can be
expressedin clear, simple writing and participants can be provided with guidance
as to whom they should compare themselves or their spouses with.

The

questionnaire used in this study does attempt to do this since it indicates that the
participant must use comparisons with those of the same sex and age as
themselves.

It also stresses honesty and anonymity and confidentiality.

Moreover, those who were involved in the pilot study did not highlight that there
were any difficulties with interpretation or understanding of the personality items
that suggeststhat the measure is relatively easy to use.
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Thus, the results for spouse and self-reports suggest that whilst there is often
good agreement between the two there are also some discrepancies.

By

considering the wording of the measurementof the personality scale used within
this study it is hoped that the differences will be reduced. However, it was also

necessaryto only use self-ratingsfor the artists' personalitiesandpartner-ratings
for the partners of the artists because to have gained self and partner ratings for
each artist and his or her partner would have meant that both people would have
had to agree to participate which is likely to have reduced the numbers of
participants considerably. It is important for this study to have a large number of
participants to ensure good statistical power for the findings. Furthermore, if the
partners had also been involved the artists may not have been able to be as honest
with some of the questions, especially those regarding sexual behaviour. This
would have led to inaccurate conclusions being drawn regarding the reproductive
successof artists. Therefore, considering the above discussion it was felt most

appropriateto keep the data to self-reportsof artists' personalitiesand partnerratings of their partners' personalities.

Section C consists of demographic and sexual behaviour questions (Appendix
20). Two of the demographic questions are about occupation and numbers of
jobs. These may also be indicators of professionalism and successand so should
be considered along with questions in section A.

Questions 25 to 40 are looking at sexual behaviour in an attempt to measure
mating success and potential and achieved fertility.
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Question 25 asks
about

sexual orientation.

Since the sexual selection hypothesis is concerned with

heterosexual relationships then the data analysis will focus on these.

The next few questionsconsiderthe artist's current relationship. The data from
thesequestionscan be consideredin light of the personalitydata. For example,
the relationshipbetweenlength of relationship and personalitycan be explored.
Also, the associationbetweenthe personalityof theartist andhis/ her partner and
the number of children can be considered.

There then follows questions on numbers of biological children. Actual numbers
fertility (Hopcroft 2004;
of biological children acts as a measure of achieved
Penisse 1993) and should discount stepchildren, which could distort the results.
However, it should be noted that men tend to, if anything, undercount their
findings may underestimate male artists'
offspring and so it is possible that the
be aware of all
achieved fertility (Hopcroft 2004). Furthermore, men may not
their offspring if they have had a number of short-term relationships thus again
causing underestimation of men's achieved fertility.

Numbers of sexual partners (Q35) is an indicator of the ability of a person to
attract mates and is a commonly used measure of mating success (Faurie et al
2004; Nettle and Clegg in press-b). The following

question on length of

(predominately short-teen,
relationships (Q36) indicates the mating strategy
mainly long-term or mixed). Both of these questions were free response so that
from a box. Whilst this may
participants typed in a number rather than selecting
felt that it would reduce pressure
encouragesome inappropriate responses,it was
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to socially conform since, for example, those with limited sexual experience may
feel inadequate and increase their number of experiences if the drop down box
provided the possibility of 100 sexual partners.

Question 37 then looks at potential fertility by asking about frequency of sexual
intercourse over the last 12 months. Hopcroft (2004) also used this measure in
her study. She argues that although it is the timing of sex that increases the
likelihood of conception the greater the number of matings the greater the
likelihood that these will coordinate with ovulation and therefore the greater the
possibility of conception and so frequency of sex is an appropriate measure of
potential fertility (Hopcroft 2004). Nevertheless, Perusse (1993) argues that the
number of potential conceptions (NPC) for men can only be measured by
calculating the number of partners and the number of coital acts per partner.
However, this would have extended the length of time taken to complete the
questionnaire considerably for at least some individuals and it is unlikely that the
numbers provided for numbers of coital acts would have been accurate
particularly for long-term relationships or those that occurred several years ago.
It was therefore decided to use frequency of sex rather than NPC as a measure of
potential fertility.

The final three questions consider extra-pair copulations since Miller (2001)
predicts that more professional artists should have a greater number of these due
to their increasedattractiveness. However, personality may be a mediating factor
in this relationship since certain personality characteristics such as low
agreeableness and conscientiousness have been found to demonstrate a
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relationship with increased likelihood

of extra-pair copulations.

This can

therefore be explored.

Once the first draft of the questionnairewas completed ethics approval was
gained and a pilot study conductedusing 6 artists. All those in the pilot study
were female, as it appears that the males were not interested in participating.

This is a commonproblem with gaining male participants for studies. Due to
time constraintsit was decidednot to further pursuefeedbackfrom male artists
for the pilot study. However, while this could be a potential problem, there was
no feedback from those male artists who completed the questionnaire that would
suggest that they were having problems with its completion. The feedback from
the participants of the pilot study suggestedonly minimal changes to the wording
of the questionnaire.

The questionnaire(Appendix 20) was then placed online on the ELSA web
server at httv: //elsa.open.ac.uk/artist. survev. It was decided to collect data
online and in the form of a self-completionquestionnairedue in part to the large
numberof responsesrequiredto ensurestatisticalvalidity of the results. Thus,
an online questionnaireenableslargervolumesof datato be collected relatively
cheaplyandto accessspecialpopulations,suchasfor this study,more easilythan
has previously been the case(Buchananand Smith 1999; Mathy et al 2003).
Moreover, individuals have been found to be lower on social desirability and
social anxiety when completing internet basedquestionnaires,especiallywhen
they areanonymous(Joinson 1999)thus suggestingthatparticipantsmay provide
more honestresponseusing this medium, which is particularly relevant to this
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research due to the personal nature of the questions.

Furthermore, the

participants would not be influenced in their responsesby meeting the researcher
although it was necessaryfor the researcherto be named and therefore her sex to
be apparent due to the ethical requirement to enable participants to contact the
researcher. A more detailed discussion on the use of online questionnaires can
be found in Chapter 4.

Whilst a discussionon the type of individuals likely to participate in online
studies is also discussed in Chapter 4, it is also important to consider the research
that has been conducted on volunteers to sexuality research. However, whether

there is a differencein personalitybetweenvolunteersfor a sexuality study and
volunteers for a study not apparentlyrelatedto sexuality is unclear. Bogaert
(1996) found that those who volunteeredfor a study specifically on sexuality
were significantly higher in sensationseekingthan thosevolunteeringfor a study
on personalityandfilm. This is an unsurprisingresult sincesensationseekersare
likely to be attracted to a study that suggestssomething more unusual and
arousing. However,Saunderset al (1985)did not find any significant effect of
recruitmenttechnique(erotic versuspersonalitystudy) on the personalitiesof the
participantswhenusingJackson'sPersonalityResearchForm.

However, there do appear to be more consistent results for the difference
between volunteers and non-volunteers for sexuality research on previous sexual
behaviours. For this type of research volunteers have been found to have more
sexual experience (Bogaert 1996; Morokoff 1986; Saunders et al 1985), be more
erotophilic (Bogaert 1996), less sexually inhibited (Morokoff 1986), and to have
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greater masturbatory experience (Morokoff

1986; Trivedi and Sabini 1998).

However, there are problems with some of this research. For example, the
participants in Morokoffs

(1986) study were all recruited for a study on

sexuality however the difference between the volunteers and non-volunteers
were that the volunteers agreed to have an invasive technique carried out to
assesstheir level of sexual arousal. Thus, the differences between the volunteers
and non-volunteers cannot be assumedto apply to those who would not agree to
participate in a study on sexuality at all. Nevertheless, there is the possibility that
individuals volunteering to participate in research, which involves responses to
sexually intrusive questions, such as this current study, may not be representative
of the population to be studied as a whole in terms of their sexual behaviours.
Moreover, a consideration of sexual behaviours and personality traits suggests
that volunteers may be higher in extraversion and openness to experience.
Therefore, not only the sexual behaviours but also the personality traits of the
artists who volunteer for the present study may not be representative of the
population of artists as a whole. However, the initial advert (Appendix 21) did
not mention sexual behaviour as being part of the study rather it said that the
study considered the lifestyles and personalities of artists. Therefore, this may at
least attract a more diverse sample of artists to go onto the website. From the
front sheet of the website (Appendix 20) they were then informed that some of
the questions were of a sexual nature. This may then produce a more biased
sample although possibly not to the extent that it would have if the initial adverts
had highlighted the sexual nature of the study. Furthermore, the fact that the
study is online and anonymity and confidentiality are assured may encourage
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those who are less likely to participate in such research to complete the
questionnaire.

A final problem with using an online questionnaire is that it is possible that other
people may be present when the individual is participating, which may influence
responses. This may cause the participant to inflate or reduce the responses to
the sexual behaviour questions. Also, when completing the personality inventory
for their partner their responses may be influenced by the presence of their
partner or their particular feelings about their partner on that day. Nevertheless,
the fact that the questionnaire is online means that they can quickly shut down
the questionnaire with no evidence that they were completing it should someone
come into the room that they do not want informed of their answers.

Thus a considerationof the above issuesled to the conclusion that an online
questionnairewould be themost appropriatemethodfor this study.

9.4. SAMPLE
The sample was primarily recruited from a quarter page advert (Appendix 21) in
two artists' magazines: a-n magazine and Artists and Illustrators magazine. The
former magazine predominately caters for professional artists and the latter tends
to attract more amateur/ hobby artists. Professional, serious and hobby artists
were required since this should provide a range of creative abilities to test the
hypothesis that the more creative the artwork the greater the artists' mating
successand potential fertility should be.
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Furthermore, information about the study was also posted on the following
websites; Axis, the Mini Gallery, Welshpaintings. co.uk, and the Society for All
Artists. Amateur arts societies and groups that advertised on the Internet were
also contacted by email and post in an attempt to attract more amateur/ hobby
artists. There is a potential problem with this since those groups with websites
may constitute a different population than those that do not have a website,
especially those who display their artwork on the web as they may be more prone
to displaying their artworks in general than other amateur artists groups.
However, in theory there should still be a difference in the quality of the artwork
compared to serious and professional artists and so the latter groups should still
attract more sexual partners. Furthermore, amateur/ hobby artists were also
recruited by advertising on the Intranet at a University in the South of England to
attract any such artists within this population and a notice was also posted on
Psychology ResearchOnline (ht tp :// www . psychres
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earch . org. uk) .

CHAPTER 10
DATA ANALYSIS OF THE REPRODUCTIVE
PERSONALITIES

SUCCESS AND

OF VISUAL ARTISTS QUESTIONNAIRE

10.1.DEMOGRAPHICS
Two Hundred and fifty three artists participated in the study. Of these 93 (37%)
were men and 160 (63%) were women. Overall 92.5% of the participants were
heterosexual. A breakdown of sexuality by sex revealed that 91% of the male
artists and 94% of the female artists were heterosexual.

Since this study

considers reproductive successthen only the data from the heterosexuals will be
used in the following analysis. Thus, the final sample consisted of 85 (36%) men
and 151 (64%) women. The age range was from 18 to 78 years, with a mean of
42.67 years and standard deviation (SD) of 13.22, and approximated a normal
distribution.

The predominant ethnic origin was white British (80%) with other white
background being the second biggest category with 11% of the participants. The
remainder of the participants were relatively evenly spread across the other
categories (Appendix 20). This limits the generalisability of the results to white,
mainly British, artists.
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10.2. DESCRIPTION OF ART
From Table 54 it can be seen that just under half of the artists were painters
(using oils, watercolours, acrylics, pastels, ink, pen, pencil). The second largest

numberused at least two mediawithin which to produce their art (under mixed
there was included two or more of any of the other categoriesas well as
installation work which involves a variety of media). Thus, the term artist,
although predominantly used in its traditional form in this study, is also used
much more widely. In fact, as well as photographyand video (under digital in
table 54), two writers (under"other") alsoconsideredthemselvesartists.
Table 54. Distribution of medium/media used by artist.

Frequency
Valid

painting

Percent

Valid Percent

107
24
16

45.3
10.2
6.8

textiles

7

3.0

10.5
7.0
3.1

mixed
other
Total

72
2
228

30.5

31.6

.8
96.6

.9
100.0

8

3.4

236

100.0

sculpture
digital

No response

Total

Cumulative
Percent

46.9

46.9
57.5
64.5
67.5

99.1
100.0

Table 55. Distribution of styles employed by the artists

Frequency
Valid

no style
representational
abstract
conceptual
functional

mixed
other
Total
No response
Total

Percent

1

.4
28.4
19.5

67
46
9

Valid Percent
.5
32.2

Cumulative
Percent
.5
32.7
54.8

3.8

22.1
4.3

2

.8

1.0

60.1

75
8

31.8
3.4

36.1
3.8

96.2
100.0

208
28

88.1

100.0

236

100.0

11.9
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59.1

Furthermore,

the majority

of

artists described their

style

as mixed,

representational or abstract (Table 55). Those who put figurative were included
in the representational category since according to the Artlex art dictionary
(http: //www. artlex. com/) figurative art portrays a representative image and is the
opposite of abstract art in some ways. The other category included gothic, kitsch,
surreal, cartoon and primitive. It should be noted that each one of these art styles
does not necessarily preclude the others. Thus, conceptual art could be abstract
or representational.

A consideration of the distribution of styles used between the two sexes did not
suggest any significant differences (a x2 test was not possible due to 6 of the cells
having an expected count of less than 5). However, the frequencies of the media
used by the two sexes showed some differences although again statistical
confirmation of this using j was not possible. Thus, 16% of men compared to
8% of women used sculpture and 10% of men compared to 6% of women used
digital technology.

Furthermore, only the female participants used textiles,

However, 47% of both sexesused paints and similar percentages of males (34%)
and females (28%) used mixed media.

10.3.SELF-PERCEIVED ARTISTIC STATUS
Of the male participants50 (59%) indicatedthat they were professionalartists,
22 (26%) statedthat they were seriousartistsand 12(14%)that they were hobby
artist. One man did not completethis question. Of the females,58 (38%) said
that they were professionalartists,46 (31%) statedthat they were seriousartists
and47 (31%) that they werehobbyartists.
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Whilst an individual's interpretation of their artistic status is valid there are some
problems with this definition.

In particular several comments suggested that

professionalism equated with either significant financial gain from painting or
having several years experience. For example, one individual wrote "I would
like to be considered "professional" but in the strict sense of the word I am not as

I cannotmake a financial living from it at the moment..." and anotherstatedthat
"... I don't feel I can call myself a "professional" just yet!

I need more

experienceand contactsto call myself that". However, others who made little
money or were at the beginning of their careersconsideredthemselvesto be
professional. Furthermore,hobby artist was used by some who attended art
classesonce a week and had no further ambitionswhereasothersusedit because
they were changingcareerwith the hope of becoming seriousor professional
artists. Interestingly,one participants stated"I was torn between serious and
hobby. I take my art seriously,but do not earn my living from it. Hobby is a
rather harsh, somewhatderogatoryterm - to me at least. In reality I think of
myself asa part time artist with a full timejob in a completelydifferent sphere".

Moreover,the low numberof male hobbyartistscausesproblemswith statistical
analysisdueto lowering of statisticalpower. Therefore,while the self-perceived
artistic statuswill be taken into account,other factorswhich may indicate artistic
statuswill alsobe considered.

10.4.FACTOR ANALYSIS OF ARTISTIC STATUS VARIABLES
To try and identify how the variables in section A are associated and
also to

identify a more objective measureof artistic status, a principal components
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analysis (PCA) was conducted using varimax rotation. A five factor solution
accounted for 73% of the variance (Table 56).

Table 56. Rotated Component Matrix for artistic status variables(a)

Component
2

1
timespent

imp.of art
% of income

from art
public.display
public recog.
recog from
other artists

831
.

.729

5

392
.
309
.

711
.
438
.

4

3

382
.

-.308
839
.
830
.

max. cost of
art
min.cost of art

.864
785
.

years as artist

961
.
931
.

risks

Factor I consists of the variables time spent on art, importance of art in life,
percentageof income from art, and public display. These are all variables that
are likely to be most closely associatedwith artistic status and so this factor
factor is primarily made up of
could be labelled as artistic status. The second
importanceof public recognitionandimportanceof recognitionfrom other artists
and can thus be labelled need for recognition. Interestingly, amount of public
display (this variable is a composite of number and length of exhibitions, see

below) is negativelyloaded onto this factor which suggeststhat the desire for
display. Perhapswhen artists are
recognition reduceswith increasingpublic
exhibiting to a large extent they are gaining so much recognition that they no
longer desire it as they did when they displayedless. The third componentis
be labelled as such. The fourth
associated with costs of art and will thereby
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factor is about number of years as an artist and the final, fifth, factor is about the
importance of risk taking in art (Table 56).

Although, it appears that factor 1 would be the most appropriate objective
measureof artistic status it reduced the number of participants to 148. Therefore,
as time spent on art was the variable which loaded most strongly on the first
factor, it was decided to use this variable instead as this did not reduce the
number of participants so drastically (214) and thus the results of the analyses
should be more robust. Time spent was divided into three equal categories from
the distribution, to represent professional, serious and hobby artists, and this was
done using SPSS. Thus, the categories were low time spent 0 to 10 hours (hobby
artists), medium time spent 11 to 25 hours (serious artists) and high time spent
over 25 hours (professional artists).

10.5.FORMAL ARTISTIC TRAINING
From fig. 9 it can be observed that there was a wide range of artistic training
among the artists from no formal qualifications to PhD. The most commonly
achieved qualification was a degree, with several artists possessing more than
one degree in various artistic subjects.
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Fig 9. Distribution of highest level of formal artistic training among all
participants
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Highest level of artistic training

From figures 10 and 11 it appears that there is a difference in level of artistic
qualification in the hobby group compared to the other two groups since the
hobby group had a much greater number within the none and apprenticeship
training and fewer hobby artists are found in the other categories. The difference
between the two measuresof artistic status appearsminimal when the graphs are
compared.

Bain (2005) suggests that artists gain artistic qualifications to

improve their claim to be professional artists, rather than qualifications being a
requirement to achieve professional status, since artists often feel that art is not
considered a "proper" profession and so academic qualification will provide it
with some kudos to those outside of the artworld. However, it is not possible to
know if this applies to the artists in this study although for both the selfperceived and objectively assessedprofessional groups over 10% had no formal
arts qualifications but are still able to consider themselves professional artists
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which suggests that qualifications are not absolutely necessary for higher artistic
status and so some artists may gain formal arts training for other reasons than
through necessity to rise in status.

Fig. 10 Distribution of highest level of training for self-perceived professional,
serious and hobby artists
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status
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0
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p
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PhD

professional
serious
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Fig. 11 Distribution of highest level of training by artistic status (timespent)
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When the data for training was divided into no training (none + apprenticeship),
GCSE/A level, diploma, degree, and postgraduate qualification (postgraduate
diploma + masters + PhD) there were no significant differences between the
qualifications of male and female artists (x2 = 3.767, df = 4, p=0.438).

Thus,

any sex differences in artistic status do not appear to be due to different levels of
training for the male and female participants.
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10.6. MAIN OCCUPATION
For question 21 participants were asked to state their main occupation. The
responses were grouped into

artistic occupations (artists, photographers,

sculptors, writers, poets, etc and students of art), art associated occupations (for
example art teachers, picture framer, gallery assistant), non-art occupations
(including technician, baker, non-arts teacher or student), no occupation
(unemployed and retired), and other (teachers and students that could not be

identified as to the subjectthey taught/studied). The distribution of occupations
across the whole of the sample can be seenin figure 12.

Figure 12. Distribution of main occupations as related to art for all
participants

am

artistic occupation

associated with art

non-art work

none unemployed,

retired

other - teachers &
students

unidentified as to
subject

Main occupation

Furthermore,there was a significant sex differenceswithin the occupations(x2=
22.475, df = 3, p<0.001) (note; to perform the chi squared test the "other"
category was removed since otherwise there was found to be 1 cell with an
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expected count less than 5. It was felt appropriate to remove this category since
the occupations within this category were unknown as to their relationship with

art).

Thus the male artists appear to be employed in more arts related

occupations than the female artists (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Distribution of main occupations for male and female artists
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Due to problems with a number of cells having expected counts of less than 5, a
chi squared test was conducted for self-perceived status and main occupation
using only three of the occupational categories; artistic, art associated, and nonart occupations (again this was felt to be appropriate since it allowed a focus on
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occupation as related to art only). There was a significant relationship between
self-perceived artistic status and main occupation (1 = 92.754, df = 4, p<0.001)
and the general pattern was for a shift from an artistic to non-arts related
occupation as the participants rated themselves from professional to hobby
artists, as would be expected (Table 57).
Table 57. Self-perceived artistic status'

main occupation Croestabulation

in Occupation
Status

professional
serious
hobby

Total

% within
% within
% within
% within

status
status
status
status

artistic
74.7%
23.2%
2.1%
43.6%

associated
art work
14.1%
14.3%
14.9%
14.4%

non-art work
11.1%
62.5%
83.0%
42.1%

Total
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

This relationshipalsoheld for time spentasa measureof status(x2= 83.869,df =
4, p<0.001)

and was in the same direction.

Moreover, as this result would

predict, using the Kruskal-Wallis test, there was a significant effect of main
income from art (j = 84.106, df =
occupation, as related to art, on percentageof

4, p<0.001)so that thosewith art relatedincomesearnmore from their artwork.
Thus it appearsthat earning income from art is a criterion for artistic status (see

above). This will now be consideredin moredetail.

10.7.INCOME FROM ARTWORK
The questionnaire (Appendix 20) consideredfour aspects of income from
artwork; the percentageof artwork at an exhibition that in generalwill sell (Q9),
the minimum and maximum costs of artwork (QI0), and the percentageof
income that comes from the artwork (Q11).
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The correlations in Table 58

demonstrate that the strongest association is between minimum and maximum
costs of the artwork (r = 0.697, p<0.01) which is unsurprising since it would be
expected that the higher the minimum cost would be the higher the maximum
COST.

Table 58. Spearman's Rho Correlations between the Variables Associated with Income
made from Artwork
1
1

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

2

3

4

2

3

4

1.000
185
121
.
119
.
166

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

087
.
273
.
162

N
Correlation Coefficient

380(**)
.
000
.
181

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

1.000
201
697(**)
.
000
.
193
362(**)
.
000
.
196,

1.000
198
500(**)
.
000
.
195,

1.000
227,

"" Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (z-tauea).
Note:
1. _% of artwork displayed at an exhibition that tends to sell.
2. = minimum cost of artwork
3. = maximum cost of artwork
4. _% of income over past 12 months that was made from artwork

All correlations between the percentage of income made from artwork and the

other three variablesare moderateandsignificant, aswould be anticipated. This
variable is likely to be the best indicator of status out of the four income
variablesasthis indicateswhetheran individual canmake a living out of their art
which is one definition of a professionalthat is borne out by a number of
commentsfrom the artiststhemselves(seeabove). Moreover,using the KruskalWallis test for non-parametricdata (sinceincomewas not normally distributed),
demonstrated that there was a significant effect of self-perceived artistic status on

percentageof income(x = 89.606,df = 2, p<0.001)andthe mediansshowedthat
on averagethe higher the statusthe greaterthe amountof incomemade from the
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artwork as would be expected (professional median = 25.00, range = 0-100,
serious median = 1.00, range = 0-90, hobby median = 0.00, range = 0-40).

This

relationshipwas also found when time spentwas used to measureartistic status
(e = 57.281, df = 2, p<0.001) andwas in the samedirection.

When percentage of income derived from artwork over the past 12 months was

correlatedwith the other variablesassociatedwith artistic status,it was found to
be significantly correlated with all other variables (Tables 60,64,65).

To

considerwhich variablesmay influencethe incomemade from art a parametric
procedureis requiredand a considerationof the data indicated that the data was
robust enough to carry out such an analysis. Thus, when a multiple regression
analysis was conducted, with percentage of income from artwork as the
dependent variable, a significant model emerged (F11,134 11.233, p<0.01) which
accounted for 44% of the variance (adjusted R2 = 0.437) and the significant
predictor variables were time spent on art (ß = 0.361, p<0.001), number of
exhibitions over past 5 years (ß = 0.288, p<0.001), maximum cost of artwork (ß
= 0.261, p=0.001), and recognition by other artists (ß = -0.255, p=0.001).

The

latter result is particularly interesting since this suggests that the desire for
recognition by other artists has a negative effect on the percentage of income
from artwork.

This close relationship with the other variables believed to be related to artistic
status would suggest that percentage of income from art is a good predictor of
artistic status. However, there is a difficulty with using income from art as an
indicator of artistic status since fine artists have been found to make
much more
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money from their artwork than applied artists (Stohs, 1990). From the data
collected it is not possible to determine whether applied artists have considered
their daily work as part of their income from their art or whether they consider
the two separately since the majority of the artists did not state whether they were
fine or applied artists for the main occupation section.

A further issueis whetherthereis a differencebetweenthe incomesof male and
female artists. This may come about due to social issues of inequality and role
definition (Stohs, 1992).

However, the sexual selection hypothesis would

explain any financial inequality by stating that men display their artworks
publicly to a greater extent than women since they are competing more intensely
to attract mates (Miller,

1999) and thus as a "side effect" this will produce a

discrepancy between income made from artworks between the sexes. Using the
Mann-Whitney test, a significant difference between men and women in the
from the sale of their artwork
percentage of their overall income that comes
emerged (U = 3852.000, Ni = 84, N2 = 143, p <0.001, two-tailed) and it is the
male artists that are on average earning significantly more than the female artists
(median percentage of earnings from artwork for males = 10.00, range = 0-100
and for females = 1.00, range = 0-100).

Interestingly when the data was split on self-perceived status it appearsthat there
is a significant difference between the earnings from art of males and females for
professional artists (U = 853.500, Ni = 50, N2 = 54, p=0.001,
hobby artists (U = 187.500, Ni = 12, N2 = 45, p=0.028,

two-tailed) and

two-tailed) but not

serious artists (U = 443.000, Ni = 21, N2 = 44, p=0.783, two-tailed).
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From the medians it can be seen that for professional artists it is the males who
are earning a greater percentage of their income from their art whereas for the
hobby artists the medians are the same but there is a much greater range for the
male artists (Table 59). However, the numbers for the male hobby and serious
artists are low and so caution should be taken with interpreting these results.

Table 59. Median percentage
different status and sex.

of income made from

artwork

for those of

Median % of Income
made from Artwork

Range

Professional
Male

50.00

0-100

Female

10.00

0-100

Male

1.00

0-20

Female

1.00

0-90

0.00
0.00

0-40
0-3

Status & Sex

Serious

Hobby
Male
Female

However, male artists may just charge a greater amount of money for their art

than female artists, rather than gaining more income from their artwork due to
increasedpublic display. Thus to investigatethis a two-way between-subjects
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted using maximum cost of
dependent variable and
artwork as the covariate, income from art was the
sex and
self-perceived status as the two factors. There was a significant main effect of

self-perceivedstatus(F2.w = 33.434,p<0.001) and sex of artist (Fi, i87= 4.212,
p=0.042) and a significant interaction betweensex and self-perceivedstatus
(F2,i87 = 4.540, p=0.012)

and the effect size was 0.387.

Therefore once

maximumcostof artwork was held constant39% of the variancein incomefrom
artwork was accountedfor by sexof the artist and self-perceivedstatus. Thus, it
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appearsthat the sex difference in income from artwork is not due to male artists
just asking for greater amounts of money for their artwork.

Furthermore, when time spent was considered as a measure of status the only
significant difference was for those who were objectively more professional (U =
320.500, Ni = 36, N2 = 28, p=0.012)

with professional male artists earning

significantly more (median = 57.50, range = 0-100) than professional female
artists (median = 10.00, range = 0-100).

Whilst these results could be interpreted as supporting the sexual selection
hypothesis that men display their artwork more publicly than females, and
therefore will inevitably gain more income from sales of their art this also
equally suggests sexual inequality in the opportunities for female artists to gain
income from their artwork.

Although this issue cannot be resolved from the

responsesfrom this study, it is also interesting to consider whether there are sex
differences in the numbers and lengths of exhibitions and their relationship to
artistic

status.

10.8.NUMBERS, LENGTH AND SALES FROM EXHIBITIONS
From the correlationsin Table 60, it can be observedthat the three exhibition
variables(numberof exhibitionsover past5 years,averagelength of time of an
exhibition over past 5 years, percentageof artwork that tends to sell at an
exhibition) are mostly weakly but significantly positively correlated with each
Other.
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Interestingly, it is length of exhibition that is most strongly correlated with the
other artistic status variables (Table 60) which could suggest that this variable,
compared to the other exhibition variables, is most indicative of artistic status. In
fact, many hobby artists have exhibitions but the length may be shorter due to the
time involved in setting up and running an exhibition which if it is not your
profession may be too costly an exercise to hold for too long. Furthermore, the
audience for hobby artists may be much more restricted than for professional
artists and so professionals are able to have longer exhibitions due to increased
interest and attendanceat their exhibitions.

Percentageof artwork sold at an exhibition is significantly correlatedwith very
few artistic statusvariablesand nonethat suggesta professionalmental attitude
to art (I to L) unlike lengthof exhibitions. This further supportsthe proposition
that lengthof exhibition is a strongerindicator of artistic statusthan the other two
exhibition variables.
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Table 60. Spearman's Rho correlations between exhibition
other artistic status variables
A

A

Correlation Coefficient

Sig (2-tailed)
N

186

B

Correlation Coefficient

300**
.

C

Sig (2-tailed)
N
CorrelationCoefficient
Sig (2-tailed)

N
D

E

F

G

H

Correlation Coefficient

1.00

.

.000
183
138

.

235
.138

.061
185
1.00

183

185

185

061
.

00
.
.

174*

Sig (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient

.

.

443**

.000
201

.

121

119
.
166

Sig (2-tailed)
N

019
.
164

451**
.

.000
198

087
.

Correlation Coefficient
Sig (2-tailed)

350**
.
000
.

377**
.
000
.

380**
.
000
.

184*
.

.

168
167*
.

213
317**
.

096
.

.

.
186
114
.

235
286**
.

N
CorrelationCoefficient
Sig (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
N
Correlation Coefficient

J

Sig (2-tailed)
N
CorrelationCoefficient
Sig (2-tailed)
N

K

Correlation Coefficient

Sig (2-tailed)
L

000
.
186

C
255**

.000
186
.255**

024
.
168

Sig (2-tailed)
I

B

300**
.

1.00

variables and

N
Correlation Coefficient

Sig (2-tailed)
N

182*

226
-.011
.868
235

181
081
.
272
.186
.017

.

423**

000

.000
235
.134*
040
.
235

.023
186
012
.
873
.186

193

.

197**

002

.000
235

122
.186

.273
162

181
099
.
.178
185
072
.

358
.

167
023
.

753
.185
-.046
530
.
185
.

044

.549

185
-. 076

304
.
185

". Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
". Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
A--number of exhibitions in past 5 years, B--average length of exhibition over past 5 years, C=%
of artwork that sells at exhibition, D--minimum cost of artwork, E=maximum cost of artwork,
F=% of income from artwork over past 12 months, G-=number of years as an artist, H=amount of
hours spent on art per week, I=importance of artwork to the artist, J=agreement that art is about
taking risks, K=importance of recognition as an artist from public, L--importance of recognition
as artist from other artists.

interestingly,when a multiple regressionanalysiswas conductedwith length of
exhibitions as the dependent variable and the other artistic status variables (see
Table 60) as the independent variables the model was found to be significant
(F ii 134= 2.400, p=0.009) and accounted for 10% of the variance (adjusted R2 =
,
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096). The only significant variable was number of hours spent on art per week
.
(3 = 0.219, p=0.037).

This result suggeststhat there are other factors that have

a significant influence on length of exhibition that have not been taken into
account in this study. Such influential factors may include membership of art
associations and institutes and financial assistance from other sources such as
partners and parents.

10.8.1. ARTISTIC STATUS AND EXHIBITION

VARIABLES

The Kruskal-Wallis test found a significant effect of self-perceived artistic status
for number and length of exhibitions over the past 5 years (x2 = 18.174, df = 2,
p<0.001 and x'= 62.720, df = 2, p<0.001, respectively) but not for percentage of
artwork sold at an exhibition (i = 3.185, df = 2, p =0.203). Thus, the greater the
self-perceived artistic status was the larger the number and the greater the length
of time of the exhibitions (Table 61).

The result of non-significance for

percentage of artworks sold at exhibitions is surprising since it appearsthat there
is no statistically significant difference between professional, serious and hobby
artists as to the percentage of artworks sold at exhibitions despite this variable
being moderately significantly correlated with percentage of income made from
artwork.

However, professional artists may sell more artworks, and thereby

make the majority of their income, through private commissions rather than at
exhibitions, which is less likely to occur for hobby artists.
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Table 61. Medians and Standard Ranges for professional, serious and hobby artists with
respect to number of exhibitions, average length of exhibition and average percentage sold
at an exhibition over past 5 years.

Number of
exhibitions

Median
Range

Professional
3.00
1-6

2.00
1-6

Serious
1.00
1-6

Length of
exhibition

Median
Range

4.00
0-8

3.50
0-6

0.00
0-5

% sold

Median
Range

1.00
0-10

1.00
0-8

1.00
0-6

Hobby

When time spentwas consideredthere was a significant effect of time spenton
length of exhibition (f = 35.476, df = 2, p<0.001) with again increasing artistic
(low time spent median = 2.00,
status leading to significantly longer exhibitions
range = 0-5, medium time spent median = 3.00, range = 0-6, and high time spent
median = 4.00. range = 0-8).

However, for numbers of exhibitions and

percentage of artwork that tends to sell at an exhibition there was no significant
effect of time spent (e=5.024,

df=2,

p=0.081)and

(k=

1.441, df = 2, p=

0.487) respectively.

Thus, it appears that out of the three variables related to exhibitions, length of
exhibition is the variable that most accurately reflects artistic status.

The

relationship between sex of artist and the exhibition variables will now be
explored.

10.8.2.SEX OF ARTIST AND EXHIBITION VARIABLES
By using the Mann-Whitney test it appears that while there was no significant

differencebetweenmen and womenin the numberof exhibitions that they have
(U = 3518.500, Ni = 74, N2 = 112, p= .069, two-tailed) there was a significant
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difference between the sexes for length of exhibition (U = 4538.500, Ni = 85, N2
= 150, p <0.001, two-tailed) and percentage of artworks sold at exhibitions (U =
3287.500, Ni=

73, N2 = 112, p= 020, two-tailed).
.

Thus, although men and

women appear to exhibit at similar numbers of exhibitions men are exhibiting for
longer and selling a greater percentage of their work (since there is a greater
range for men) (Table 62).

These results provide mixed support for sexual

selectiontheory sinceboth sexesare displaying as often in public, which argues
against Miller's

supposition that men display their creative products more

publicly than women due to their greater competition for mates, but men are
displaying for longer which does supports Miller's hypothesis.

Table 62. Differences between males and females in medians and ranges on the number,
length and % of artwork sold at an exhibition.

Number of
exhibitions

Median
Range

Male
2.00
1-6

Female
2.00
1-6

Length of
exhibitions

Median
Range

4.00
0-8

3.00
0-6

Percentage of work
sold at an exhibition

Median
Range

1.00
0-10

1.00
0-8

10.8.3. PUBLIC DISPLAY
In an attempt to clarify whether men are displaying their artworks more than

womenthe data for how many exhibitionshad the artists exhibited in over the
past 5 years was recodedso that the lower value was taken for each category.
For example,1-5 exhibitionsbecame1 exhibition and more than 25 exhibitions
became25 exhibitions. A similar processwas carriedout for averagelength of
exhibition over the past 5 years, although all lengths were also converted into
days, so that 3-6 days became 3 days and more than 1 year became 365 days.
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These two variables were then computed into a variable that indicated the
number of days of public display in the past 5 years. Although the results are
only crude estimates of the actual amount of display this should provide some
indication of whether there is a difference between men and women in the degree
of public display. Furthermore, due to a number of outliers for both the male and
female artists the variable public display was converted to a log scale

The results demonstrate that there is a significant difference between men and
women in the amount of time (in days) that they spend in publicly displaying
their artwork (U = 3078.500, Ni = 74, N2 = 111, p=0.004,

two-tailed).

Furthermore, it is male artists who display their artwork for longer than female
artists (for men median = 2.12, range = 0.00-3.96 and for females median = 1.48,
range = 0.00-3.11). However, it must be remembered that there are some female
artists in this study displaying more than the majority of men and some male
artists displaying less than many women artists thus support for Miller's
hypothesis is not clear cut.

Moreover these results cannot be interpreted as

occurring due to the desire for men to use their artworks as fitness indicators.
There are many other reasons why there may be a sex difference such as
opportunities and social expectations on women which reduce their display time
(Stohs, 1992). However, Miller's (1999) three samples consisted of professional
musicians, artists and writers. Therefore to be able to more accurately compare
the results from this study with Miller's work the file was split on self-perceived
status and a Mann-Whitney test conducted using the variables sex and public
display. These results demonstrated that for self-perceived professional artists
there was no effect of sex on public display (U = 999.500, Ni = 46, N2 = 53, p=
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0.123, two-tailed).

Nevertheless, when time spent was used as a measure of

artistic status there was a significant effect of sex on public display for
professional artists (U = 335.500, Ni = 34, N2 = 29, p=0.029,

two-tailed) with

male professional artists displaying for significantly more days (median = 2.30,
range = 0.00-3.96) than female professional artists (median = 1.62, range = 0.482.68). Thus when a more objective measure of artistic status is considered there

is found to be support for Miller's claims for sexual dimorphism in public
display

Moreover, Miller (1999) claims that the amount of production and therefore the
amount of public display increases rapidly after puberty, peaks at young
adulthood when sexual competition is greatest and diminishes for men once they
marry and have children but this effect is not seen for women. However, when
the data was split on sex and the Kruskal-Wallis test computed to look at the
effect of age on amount of public display there was found to be no significant
effect for either men (x2 = 48.875, df = 40, p=0.159) or women (x2 = 50.584, df
= 43, p=0.199), thus refuting Miller's (1999) hypothesis with respect to the age
profile.

However,to be able to more accuratelycomparethe resultsfrom this study with
Miller's work again the file was split on status and sex and the Kruskal-Wallis
test was then conducted and scatter charts were produced to provide a clearer
visual image of the effect of age on public display for professional male and
female artists only (Fig. 14 & 15).
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Thus, it was found that there was no significant effect of age on public display
for either male or female self-perceived professional artists, ()2 = 32.245, df = 30,
p=0.356)

and ()e = 26.047, df = 27, p=0.516)

respectively, or when using

timespent as a measure of status for male (x2 = 26.573, df = 27, p=0.489)
female (x2 = 23.296, df = 20, p=0.275)
support Miller's

or

professional artists. This does not

claims of an age specific profile for production of artwork.

However, Miller used number of paintings as his criteria for production whereas
this study looks at public display which is a product of the minimum number of
days that the artists have displayed their artwork over a period of 5 years. This
makes it difficult to compare results. Nevertheless, for the sexual selection
hypothesis to be applicable to art the artworks need to be displayed. Miller
appearsto make the assumption that the artworks in his study were available for
public display at the time that the artist produced them. This is not necessarily
the case. Some of the paintings in Miller's study may have been brought by The
Tate Gallery long after the artists had produced them. From the sexual selection
viewpoint there is little point in paintings being displayed after the artist has
either died or is at a point in their lives when sexual competition is no longer at a
peak. Thus, public display may be a better indicator of cultural production since
it representsthe amount of time an artist's works are available for public viewing
and thereby the length of time their artwork is available to act as a fitness
indicator at a particular point in their lives.

Finally, there was also a significant effect of level of artistic training on amount
of public display (j = 13.116, df = 4, p= .011). A consideration of the medians
(Table 63) suggestsa pattern of increased public display with increased level of
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artistic training. This may be partly associated with the networks available to
those artists who study to a higher level which may allow them to gain contacts
who can promote their work through exhibitions. However the relationship is
not completely linear since those with no qualifications actually have higher
public display scores than those at GCSE/A' Level and diploma level.

Table 63. Medians and ranges for amount of public display (number of days
in the nact 4 venrcl fnr each level of training.
Highest Level of
Median
Range
Training

None
GCSE/A'Level
Diploma

Degree
Postgraduate

30.00
16.00
22.00

1-9125
1-224
1-480

42.00
154.00

1-750
6-1281

10.9. TIME SPENT ON ART
Time spent has already been found to be the variable within section A that is

most strongly associatedwith artistic status(see factor analysis) and this also
appearsto be supportedby someof the implicit views of the artists in this study.
In fact, one artist who statedthat he/shewas a hobby artistswrote "I want to be
"A serious artist", but if I were really serious I would spend more time on my
work"

Moreover, the frequenciesfor time spent between self-perceivedprofessional,
seriousand hobby artists also supportthe relationshipbetween time spent and
artistic status (Fig. 16). In fact there is a significant effect of self-perceived
artistic status on time spent on artwork (x2 = 89.857, df = 2, p<0.001) with
significantly more time spent on art the greater the self-perceived status of the
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artists (professional artists median = 30.00, range = 3-100, serious artists median
= 15.00, range = 0-84, and hobby artists median = 5.00, range = 0-15). This
finding supports the hypothesis that time spent on art is an indicator of artistic
successalthough there is a considerable range within each of the self perceived
status variables (see fig. 16).

Interestingly, there is also a significant difference between men and women
artists in the average amount of time they spend on their artwork per week (U =
3374.500, Ni = 79, N2 = 135, p<0.001, two-tailed) (Fig. 17). This difference
appears to be due to male artists (median = 25.00, range = 1-100) spending on
averagemore time on their artwork than female artists (median = 14.00, range =
0-84)
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Fig. 16. Distribution of time spent on artwork per week (in hours) by selfperceived professional, serious and hobby artists.
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However, when the data was split on self-perceived status the significant sex
difference only held for professional artists (U = 795.500, Ni = 49, NZ = 51, p=
0.002, two-tailed), with male professional artists spending significantly more
time on their work (median = 40.00, range = 3-100) than female professional
artists (median = 21.00, range = 3-80), and not for serious (U = 361.000, Ni = 18,
N2 = 44, p=0.587, two-tailed) or hobby artists (U = 156.500, Ni = 11, N2 = 40, p
= 0.143, two-tailed).

These results could lend support to Miller's (1999) hypothesis of a sex difference
in the displaying of creative products since those who display more would
presumably require more time to produce the best quality artwork and to produce
enough artwork for an exhibition.

However, as has been noted above social

factors may as easily account for this finding. Moreover, if Miller's hypothesis
is correct then there should also be a significant effect of age on time spent on
be found between men and
artwork and that a significant difference should
women on these variables. However, using the Kruskal-Wallis Test there was no
47.958, df = 50, p=0.556)
significant effect of age on time spent (x2 =

and this

did not become significant when the ages of male and female artists were
considered separately (=

44.402, df = 43, p=0.412)

p=0.731).
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and ()2 = 39.715, df = 46,

Table 64. Spearman's Rho correlation coefficients for variables associated with time and
financial benefits of being an artist.
Years as Timespent
Min.
Max.
% income
from
artist
cost
cost
artwork
1.000
159*
098
Years
155*
as Correlation coeff
-. 007
.
.
.
020
924
170
019
Sig. (2-tailed)
artist
.
.
.
.
236
214
201
N
198
227
Timespent

Correlation coeff
Sig. (2-tailed)

Max. cost

%

Income

398**
.
000
.

555**
.
000
.

561**
.
000
.

1.000

362**
.
.000
196
.500**

214

214

Correlationcoeff
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

-.007
.924
201

398**
.
.000
185

201

697**
.
000
.
193

Correlationcoeff

.098

.555**

.697**

1.000

N
Min. cost

1.000

159*
.
020
.

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

170
.
198

Correlation coeff

.

from

Sig. (2-tailed)

artwork

N

155*

207

000
.
193

198

561**
.

362**
.

500**
.

1.000

196

195

227

207

". Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
"". Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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183

000
.
183

.000

.019

227

185

.000

.000

000
.
195

Table 65. Spearman's Rho correlation coefficients for variables associated with mental
9H7hadipQ

fn hPina

Years
artist

as

An nrtict.

Correlation coeff
Sig. (2-tailed)

Min. cost

Art
about
taking
risks

167*
.
010
.

067
.
309
.

is

Importance
of
recognition
by public

Importance

100
.
127
.

055
.
400
.

of
recognition
by
other

artists

236

236

236

236

Correlationcoeff
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.598**
000
.
214

.148*
.031
214

217**
.
.001
214

.253**
.000
214

Correlationcoeff

309**
.

.

116

165
.019

.216***

.
201

002
.
201

N
Timespent

Important
aspect
of
life

000
.
201

101
.
201

395**
.
.000

121
.
090
.
198

.117
099
.198

. 188**
008
.

income Correlationcoeff
%
Sig. (2-tailed)
from
N
artwork

.338**
000
.
227

.159*
016
.
227

245**
.
000
.
227

.147*
.027
227

Correlationcoeff
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

1.000
236

091
.164
.
236

330**
.000
.
236

.311**
.000
236

Art is about Correlationcoeff
Sig. (2-tailed)
taking risks
N

091
.
164
.236

1.000
236

.038
556
.236

.133*
.041
236

330**
.

038
.

1.000

519**
.

Max. cost

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Correlationcoeff
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Important
aspectof life

Importance

Correlation coeff

of
recognition
b ublic
Importance
of
recognition
by
other

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlationcoeff
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

198

.000
236

.556
236

236

.311**
000
.
236

.133*
041
.236

.519**
.000
236

198

000
.
236

1.000
236

artists
". Correlation is sigmticant at the U.U) ievel tz-taiieo)
"". Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

The correlations for averagetime spent on artwork and the other variables
associatedwith artistic production can be observedin tables 60,64 and 65. It
can be seenthat time spent on artwork has a significant positive relationship with

all the variablesapartfrom "percentageof artwork sold at an exhibition". Thus,
it not only has an associationwith other artistic behavioursbut also with mental
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attitudes believed to be indicative of artistic professionalism. Furthermore, when
a multiple regression analysis was conducted, with time spent as the dependent
variable, the model was found to be significant (Fi1,134= 9.589, p<0.001) and
accounted for 40% of the variance (adjusted R2= .395). The significant predictor
from artwork (ß = 388, p<0.001),
variables were percentage of income
.
importance of artwork in life (ß = 300, p<0.001), importance of recognition by
.
(ß =
public (ß = -.272, p=0.001), and importance of recognition by other artists
216, p=0.009).
.

This indicates that time spent on artwork is associated with an

internal drive to produce art and achieve recognition by other artists which would
support it's

associated with

professionalism and possibly success since

is the strongest predictor.
percentage of income from artwork

Interestingly,

recognition by the public is negatively associated with time spent on art which
fame and celebrity that may be believed to
may imply an association with
discredit genuine artists.

10.10. TIME AS AN ARTIST
Research has shown that it takes approximately ten years before a person can
be said to have mastered
produce a major work (Simonton, 1999) and therefore
their profession and hence use the term professional.

However, some artists

implied that they believed themselves to have been artists for the whole of their
lives since for them it is not merely a job but a fundamental part of themselves,
be associated with professional status. One
and so this sort of belief may also
I'm 38yrs old. When you're an artist
artist stated "I said I was an artist for 38yrs.
it's unfortunately a vocation, whether you like it or not. It is the albatross".
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Unsurprisingly, there was a significant correlation between time as an artist and
age of participant (p = 0.440, p<0.001).

When a one-way ANCOVA

was

conducted using age of artist as the covariate there was found to be no significant
effect of self-perceived status (F2,226= 0.267, p=0.766)

or time spent (F2,2o7=

2.142, p=0.120) on time as an artist. Thus, once artist's age is held constant the
number of years that one has been an artist does not appear to be related to
artistic status.

Moreover, correlations with other variables associated with artistic status are
either weak and significant or non-significant (see tables 60,64 & 65). Thus,
time as an artist does not appearto be as strongly associated with artistic status as
do some of the other artistic variables in section A of the questionnaire
(Appendix 20).

10.11. MENTAL ATTITUDES

OF ARTISTS

Questions 12 to 15 aimed to capture mental attitudes and beliefs that may
indicate the degree of professionalism of the artist.

From Table 65 it can be

observed that "the importance of recognition from other artists" is significantly
positively correlated with all the other mental attitude variables and most
strongly with "recognition by the general public" (p = 0.519, p<. 001). Feedback
comments suggested that one of the reasons for wanting recognition by other
artists was to receive support. One artist wrote "peer group acceptance-means
you are part of a community of artists (being an artist can be very lonely).
Getting together to discuss each other's work is very interesting and rewarding".
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However, there was some concern that other artists may not be honest in their
responses. There was also an emphasis by some artists on receiving recognition
by artists of similar or greater ability than themselves but not from those with
apparently less ability or status.

The attitude variable significantly correlated with the lowest number of variables
was the "belief that art is about taking risks" and, in fact, all the significant
correlations were weak. Whether an artist considers art to be about taking risks
may have less to do with

professionalism, at least when considering

from artwork, since taking a risk in
professionalism as amount of income made
does not work out and may also
one's artwork could reduce income if the risk
lead to reductions in opportunities to exhibit art.

In fact, one artist wrote

"... taking risks can make your work less saleable, so there has to be a mixture of
'risk' stuff and more commercial stuff'.

Thus, those artists who do believe that

income from their
art is about taking risks may not earn the majority of their
artwork or be concerned with exhibiting their work.

This would suggest that

income that they make from their artwork,
professional artists, if defined by the
may not hold this view. In fact, the Kruskal-Wallis test demonstrated that there
()e = 3.578, df = 2, p=0.167) or
was no significant effect of self-perceived status
time spent (=5.685,

df = 2, p=0.058)

on art being about taking risks.

However, other artists consideredthe statement to be about taking risks purely in
their artwork and linked this with professionalism. One artist wrote "people
have the courage to lose sight of the
cannot discover new oceans until they
shore".

Thus, these non-significant

interpretations of the term risk.
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results may be due to

different

Conversely there was, using the Kruskal-Wallis test, a significant effect of self-

perceivedstatuson the importanceof art in life (x2= 74.935,df = 2, p<0.001),
recognition by public (j

= 34.270, df = 2, p<0.001) and recognition by other

artists (x2 = 42.441, df = 2, p<0.001).

It appears that for the importance of

recognitionby the public and other artists the significant difference stemsfrom
the responsesof the hobby artists comparedto the other two groups(Table 66).
In both casesthe hobby artists rate theseattitudes as being less important than the
other groups of artists as would be expected.

retilo

ýýc Mwlianc

and ranopc of uttihidec

to art for artists of different

ctnt.. c

Professional
artists

Serious artists

Hobby artists

Importance of art

Median
Range

9.00
3-10

8.00
5-10

7.00
1-10

Recognition by public

Median

6.00

6.00

3.00

Range

0-10

1-10

1-10

Median

8.00

8.00

3.00

Range

1-10

1-10

0-10

Recognition by other
artists

The effect of time spenton the importanceof art ()e = 72.521,df = 2, p<0.001),
recognition by the public (j = 11.273, df = 2, p=0.004)
other artists (1 = 13.315, df = 2, p=0.001)

and recognition by

was significant and again it appears

that hobby artists(low time spent)value theseattitudeslessthan artistsof higher
status(Table 67).
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TahIP

67_ MpAianc

and ranoes

to art

of attitudes

High
spent

for

timeannnt

Time

Medium
pent

Time

Low Time spent

Importance of art

Median
Range

9.00
5-10

8.00
3-10

7.00
1-10

Recognition by public

Median
Range

6.00
1-10

6.00
0-10

4.00
1-10

Recognition
artists

Median
Range

7.50
1-10

8.00
2-10

6.00
1-10

by other

Interestingly, when the effect of sex on these attitude variables was analysed
there was only a significant effect of sex on importance of art in life (U =
5042.500,Ni = 85, N2 = 151,p=0.005, two-tailed) and this appearedto be due
to a slight increasein the importanceof art for male artists (for male artists
median = 9, range = 2-10 and for female artists median = 8, range = 1-10). This
may be due to the expectation within society on women to continue to act as the

primary carer of the children evenwhen working. As one female artist stated
"... things get in the way like working to earn money (often to pay for materials

and equipment),partner and his work (he earns more than I do), and family.
There are times when, no matterhow vital art is in my life it has to take a back
seat". However a number of the men, as well as the women, participants
mentioned the importance of their family as well as their artwork and creating a
balance between the two. Moreover, some comments on this question suggested

that those who have other creative activities in their lives may also lower the
ratingsfor importanceof art in life andso if combinedthe creativeactivitiesmay
togetherproducea much higherrating.
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A consideration of the effect of age on these different attitudes demonstrated no
significant effects (Table 68). Thus, particular attitudes about art do not appear to

be influencedby the ageof the artist.

Table 68. Results of Kruskal-Wallis Test to determine effects of age on attitudes to art.
Test Statistics(a, b)

Chi-Square
df
Asymp. Sig.

recog. by
public
36.195
51
942
.

recog.by
other
artists
49.258
51
543
.

imp. of art
in life
53.048

risks
46.815

51
395
.

51
640
.

a KruskalWallis i est

b Grouping Variable: age (years)

However, one variable that did appearto influence attitudeswas the amount of
formal arts training the artists had received. Thus, formal arts training had a
significant effect on "importanceof recognitionby the public" (x2= 16.940,df =
8, p=0.03 1), "importance of recognition by other artists" ('

= 23.921, df = 8, p

= 0.002), and "the importance of art to the artist's life" (e = 38.632, df = 8, p<

0.001), but not to whether"art is about taking risks" (x2 = 7.863, df = 8, p=
0.447).

From the medians and ranges (Table 69) it is difficult to identify where the

significant differencesoccur althoughthere does appearto be some increasein
the importanceof art in their lives the higher their academic status,which is
investment, in terms of time and financial
unsurprising due to the high level of
cost that is involved in gaining academic qualifications. There also appearsto be
an increase in the desire for recognition from other artists and a peak in desire for

recognitionby the public at the diploma/foundationlevel which reducesas the
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artist gains further qualifications.

This latter pattern may reflect the possible

insecurities and need for general acknowledgement when artists have started
on
the road to formal artistic qualifications as they become aware of the status of

othersmore qualified then themselvesbut then reducesastheir academicstatus
increases.

T'hlp

60

_

Mpii'n

and ranwe for attitudes

0
43

Number

1

6v level of formal

2

3

arts traininv

4

5

6

7

8

18

13

11

18

82

5

32

2

Imp. Of

Median 8

6.5

8

7

9

8

8

9

10

art

Range

3-10

1-10

1-9

6-10

5-10

7-9

5-10

10

Risks

Median 8
Range 1-10

7
1-10

7
3-10

7
3-10

7
1-10

8
0-10

6
1-10

8
4-10

10
10

1-10

Recog.

Median 4

4

6

5

8

6

6

6

4

Public

Range

1-7

1-8

1-8

1-10

1-10

5-8

1-10

1-7

Recog.
other
artists

Median 6
Range 1-10

6
1-10

5
1-10

5
1-10

6
0-10

7
1-10

8
8-10

8
1-10

8.5
7-10

1-10

Note: 0= no formal training, 1=apprentice, l=cýc srV leveuc 51r, 3 =AS/A'level,
guilds/diploma, 5=degree, 6=postgraduate diploma, 7=masters, 8=PhD

4=city &

Interestingly, from some of the commentsmade by the artists it appearsthat
recognition by the public was linked with celebrity or star status so whilst on the
whole the artists wished for serious recognition of their artwork they did not
desire fame. As one artist stated "... I crave recognition of my abilities, rather
than fame. Fame is a trap".

Thus, the importanceof art in the artist's life and recognitionby the public and
other artistsdo appearto be associatedwith artistic status. However,the results
for whether art is about taking risks were more ambiguous due it appears to
different interpretations of this statement.
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10.12. SUMMARY OF ARTISTIC BEHAVIOURS

AND BELIEFS

Overall the variables considered within section A of the questionnaire appear to
be relevant to artistic status as defined by the artists themselves. Those most
closely associated with artistic status were found in the first factor of the
principal components analysis and so time spent on art, importance of art in life,
percentage of income from art, and public display can be said to most clearly
indicate artistic status, with higher values of each equating to greater professional
status.

This first sectionhas also enableda test of Miller's (1999)hypothesesregarding
sexual dimorphism and the ageprofile in public display. With regardsto the
former, the resultsfrom this studysupportthe prediction that overall male artists
engagein more public display than female artists. Moreover, when the results
only consideredmale and femaleprofessionalartists, to more accuratelyreflect
Miller's (1999) sample,it was found that there was a significant effect of sexon
public display when using the time spentvariable as a measureof artistic status.
However, Miller's (1999) claim that artistic production peaks during young
adulthood and then gradually declines once Parenting overtakesthe need for
courtship is not supported by the results from this study across either all
participantsor for the professionalartists alone. Whilst public display is used,
rather than Miller's variable of numberof paintings, this may be found to be a
more accurateindicator for the sexual selection hypothesis since it does not
assumethat production equateswith display of all artworks within the public
domain. However,the resultsregardingpublic display may alsobe a product of
the sampleof artistsin this studysincethe sampleof artists is much more diverse
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than Miller's.

Nevertheless, the sexual selection hypothesis should be applicable

to all artists and not just the more celebrated professionalartists who are
exhibitedat suchprestigiousvenuesasthe Tate Gallery.

The next section will consider the effects of personality on artistic status and
mating success.

10.13.PERSONALITIES OF ARTISTS AND THEIR PARTNERS
The personalitiesof the artists and their partnerswere measuredusing a fifty
item version of the five factor model (Goldberg, 1999). The internal consistency
of each of the five factors was measured using Cronbach alphas (Table 70).
Table 70. Comparison of Cronbach alphas for the artists and the artists'
ratince of their nortnere And the IMP for the five faetnr mndel

Five Factors (10
item scale of the
IPIP

Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Mean

Cronbach alphas Cronbach alphas Cronbach alphas
for the artists
for the artists
from the IPIP
ratings of their
partners
86
.
86
.
82
.
77
.
81
.
82
.

86
.
82
.
62
.
79
.
75
.
77
.

87
.
90
.
89
.
92
.
91
.
90
.

Thus, the Cronbach alphas from this study are in general comparable to those

found by Goldberg (1999). Furthermore, whilst there appearsto be some
discrepanciesin the literature as to what is consideredan acceptablelevel of
reliability, it can be argued that these alphas demonstrate satisfactory internal
1997, Heyland et al., 2000).
consistency (Bland & Altman,
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10.13.1. ARTISTS' SELF-RATINGS OF PERSONALITY
To consider the distribution of the personality scores for the artists (Table 71) in

this study the scorescanbe comparedto datafrom Nettle of a generalpopulation
of internet users (as used in Chapter 7) (Tables 72).

Table 71. Frequency Statistics for self-rated personality scores of the artists

N

Valid
Missing

Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Std. Error of Skewness

Kurtosis
Std. Error of Kurtosis
Range

artist.
extraversion
236

artist.
openness
236

artist.
agreeable
ness
236

28.7585

0
32.8771

0
41.3983

0
37.5085

29.0000

34.0000

42.0000

38.0000

36.6398
37.0000

8.27383

7.13023

5.13750

6.38115

6.46180

063
.

-. 189

-. 660

-.426

-. 324

158
.

158
.

-. 528

-.437

-.087

-. 407

-.320

316
.
11-49

316
.
15-49

316
.
28-50

316
.

316
.

20-50

20-50

Artist.
Neuroticism
236
0
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.

158

.

158

artist.
conscienti
ousness
236
0

.

158
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Q

0

Thus, overall the meanscoresand standarddeviationsdo not differ greatly from
the provided norms, with the artists' meansfor neuroticism and agreeableness
being slightly lower and extraversion,opennessand conscientiousnessbeing
slightly higher. This suggeststhat the personalitiesof the artists do not differ
greatly from a generalpopulation samplethat completesonline questionnaires.
However,in generalother studieshave found artiststo be high in openness,low
in conscientiousness,high in neuroticism and mixed in introversion and
extraversion(Dollinger et al., 2004, Feist, 1998, Gotz & Gotz, 1973, McCrae,
1987, McCrae & Costa, 1997,Nowakowskaet al., 2004, Walker et al., 1995).
Theseopposingresultsmaybe due to the personalityof the artist who is prepared
to participatein andcompletea studythat asksquestionsof a sexualnature. In
light of this the results of higher conscientiousnessand extraversion are
for
unsurprising. Nevertheless,the results opennessare surprisingsincethis trait
is so closelyassociatedwith artists. This may be a problem with the norms not
being appropriateto use with this sample since the participants in the norm
samplecamefrom America. However,it may also be that thereis a differencein
the levelsof opennessdependingon the artistic statusof the artist andthis will be
exploredbelow.

10.13.1.1Sexdifferencesin the artists' personality ratings
An analysis of possible sex differences in the self-rated personality traits found
no significant differences between men and women in their scores for any of the
five personality traits (Table 73). This is contrary to the findings in the literature
that find that women tend to score more highly than men on extraversion
(particularly those facets of extraversion related to warmth, gregariousness and
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positive emotions), neuroticism, agreeableness, and openness to feelings, and
men tend to score more highly than women on the extraversion facet of
assertiveness, and on openness to ideas (Costa et al., 2001, Feingold, 1994).

NeverthelessCosta,Terraccianoet al (2001) found that the size of the gender
differences varied between cultures with gender differences being largest in
prosperous, healthy

cultures

women

where

have

greater

educational

opportunities. Whilst this study consists of participants primarily from a white
British culture it may be that there are also differences in the degree of gender

differencesin personality for subcultures,such as the Arts world, which may
explain the lack of significant differences in personality between male and
female artists.

However, it may also be that specific personality types are

attracted to such studies regardless of sex and this explains the lack of
personality differences between the sexes.

Table 73. Effect of sex of artist on self-rated personality scores. Test Statistics(a)

Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
a Grouping Variable: sex

Artist. Neurotic
ism
5516.000

artist.extraver
sinn
5759.000

artist.open
ess
6294.500

artist.agre
eableness
5503.500

9171.000

9414.000

9949.500

9158.500

-1.309
190
.

-. 245
807
.

-1.818
069
.

-1.792
073
.

artist.cons
cientiousn
ess
5938.500
17414.500
-. 953
.

341

10.13.1.2. Self-rated status and the personalities of the artists

Therewas a significant effect of self-perceivedstatuson all personalityvariables
except

agreeableness (Table

74).

For

extraversion,

openness and

there is a generalreduction in the levels of these traits from
conscientiousness
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professional to hobby artists (Table 74).

Nevertheless, for openness, which

would be expected to be at high levels in professional artists, the mean for the

professional artists (42.64) would only be considered medium high when
compared to the norms above (Table 72). This again suggests that either this
sample of artists are lower in openness than would be anticipated or that the

participants that constructedthe norms were particularly high on this trait.
Interestingly, for neuroticism there appears to be a peak for serious artists and

more similar levelsfor professionalandhobby artists.
Table 74. Medians and rangesfor personality scoresof professional, serious
anti

hnhhv

Artictc_

Neuroticism

Test
Statistics
= 7.387
df =2
p=0.025

Professional

Serious

Hobby

Median
Range

28.00
11-49

31.00
13-48

29.00
12-47

Extraversion

j2= 15.422
df =2
P<0.001

Median
Range

35.00
15-49

33.00
19-49

28.00
16-43

Openness

j2= 27.319
df =2
P<0.001

Median
Range

43.50
28-50

42.50
29-50

38.00
28-49

Agreeableness

j2= 4.277
df =2

Median
Range

39.00
23-50

37.00
24-48

39.00
20-50

Median
Range

39.00
23-50

36.50
20-50

35.00
20-45

p=0.118

Conscientiousness k2= 19.679
df =2
P<0.001

Using time spentas a measureof artistic status,a Kruskal-Wallis test found that
there was a significant effect of status on conscientiousness (k2= 10.956, df = 2,
p=0.004) and opennessto experience ()e = 10.375, df = 2, p=0.006) but not on

any of the other personalitytraits.
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Furthermore, the results were in the expected direction for openness from

professionalto hobby status(as defined by time spenton art) (Table 75). The
results for conscientiousnesswere also in the same direction. However, in
previous research the opposite relationship with conscientiousness has been
found so that the more professional the artist the less conscientious they would

be predicted to be (Feist, 1998, Furnham & Chamorro-Premuzic,2004,
Nowakowska et al., 2004, Walker et al., 1995). This may therefore be a product

of the sampleso that on averageonly more conscientiousartistswerepreparedto
completethe questionnaire.Nevertheless,this trait may be important in gaining
professionalstatus as it should ensurethat work is completed and exhibited
which should help to raise the status of the artist.
Medians and ranges for conscientiousness
and openness to
defined
by
time
1w
average
spent
on
art
Der week.
ctQtit.Qnc
---, - -nna

Table

75.

Conscientiousness
Openness

Median
RanRe
Median

Professional
39.50
20-50
43.00

Serious
36.00
20-50
43.00

Hobby
36.00
23-50
40.00

Range

28-50

29-50

28-50

The finding of non-significancefor agreeablenessis also supported in the
literature (Dollinger et al., 2004, Furnham &

Chamorro-Premuzic, 2004,

McCrae. 1987) and so is to be expected. Moreover, the non-significant result for

extraversionis also unsurprisingsincethe results from other studiesare found to
be mixed with artistsbenefitingfrom both introvertedand extravertedbehaviours
as mentioned above. Nevertheless,the generally non-significant result for
neuroticism would not be what would be hypothesised from previous studies.
This therefore may again be a product of the sample prepared to complete this
it
questionnaire. If this is the case then must be noted that the results of this
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study may not be completely generalisable to the whole population of artists
particularly with respect to the reproductive successresults below since different
levels of different personality traits have been found to influence sexual
behaviour (Chapter 8).

10.13.1.3. Personality and Public Display

Furthermore,whenthe influence of artists' personalitieson public display (log)
was considered the model was found to be non-significant (Fs,179= 1.984, p=
0.083).

This is unexpected since it would be assumed that openness to

experience, with its association with artistic ability, and extraversion, which
should help the artist to gain contacts and to publicly promote their work, would
be influential in increasing public display.

10.13.2. ARTISTS' RATINGS
RATINGS) ON PERSONALITY

OF

THEIR

PARTNERS

(PARTNER-

Table 76 demonstratesthe distributionof the personalityscoresfor eachtrait for
the partner ratings.
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Table 76. Descriptive statistics for personality traits of artists' partners, as rated by the
e. ýe. e

N
Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Skewness

Valid
Missing

partner.
neuroticism
229
7

partner.
extraversion
230

partner.
openness
229
7

partner.
agreeable
ness
229
7
36.3843

partner.
conscienti
ousness
229

38.0000

37.0000

7
36.1878

26.9345
27.0000

6
34.0261
34.5000

7.70965

8.17009

8.18242

8.15910

8.57089

206
.

-. 403

-.346

-. 568

-. 633

161
.

160
.

161

161
.

-. 291

-.099

-.496

-. 360

-.083

320
.

320
.

320

320
.

320
.

38.00

40.00

35.5983
36.0000

Std. Error of Skewness

Kurtosis
Std. Error of Kurlosis

Range
Minimum
Maximum

.

.

35.00

38.00
12.00
50-0ý

11.00

10.00

14.00

49.00 1

50.00 1

50.00 1

50.00 1

Thus, it can be observedthat the partners' mean scoresfor eachof the traits are
for
similar to the norms (Table 72), with the means neuroticism,opennessand
extraversion and

higher than the norms. Moreover, the means for
conscientiousnessbeing slightly

the partnersaresimilar to thoseof theartists.

10.13.2.1. Status of artist and partners' personalities

For self-perceivedstatustherewas a significant effect of statuson partner-ratings
(Tables 77 & 78). Thus, the more professional the
of openness to experience
be the greater the openness scores they attribute to
artist believed themselves to
their partners (Table 78) thus if partner-ratings are taken as accurate, as argued in

Chapter 9, then this suggeststhat professional artists, who are higher in
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161

36.00

15.00

lower and the means for
agreeableness being slightly

.

openness, and/or their partners are emphasising openness in their mate
preferences. There were no significant effects of artists' self-perceived status on
the other personality variables of the artists' partners. Furthermore, for time

spent,as a measureof status, there were no significant effects on any of the
personalityvariables.

Table 77. Effect of self-perceived status on partner-rated personality variables. Test
Statistics(a, b)

partner.

partner.

extraversion

neuroticism
Chi-Square
dt
Asymp. Sig.

partner.

partner.
agreeable

Partner
conscienti

openness

ness

ousness

246
.
2

4.224
2

2

2

2

884
.

121

000
.

334
.

325
.

.

16.901

2.193

2.249

a Kruskal Wallis Test
b Grouping Variable: self-perceived status

Table 78. Median and ranges for the effect of self-perceived and factor
Analvsed artistic status on onenness to experience of artists' nartners
Professional
Serious
Hobby
Artistic
Partnerstatus
rated
personality
variable
38.00
Median
Openness
35.00
32.00
Self-

Range

perceived

10.13.3. ARTISTS'

AND THEIR

14-50

PARTNERS'

16-48

16-50

PERSONALITIES

AND

STYLE OF ARTWORK

Sincepersonalityhas beenfound to influencepreferencesfor particular stylesof
artwork it is interestingto explore whetherthere are personality differencesfor
artistsin the predominantstyleof art that they employ aswell aswhetherthere is
a relationship between the artistic style of the artist and the personality of their
partner.
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The terms used by the artists to describe the style of their work overlapped to
some extent.

Therefore, for this analysis only those who used the terms

representational and abstract will be included (N = 113) since these two styles
are opposing and are commonly used in the literature considering personality and
art preferences. Furthermore, these two categories were the most commonly
used and so include the greatestnumber of participants.

Resultsdemonstrateda significant difference between the predominanceof use
of abstractandrepresentationalstylesof art on the artists' opennessto experience
(U = 1047.500,Ni = 67, N2 = 46, p=0.004, two-tailed) so that thoseartistsusing
an abstractstyle were significantly higher on opennessto experience(median=
43.00, range 28-50) than those employing a representationalstyle (median=
40.00,range 28-49). Noneof the resultsfor the other traits were significant.

When sex differences were considered it was found that for representational
artists there was a significant difference between males and females on
extraversion (U = 320.500, Ni = 21, N2 = 46, p=0.028,

two-tailed) with female

representational artists being significantly higher in extraversion (median =
33.00, range = 16-49) than male representational artists (median = 27.00, range =
21-40).

No other personality traits came to significance for representational

artists.

For abstract artists there were found to be no significant differences between
males and females on personality traits although neuroticism was close to
16, N2 = 30, p=0.070,
significance (U = 161.500, Ni =
366

two-tailed) and in the

direction of female abstract artists having higher neuroticism scores (median =
32.00, range = 17-45) than male abstract artists (median = 25.50, range = 18-49).

Therefore, there appearsto be a relationship between increasedopennessto
experienceof the both male and female artists and the productionof abstractart.
This may be due to more openartistsbeing more attractedto producingart where
the boundariesare brokendown more thereby possibly stimulating thoseaspects
of opennesssuch as originality, daring and adventurousness. Furthermore,
female representationalartists appearto be higher on extraversionthan male
representationalartists.

When the relationshipsbetween the predominant style of the artist and their
partner's personality traits were considered it was found that there was a
significant difference between abstract and representationalartists on the
opennessto experienceof their partners(U = 1007.500,Ni = 67, N2 = 44, p=
0.005, two-tailed) with abstractartists having partners significantly higher in
artists (median=
openness(median= 40.00,range= 17-50)than representational
32.00,range= 16-50). Noneof the effectson the other personalitytraits cameto
significance.

When the data was split on sex of the artist's partner it was found that for the
male partnerstherewas no significant differencesbetweenthe two styleson any
(U = 401 000, Ni = 46, N2
of their personalitytraits apartfrom conscientiousness
.
- 29, p=0.004, two-tailed) so that male partnersOfrepresentationalartistswere
(median= 39.000,range= 12-50)than malepartners
higher in conscientiousness
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of abstract artists (median = 33.000, range = 15-47). This result mirrors that
from previous research that has found that individuals high in conscientiousness
prefer representational art as opposed to abstract art (Furnham & Walker, 2001 a).

For the female partnersthere was a significant differencebetween those with
representationalartists and those with abstract artists on their opennessto
experience(U = 41.500, Ni = 20, N2 = 14, p <0.001, two-tailed) so that the
female partners of abstractartists had significantly higher scoreson openness
(median = 43.00, range = 35-48) than the female partnersof representational
artists(median= 36.50,range= 24-47). There wereno other significant effects.

Thus, again it is the domain of openness to experience that is associated with
abstract art so that higher opennessfor female partners is associatedwith abstract

art. Previous researchhas found that those high in opennessdemonstratea
preferencefor all types of art (Furnham & Walker, 2001a, Rawlings, 2003).
However,only representationalart and abstractart havebeenconsideredin this
analysis and so it appearsthat femaleshigh in opennessare more attractedto
those artists who produce abstractart and that these artists are likely to be
significantly higher in opennessthantheir representationalcounterparts.

This may have implications for the concept of artworks acting as fitness
indicatorssinceabstractart may be an indicator of opennessto experiencewhich
therefore attracts those individuals who desire this in a mate. There is some
fitness indicator study that this
suggestionfrom the results from the
may occur
(Table 53) but ftuther analysiswith a larger number of artworks is required to
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understandthis in more detail. Moreover, males high in conscientiousness
appearto be attractedto femaleartists producing representationalworks, which
would be beneficial to the female artists should they desire a long-term
relationship. However,more detailedexploration of what aspectsof the artwork
are indicatingtheartists' qualitiesarerequiredto qualify thesesuggestions.

10.13.4.LENGTH OF CURRENT RELATIONSHIP AND PERSONALITY
VARIABLES

There is some evidenceto suggestthat certain personality variables may be
influential in the successof the relationship (Kelly & Conley, 1987, Neyer &
Voigt, 2004, Watsonet al., 2000b). Therefore,if the assumptionis made that
length of relationship equateswith relationship satisfaction then this can be
tested for this sample of artists. Thus, a multiple regression analysis was
conductedin an attemptto examinethis hypothesis. Length of relationshipwas
the dependentvariableand the personalitycharacteristicsof the artists' andtheir
partners' as well as ageof the artist were the independentvariables. The model
= 23.266,P>0.001)and accountedfor 53%
was found to be significant (F(i1,207)
of the variance(R2=0.529). From Table 79 it can be seenthat the strongest
predictor variable, as expected,is age of the artist. However, even once age is
accountedfor opennessof the artists remainsa significant predictor variable of
length of relationship with partners openness and conscientiousness nearing
significance. What is interesting is that the direction of opennessis negative so
that the more open to experience the artists are the shorter the length of the
relationship. It may be that this finding is due to the possibility that those who
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are more open to experience may be more absorbed in and dedicated to their
work and thereby spend less time on their relationship thus causing it to break
down.

However, since increasing levels of openness to experience were found

to be associated with increasing artistic status (Tables 74 & 75) then those artists
more open to experience are, according to sexual selection, signalling their
superior quality and therefore potentially attracting more sexual partners. If this
is the case then these artists may adopt a short-term mating strategy.
Interestingly, when time spent on artwork is added to this multiple regression,
although it makes little difference to the amount of variance accounted for and
the model remains significant (F13,189
ý 18,905, p>0.001) time spent is found to
be the second strongest predictor after age of artist (P = -. 167, p=0.004)
again opennessof the artist is still significant (P = -. 121, p=0.032).

and

Thus, the

longer the artist spends on his/her artwork each week the shorter his/her
relationship is generally found to be thus supporting the first hypothesis for
opennessbeing a negative predictor of relationship length. However, time spent
is also a measure of artistic status and if found to effect mating successthis then
supports the second hypothesis.
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Table 79. Analysis to consider the effects of personality on length of relationship. Coefficiei is

Model
(Constant)
Artist.NeurotiCiSM
artist.extraversion
artisLopenesS
artist.agreeableness
artist.conscientiousness
panner.neurotcism
partner.extraversion
partner.openness
partner.agreeableness
partner.
conscientiousness
age of artfst

Unstan ardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.023
9.824
047
085
.
.
067
092
-.
.
135
-.296
.
034
106
-.
.
171
104
.
.
065
100
.
.
087
-.077
.
167
090
-.
.
082
087
.
.
155
079
.
.
048
.633
.

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
031
.
037
-.
-. 119
-.017
086
.
040
.
-.048
-. 106
053
.
104
.
649
.

t
308
.
557
.
-.726
-2.183
-.316
1.642
656
.
-.882
-1.856
946
.
1.955
13.126

Siq.
759
.
578
.
469
.
030
.
752
.
102
.
513
.
379
.
065
.
345
.
052
.
.000

a. Dependent Variable: length of relationship

10.14.REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESSOF VISUAL ARTISTS
This next sectionwill considerthe predictionsmade in the methodschapterof
increasedartistic status leadingto increasedmating success,potential fertility,
and extra-paircopulation but therebeing no effect of statuson achievedfertility
in a contraceptive using society. Moreover differences between the sexes on
these variables will be examined. Should the predictions be supported then these

will provide strongsupportfor the sexualselectionhypothesisof creativity.

Within the entire sample75% of participants were in a relationship and 24%
were not (1% did not respond). Furthermore45% were married and 51% were
not marriedto their currentor mostrecentpartner. A breakdown by sexof artist
can be seenin tables 80 and 81.
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Table 80. Frequency of relationship status for male artists. "married
to current/previous partner" * "in a relationship" Crosstabulation

Married

yes

no

No
resp
onse
Total

Count
% within
marded
Count
% within
married
Count
% within
marded
Count
% within
marded

Ina rel ionshir)
yes
no
38
3

Total
41

92.7%

7.3%

100.0%

24

15

39

61.5%

38.5%

100.0%

1

4

5

20.0%

80.0%

100.0%

63

22

85

74.1%

25.9%

100.0%

a. sex = male

Table 81. Freqency of relationship status for female artists. "marrlpd to
current/most recent partner" * "in relationship" Crosstabulation
In relationshl

yes
married

yes

no

No
resp
onse
Total

Count
% within
married
Count
% within
married
Count
% within
married
Count
% within
married

I

no
53

10

82.8%

15.6%

62

20

75.6%

24.4%

0

4

0%
.
115 I
76.2%

a. sex = female
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80.0%
34
22.5%

no
response
1

Total
64

1 6%
.
0

100.0%
82

0%
.
1

100.0%
5

20.0%
2

100.0%
151

1 3%
.

100 0%
.

10.14.1.

NUMBER

OF

BIOLOGICAL

CHILDREN

(ACHIEVED

FERTILITY)
From those who responded to the question on numbers of children there was, as
would be expected a skewed distribution (Mean ==1.88, SD = 1.211, Skewness =
0.589, SE of Skewness= 0.216). However, this distribution is limited since only
126 of the 236 participants respondedto this question and so it is not possible to
know whether those who did not responded did not do so because they did not
have children or becausethey did not wish to respond to the question. Therefore,
the analysis of numbers of biological children may not be representative of the
whole sample.

that there was no significant effect of sex of
A Mann Whitney test demonstrated
artist on numberof children (U = 1628.000,Ni = 50, N2 = 76, p=0.159, twotailed). Furthermore,using the Kruskal-Wallis test there was no significant
effect of self perceivedstatusor timespent(a more objective measureof status)
on numbersof children (j2= 0.517,df = 2, P=0.772) and ()e = 0.833,df = 2, p=
0.659) respectively. Therefore,there is not a significant differencein terms of
numbers of biological children for male and female artists or for those at
different levelsof artistic status. This later result supportsthe findings of Nettle
& Clegg (in press-b). However,as age is significantly correlatedwith number
of children (r = 0.353, p >0.001)becauseYoungerPeoplemay not have had the
opportunityto completetheir family, this should havebeentakeninto accountin
the aboveanalyses.Neverthelessthis is not possibleusingthesenon-parametric
statisticsand althoughparametricstatisticscould be computedto control for age
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it was not felt to be appropriate since the non-parametric x2 statistics above were
non-significant.

SinceHopcroft (2004) found that greaterintelligence appearsto depressachieved
fertility then a Kruskal-Wallis test was conductedto identify whetherthe level of
artistic training had an effect on numberof biological children. It was found that
there was not a significant effect of artistic training on numberof children ()e =
8.323,df = 4, p=0.080) althoughit did near significance. However,it shouldbe
noted that the level of qualifications only consideredthoserelated to art and it
may well be that some of the participantswere highly qualified in other areas,
Furthermore,level of educationmay not be a good indicator of intelligence. In
fact, Hopcroft (2004) used number of words correct on a vocabularytest as a
measureof intelligence which makes comparisons with her results difficult.
However, she did consider level of qualifications and its relationship with
numbersof children but did not equatethis with intelligence. She found using
this measurethat those with the most education have the fewest numbersof
children. In an attemptto be ableto comparethe results from this studywith that
of Hopcroft's (2004) a multiple regression was conducted with numbers of
children as the dependentvariableand ageof artist, sex of artist, time spentand
level of training (Table 82). The model was Significant (F4,102
= 3.670, p=
0.008)but accountedfor only 9% of the variance(adjustedR2= 0.92). Only age
of the artist was found to be a significant predictor of numbersof children
312,p=0.001). Thus,the resultsdid not supportHopcroft's findings.
.
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Table 82. Multiple regression analysis for numbers of biological children. Coefficlerfs
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Std. Error
B
131
774
-.
.
010
.034
.

Model
(Constant)
age of
artist
sex of
artist
timespent
level of
training

I

.307
004
.
-.081

I

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

247
.
006
.
080
.

t
-.170

312
.

3.321

. 122
067
.
-.099

1.243
.664
-1.015

Sig.
866
.
001
.
.217
.508
.

312

a. Dependent Variable: number of biological children

To consider relationships between the personality variables and number of

children a parametric correlation analysis was conducted. This found no
significant relationshipsbetweenthe personalityvariablesof the artistsand their
partners and number of children. However, when non-parametric correlations

were computedthere was a significant negative relationship between artists'
openness and number of children (p = -0.199, p=0.026).

Thus, there is some

evidencethat the more open to experiencethe artists the fewer children they
have. This does not support the sexual selection hypothesis of art although in the

Westernworld numberof childrenis not a good indicator of reproductivesuccess
due to the wide use and availability of contraceptives.

Moreover, the correlationbetweennumbersof biological children and numbers
for both men (p = 0.170, p=0.253) and
of sexualpartnerswere non-significant
women(p = -0.218,p=0.067) althoughthe results are in the expecteddirection
for men with the suggestionthat men have more children with increasing
Whilst numbers of sexual partners should not
numbers of sexual partners.
influence the number of children for women, in this study there is a suggestion
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that this actually decreasesthe number of children for women. This may be
becausethose women who chose this mating strategy do not have as many
children sincethe necessarylevel of resourcesto supportpotential children and
themselvesare not available to them if they do not have a long term partner
(unless their greater number of sexual partners is through affairs).

10.14.2.NUMBER OF SEXUAL PARTNERS (MATING SUCCESS)
The distribution of number of sexual partners for these participants was highly

skewed(Table 83).
Table 83. Distribution of number of sexual partners since the age of 16 years. Statistics(a)
Valid
N
180
Missing
2
Mean
10.67
Median
5.50
Std. Deviation

21.746

Skewness

8.267
181
.
84.827

Std. Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error of Kurtosis
Range

360
.
250

Minimum
Maximum

0
2501

a excluding same sex partners

Due to therebeing a numberof outliersthe datawas convertedto a log scaleand
the following statisticscomputedusingthis scale. Sincethere was no significant
relationshipbetweenageof artist and numberof sexualpartners(p = -0.047,p=
0.530) then age was not controlled for in the following analyses. There was
found to be a significant effect of sex on number of sexual partners (U =
2658-000, Nj= 62, N2 ý 116,p=0.004, two-tailed) so that male artist (median=
0.9287, range

0.00-2.40)had significantly more sexual partnersthan female

artists (median 0.6990,range= 0.00-2-05). However, a considerationof the
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ranges suggests that some female artists are able to attract a large number of
mates.

When artistic status was consideredthere was a significant effect of selfperceivedstatuson numberof sexualpartners(e = 11.835,df = 2, p=0.003)
with numberof sexualpartnersincreasingwith professionalstatus(professional
median= 0.8451,range= 0.00-2.40,seriousmedian= 0.6990,range= 0.00-1.70,
hobby median= 0.4771,range= 0.00-2.05) and this held when a more objective
measureof artistic status(time spent)was used (il = 9.995, df = 2, p=0.007)
(large time spentmedian = 1.000,range= 0.00-2.40,medium median= 0.6990,
range = 0.00-1.40,low median = 0.4771, range = 0.00-2.05). Thus the more
professionalthe artists the greaterthe number of matesthey are able to attract.
This strongly supportsthe predictionof sexual selectionfor mating successand
visual art production.

When sexdifferencein self-perceivedartistic statuswere calculatedit was found
that there was a significant effect of self-perceivedstatuson numbersof sexual
partners for male artists ()e = 12.642,df = 2, p=0.002)

with more sexual

partnersthe greaterthe artistic status(professionalmalesmedian = 1.041,range
= 0.00-2.40,seriousmedian= 0.845,range= 0.00-1.40,hobby median = 0.389,
range = 0.00-1.08) but not female artists (tl = 1.346, df = 2, p=0.510).
Moreover, when status was consideredusing time spent the results supported
those for self perceivedstatuswith a significant effect of professionalismon
numberof sexualpartnersfor male artists()e = 14.558,df = 2, p=0.001) with
again increasingprofessionalstatusleadingto greaternumbersof sexualpartners
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(largetime spentmedian= 1.1139,range= 0.00-2.40,mediummedian = 0.8451,
range= 0.00-1.40,low median= 0.4771,range= 0.00-1.20)but again this effect
was not significant for female artists (j' = 0.163, df = 2, p=0.922) (Fig. 18 &
19). Thus, male artists appear to be able to gain greater numbersof sexual
partnerswith increasingartistic statusbut this is not the casefor female artist.
Again this providessupportfor thepredictions of the sexualselectionhypothesis
with regardsto sexdifferencesin mating success.

Fig.IS. MeanScores(with95%confidenceintervalfor themean)on numbers
of sexualpartners(asa logscale)by timespent(artisticstatus)for maleartists
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Fig. 19. Mean Scores (with 95% confidence Interval for the mean) on numbers
of sexual partners (as a log scale) by timespent (artistic status) for female
artists
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A correlation analysis was carriedout to investigate the relationship between
numbersof sexualpartnersand a numberOf other variables. The results can be
seenin Table 84. The correlationsbetweentime spent and number of partners
supports the above findings of a significant effect of status on numbers of
partnersfor male but not female artists. Interestingly,the relationshipbetween
public display and numbersof sexualpartnerswas non-significant for all three
groups. Furthermore,when data was split on artistic statusand sex of artist and
correlations between public display and numbers of sexual partners were
computedall results were found to be non-significant. From sexual selection
theory it would have beenpredictedthat this relationship would be significant
andpositive at leastfor male artistssincemalesare hypothesisedto displaymore
publicly and thereby attract more mates through this behaviour than females
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(Miller, 1999, Miller, 2001). Moreover, the results from this study supported
Miller's (1999) hypothesisof sexual dimorphism in public display. However,
these results do not suggestthat public display is related to increasedmating
successalthoughit may be that the measureswithin this study are not sensitive
enoughto identify the aspectsof public display that are important in attracting
sexualpartners. Furthermore,it may be that the artists are able to attract more
partnersbut choosequality over quantity.

For femaleartists their own personalitycharacteristicsappearto play a stronger
for the male artists (Table 84). The more
role in numbersof sexualpartnersthan
neurotic, extravertedand opento experiencethe female artists the more sexual
partnersthey have had. For the male artists none of the artists' personality
variablesdemonstratedsignificant correlationswith numbersof sexualpartners.

Income over the past 12 months was found to be significantly, positively
correlatedwith numbersof sexualpartnersfor male but not female artists(Table
84). Income can be consideredan indicator of status (Hopcroft, 2004) and
resources. Since it has beenconsistentlyfound that women desireresourcesin
potential matesmore than men

(Buss, 1989, Buss et al., 1990, Li et al., 2002)

then the finding for male artists' numberof partnersand incomeis as would be
predicted by evolutionarytheory. The non-significant result for female artist
is not consideredto be a factor that is
would also be anticipatedsince this
particularlyrelevantfor malematepreferences.
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Table 84. Spearman's Rho Correlations for number of sexual partners (log
scale)and other variables.

Time as artist

Correlationcoeff,
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Timespent
Correlationcoeff.
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Public display
Correlationcoeff.
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Artist
Con-elationcoeff.
Sig. (2-tailed)
neuroticism
N
Artist
Correlationcoeff.
Sig. (2-tailed)
extraversion
N
Artist openness Correlationcoeff.
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlationcoeff.
Artist
Sig.
(2-tailed)
agreeableness
N
Artist
Correlationcoeff.
conscientiousness Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlationcoeff.
Partner
Sig. (2-tailed)
neuroticism
N
Partner
Correlationcoeff.
Sig. (2-tailed)
extraversion
N
Partneropenness Correlationcoeff.
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlationcoeff.
Partner
Sig.
(2-tailed)
agreeableness
N
Partner
Correlationcoeff.
conscientiousness Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation
Age of artist
coeff.
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Annual income Correlationcoeff.
Sig. (2-tailed)
of artist
N,
Length
of Con-elationcWff-.
Sig. (2-tailed)
relationship
N

No. of sexual No. of sexual No. of sexual
partners
over partners male partners
all sample
Artists
female Artists
046
211
.539
-.052
.100
.
.
.582
178
62
116
308**
592**
.
.
.101
000
000
302
.
.
.106
165
59
083
.
-.029
.180
328
188
.
.
.789
142
55
187
176*
199
.
.
.282**
019
121
.
.
.002
178
62
116
203
.186*
.114
.185*
.013
.62
.046
178
116
241**
209
.
.102
-232*
001
012
.
.
.
178
62
116
-.104
-. 166
-.074
168
197
428
.
.
.
178
62
116
074
077
.329
.553
.036
701
.
.62
.
178
116
078
-. 131
.
.109
305
317
247
.174
.
.
60
114
130
015
149
.086
.910
.
.
.
.111
175
60
115
217**
256*
165
.
.
.079
049
.004
.
.
174
60
114
089
-.016
.
-.065
835
497
490
.174
.
.114
60
033
-.052
-.089
.
497
803
.
.
.349
174
60
114
085
-.047
.
-. 113
530
512
227
.
.62
.116
178
.239**
.329*
.172
002
012
079
.
.
.
162
57
105
-.269**
-.078
-. 366**
000
555
.
.
.000
171
60

-. correiatton is sigruncant at tne u. v i jevei tz-tauea)
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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Therewas a significant negativerelationshipbetweenlength of relationshipwith
current partner and numbersof sexual partners for female artists. Thus the
longer the relationshipthe fewer sexualpartnersa femaleartist is likely to have.
This is unsurprisingand suggeststhat female artists are not engagingin extrapair copulations.The relationshipbetweennumberof sexualpartnersand length
of relationship with current partner was found to be non-significant for male
artists. Again sexualselectiontheory would explain this by the stating that the
sex that invest less in offspring (usually males) are more inclined to short term
matings and so length of relationshipmay not be relevant particularly if males
are engaging in infidelity.

This explanation assumesthat the length of the

current or previous relationshipis a reflection of the usual length of relationship
engagedin.

To considerthe combinedeffects of the above variableson numbersof sexual
partnersa multiple regressionanalysiswas performed since a considerationof
the data indicated that it was robust enough for such a procedure. Since it
appearsfrom the correlationsthat the numbersof sexualPartnersgainedby male
and femaleartistsmaybe influencedby different variablesthen separatemultiple
regressionswereconductedfor thetwo sexes(Tables85 & 86).

For male artists the model was significant (F15,37= 5.613, p<0.001)

and

accountedfor 57% of the variance(adjustedR' = 0.571). Time spent was the
strongestsignificantpredictorvariable(P = 0.533,p<0.001). Sincethis variable
is consideredto be a more objectivemeasureof artistic statusthis confirms the
relationship between artistic status and numbers of sexual partners for male
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artistsevenonceincomehasbeentakeninto consideration.Since greaterartistic
status leads to increasednumbersof sexual partnersfor male artists then this
providessupportfor the sexualselectionhypothesisof visual art.

Furthermore,income was also a significant predictor variable of numbersof
sexualpartnersaswould be expecteddue to the significant preferenceof women
for resourcesfound in mate preferencestudies. Interestingly,the male artists'
levels of neuroticism.were also a significant predictor variable in a positive
direction so the higher the artists' neuroticism.levels the greatertheir numberof
sexual partners. Moreover the artists' conscientiousnessscores were also a
significant predictor with more conscientiousmale artists gaining a greater
numberof sexualpartners. From a review of the literatureon sexualbehaviours
and personalityneither of theserelationshipswould be anticipated. However,
come nearto significanceand are in
male artists' extraversionand agreeableness
leadingto a
the predicteddirection of greaterextraversionand low agreeableness
largernumberof sexualpartners.
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Table 85. Multiple regression analysis to consider the effects of artistic personality #0 relationship
variables on numbers of sexual partners for male artists. Coefficienti

Model
I

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.399
-2.166
003
006
.
.
013
003
.
.
021
009
.
.
016
008
.
.
020
014
.
.
010
-.020
.

(Constant)
time as artist
timespent
Artist. Neuraticism
artist.extraversion
artist.openess
artist.agreeableness
artist.
conscientiousness
partner.neuroticism
partner.extraversion
partner.openness
partner.agreeableness
partner.
conscientiousness
age
Income
length of most recent
relationship

023
.
002
.
004
.
-.020
018
.
013
.
8.23E-005
1.29E-005
006

I

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

t
-1.549
539
.
4.205
2.353
1.972
1.422

075
.
533
.
344
.
220
.
180
.
259
-.

011
.
011
.
011
.
010
.
011
.
008
.

290
.
024
.
046
.
-.285
233
.
209
.

008
.
000
.
007
.
I

002
.
312
.
-. 150

-1.932

Sig.
130
.
593
.
000
.
024
.
056
.
163
.
061
.

2.189
154
.
339
.
-2.012
1.559
1.773
010
.
2.593
I

- 909 I

a. Dependent Variable: number of sexual partners (log scale)
b. sex = male

For the female artist the model was also significance(Fi5,76= 2.615, p=0.003)
and accountedfor 21% of the variance (adjustedR' = 0.210). Length of most
recent relationship is the strongestpredictor variable and this is in a negative
direction (Table 86). Thus, the shorterthe length of the current relationshipthe
greaterthe numberof sexualpartnersfor the female artists. The female artists'
neuroticism scoresare the secondstrongestpredictor and again,as for the male
artists, are in a positivedirection.

This consistentresult for both sexes,sincenot

predicted by the literature, may be a product of the sample. Age is also a
significant positive predictor for the female artists. Interestingly both artists'
extraversionand income come nearto significance. This finding for incomeis
is
surprising sincethis is a factor that usually not found to be relevant in male
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035
.
879
.
737
.
052
.
127
.
085
.
992
.
014
.
369
.
I

mate preferences. However,men have been found in more recent years to be
increasingthe value they place on resourcesin women (Buss et al., 2001).
Furthermore, it may be that women with higher incomes are able to live
independentlyand so may not marry and thereforecan havea greaternumberof
sexual partners without being unfaithful.

T"

96. MuMple regression for the effw% Of Personality and rel all onshlp v
sexual Partners

Model
1

(Constant)
time as artist
timespent
ArtlatNeuraticlern
artist. extraversion
artist.openess
arbst.agreeableness
artist.
conscientiousness
partner. neuroticism
partner. extraversion
partner.openness
partner. agreeableness
partner.
conscientiousness
age
income
length of mW r6cmM
relortionship

for fernale

artists.

Coefficients

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
-.037
.738
003
004
.
.
002
003
.
.
019
006
.
.
011
006
.
.
010
-.005
.
008
-.007
.
001
007
.
.
000
008
.
.
005
006
.
.
001
006
.
.
006
-.001
.
006
-.001
.
010
.
.005
5.05E-006
.000
-.019

005
.

Me on numbers of

O%dab

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

Sig.
960
.
351
.
415
.
003
.
080
.
585
.
375
.
861
.
984
.
414
.
.854
840
.
.825

t

099
.
082
.
337
.
191
.
063
-.
-.098

-.051
939
.
819
.
3.044
1.772
-.548
-.893

019
.
.003
091
.
022
.
-.027

176
.
020
.
822
.
185
.
202
-.

-.025

-.222

.307
. 176
-.530

2.111
1.761
I

-3.677

I

.038
082
.
.000

a. Dependent Variable: number of sexual partners (log scale)
b. sex = female

Thus, it appearsthat on the whole these results support the sexual selection
hypothesisof visual art sincemale artists were found to have significantly more
sexualpartnersthe higher they were

in artistic statusbut that theseresults were

not found for the female artists. There was also found to be some effect of
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personality on mating successalthough the results were not in the direction
predictedby previousresearch.

10.14.3.MATING STRATEGY
This section considerswhether there are relationships between artistic status,
personalityandthe matingstrategiesemployed(shortor long term).

To consider the overall mating strategy of an artist a mating strategy index was
computed by assigning points to each length of relationship so that for each one
the individual gained I point, for each relationship up to a month they
night
rr, stand
gained two points, and so on until for each relationship ten years or over they
gained 8 points. When this had been calculated their total number of points was
added up and divided by the artist's total number of relationships.

Thus, the

lower their score the more short-term their mating strategy. The distribution of
the mating strategy index scores can be seenin Fig 20.
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Fig. 20. Distribution of the frequency of mating strategy Index scores for all
artists
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Since age was significantly correlated with this index (p = 0.299, p=0.009) then
following analyses. Thus, a two-way
age needed to be controlled for in the
between-subjects ANCOVA was conducted with age as a covariate. The main
effect of sex of artist (F(i, m) = 3.540, p=0.062)
perceived status (F(2,122)= 2.240, p=0.111)

and the main effect of self-

was non-significant as was the

interaction between sex and self-perceived status (F(2,122)= 0.657, p=0.520).
Tbus, self-perceived status and sex had no effect on mating strategy employed.

When time spent as a measureof status was considered Using a two-way between
subjects ANCOVA, with age as the covariate, there was a significant main effect
=
of sex (F(i, i 13)= 5.777, p=0.0 18) and a significant main effect of status (F(2,113)
4.949, p

0.009) but the interaction between sex and status was non-significant

(F(2,113) 1.185, p=0.390).

Thus, once age was held constant 21% of the
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variation in mating strategyindex scores can be accountedfor by time spent
(artistic status)and sexof the artist. Thus femaleswere significantly more likely
to use a longer term mating strategythan male artists (male median = 3.550,
range- 1.58-8.00and femalemedian= 4.375, range= 1.93-8.00)(Fig 21). This
would be expectedsincethe benefitsof longer term mating are greaterthan those
for shorterterm matings for womenbut not men. Also thosewith lower artistic
statusweremore likely to havea longer term mating strategythan thosewho had
higher artistic statusasmeasuredby time spent (Low time spentmedian= 4.800,
range= 1.75-8.00,medium time spent median = 3.857, range= 1.58-8.00,high
time spentmedian = 3.550, range= 1.60-8.00)(Fig. 22). Again this is in line
with sexualselectiontheory since those of lower artistic statusare less likely to
be able to attract large numbersof sexualpartners(seedata on mating success)
and so may go for a longer term strategy. Interestingly,there is no significant
relationship betweenincome and mating strategyindex (p = -0.027, p=0.766)
thus suggesting that income does not effect the type of mating strategy
employed.
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Fig. 21. Mean Scores (with 95% confidence Interval for the mean) on mating
strategy Index scores for male and female artists
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Fig. 22. Mean scores (with 95% confidence Interval for the mean) on mating
strategy Index scores by time spent
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Therefore, it appearsthat male artists tend to employ a short term mating strategy
and females a longer term strategy. Moreover, more professional artists employ

a shorter tenn strategywhereasless professional artists tend to have a longer
term strategywhen a more objective measureof statusis considered. This is in
line with the sexualselectionhypothesisof art andthe findings alreadydiscussed
on mating successabove.It is interestingthat the effect of statusis not found for
the self-perceivedmeasure. It is possible that some artists who do not spend
much time on their work but still project an artistic image are able to have a
shorterterm strategywhich is why theresults arenon-significant.

10.14.3.1.Personality and Mating Strategy
From the review of personalityand sexualbehavioursit would be expectedthat
the artist's personalitymay influencethe mating strategythey chooseto employ.
Furthermore, if it is assumedthat the participants are attracted to similar
personalitytypesin their partnersthen their partner's personalitytraits may also
influencetheir mating strategysince,for example,more agreeablepartnersmay
be more tolerant of sexual behaviour from their partner outside of their
relationship. Thus correlationsbetweenmating strategyindex, and artist and
partnerpersonalityvariableswerecomputed.

For male artiststhere weresignificant correlationsbetweenartist's agreeableness
and the mating strategyindex (r = 0.361, p=0.021) so that the more agreeable
the male artists the more likely they are to be employing a longer term mating
strategy. There was also a significant relationship betweenmale opennessand
mating strategyindex (r =-0.420, p=0.006).
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Thus, more open male artists

engagedin shorterterm mating strategies. However,when age was partialled
out it was found that only the relationshipwith opennessremainedsignificant (r
= -0.405, p=0.011).

For female artists neuroticism was the only personality variable significantly
correlatedwith the mating strategyindex, (r = -0.292, p=0.006).

Thus more

finding held
neurotic female artists employed shorter mating strategies. This
whenagewaspartialledout (r = -0.299,p=0.005).

When a regressionanalysiswas performed separatelyfor the male and female
artistsusingmating strategyindex asthe dependentvariablesand thosevariables
that had significant partial correlations with the dependentvariable (artists'
(as
opennessandneuroticism)aswell asage,time spent a measureof status)and
found
it
public display,which would be predictedto effect mating strategy, was
that for the malesthere was a significant model (F5,30= 3.604, p=0.011) that
accountedfor 27% of the variance(adjustedR2= 0.271). Opennessof the artist
was the strongestsignificant predictorof mating strategy(P = -. 384, p=0.026).
Thus high opennesssignificantly indicatespredominancein using a short-term
mating strategyfor male artists. This may be due to the artist being able to
attract more partners due to the positive associationbetween opennessand
artistic statusand therebyleadingto a short-termmating strategy.

Moreoverage

was also foundto be a significantpredictor(P = .335, p=0.042) so that the older
the artist themore theyemployeda long term mating pattern.
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For the female artists the model was significant (F5,53= 4.817, p<0.001) and
accounted for 25% of the variance in mating strategy index scores (adjusted R2=

0.248). Age was the strongestsignificant predictor (P = 416, p=0.001) with
.
artists' neuroticism also being a significant predictor (P = -.360, p=0.003).
Thus, the higher the femaleartists are in neuroticismthe more they are likely to
employ a short term mating strategy. This may be due to the relationship
breakingdown more quickly due to the effect that higher levels of neuroticism
may have on the dynamicsof the relationship as well as its associationwith
decreasedsexualsatisfactionin women(Heavenet al., 2000).

Thusit appearsthat personalitydoesto someextenthave an effect on the mating
strategybut the findings do not necessarilyreflect the literature on personalities
and sexualbehaviourssincethosetraits most closely associatedwith promiscuity
and infidelity such as low agreeablenessand conscientiousnessand high
extraversionwere not found to predict mating strategy. This may be due to an
artistic culture mediatingthe effects of personality and mating strategyor to do
with a bias in the sample. Furthermore,as for mating success,public display
does not predict mating strategy, this may be due to the measuresin the
questionnairenot identifying the aspectsof public display that would indicate
mating strategy.

10.14.4. FREQUENCY OF SEXUAL INTERCOURSE (POTENTIAL
FERTILITY)

The frequencyof sexualintercoursein the last 12 months for the whole sample
and for malesandfemalesseparatelycanbe seenin figures 23 and24.
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Fig. 23. Distribution of frequency of sexual Intercourse In the past 12 months
for all artists
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Fig. 24. Frequency of SGxu8IIntercourse over the past 12 months for male and
female artists
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The scores for frequency of sexual intercourse were treated as continuous

variables for the purpose of analysis. There was a significant negative
relationship betweenfrequencyof sex and age of artist (p = -0.265, p<0.001)
(using parametric statistics this relationship held (r = -0.280, p<0.001)).
Thereforean ANCOVA was computedto consider the effects of sex and status
on frequencyof sexualintercoursewhilst using ageas the Covariate.The results
demonstrateda significant main effect of self-perceivedstatuson frequencyof
= 6.111, p=0.003) with those artist of self-perceived
sexualintercourse(F(2,174)
professionalstatushaving a greaterfrequencyof sexualintercoursethan thoseof
seriousor hobby status(Fig. 25) but the main effect of sex was non-significant
(F(1,174) ý

015, p=0.904).
.

Furthermore,there was no significant interaction

between sex and status(F(2,174)

ý--

207, p=0.813).
.

13%of the variance(adjustedR' = 0.126).
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This model accountedfor

Fig. 25. Mean scores (with 95% confidence Interval for the mean) on frequency
of sexual intercourse by self-perceived artistic status

N
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professional

hobby

Self-perceived artistic status
Note: for frequencyof sexualintercourseover past 12 months0= not at all, I= onceor twice, 2
= aboutonce a month, 3= 2-3 timesa month,4= aboutonce a week, 5= 2-3 times a week and 6
= more than3 timesa week.

Interestingly, when time spent was used as a measure of objective status, and age
of the artist was the covariate, the main effects of sex and status were non= .212, p
significant (F(i, i6o)= .937, p=0.334) and (F(2,160)

0.809) respectively

nor was the interaction between sex and status (F(2,160) .309, p=0.735).
T'herefore, it appears that the artists' subjective measure of their artistic status
does affect frequency of sexual intercourse, and thereby potential fertility, so that
those believing that they are more professional have more intercourse on average
did not have this effect. Initially
whereas the more objective measure of status
this may appear to support the sexual selection hypothesis since for at least one
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measureof status the more professional the artist the greater their potential
fertility, if professionalismequateswith quality of art. However,since it is selfperceivedartistic status that has this effect it is possible that it is the image
projectedby the artist rather than the reality of their abilities or commitmentto
their art that is found to be sexuallyattractivewhich therebyincreasesfrequency
of sexualintercourse. This is partly supportedby work doneon artistic identity
that has foundthat professionalstatusis projectedto othersby drawing on shared
myths and stereotypesof the artist (Bain, 2005). Since it was found in the
definitions of creativity study that the more desirablepersonalitycharacteristics
were believedto be presentin greateramountsin highly creativeindividuals than
in the generalpopulation then those artists that project high artistic statusare
likely to be consideredmore desirable in terms of their personalities and
therefore have greater reproductivesuccess.However, this increase in sexual
intercourse does not appear to be due to an increasein numbers of sexual
partnerssince the correlationbetweenthe two was non-significant(r = -0.016,p
= 0.830)(the non-parametriccorrelationwas alsonon-significant(p = 0.090,p=
0.229)). Tbus, the self-perceivedprofessionalartistsmust be found to be more
desirablewithin their relationshipthereforeincreasingtheir averagefrequencyof
intercourse.

Furthermore, there was a non-significant relationship between income and
frequencyof sexualintercourse(r = 0.027, p=0.730) (and this held for thenonparametriccorrelations(p = 0.050,p=0.521)).

Thus, an individual's status,as

defined by their income,doesnot appearto have an influence on the frequency
of sexual intercourse. This is surPrising since this is a consistently desired
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characteristic,at least for females,and so would be expectedto havean affect on
potential fertility (the separatecorrelationsfor male and female artistswere also
non-significant). However, resources,such as income, are desiredto allow the
offspring and the mother to survive so that the offspring can go on to reproduce
whereascreativity is desireddue to its apparentlink with "good genes". Thus,if
-good genes"are desiredthenindividuals will want to increasetheir frequencyof
sexto increaseconceptionchancesand thereforehaveoffspring with goodgenes.
However,resourcesare availableto offspring regardlessof frequencyof sexual
intercourseand do not geneticallybenefit the offspring which may be why the
two are not significantly related.

From the view point of sexualselectionit is not surprising that there is not an
effect of sexof artist on frequencyof intercourse,especiallyif this is not due to
an increase in numbers of sexual partners, since it is likely to increase
reproductivesuccessfor both men and women particularly as the greater the
frequencyof sexual intercoursethe increasedlikelihood of co-ordinating sex
with ovulation and thereby increasing the chancesof conception (Hopcroft,
2004).

10.14.4.1Personality and frequency of sexualintercourse
When correlationswere computedbetweenfrequencyof sexualintercourseand
personalityvariablesof theartistsand their partners,it was found for male artists
that the only significant correlationswere for partner openness(r = 0.356, p=
(r = 0.252, p=0.048)
0.005) and partner conscientiousness
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and that these

correlationsheld once age was partialled out (partneropenness(r = 0.346, p=
0.006) and partner conscientiousness(r = 0.266, p=0.038)).

Thus male artists

with more open and conscientiouspartners have greater frequency of sexual
intercourse. When correlationswere computedfor female artists only partner
opennesswas found to be significant (r = 0.235, p=0.011).

When age was

partialled out there were no significant correlations for female artists between
personalityvariablesand frequencyof sex. Moreover,when multiple regression
analysiswas conductedwith frequencyof sexualintercourseas the dependent
variable and age, public display, income, partner openness and partner
as the independentvariablesthemodel for the male artists did
conscientiousness
not come to significance(F5,43ý 1.840, p=0.125).

The model for the female

artist did come to significance (F5,71= 4.842, p=0.001)

and accounted for 20%

of the variance (adjusted R2 = 0.202). However, the only significant predictor

variablewas age(0 = -.425, p <0.001). Thus, it appearsthat personalityhas little
effect on potential fertility for this sample.

10.14.6.EXTRA-MARITAL AFFAIRS (EXTRA-PAIR COPULATIONS)
From the entire heterosexualsample20 participants(8.5%) statedthat they had
had an affair over the past 12 months,206 (87.3%) claimedthat theyhad not had
an affair and 10(4.2%)did not respond. The effect of sex on engagementin an
affair was non-sigriificant(j'=. 375, df = 1, p=0.540).

Whilst chi-squaredcould not be performedfor self-perceivedstatus,since there
was I cell with an expectedcount of less than 5, it was possibleto do it using
time spentasa more objectivemeasureOf status. The relationshipbetweentime
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spent and having had an affair was non-significant (e = 2.220, df = 2, p=0.330).
Thus, artistic status does not have a significant relationship with whether the
artist has had an affair over the past 12 months. This does not support Miller's
(2001) prediction that individuals, particularly males, who produce better quality
art (and therefore should have higher artistic status) should have a greater
number of extra-pair copulations compared to those of lower artistic status due to
increasedsexual attractiveness.

To identify whetherthoseartistswho had affairs differed in personalityto those
who did not a Mann-Whitney test was conducted. There was a significant
differencebetweenthose who had affairs and thosewho did not in extraversion
(U = 1282.000,Ni = 20, N2 = 206, p=0.005, two-tailed) with those who had
affairs having a significantly higher extraversionscore than those who did not
(median = 38.000, range = 23-45) and (median = 33.000, range = 15-49)
respectively. However,therewas no significant differencefor any of the other
personality traits of the artists. The results for extraversionare unsurprising
since previous researchhas found increasedextraversionto be associatedwith
significantly greaterinfidelity (Nettle,2005, Schmitt,2004).

10.15. CONCLUSION

From the analysisof thedatatwo measuresof artistic statusarose;the subjective
measureof self-perceivedstatusandthe more objective measureof time spenton
art. This allowed for considerationof differencesin reproductivesuccessand
personalityfor the imagethat the artist projects and has developedthroughtheir
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self-perceivedartistic statuswith the actual importancethey attribute and effort
they devoteto being an artist.

The personalitycharacteristicsof the artists equatedcloselyto the norms from a
more general population. This is somewhatsurprising considering previous
researchon artists' personalitiesand may be due to the sampleusedto provide
the norms. However it may also be due to biasesin the personalitiesof those
who are preparedto answeronline questionnairesof an intimate naturealthough
the anonymityof the questionnaireshould havereducedthis bias to someextent.
Neverthelessthe following conclusions on personality should be interpreted
cautiouslywhengeneralisingto the entire populationof artists.

There were no significant sex differencesin the personalitytraits of the artists.
As there was a move from self-perceivedhobby to professionalartiststhere was
found to be an increasein extraversion,opennessand conscientiousness
and this
held for the more objectivemeasureof status,time spent,for conscientiousness
and openness. Since opennessis strongly associatedwith artistic ability this
relationshipis unsurprisingasit would be expectedthat the more professionalthe
would ensure
artist the more openthey are. Furthermore,high conscientiousness
that an artist producedenoughwork and put in the effort required to have the
work recognised. High extraversioncan also be beneficial in the promotion of
the artwork.

Interestingly,there were found to be some relationshipsbetween the style the
artist predominantlyemployedandthe personalitycharacteristicsof the artist and
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their partner. More specifically,femaleshigh in opennessweremore attractedto
artistswho produceabstractart and those who producedabstractart were found
to be significantly higher in opennessthan thosewho producedrepresentational
art. Furthermore,maleshigh in conscientiousness
weremore attractedto female
representationalartists. This is an extension to studies that consider the
relationshipbetweenart Preferencesand personalitycharacteristics.Moreover,if
individuals with certain levels of personality traits are attractedto particular
stylesof art then this hasimplications for the fitnessindicator theory of art since
the style of the art may be one indicator of an artist's personality. Whilst the
results from the fitness indicator study suggestthat there may be evidencefor
this, further explorationis required.

Due to conflicting results from the current literature on personality and sexual
behavioursit was not possibleto formulate hypothesesregardingpersonalityand
reproductivesuccess. In fact, from the aboveresults it appearsthat personality
variables,asdefined by the five factor model, had little direct effect on achieved
fertility, potential fertility, and numbers of extra-pair copulations. However,
neuroticism of the artist significantly predicted mating successfor male and
female artists and conscientiousness
predicted mating successfor males only.
Moreover,opennesssignificantly predictedmale mating strategyandneuroticism
significantly predictedfemale mating strategy.These results do not necessarily
reflect the literature on personality and mating success and may be either
mediatedby the artisticcultureor be evidenceof a bias within the sample.
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The predictionsderived from Miller (1999) regardingpublic display that "male
artists should have a greater number of exhibitions and/or the length of the
exhibitionswill be longer than for female artists" were only partially supported.
Male artistswere found to exhibit for longer than femaleartistsbut therewas no
significant differencefor the numberof exhibitions the two sexesexhibited at.
Furthermore,when the variablepublic display was computedthere was found to
be a significant differencebetweenthe sexesso that male artists displayedmore
than female artists. Moreover, when professional artists were considered
separately,as Miller (1999) had previously done, there was found to be a
significant effect of sex, so againmalesdisplayedmore than females,but not for
age on public display. Furthermorethe correlationbetweenpublic display and
numberof sexualpartnerswas found to be non-significant for both males and
femaleswhich is the not what would be anticipatedaccordingto sexualselection
theory althoughit is possiblethat greaterpublic display doesleadto an increase
in mating opportunitiesbut that the artists are choosinghigher quality matesand
not greaternumbers. Unfortunately quality of mate is an extremely difficult
conceptto assessin sucha studyand sothis hypothesisis not ableto be tested.

The prediction that increasedmating success,asmeasuredby numbersof sexual
partnersover one's lifetime, is associatedwith an increasein artistic statusand
that this will be found for males but not fernales was supported, which
substantiatesMiller's (2001) claims. However, the non-significant finding for
female artists may not meanthat professionalfemale artists are not attracting
more sexual partners but rather that they are seeking quality over quantity
although this can not be confirmed or refuted from the data available in this
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study. Furthermore,although income was found to be significantly correlated
with mating success,oncethis was controlled for, time spenton art, asa measure
of artistic status,remaineda significant predictorof numbersof sexualpartners
for male artists. Thus, althoughstatusin terms of resourcesis often considered
to over ride the effect of creativity for mating successthis was not found to be
the case.

When mating strategywas consideredit was found that female artistsengagedin
significantly more longer term strategiesthan male artists. This is unsurprising
since the costs of short term strategiesfor females are much greater than for
maleswhere the benefits of increasedreproductivesuccessgenerally outweigh
the costs. Moreover,time spent,as a measureof artistic status,was found to
havea significant effect on mating strategiesso that those who had lower status
were significantly more likely to employ a longer term strategy. This again
supportsthesexualselectionhypothesisof visualart.

For achievedfertility therewasfound to be no significant effect of sexof artist or
artistic statuson numbersof biological children. This confirms the hypothesis
that "... achievedfertility will not be correlatedwith artistic status"and supports
the findings of Nettle & Clegg (in press-b). Such findings are probably the
resultsof widely availablecontraceptivesin Westernsociety.

Thehypothesesthat thoseartistswho have higher artistic statuswill have greater
potential fertility than those of lower status were supported for self-Perceived

statusbut not for a more objectivemeasureof artistic status.However, this was
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not due to an increasein thenumbersof sexualpartners. Furthermore,there was
not a significant difference in frequency of sexual intercourse between the sexes.

Whilst a sexdifferencemay initially be predictedif it is assumedthat an increase
in intercourseis associatedwith an increasein the numberof partners,sincethis
is not the case a sex difference should not be anticipatedas increasedsexual
intercoursewill benefit the achievedfertility of women aswell asmen. Thus, it
was suggestedthat it may be the image of a professionalartist that makes the
artist more attractive,which may be basedon commonly held stereotypes,and
that this image remains attractive within a relationship leading to increased
frequencyof sexualintercourse.

When numbersof extra-paircopulationswere consideredthere was found to be
no significant effect of sexof artist or status.This arguesagainstthe prediction
that "professionalartists... will have a greaternumber of extra-paircopulations
comparedto less professionalartists". Nevertheless,the numbers of artists
claiming to havehad affairs was small and so may have weakenedthe statistical
power of the analysis. To explorethis hypothesisfurtherrequiresa much greater
numberof artists to allow for enoughartists who havehad affairs to participate.
This was not possiblein this studydue to time restrictions.

Thus,it appearsthat overall the data from this study supportsthe sexualselection
hypothesis of creativity. However, these results can only be generalisedto
heterosexualwhite Western artists. Future studies could consider the results
from different culturesandfor homosexualandbisexualartists.
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11. CONCLUSION
The conclusionto this thesis will first considerthe implications of the results
from the three studies for the sexual selectionhypothesisof creativity, and in
particularvisual art. It will then explore the significanceof thesefindings for the
broader field of the psychology of creativity. This will then lead into a
discussionon the opportunitiesfor future researchwhich have arisenfrom the
studiespresentedin this thesis.

11.1. THE SEXUAL SELECTION

HYPOTHESIS

OF CREATIVITY

Despite frequent claims in the evolutionary literature, there is little empirical
evidence that creative behaviour emerged due to sexual selection pressures.
Such a situation leavesevolutionary psychology opento criticism, in particular
that the discipline lacks rigour and consistsof "just so stories". Therefore,the
primary aim of this thesis was to begin to empirically explore the sexual
selectionhypothesisof creativity.

Definitions of creativity are broad and often incorporatesuch diverseactivities
that one overarchingevolutionaryexplanation for their emergenceimplies that
eachcreativebehaviourservesthe samefunction. Suchan assumptioncannotbe
justified without considerableevidencethat this is the case and so it is more
appropriateto examineindividual creativeactivities. The focuson this thesishas
beenon art. The first studyjustified this choiceby demonstratingthat creativity
is inextricablylinked with TheArts and artistsin people'sminds.
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From study two there is evidence that artworks act as fitness indicators.
However,the results indicate a more complexpicture than has previously been
suggested.It doesnot appearto be a simplerelationshipbetweenhigher qualities
of the artist, such as higher creative ability and greaterintelligence, leading to
increasedmating success,but rather that individual mating preferencesplay a
significant role with greateremphasison personalitytraits than is suggestedby
Miller (2001).

The fact that, apart from intelligence, the raters were unable to be statistically
significantly accuratebut appearto be able to judge broad levels of the artists'
characteristicsand make matechoice decisionsbasedon these suggestsseveral
possibilities. One suggestionis that the ratersdo not seek the highest quality
matesdue to trade offs, their own mate value or the disadvantagesthat may be
associatedwith thehighestlevel of particular qualities.

Nevertheless,it may be that currently observersof art are still developingtheir
ability to useartworksasfitnessindicatorsdue to the relatively late emergenceof
art in the archaeologicalrecord. In fact, it is possiblethat the use of artworks as
fitness indicators is a very modem phenomenonand that art has only recently,
within the last few hundred years been co-opted by sexual selection. This
suppositionis supportedin part by a considerationof the statusand function of
artistsnot only in othersocietiesbut also earlier in Westernhistory. The fact that
artistshave not alwaysbeenableto expresstheir creativity due to the boundaries
placed on their work by various authorities and that their statushas fluctuated
during history implies that artistsmay not alwayshavebeenconsidereddesirable
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andthereforeartworkswould not havebeenusedasfitnessindicators. However,
in today's western society artists are awardedmuch higher status and have
thereforebecomemuch more desirableas potential sexual partners. If art has
been co-optedby sexualselectionthen this doesnot explain its emergenceand
other evolutionaryhypothesesmust be explored. To attemptto identify whether
this is the casethen studiestesting the sexualselectionhypothesisof visual art
are required in other cultures,particularly in those wherethe statusof artists is
different to that in theWest.

Moreover, the fitness indicator study doesnot indicate whetherin reality art is
actuallyusedasa fitnessindicator. VVhilethe third studyon artists' personalities
and sexual behaviours:suggeststhat more successfulartists are more sexually
attractive,and this could be used to support art acting as a fitness indicator, in
fact it is possiblethat it is other aspectsof the artist that are attracting sexual
partners. Onetheory is that it is the fact that an individual actuallymakesart that
is attractive rather than the qualities displayedthrough the art, and that such
behaviourevokesa stereotypedimage of an artist that is attractiveand therefore
desirable. This is partly supportedby the findings in the first study where a
highly creativeindividual's personalitywas consideredto be more attractivethan
has previously been describedin the psychological literature.

Thus, when

specifically requestedto consider the artists' traits from their artworks, while
individuals are ableto do this to some extendthey may not do this routinely in
reality. If this is the casethen the fact that the ratersin the fitnessindicator study
werepartly accuratein their assessments
of the artists' traits may be due to them
using their abilities to assesspersonalitythrough other extendedphenotypesthat
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provide useful information on others,such asoffices andpersonalwebsites. It is
probablethat individuals can do this to be able to interact and react in social
situationsappropriatelyso that, for example,people are able to quickly assess
to enablethemto be on their guardshould this
someone'slevel of agreeableness
personactuallybe fairly aggressive.

Furthermore,if it is a stereotypedimage that is increasingmating successthen
this could explain the findings of those of higher artistic status having
significantly more short-termrelationships,sinceonce the persondiscoversthat
their imageof the artist doesnot necessarilyfit the reality then they may end the
relationship. However, it may also be that artists propagatethis image, for a
numberof reasons,and one advantageto this is that they gain a greaternumber
of short-termmatings. Nevertheless,in generalthis appearsto be the casefor
maleartistsbut not femaleartists. Thus, sincemalestend to gain greaterbenefits
andfewer costsfrom short-termrelationshipsthan femaleswhateveris attracting
potential mates to the artists the patterns of sexualbehaviour do reflect those
predictedby sexualselection.

Nevertheless,without knowing the Completepicture as to how art evolved it
must always be consideredthat art production may be an evolutionary byproduct of anotherevolved mechanismrather than an adaptation. This is of
courseinteresting in itself and still poses the question as to why individuals
engagein art despite, at times, the obvious lack of rewards, and the fact it
appearsto be an almostuniversalbehaviour.
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Thus, while the findings within this thesis do provide the most direct and
compellingbody of evidenceso far to supportthe proposalthat art arosedue to
the pressuresof sexualselectionit would be prematureto concludethat this is in
fact the case. Furtherresearchis requiredbefore any conclusionscan be made.
Possiblefutureprojectswill be discussedbelow.

11.2.THE RELEVANCE TO THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CREATIVITY
Although there has been significant study of creativity within psychology, the
evolutionaryperspectivehas only recently begun to be explored.Nevertheless,
evolutionarythinking can leadto a greaterunderstandingof the core featuresof
creativity and thereby help to provide a framework within which to place the
knowledge already gained. Whilst the proximate causes of behaviour are
frequently consideredin psychology, an evolutionary approachoffers possible
ultimate causal explanations. To gain a complete understanding of a
psychologicalphenomenonit is necessaryto considerboth.

This thesis offers some piecesto the puzzle as to whether visual art evolved
throughsexualselection. It thereforecannotprovide a definitive answerto the
evolution of art. However,if art did evolve through sexualselectionthen it can
inform our understanding
of, for example,sexdifferencesin the public display of
art.

Whilst explanationsregarding social inequalities certainly offer valid

reasons for these differences, a consideration of the evolutionary reasons
provides a possibleunderstandingof the underlying motivations for such social
behavioursand oncethesetwo approachesare united the behaviourand attitudes
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becomeeasierto comprehendand then, if desired,may lead to more effective
challenging of such inequalities.

This researchalso offers some insights into the field of personality research.
When personalitytraits areviewed throughan evolutionarylens it can shedlight
on their ultimate functions. For example,an evolutionary explanationhelps to
provide an understandingasto why certainindividuals are found more attractive,
sincepersonalitytraits that lead to increasedsurvival or reproductivesuccessare
likely to be preferredin a partner. It also highlights theimportanceof the person
perspectivein creativity researchand may help to explain someof the findings
on personalityof artists. For example,artists areoften found to be higher in less
agreeablecharacteristics. Whilst initially this may appeardifficult to explain,
when placedin an evolutionaryframework such traits can be understoodto lead
to increasedreproductivesuccess,at least for men, andif art is sexually selected
for this canprovide an explanationfor suchresults.

Evolutionary explanations for the emergence of art can also inform our
perceptionof artistsandthe art world. Theymay explain someof theunderlying
motivationsfor why artistshave the drive to produce anddisplay their art, even
when they may receivevery little financial reward. It may also help to explain
the contentof artworks and the use of particular styles and colours if these are
indicators of the artist's qualities. Of course, it is unlikely that artists are
consciouslyusing their artwork as a fitness indicator and such an explanation
does not invalidate other reasonsfor producing art or the experiencesthe artist
may gain by doing so. However,the ultimate drive to producemaybe explained
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by evolutionary reasons and the emotional experiencesand reasons for producing
art may motivate the artist to continue creating.

The contribution that an evolutionary accountcan provide to understandingart
andcreativity is thereforeof considerableimportance,particularly when takenin
conjunction with proximate explanations. This highlights the importance of
continuedresearchto provide a comprehensiveevolutionaryexplanationfor the
emergenceof visual art. The next sectionwill thereforeexplorepossibleavenues
for future researchthat have emerged from this thesis and will take an
evolutionaryapproachto art, and creativity, forward.

11.3. FUTURE RESEARCH

This thesis provides some evidence for art evolving due to the pressuresof
sexual selection. However,there is considerablymore work to be done before
this theory can be supported or refuted. However, before considering new
studiesit would be valuableto expandthe fitnessindicator study. Probably the
greatestweaknessof this study was its low statistical power due to the small
numbersof artworks that were rated. This was done to prevent rater fatigue.
However, it would be possible to reduce the length of the questionnaireby
removing some of the demographic questions and possibly the ratings for
physical attractivenessand physical skill to concentrateon the personality,
creativity and intelligencevariables. If this was donethen more artworks could
be rated thereby increasingstatistical power. Furthermore,artworks could be
madeby professional,amateurand non-artiststo gain a much greaterrange of
expertisein art. In fact, it would also be more realistic to get participantsto rate
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more than one artwork, perhapstwo or three,by eachartist sinceif artworks are
acting as fitness indicators then potential mates are likely to view several
artworksby an artist to gain a clearerpicture of the artist's qualities. Moreover,
if the artistsalso completedinformation on their actualmating successthen this
would also provide an indicationof whetheran artist's desirability is reflectedin
their artwork by consideringtheir actual numbersof sexual partnersand their
frequencyof being chosenasa datingpartnerin the study.

It would also be relevantto consider the personalitiesof the raters. There is
evidence that certain personalities are attracted to particular styles of art
(Furnham& Avison, 1997,Furnharn& Walker, 2001a,Knapp & Wulff, 1963,
Rawlings, 2003, Rosenbluhet al., 1972). Furthermore,from the third study in
this thesis there was a suggestionthat women may be using the style of the
artwork to indicatethe level of opennessof the artist andthen assortativelymate,
at least for openness,on this variable. Thus a replication of the fitnessindicator
of the raters' personalitieswould be able to
study that included an assessment
considerthe influencetheir personalitieshad on their choiceof artist as a dating
partnerand on their ratingsof the artworksand the artists.

Another aspectof the fitnessindicator study which suggestedthe need for more
researchwas the fact that it was unclearas to what aspectsof the artworks were
indicating the qualities of the artwork. To gain an understandingof what these
aspectsmay be a team of coders(independentof the raters) could record the
featuresof the artworks(strengthof colour, complexity of content,etc) and these
scorescould be correlatedwith the rated and actualpersonality,intelligenceand
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creativity scores of the artists. From these scores an understandingcould be
gainedof what cuesarebeingusedby the ratersto scorethe characteristicsof the
artists and the accuracyof thesecues. This methodhasbeenpreviouslyusedon
of bedroomsand offices (Goslinget al., 2002)and so the
personalityassessments
resultscould be comparedto this research.

Even if the resultsfrom the abovestudiessupportthe sexualselectionhypothesis
they do not demonstratethat artworks are actually usedas fitnessindicators. To
identify whetherthis is the caseit would be necessaryto gain information from
the partnersof artists. They could be askedwhetherthey knew the artist's work
beforethey met the artist, what they thought of the artist's work prior to andafter
meetingthe artist, andwhat first attractedthemto the artist. Information on their
reproductivesuccessand marital satisfactionwould needto be gatheredaswell
as completion of a personality measurefor themselvesand their partner (the
artist).

One possibility that arosefrom this thesis is that more professionalartistsmay
not be having greatermating successdue to their artworks acting as fitness
indicatorsbut rather that they are found more attractivedue to the stereotypical
image of the artist. In fact, the first study found that a highly creative
individual's personalitywas viewed in a more positive light than is generally
consideredby the psychological literature to be the case. To consider this
possibility a vignette-typestudycould be conducted. Photographsof individuals
that are accompaniedby a job title (including professionalartist) would be rated
on physical attractivenessand personality and the raters would choosewhich
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individual theywould most like to have a shortanda long-termrelationshipwith.
Thejob titles would be rotatedbetweenphotosfor eachof the ratersand would
have previously been rated for status and creativity. The raters would also
completea personalitymeasure.The analysiswould examinewhetherthere was
an effect of theperceivedcreativity of thejob on desirability asa long and shortterm partnerand whethertherewas a relationshipbetweenpersonality,perceived
creativity of thejob anddesirability.

There are of courseother predictionsmadeby the sexualselectionhypothesisof
creativity (Miller, 2001) including that there should be significant costs to
producingartwork to ensurethat only high quality individuals can producehigh
quality art, and that the findings here and in other studieslooking at art and
sexual selection (Haselton& Miller, in press,Nettle & Clegg, in press-b)are
replicableacrossculturesandacrossdifferent creativeareas.

Finally, within this thesis a creativity continuum measureof self-ratedcreative
ability was developed. Whilst there was someevidencefor its validity ftuther
tests needto be conducted. In particular, correlating the creativity continuum
with other tests of creativity, for example the Lifetime Creativity Scales
(Richards et al., 1988)which also recognisesthat creativity is on a continuum
rather than split between everyday and eminent creativity, would establish
concurrentvalidity. Moreover, using it within an extendedfitness indicator
study would considerpredictive validity. Although the creativity continuum did
not appearto predict rated creativeability of the "artists" or the artwork the low
numbers of artworks reduced the statistical strength of the results and so
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conclusionsasto the creativity continuum'svalidity can not be definitely made.
If validity is demonstrated then as a quick and easy to use tool the creativity

continuumwill be a useful measureof self-ratedcreativeability that recognises
that creativity is not an either-orconstruct.

Thusthis thesishasbegunto examinethe mostcommonlyproposedevolutionary
reasonfor the emergenceof creativebehaviour,sexual selection,and provided
someevidenceto supportthis theory. Nevertheless,considerablymore work is
requiredto be able to determinewhy creativebehaviourevolved. Such insights
will be of relevancenot only to the psychologyof creativity but alsoof interestto
The Arts, science,biology andarchaeology.
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